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ABSTRACT 

De Quincey'.s writing has already been thoroughly examined 

from the point of view of his critical statements, and attempts have 

been made to resolve some of the many contradictions which occur in 

such statement~. In this thesis, however, De Quincey's work is app

roached not from a consideration of critical theory but through an 

examination of his ideas and techniques as they related to the well

established literary and psychological category of the sublime. 

De Quincey's interpretation of the sublime in literature relates 

closely to his theory of the literature of power, and provides a 

central standpoint from which to examine many different aspects of 

his writing. De Quincey's general application of the theory of sub

limity reveals a concentration upon a certain number of fixed form

ulae which can be used as guidelines to his criticism of literature 

as well as his own creative processes. De Quincey's ideas relating 

to sublimity provide, in addition, a religious and philosophical 

background from which to approach both the areas of criticism and 

creation. Ideas connected with the sublime also allow a convenient 

approach to De Quincey's theory of symbolism, his use of opium, and 

the dreams which haunted his life and became the substance of his 

creative writing. To observe the close relationship between these 

various aspects of De Quincey's life and thought is to become aware 

of the patterns which dominated his literary processes. 

Having shown the various modes of the sublime as exemplified by 

De Quincey's works in general, the thesis proceeds to a detailed ex

amination of some passages in his literarv criticism as they spec

ifically relate to these modes. The emphasis is not upon the value 

and meaning of the criticism per se, but rather upon the extent to 

which it expresses De Quincey's continuing search for the powerful 

or sublime effect in literature. The critical contexts examined are 

seen to function on the basic principles already established, and these 
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same principles are then applied to De Quincey's major fiction. The 

same patterns, involving paradox, symbolism and revelation, are clearly 

in evidence, and, indeed, reveal the main intention of these works. 

The English Mail-Coach, The Confessions of an English Opium Eater, and 

the Suspiria De Profundis are all discussed in considerable detail, and 

while considerations other than that of the principle of the sublime are 

included, this principle remains always the basic starting point. 

From an analysis of the workings of the sublime principle in 

De Quincey's writing, a new kind of unity becomes apparent in his work, 

a unity of symbols and images, of mood and emotion. An awareness of 

this special kind of unity contributes to an understanding of a writer 

who seems, on many occasions, to be discontinuous, erratic and wildly 

mistaken. 
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NOTE 

All references to De Quincey in this thesis are to the Masson 

edition of his works (Edinburgh, 1890) unless otherwise stated. Volume 

and page specifications from this edition are inserted in brackets in 

the main body of the text. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this thes~s I attempt to present a general picture of De 

Quincey's writing through the examination of a familiar literary phenom

enon, the sublime. At least, the idea of the sublime and its many character

istics is the starting point from which I begin an exploration of De Quincey's 

thought and literature. My principal interest has been, indeed, the practical 

applications of the idea of the sublime as De Quincey envisaged it, as he 

appreciated it, and as he followed it as a guiding light. However, although 

the category of the sublime and its literary traditions provide the central 

link throughout the thesis, I have not confined my attention to purely sublime 

contexts in De Quincey's writings. For example, I devote considerable attention 

to his theory of symbolism and its applications, but I hope to show that 

this theory does emerge from De Quincey's overall conception of sublimity. 

Likewise, in the second part of the thesis, I examine certain recurrent themes 

and images, which are not always in themselves sublime, but do contribute 

to a general understanding of the motives and methods behind De Quincey's 

choice of literary subject. 

It will be seen that much of De Quincey's creative fiction in fact 

emerges from his ideas concerning the Christian sublime, and that the 

correct interpretation of such a work as the Confessions of an English Onium 
Eater depends upon a clear reading of the Christian duality as De Quincey 
understood it. Emerging from this Christian duality is the general dialectical 

theory, which, as I often note, is fully shared with contemporary writers. 

Although most of the ideas I describe in the first section are therefore 

commonplaces of the romantic period, I do not believe an attempt has been 

made to examine the extent to which De Quincey totally espoused these ideas, 

and based much, if not all, of his writing upon them. 

Sigmund K. Proctor, author of the first valuable book on De Quincey's 

literary criticism, wrote that "the sublime is for De Quincey the primary 

aesthetic effect in literature", 1 and my argument entirely supports this 
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contention. My intention, however, beyond merely observing the dominance 

of this effect, is to indicate the reasons why De Quincey became so totally 
2involved with what Jordan has called his "idee fixe 11 I examine the "idee• 

fixe" from several angles, showing, for example, how the ideas of Burke on 

the terror of the sublime, together with its obscurity and infinity, are taken 

up by De Quincey and integrated within a philosophical and literary system 

which reaches far beyond the mere definition of a certain kind of human experien 

I examine the way in which the duality of De Quincev's Christian sublime, 

with its vital process of antagonism, penetrates every area of his thought, 

so that ultimately, certain key ideas can be recognized in De Quincey's 

creative process. In order to fully illustrate the large range of De Quincey's 

interests, and the varied contexts in which his ideas concerning the sublime 

are applied, I provide many parallels, in the notes, to points made in 

the main text. 

De Quincey's creative process, however, is the principal object of 

analysis in this thesis, and in the second part, or the last four chapters, 

I turn to more specifically literary concerns. 3 I show that the principles 

and structures defined in the first four chapters determine the kind of 

criticism which De Quincey attempts. My intention is not to go over ground 

already admirably covered by Proctor and Jordan, but rather to show how 

De Quincey's literary criticism, and the passages of works which he selects 

for consideration, are in fact closely related to his own creative purpose. 

Thus, many critical opinions can hardly be considered as original, but 

what I hope to demonstrate is that in many instances De Quincey is, in fact, 

searching out and recreating in his own words the sublimest of his literary 

experiences. The moments of climax which he thus celebrates in his "critical" 

~assages are then seen to be analagous with the brief, svmbolic visions, 

which gpnstitute the meaning and purpose of his fictional writing. A 

valuable sense of structure in the main fictional works, and the principles 

which determine this structure, is thereby derived from an analysis of 

De Quincey's conception of the sublime. 

I give a general indication, in the notes, of the derivation of 

the many ideas which are combined and developed within De Quincey's system. 
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However, I find the analogues with the writings of Kant particularly 

interesting, and devote an appendix to this subject. In view of the nature of 

their relationship and some distinct similarities between their work, 

also examine many ·comparisons between Wordsworth and De Quincey, and the 

majority of these observations are contained within the main text. 4 Such 

comparisons are made, of course, with the specific intention of exploring 

further the nature of the sublime principle in De Quincey's work. 



PART I: GENERAL CONTEXTS OF THE SUBLIME 
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CHAPTER ONE: SUBLIMITY, RELIGION AND MORALITY 

It would be useful to attempt at the outset a definition of the 

term "sublime" as it was understood at the time De Quincey was writing; 

De Quincey's specific interpretation of the phenomenon, and the ele

ments of which it is composed, will emerge in the course of the thesis. 

Developing beyond Longinus' description of the sublime in his essay 

Peri Hypsous, eighteenth-century theoreticians expanded the original 

definition of this category of experience to include a variety or ir

rational emotions. Longinus' main emphasis in his account of the sub

lime was upon rhetorical effects, although he did associate sublime 

expression in literature or nature with particularly intense experi

ences of passion or emotion. Aestheticians of the eighteenth century, 

such as Dennis, Addison and Burke, grouped feelings of terror, ecstasy, 

horror, or experiences of vast, gloomy landscapes, within the general 

concept of the sublime, and the Romantics continued just this associa

tion. Of course, the sublime, conceived of as an expression or expe

rience of powerful and often overwhelming feelings, is ·consonant with 

the Romantic view that poetry arises from deep emotional and partially 

irrational sources. De Quincey's definition of the literature of 

power depends entirely upon this view; and his interpretation of the 

sublime is essentially an expression of his trust in the emotional 

rather than the reasoning faculty. 

In the course of the thesis I will provide various important 

statements from both Wordsworth and Coleridge concerning the nature 

and effect of the sublime, in order to establish the immediate context 

of De Quincey's use of the idea. Initially, however, it must be 

understood that sublime experience, whether derived from natural or 

literary sources, involves an elevation of the mind, an awareness of 

the potential greatness of man in his moral sphere, together with a con

comitant dissolution of the finite particularities of self. Thus, 

though at first an aesthetic issue, experience of sublimity might extend 

further to become meaningful on a religious or philosophical level. 

shall begin with an account of certain aspects of religious sublimity in 

this first chapter, and will adduce the causal principles of sublime 

experience in the course of subsequent chapters. 
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1. De Quincey's attitude to Christianity 

It is well said, in every sense, that a man's religion 
is the chief fact with regard to him. 

T. Carlyle 

The three greatest powers which we know of in moulding 
human feelings are first, Christianity; secondly the 
actions of men emblazoned by history; and, in the 
third place, poetry. 

De Quincey 

As a first approach to De Quincey's definition and application of 

ideas associated with sublimity, it is necessary to consider the 

religious background to his work. It is important to appreciate the 

extent to which Christian ideas consciously permeate his work, and 

having done so, it is easy to follow De Quincey's pattern of Christian 

symbolism in the fictional works, and the nature of the religious revela

tion which is the ultimate purpose of those works. De Quincey's atti

tude to Kant, which I shall consider first, is one example of the mani

festation of the farmer's fundamentally emotional relationship with 

Christianity, and of his violent opposition to forms of thinking which 

do not allow any place for his particular kind of sublimity. 

De Quincey's initial dissatisfaction with the Kantian philosophy 

is that he cannot accept a system where reason, based on sensual per
1ception, is the highest faculty of knowledge. Direct knowledge of 

God is impossible according to Kant, and this position led De Quincey 

to assert all the more strongly his belief that the source of religious 

knowledge lay in "the understanding heart" (X, 56), or the feelings. 

When discussing Kant, De Quincey writes, "Neither can I think that any 

man, though he make himself a marvellously clever disputant, ever could 

tower upwards to a very great philosopher, unless he should begin or 

end with Christianity" (II, 155). His innnediate specification of Kant 

as a ''dubious exception11 does little to resolve the essential nega

tivity to the Christian faith which De Quincey finds in Kant's work. 

In one of his several separate essays on the life and writings of Kant, 

De Quincey lays out clearly the philosopher's relationship with 

Christianity. He bluntly states " •.• it must not be concealed that 

Kant is an enemy to Christianity" (VIII, 94-5), and although De Quincey 
2makes other similar exaggerations in the same essay, his position none

theless remains clear. In fact the energy with which De Quincey in

fuses his denunciation of Kant, attests to his extreme sensitivity and 
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orthodoxy when it comes to considerations relating to the Christian 

religion. uNot content with the privilege of speaking in an infidel 

tone, and with philosophic liberty, he [Kant] manifestly thinks of 

Christianity with enmity -- nay, with spite" (VIII, 95), De Quincey 

continues. 

One of the most interesting features of the account of Kant's 

hostility to Christianity, and De Quincey's own passion over the issue, 

is that De Quincey perhaps unconsciously provides an explanation for the 

attitudes of both authors. He asserts that much of Kant's enmity to

wards Christianity derives from his essential sympathy for the object of 

his attack. "Absolute and unmitigated contempt will generally preclude 

hostility" (VIII, 96), De Quincey explains, and thereby also reveals the 

basis of his own passionate attitude. For all his "paganism" and 

irreverence, Kant provided much for De Quincey to respect, and it is 

only over the sensitive issue of Christianity that they seem to come 

into real conflict. As Proctor well expresses it: 

De Quincey was first a Christian and then a philosopher; 
first a creature of profoundly emotional belief, then 
an intellectial being who sought the satisfaction of 
understanding, speculatively, the system of ideas which 
he accepted on the basis of his intuitions and his 
faith in spiritual revelation.3 

4De Quincey's disappointment with the philosophy of Kant seems to have 

been rooted in a failure to discover a sublime capacity in the implica

tions of the philosopher's work. The phraseology of Proctor's remark 

is significant in this respect, because such ideas as "emotional belief", 

speculative understanding, "intuitions" and "revelation" are closely 

linked to De Quincey's conception of the sublime. Kant's system seemed 

determined to destroy ideas of this nature, and De Quincey writes that 

it "offers nothing seducing to human aspirations, nothing splendid to 

the human imagination" (II, 86), and that Kant himself "had no instincts 

for creation or restoration" (II, 155). What De Quincey really found 

lacking was an appeal to the imaginative faculty, an appeal to the sub

lime capacities in man, since he saw a denial of these powers in Kant's 

apparent hostility to Christianity. 

Christianity meant much to De Quincey in terms of his concept of 

imagination and of the sublime, since its essential truths could only 

be reached by means which transcend the rigorous demands of reason. 

These means, mainly centred upon man's emotional capacity, depend upon 
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revelation, which shows ''.that which the moral darkness of man will not, 

without supernatural light, allow him to perceive" (VIII, 39). Revela

tion is experienced primarily through the symbolism associated with 
5Christianity, and I will examine the extent to which De Quincey 

associates sublimity with these established symbols in the last three 

chapters. In order to express the opposition between sublime truth 

founded on the emotional interpretation of Christian symbolism, and the 

limited Kantian position based on reason, De Quincey develops a continu

ing antagonism in his work between the pagan and Hebrew forms of belief. 

Kant, as an enemy to Christianity, is clearly identified with the pagan 

side of the dialectic and is inevitably associated with the various 

attributes which De Quincey ascribes to paganism. It becomes clear in 

the course of this continuing opposition, that a capacity for the sub

lime experience is the crucial distinguishing factor between pagan and 

Christian beliefs. 6 De Quincey recognizes the importance of the opposi

tion between pagan and Christian, at least in terms of his own writings, 

and, indeed, he claims it as an idea original to himself: 

Had I then really all that originality on this subject 
which for many ye~rs I had secretly claimed? Sub
stantially I had, because this great distinction be
tween modern (or Christian) ideas of 'a religion' and 
the ancient (or Pagan) idea of 'a religion', I had no
where openly seen expressed in words (I, 372). 

This assertion of originality seems strange in the light of the long 

tradition of such an opposition, 7 but
1
nevertheless, the idea is central 

to an understanding of De Quincey's religious references. As I show in 

later chapters, religious structures are fundamental to De Quincey's 

fictional writing, and in fact a celebration of the Christian doctrine 

is very often the specific end in view. 

The essential element in De Quincey's distinction between Christian 

and pagan lies, as I have suggested, in his concept of the sublime. 

Sublimity, as a form of apprehension closely linked with the faculty of 

imagination, expresses itself in ideas connected with a transcendence of 

man's perception of the visible world. The Christian religion, accord~ 

ing to De Quincey, depends upon impulses which build on the emotions and 

attemptsto penetrate the invisible and infinite, whereas the religion of 

the Greeks subsisted entirely upon the concrete and finite. De Quincey's 

most coherent statement upon the antithesis is found in his essay "On 

Christianity as an organ of political movement", where his main concern 
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is to demonstrate the ways in which all tendency towards the sublime is 

naturally thwarted by the essential facts of Greek religion. According 

to De Quincey, the gods of the Greeks (or any pagans for that matter) 

are, primarily human in their attributes, being "liable to fear ••• to 

physical pain... to anxiety" (VIII, 228), and, most disturbing of all, to 

death. Man's mind, De Quincey argues, cannot be morally informed and 

expanded by such feeble images of the deity: 

When gods are perishable, man cannot have the grandeurs 
of his nature developed; when the shadow of death sits 
upon the highest of what man represents to himself as 
celestial, essential blight will sit forever upon 
human aspirations (VIII, 228). 

As I shall show, De Quincey's idea of the sublime involves precisely the 

expansion of the mind here described, and it is upon this basis that he 

finds the Greek approach to religion so entirely w~nting. His appre

hension of the two opposed modes of being, as represented by the Greek 

and Christian model, is so pervasive in his work that even an essay on 

language contains a further elaboration of the idea: 

Greece was, in fact, too ebullient with intellectual 
activity--an activity too palestric and purely human-
so that the opposite pole of the mind, which points 
to the mysterious and the spiritual, was, in the 
agile Greek, too intensely a child of the earth, 
starved and palsied; while in the Hebrew, dull and 
inert intellectually, but in his spiritual organs 
awake and sublime, the case was precisely reversed· 

(X, 250). 

The Hebrew religion is specifically described in terms of its teleolog

ical function -- "that is with a view to certain purposes, to certain 

final causes ahead" (VIII, 213) which is clearly linked to De Quincey's 

teleological conception of the sublime itself. For example, as I 

shall shortly explain, the sublime is a direct source of moral aware

ness, which in turn provides a vision of the final purposes of existence. 
8The gods of the pagan provided no such further moral dimension, and 

were in fact simply a source of terror which had no teleological 

implications whatsoever. ''First arising from a basis of terror, these 

gods never subsequently enlarged that basis, nor sought to enlarge it" 

(VIII, 213), De Quincey explains, clearly indicating the difference be

tween such terror and the terror of the sublime, but the important 

thing to understand about such terror is that it exists only as a part 

of the sublime. In other words, it must be considered teleologically. 
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To the pagan, terror became an end in itself, and just like the gods 

themselves, could admit of no extensions or further meanings. A vision 

of infinity was no part of either. 

One further specific instance of the sublime potential of Christiani

ty for De Quincey should perhaps be noted at this point. It is clear 

from the foregoing description that the vision which Christianity presents 

to De Quincey of a striving for ideal goals far transcending momentary 

impulse is the root of that religion's real greatness. Christianity 

possesses "foreward-looking views, contemplating, for instance, the 

furthering of civilization, or contemplating some interests in a world 

beyond the present" (VIII, 212), while "Religion, in the eye of the Pagan, 

had no more relation to morals than it had to shipbuilding or trigonometry" 

(VIII, 212). Pagan religion thus entirely lacked the Christian concept 
11 o f · as bas1s· mora1 · and · i h.in t e very ·asin a f or action, it· is w t h 1 ea o f 

sin that De Quincey finds a further extension of the Christian revelation 

of sublimity. The fullest statement of the nature of this 	sublime 

effect can be found in the Posthumous Works, and once again 	the direct 

comparison with paganism is employed: 

Sin is that secret word, that dark aporreton of the 
human race, undiscoverable except by express revela
tion, which having once been laid in the great 
scheme of God as a germinal principle, has since 
blossomed into a vast growth of sublime ideas known 
only to those nations who have lived under the 
moulding of scriptural truth. 

He goes on to speak of sin as a "sublime agencyn and then asserts that 

"even in its dreams every Christian child is invested by an 	atmosphere 
12of sublimity unknown to the greatest of pagan philosophers." The 

full importance which De Quincey attaches to such dreams will be noted 

later, but here the "atmosphere of sublimity" directly relates to the 

Christian's apprehension of sin, and at first the idea may seem somewhat 

obscure. The reasons for De Quincey finding the qualities of the sub
13lime in the concept of sin will be examined in another place, and for 

now it is sufficient to appreciate the total interfusion of the sublime 

principle in De Quincey's interpretation and exaltation of the Christian 

religion. 

It seems strange in the light of the above statements made by 

De Quincey on the subject of Christianity, that J. Hillis Miller should 

include this author in his study of five Victorian writers for whom God 

/ 
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14
has substantially vanished. The pervasiveness of De Quincey's 

religious utterances would tend to suggest that God, and particularly 

the kind of God provided by the Christian religion, was an immanent 

presence in his life. Miller, however,' pictures De Quincey as suffer
15h . . 1 f d" .i ng, t hrough t he death o f is sister, a genera sense o 1s1ntegra

tion which was to pervade his vision of existence: 

When this fragmentation has occurred there is nothing 
a man can do but sink back on the centre of himself, 

.and, as the last link attaching him to God and the 
world is broken, to heave one sigh and acquiesce in 
silence to the irrevocable fact that all is lost.16 

De Quincey, according to Miller's argument, becomes at the time of his 

sister's death newly aware of the vastnesses of infinity, both spatial 

and temporal, outside of himself, and he thus becomes a wanderer, find

ing relief from the pain of alienation in his opium usage. Certainly, 

the event of this death causes, in De Quincey's personal mythology, his 

exclusion from the innocent paradise of childhood, but Miller's false 

assessment of this incident lies in an inadequate understanding of the 

true meaning of both grief and infinity within De Quincey's dialectical 
17

system. Both these important topics, grief and infinity, will be 

examined in detail in Chapter Four, and for now I shall merely indicate 

the positive value which De Quincey attaches to the concept of infinity, 

particularly as it relates to his religious views. 

Miller writes of De Quincey's new apprehension of infinity in the 

following way -- "This infinity of space and eternity of time are pre
18cisely an infinity of the unavailability of God", and, certainly this 

. statement is partially true. An awareness of mortality is surely awe

some, but for De Quincey it is no final cause for despair, being an in

evitable element in the paradox of Christianity. Indeed, De Quincey 

himself provides a remarkably close parallel statement to that of 

Miller's given above, and comes to the opposite conclusion. 

Great is the mystery of Space, and greater is the 
mystery of Time. Either mystery grows upon man as 
man himself grows; and either seems to be a func
tion of the godlike which is in man ... He trembles 
at the abyss into which his bodily eyes look down, 
or look up; not knowing that abyss to be, not al
ways consciously suspecting it to be, but by an 
instinct written in his prophetic heart feeling it 
to be, boding it to be, fearing it to be, and some
times hoping it to be, the mirror to a mightier 
abyss that will one day be expanded in himself 

(VIII, 15-16). 
/ 
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This passage is crucial to an understanding of De Quincey's attitude to

wards the idea of infinity, and fully reveals the deeper implications of 

his vision by the bedside of his dead sister. Firstly, there is the 

point that the concepts of space and time "grow upon man", and, in this 

sense, seem to provide a constituent element of maturity. Thus it is 

surely more reasonable to interpret the bedside revelation as an inevit

able stage in the evolution of the young De Quincey, rather than as a 

moment to be utterly lamented. Secondly, De Quincey emphasizes the 

growth or expansion which ideas of £pace and time reveal within man's 

own mind, and this vastness he specifically associates with man's origin 

"the godlike which is in man"). Once again, such expansion can hardly 

be interpreted as being in any way detrimental to the human mind involved. 

And thirdly, it should be noted that ideas of fearful withdrawal, rather 

more in line with Miller's view of experience of infinity, are an 

important element in the passage. Man fears and trembles before the 

awesome spectacle of infinity, but such a reaction, so far from detracting 

from the value of the experience, is, as I shall show later, an essential 
19element of its sublimity. Once again, De Quincey's familiar para

200d i 1 ear1y in ev1d groundsox ca structure is. c1 . ence, and t here are no rea1 

to suppose that the revelation of infinity as described here implies, in 

a final sense, cause for despair. The experience may be disturbing, but 

then any experience of the sublime will be disturbing. De Quincey sees 

such disturbance as an essential element in the total effect, and as an 

important part of his spiritual development. To have remained unaware 

of the significance of infinity would have left the mind in the dark, 

would have left man unaware of the potential of his own soul. In this 

way, the revelation of infinity which De Quincey experiences by his 

sister's bedside, is a fortunate fall from innocence into experience. 

It is also, in the discovery of the "godlike" within himself, a move to

wards God rather than away. The dream-visions which I shall discuss in 

the second part of the thesis will provide practical examples of the 

truth of this statement. 

It should also be remembered that the whole of De Quincey's persis

tent opposition of the pagan with the Christian tends finally to exalt 

the idea of infinity. Paganism is described in terms of f initude, 

ultimately leading nowhere, having no ultimate goals beyond an innnediate 

sensual reality, and leaving the mind terrorized and narrow. 
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Christianity and the Christian God, however, are consistently and con

ventionally associated by De Quincey with the language of infinity. "No 

finite intellect will ever retrace the total curve upon which Christianity 

has moved" (VIII, 209), he writes, and in another place describes the 

transformation from the sensual gods of the pagans to the spiritual one of 

the Christian -- "Not less awful in power was the transition from the 

limitations of space and time to ubiquity and eternity ... (VIII, 230). 

"The truths of the Scripture", he states, "are of too vast a compass, too 

much like the Author of those truths -- illimitable and incapable of 
21verbal circumspection" Furthermore, the Christian concept of sin, 

already briefly described, is seen by De Quincey as a direct means of 

access to infinity, and thereby to God Himself. He writes, in continua

tion of the passage about sin quoted above: 

Yes I af_firm that there is no form through which the 
Infinite reveals itself in a sense comprehensible by 
man and adequate to man; that there is no sublime 
agency which compresses the human mind from infancy 
so as to mingle with the moments of its growth, posi
tively none but has been in its whole origin -- in 
every part -- an exclusively developed out of that 

22tremendous mystery which lurks under the name of sin. 

Infinity is, familiarly enough, a facet of God, and a revelation of 

infinity becomes a revelation of God for De Quincey. It is not hard to 

see how the idea of infinity becomes an essential factor in the religious 

basis of De Quincey's sublime. The sublimity evoked by a contemplation 

of the vastness of space and time is in fact the sublimity of God, a 

revelation without which man would have no spiritual identity. There 

_are suggestions, then, that the meaning of De Quincey's experience of 

infinity is directly in opposition to Hillis Miller's assertion that 

"This infinity of space and eternity of time are precisely an infinity 

and eternity of the unavailability of God". Indeed, though it may be 

true, as Hillis Miller suggests, that the self's integrity has been viola

ted by an early experience of death, De Quincey clearly sees the moment 

as the establishment of a new identity, an identity less purely involved 

in the self, and more aware of the nature of God. As I shall show, a 

shift of this kind from an absorption in the self and the sensuous world 

to an awareness of the Deity, is at the root of De Quincey's conception 

of the sublime. The experience at the time of his sister's death, then, 

represents no denial of religion for De Quincey, despite its deeply 

ambiguous nature, and it will become apparent in later chapters that 
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Christianity remains undiminished as the most vital force behind his 

creative writings. 

2. The power of the sublime as a moral force 

The commerce between Man and his Maker cannot be 
carried on but by a process where much is represented 
in little, and the Infinite Being accormnodates him
self to a finite capacity. In all this may be per
ceived the affinity between religion and poetry: be
tween religion -- making up the deficiencies of 
reason by faith; and poetry -- passionate for the 
instruction of reason; between religion whose element 
is infinitude, and whose ultimate trust is the 
supreme of things, submitting herself to circumscrip
tion, and reconciled to substitutions; and poetry -
ethereal and transcendent, yet incapable to sustain 
her existence without sensuous incarnation. 

Wordsworth 

I have indicated some of the ways in which Christianity constitutes 

the root source of the sublime for De Quincey. He considers, in fact 

that Christianity is the sublimest object of contemplation, though of 

course sublimity manifests itself in ways other than the specifically 

Christian. The various other aspects of De Quincey's sublime will be 

discussed in succeeding chapters, and I merely intend to indicate now 

something of the moral effect which an experience of the sublime can 

produce upon man. De Quincey's problems with the Kantian position, 

which seems to deny the essence of the Christian's faith by asserting 

that no certain knowledge of God can ever be achieved by reason, are 

reflected in his reliance upon sublime revelation as a source 	of truth. 

Proctor, during his account of De Quincey's struggle with Kant's philo

sophy, expresses the situation in the following way: 

••• as a man of feeling, as a moral mystic, and as a 
devout believer in scriptural revelation, he 
[De Quincey] chose to repudiate, not the possibility 
of knowledge, but the particular faculty which had 
been shown impotent to give knowledge of ultimates.23 

Proctor's 	account of De Quincey's reliance upon "the understanding heart" 
24

(XI, 56) as a source of moral truth need not be repeated here, but the 

point I wish to emphasize is that De Quincey is able to transcend Kant's 

formulation of reason by his continuing experience of the sublime based 

upon his emotional capacities. 

It will be valuable before proceeding with an account of De Quincey's 

own beliefs concerning the moral effects of the sublime to consider 

Wordsworth's opinions upon the same subject, since, although De Quincey 

http:ultimates.23
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develops the idea with different emphasis, his fundamental assertions 

are derived, by his own admission on some occasions, from the older 
25writer. Although specific considerations of the sublime as manifested 

26in the natural world are relatively rare in the writings of De Quincey, 

the root of Wordsworth's conception of sublimity rests firmly in his 
27experience of nature. In his essay "The Sublime and the Beautiful 11 

, 

Wordsworth makes his clearest statements concerning the moral effect of 

the sublime upon the mind of man. Very often in The Prelude he does not 

specifically attach the epithet "sublime" to his description of experi

ences of power, but the above essay makes it not only quite clear that 

such experiences are essentially those of sublimity, but also that they 

are deeply moral in implication. The sublime as a general concept is 

loosely applied to experiences of great emotional power, and Wordsworth 

emphasizes the lasting moral change which certain experiences of the 

sublime or powerful in nature can bring to the personality. He asserts 

that "it is impossible that a mind can be in a healthy state that is not 
28frequently and strongly moved both by sublimity and beauty", and he 

goes on to explain what he means by a "healthy state". A mind, to be 

healthy in this sense, must be fully exercised in terms of its emotional 

potential, its ability to feel the extent of its own greatness. 

Wordsworth in fact defends his consideration of the sublime and the 

beautiful precisely on the grounds that they are of such great signif i

cance in the moral development of the individual. He writes, " I am 

persuaded that it is of infinite importance to the noblest feelings of 

the Mind and to its very highest powers that the forms of Nature should 
29be accurately contemplated." 

The Prelude contains many specific examples of the result of the 

poet's experiences in natural settings, sometimes certainly not in 

states of contemplation but rather in states of passive absorption. 

The effects of passive experience or active contemplation are, however, 

very much the same. Wordsworth writes in Book I of the refining 

quality of such powerful experiences as the boat-stealing episode, and 

of the way in which his "passions" are intertwined 

Not with the mean and vulgar works of Man, 
But with high objects, with enduring things, 
With life and nature, purifying thus 

30The elements of feeling and of thought •.• 

The enduring qualities of the mountains in which the poet spent his 

childhood have thus produced an awareness of the enduring qualities of 
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the human soul. Likewise, in Book II, Wordsworth claims that the 

mountains, lakes and cataracts which constituted an important part of 

his youthful scenery, served to remove him from "little enmities and 
31low desires", and thereby lay a solid basis for his moral development. 

As a leitmotif, the assertion of the ennobling power of nature appears 

throughout the poem, stated in explicit terms, and one further example 

will suffice to establish the general point. Nature is not only a 

source of moral instruction under ordinary circumstances, but particu

larly so during moments of confusion and distress, such as during 

Wordsworth's own stay in London, or his period of disillusion following 
1132the French Revolution. Having experienced the 11blank confusion of 

London, the poet goes on to reflect once more upon the strength he has 

derived from powerful experiences in nature: 

By influence habitual to the mind 
The mountain's outline and its steady form 
Gives a pure grandeur, and its presence shapes 
The measure and the prospect of the soul 
To majesty; such virtue have the forms 
Perennial of the ancient hills.33 

In nature, then, lies the source of moral power, and Wordsworth, 

undergoing experiences of sublimity in his natural surroundings, finds 

himself absorbing this power. As a poet, he then sees his task as one 

of somehow reproducing in his work the sublime effects he has 

experienced in nature, in order to exert a similar kind of moral power 

over his readers. In this sense, the Wordsworthian idea of the poet 

is of a transmitter of the sublime effect, and poetry which seeks to 

convey an experience of the sublime to its audience in this way, is 

what De Quincey would call the "literature of power" (XI, 54). In 

the same manner as Wordsworth's own mind was stimulated and moulded by 

his contact with nature, so his poetry in turn should stimulate and 

morally fortify the minds of his readers. Thus, in the "Preface" of 

1800, Wordsworth writes of the "worthy purpose" of his poetry: 

••• we shall describe objects, and utter sentiments, 
of such a nature, and in such connection with each 
other that the understanding of the Reader must 
necessarily be in some degree enlightened, and his 
affections strengthened and purified. 

Having the advantage of a mind particularly responsive to the sublime 

effects of nature, the poet's aim is to extend at least something of 

this heightened sensibility to his audience. Wordsworth explains 

further: 

http:hills.33
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For a multitude of causes, unknown to former times, 
are now acting with a combined force to blunt the 
discriminating powers of the mind, and, unfitting 
it for all voluntary exertion, to reduce it to a 
state of almost savage torpor._34 

In this fashion, Wordsworth sees the poet as a healer administering to 

the diseased affections of his contemporary man, a healer who by atten

tion to the feelings or emotions will effect a vital moral reconstitu

tion. 

As I remarked, De Quincey himself has very little to say directly 

upon the subject of the sublime as produced in nature, although from 

time to time there are hints that he does in fact hold the same funda

mental view of the subject as Wordsworth. For example, in bis essay on 

Schiller, there is a brief intimation of a similar moral relationship: 

He [Schiller] could nµt look at his native Alps but 
he saw in them, and their austere grandeurs or their 
dread realities, a spiritual reproach to the hollow
ness and falsehood of that dull imposture which 
Gottsched offered by way of a substitute for nature. 
He was taught by the Alps to crave for something 
nobler and deeper (IV, 426). 

Certainly there are indications here that De Quincey accepts the Words
35worthian view of the educative function of the natural sublime. He, 

however, concentrates his own analysis upon the intermediary role of 
36the artist, together with the deeply emotional effect produced by 

certain incidents in his own childhood and youth. I shall describe 

the importance of these autobiographical incidents in the second part 

of the thesis. On the subject of the sublime effect produced by 

literature, however, De Quincey's clearest statements occur within his 

discussion of the literature of knowledge and the literature of power, 

and it emerges that his initial concern is with the effect which a 

certain kind of literature may have on the feelings. 

De Quincey's earliest description of the literatures of knowledge 

and power occurs in his "Letters to a Young Man" (1823), and although 

there are some interesting differences between this early theory and 
37the later development of it, his emphasis here is very firmly upon 

the effect which the literature of power exerts on the feelings. The 

literature which communicates power makes him 

feel vividly, and with a vital consciousness, emotions 
which ordinary life rarely or never supplies occasions 
for exciting, and which had previously lain, unawakened, 
and hardly within the dawn of consciousness (X, 48). 
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Although the moral effect of such emotional exercise is not explicitly 

stated here, it is clear that De Quincey envisages the literature of 

power as performing a very particular function. Like Wordsworth, he 
38 sees it as an awakener from "savage torpor", "a vital agent on the 

human mind" (X, 49) which serves to expand the capacities of a man's 

sensibility. De Quincey quotes the effect of Milton and of King Lear 

in this context, and it is certain that he rarely invokes the former 
39 . f bl. . . d d. . F h hun1ess a question o su 1m1ty is un er 1scuss1on. urt ermore, e 

also writes of "being startled into a feeling of infinity of the world 

within us" (X, 49), which is again an essential element in an experience 

of the sublime. For De Quincey, the fundamental purpose of the artist 

is to reproduce the sublime effect, which he, as a highly sensitive 

individual, is capable of discovering in the world around him. The 

powerful change he is then able to effect within the feelings of his 

audiences is the final fulfilment of his purpose. Thus although the 

literature of knowledge is intended to "teach" and the literature of 

power to "move" (XI, 54), there is clearly a specific kind of education 

effected by sublime literature. I will return to this point once again 

during my account of De Quincey's didactic theory in Chapter Five. 

In the essay "The Poetry of Pope", De Quincey expounds a later 

(1848) and more elaborate theory of knowledge and power in literature, 

making more explicit the relationship between the exercise of the human 

sensibility and the moral effect of such an experience. He explains 

that "like any animal power or muscular energy falling into disuse, all 

such sensibilities would gradually droop and dwindle" (XI, 56), and in 

another context he goes so far as to assert that such sensibility would 

never even be noticed by the possessor, unless he takes the pains to 
40develop it by, for example, watching tragedy on the stage. The root 

of man's moral being is, for De Quincey, founded in the sensibilities, 

and thereby he makes his claim for the final importance of the 

literature of power, which he himself spent so much time attempting to 

write. He says in the Pope essay that "It is in relation to these 

great moral capacities of man, that the literature of power, as contra

distinguished from that of knowledge, lives and has its field of action" 

(XI, 56). He goes on to write that -It is certain that, were it not 

for the Literature of Power, these ideals [justice, hope, truth, mercy 

etc.] would often remain among us as mere arid notional forms; whereas, 

by the creative forces of man put forth in literature, they gain a ver
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nal life of restoration, and germinate into vital activities" (XI, 57). 

It is this strengthening of ideals, together with a representation of 

the larger, more universal considerations of human life, which becomes 

the basis of De Quincey's symbolic theory of literature, as I show in 

later chapters. 

It should also be mentioned in the present context that De Quincey's 

distinction between genius and talent, which emerges directly from his 

concern with the power/knowledge antithesis, depends largely upon the 
41

moral nature of genius. He establishes that genius and talent are 

categories closely related with the power/knowledge distinction when he 

writes, "in all literature properly so-called [he has just been dis

cussing the literature of power] genius is always manifested, and talent 

generally, but in literature of knowledge it may be doubted very 
42

seriously whether there is any opening for more than talent". The 

man of genius is thus the producer of the literature of power, and is, 

by this token, a repository of moral sensibility. De Quincey states 

his belief on this matter in his "Gilfillan's Literary Portraits": 

And hence also it is that, besides its relationship to 
suffering and enjoyment, genius always implies a deeper 
relationship to virtue and vice; whereas talent has no 
shadow of a relation to moral qualities any more than 
it has to vital sensibilities (XI, 383). 

Again, De Quincey is asserting the breadth and essential correctness of 

the artist's emotional judgement, or his "understanding heart". It is 

interesting to observe, however, that he makes it clear that while 

genius implies great moral capacity, the reverse does not necessarily 

apply. Charles Lamb, De Quincey feels, is a case in point, for al

though he considered this author as a "moral being" to constitute "the 

nearest approach to an ideal standard of excellence", he was "not in 

the very first rank" (III, 47-8) when it came to the question of genius. 

It is evident, then, that the literature of power is primarily 

important for its moral implications. In his essay "On Christianity", 

De Quincey again stresses the power/knowledge opposition, and the way in 

which the former works upon the sentiments to produce a fuller moral 

awareness. He writes, "To know is not always to feel; and without a 

correspondent depth of feeling, there is in moral cases no effectual 

knowledge" (VIII, 230). Here, again, De Quincey shows his rejection of 

Kantian reason, where a reliance on such a vague faculty as "the 

feelings" is entirely out of the question, and places his apprehension 
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of moral truth upon just this faculty. The sublime power of God him

self would thus work upon De Quincey through his feelings in an essen

tially unknowable way, and to keep these feelings well exercised is a 

means towards a greater experience of God. In his role as an artist, 

De Quincey would then, in a sense, imitate God in his attempt to pro

duce sublime.literature which would be capable of transmitting a 

greater moral awareness and depth to its audience. It is essential 

to an understanding of De Quincey's own creative fiction to hold in 

mind the religious and moral elements of his thought, and to notice how 

these essentially familiar ideas relate to the knowledge/power distinc

tion. 

3. The moral/aesthetic discipline of the sublime 

The feeling for the infinite, however, can be attained 
only if we are bounded to the utmost. The greatest 
limitation for man is the Hself"; it is manifested in 
the experience: "I am only that:" Only consciousness 
of our narrow confinement in the self forms the link 
to the limitlessness of the unconscious. 

C.G. Jung 

As I have shown, the a~tist as a producer of the literature of 

power may be considered as a conveyor of sublime effects, or as an inter

preter of the revelation he has received. He is clearly a man of extra
43

ordinary capacities, as Wordsworth indicates in his "Preface" of 1800, 

being able to comprehend the nature of sublimity and then reconstitute 

his revelation in the form of a concrete work of art. It is important 

to understand the nature of this artistic capacity as De Quincey saw it, 

and to be aware of the terminology which he applies to the process by 

which the artist reaches his superior awareness. 

As a mediator between the sublimity of the Creator Himself and 

ordinary men, and as a conveyor of a moral sense through the power of 

his work over the emotions, the artist possesses many of the attributes 

of a priest. Although this idea is only implicit in the writing of 

De Quincey, it would have been familiar to him through his communica

tions with Wordsworth, and the reading of that poet's work. An essen

tial aspect of the imagery attached to the poet in The Prelude is 

precisely that of a man who has experienced a divine calling. Words

worth speaks of himself as being 11 santified1144 by the discipline of 

nature, and of "that spirit of religious love in which/ I walked with 
45

nature". Such concepts are supported by wealth of imagery which 
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strengthens the poet's association with the priesthood, and his resulting 

concern with the moral influences of his work. 

One of the basic features of the identification of the poet with the 

priest is that, in the same way as a Christian priest, the poet must be 

capable of transcending his finite self in his role of mediator between 

man and God. In his approach to the sublime, or in order to fully enter 

into ideas of a sublime nature, the poet, according to De Quincey and 

d 46 er writers f . d 1oth . o t he per10 , must step beyon t he sensua warld and 

thus the self, in order to be able to create, in his turn, a work of sub

limity and moral force. That an excessive involvement with the outer 

forms and identities of the world must be preclusive of sublime 

experience is central to De Quincey's thought, and his definition of the 

artist rests upon such an idea of self-transcendence. 

Since his impassioned prose and the sublime climaxes which it 

expresses will be central considerations in the later part of this thesis, 

it is interesting to note De Quincey's statements about the necessity of 

selflessness in connection with this specific mode of expression. He 

writes in the Autobiography that "Any expression of personal vanity, 

intruding upon impassioned records, is fatal to their effect -- as being 

incompatible with that absorption of spirit and that self-oblivion in 

which only deep passion originates" (I, 29). Since "impassioned records" 

are in fact the vital core of De Quincey's creative writing, this ex

pression of concern about the personal nature of some of his writings 

(the Confessions of an English Opium Eater and the Suspiria De Profundis 

are~ of course, autobiographical in origin) is extremely relevant. As 

an autobiographer, therefore, he would be sensitive to the kind of 

criticism put forward by Hazlitt in his essay "On Shakespeare and 

Milton", where a cautionary note is sounded against the over-free in

dulgence of pure emotion in poetry: 

The great fault of a modern school of poetry is, that 
it is an experiment to reduce poetry to a mere effu
sion of natural sensibility; or what is worse, to 
divest it both of imaginary splendour and human passion, 
to surround the meanest objects with the morbid feelings 
and devouring egotism of the writer's own mind •.. their 
minds reject, with a convulsive effort and intolerable 
loathing, the very idea that there ever was, or was 
thought to be, any thing superior to themselves.47 

In the introduction to the original version of the Confessions, De 

Quincey expresses his concern for the potential dangers of excessive 

http:themselves.47
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subjectivity. He hopes that his personal record will not only be 

interesting but also useful and instructive -- "In that hope it is, that 

I have drawn it up; and that must be my apology for breaking through 

that delicate and honourable reserve which, for the most part, restrains 
48 us from the public exposure of our own errors and infirmities". With 

his next major autobiographical undertaking, the Suspiria, De Quincey 

intends to describe in some detail the death of his siaer, and is still 

concerned with justifying the nature.of his material: 

All the agitation of this magnitude which a man may have 
threaded his life, he neither ought to report, nor could 
report. But one which affected my childhood is a 
privileged exception. It is privileged as a proper 
communication for a stranger's ear; because, though 
relating to a man's proper self, it is a self so far 
removed from his present self as to wound not feelings 
of delicacy or just reserve.49 

De Quincey's general theory of the transcendence of the finite concerns 

of self must be borne in mind throughout future discussions of his 

creative writing, since his continuing pursuit of sublime experience 

and the emergence of a pattern of Christian symbolism can be seen as 

the final justification of his autobiographical revelation. In this 

way, De Quincey's search for sublimity can be seen as the triumph of 

the general over the particular. 

De Quincey exalts the Christian ideal of selflessness, or the 

ability to move in sympathy for others beyond a limited state of self

absorption, as being sublime in itself, as well as being a means to

wards the apprehension of sublimity5 The conclusion of his biographical 

piece "Joan of Arc", which is itself an attempt at sublime communica
. so . . f . h f lftion, contains a representation o Just sue a moment o se -transcen

dence. Joan is about to suffer death by burning, and a monk on the 

scaffold is so absorbed in prayer for her, that he almost falls into 

danger from the flames: 

A Dominican monk was standing almost at her side. 
Wrapped up in his sublime office, he saw not the 
danger, but still persisted in his prayers. Even 
then, when the last enemy was racing up the fiery 
stairs to seize her, even at that moment did this 
noblest of girls think only for him••.•bidding 
him with her last breath to care for his own 
preservation, but to leave her to God. That girl, 
whose latest breath ascended in this sublime ex
pression of self-oblivion, did not utter the word 
recant either with her lips or with her heart 

(V, 413). 
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This passage is important since it provides a clear context for a sig

nificant aspect of De Quincey's concept of sublimity. Here, at this 

moment of death, two persons are involved in the act of existing out

side of themselves, or feeling entirely for and on behalf of another. 

Such a process, which is part of the discipline of the Christian, is 

essential also to De Quincey's definition of the artist, and it is this 

point which he is making when he justifies Wordsworth's avoidance of 

such themes as wedding days on the grounds that these events are "sel

fish" and "tend downwards!! (XI, 300-1). 

Essentially, De Quincey's theory of the selfless character of the 

sublime revolves around his conception of sympathy, and the capacity 
51that the poet must have for sympathy. The principal statement of 

De Quincey's beliefs concerning the capacities of the artist in this 

respect can be found in the essay "On the Knocking at the Gate in Mac

beth". Renowned as perhaps one of the most successful attempts at 

literary criticism, the essay is in fact equally important as a state

ment of how he feels an artist should function. The discussion revolves 

upon the murder of Duncan, and De Quincey observes that "murder, in 

ordinary cases, where the sympathy is wholly directed to the case of the 

murdered person, is an incident of coarse and vulgar horror" (X, 391). 

There is nothing remotely sublime in a desperate clinging to life, which 

is represented by unthinking sympathy for the murdered person, and the 

instinct to feel this kind of sympathy De Quincey sees as severely 

limited, and goes so far as to say that it "exhibits human nature in its 

most abject and humiliating attitude" (X, 391). The following passage 

then explicitly defines the necessity to transcend an essentially sel

fish attitude, which "little suits the purpose of the poet" (X, 391): 

He [the poet] must throw the interest on the 
murderer. Our sympathy must be with him (of 
course I mean a sympathy of comprehension, a 
sympathy by which we enter into his feelings, 
and are made to understand them) (X, 391). 

De Quincey elaborates further in a footnote to the above passage, 

stating that sympathy is "the act of reproducing in our minds the 

feelings of another" (X, 39ln.), which, of course, is exactly the pro

cess of self-transcendence he describes as sublime at the conclusion of 

"Joan of Arc"c 

The aesthetic discipline involved in the process of sympathetic 

identification with the object of attention relates closely to De 
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Quincey's idea of the artist as priest, as mediator between the world 

of the immediate senses and the transcendental world of spirit. The 

struggle between sense and spirit is indeed a theme which recurs 

throughout De Quincey's writing as an essential part of a dynamic 

structure of opposites, of which· the pagan /Christian antithesis is 

the foundation. In the next chapter it will become clear that the 

polarity between the visible world (epitomized by the finite self) and 

the spiritual world, informs all areas of De Quincey's thought. Indeed, 

De Quincey's first awareness of the sublimity of a particular scene or 

circumstance of ten springs directly from his sensitivity to this 

polarity. 

To appreciate De Quincey's view of the artist as moral guide and 

educator is an essential preliminary to understanding the purpose of his 

own creative writings. It is only with a clear idea of De Quincey's 

religious opinions in mind, embracing the notion of the sanctity of the 

poet's role, that one can understand his own literature of power or sub

limity. For this reason I have introduced in this first chapter cer

tain important aspects of De Quincey's religious position, and have 

attempted to relate them in a preliminary fashion to his literary taste. 

Christianity, as represented by the continuing contrast with paganism, 

is in fact the vital source of sublimity as De Quincey conceived it. 

There is certainly something ill-considered about the unrelenting reluc

tance to allow that any elements of sublimity may be present in Greek 

art or philosophy, but it is this very insistence which characterizes 

De Quincey's response to sublime effects. Christianity remai.ns always 

the final source of sublimity for him, and in subsequent chapters I 

shall adduce many examples to support this contention. I shall show 

that numerous themes introduced by De Quincey into both his journalistic 

and imaginative writing bear direct relation to his Christian conscious

ness. Similarly, some of the most significant symbols developed by him 

derive from specifically Christian origins. Indeed, as I shall show in 

Chapter Two, De Quincey's belief is that the origins of symbolism itself 

can be discovered within the obscure origins of the Christian religion. 

The Christian symbol reveals the eternal within the finite and expresses 

for De Quincey the duality of Christianity itself where, as I have indi

cated, the painful aspects of existence must be integrated with the joy

ful. I shall explain in Chapters Three and Four that this duality, 
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drawn from the pattern of De Quincey's belief, provides the basis for 

several distinct elements of sublime experience. His rejection of 

pure terror as associated with the structure of pagan religion, evolves 

towards a final statement concerning the true place of terror within sub

lime experience. Likewise, the concept of infinity, deriving from 

religious association, becomes an essential aspect of sublimity, but 

only when clearly defined within De Quincey's dialectical system. To 

describe further the foundations upon which De Quincey's theory of sub

limity rests, I shall now proceed to examine and explain in greater 

detail certain aspects of this dialectical theory. The direction of 

the following enquiry, as in the present chapter, will be towards an 

analysis of De Quincey's beliefs and taste, with the final intention of 

showing precisely why he found certain events, certain combinations of 

circumstances, to contain the potential for sublime expression. 



CHAPTER TWO: ASPECTS OF A DIALECTICAL THEORY 

1. 	Transcendence of the sensual world as a basis for the 
sublime: knowledge and utility 

Perhaps there is no more sublime passage in the Jewish Law 
than the commandment: Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven 
image, or any likeness of any thing that is in in heaven, 
on earth, or under earth •••• 

Kant 

Call ye these appearances 

Which I beheld of Shepherds in my youth, 

This sanctity of Nature given to Man 

A shadow, a delusion, ye who are fed 

By the dead letter, not the spirit of things, 

Whose truth is not a motion or shape 

Instinct with vital funttions, but a Block 

Or waxen Image which yourselves have made, 

And ye adore. 


Wordsworth 

As I have observed, a distinction between the teleological imp

lications of Christianity and the specifically finite imitations of pagan

ism, is fundamental to De Quincey's enthusiastic espousal of the former 

religious structure. Christianity pointed to the "mysterious and spirit

ualn (X, 250) pole of man's mind, while the pagan religions led to 

delimiting concentration upon the external, visible aspects of existence. 

In an essay on Herder, De Quincey expresses the dialectic by opposing 

the "Hebraic, sublime, and unsensualizing nature" with the more"Grec

ian, voluptuous, and beautiful nature" (IV, 383), and in his historical 

essay entitled "Pagan Oracles", he asserts of paganisr.1 that it was 

"deplorably meagre and starved as to most of the draperies connected with 

the mysterious arid sublime" (VII, 78). 1 De Quincey's argument continually 

stresses the inadequacy of the pagan forn of religion to stimulate any 

kind of sublime apprehension, or mode of belief which see~s to transcend 

the sensual images of the world and reach beyond the finite. And to be 

"too intensely a child of the earth", as De Quincey expresses it, is 

to be "starved a:q.d palsied" (X, 250) and incapable of an access to sub

25 
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limity. 

Just as he maintains the pagan/ Christian opposition through

out his work, De Quincey establishes a sensual/ spiritual polarity as 

a basis for his account of the fundamental modes of apprehension. The 

first mode, the sensual or pagan, is associated consistently with finite 

images, while the spiritual or sublime mode of apprehension is assoc

iated with images of infinity. It has been noted already that De Quincey, 

as well as Wordsworth, saw that "ordinary life" (X, 48) does not excite 
of 

emotion in the·way that the literature~power can, and he felt further

more that "daily life in its realities"(XI, 56) would not provide the 

moral support required by man. "Ordinary life", for De Quincey, is dec

eptive in its appearances, and its images become identified within a 

metaphor of falseness; whereas the sublime mode of apprehension, which, 

to follow the metaphor, involves a penetration beyond the appear,ances 

of life, is the only means by which truth can be appro~ched. The details 

and appearances of ordinary life are described by De Quincey as being 

"the shadowy present" XII, 157), which immediately recalls a Platonic 

view of reality, 2 and which indicates a source of truth beyond the vis

ible world. 3 Furthermore, in his explication of the meaning of "know

ledge", De Quincey establishes that this faculty "speaks to the mere 

discursive understanding" (XI, 54), and thus, in the following descr

iption of the cycle of literature, it is clear that !l period when "the 

understanding is quickened" is a period when knowledge has become pre

eminent over power: 

••• in the earliest stages of literature men deal with the 
elementary grandeurs of passion, of conscience of the will 
in self conflict ••• or with the more mvsterious struggles 
amongst spiritual races allied to our own that have been dimly 
revealed to us. Expanding.social. intercourse in towns ••• 
banishes those gloomier and grander phases of human history 
from literature. The understanding is quickened; the lower 
faculties of the mind ••• are applied to the qontemplation of 
society and manners. Passion begins to wheel in lower 
flights ••• (XI. 60-1). 4 

Whether historically accurate or not, De Quincey's overall picture 

indicates that the literature of knowledge is hampered by its involve

ment with the transitory iss1..ies of existence. The li teratu:re of know

ledge is, indeed, intended primarily to teach, and what De Quincey has 

in mind is the teaching of facts, such as one might find in a cookery 
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book (XI, 54), so that his emphasis centres upon a question of utility, 

or ends in the practical, narrow sense. The matter of utility or non-util

ity becomes an essential part of the discussion of aesthetics which I 
s

shall make in a later chapter, but the idea itself is alw~ys closely link

ed with De Quincey's continuing reference to the superficial aspects of 

life, the manners and physical appearances of society. Utility, as I 

shall briefly show here, becomes a part of the mode of apprehension 

specifically opposed to that involved in experiences of the sublime. 

A clear statement of De Quincey's attitude to utility occurs 

in his essay on Richard Bentley, and involves a juxtaposition of a study 

of science and a study of the classics, in much the way that knowledge 

and power are opposed in other places. De Quincey writes: 

It is not improbable, also, t.h.llt a reflection upon the 
'usefulness' of such studies L the classics_?, according to 
the estimate· ~f coarse utilitarians -- that is, their in
applicability to any object of mercenary or mechanic science 
~ co-operates with their more direct influences in elev
ating taste. To be useless is not unfrequently a gorgeous 
emblazonry of honour on the face and fr0ntispiece of diff
icult accomplishments (IV, 174). _6 

It is certainly indicated here that the classics work upon the emot

ional part of man, just as the literature of power does, while science 

tends to no end but practical progress, which is the domain of know

ledge. Once ~gain, De Quincey's broad historical antithesis of the 

ancient with the modern is employed to drive home his very consist

ent point that the possibilities of sublimity have been subwerted 

by a dedication to mere scientific knowledge, or to ''the gross uses 

of necessity", 7 as he terms it. In his essay "Rhetoric", De Quincey 

further extends the historical antithesis to a discussion of ancient 

oratory and modern British oratory. As with the historical scheme 

proposed in "The Poetry of Pope" (XI, 60-1), De Quincey sees the ancient 

period as being more concerned with the large and basic issues of 

human life (subjects which might readily embody sublime expression), 

while the modern period has become too much involved in the transient 

details of society. He writes as follows: 

The same spirit of differences extends to forensic eloqu
ence. Grecian and Roman pleadings are occupied with questions 
of elementary justice, large and diffusive, apprehensible 
even to the uninstructed, and connecting themselves at every 
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step with powerful and tempestuous feelings. In British 
trials, on the contrary, the field is foreclosed against any 
interest of so elevating a nature, because the rights and 
wrongs of the case are almost inevitably absorbed to an 
unlearned eye by the technicalities of the law, or by the 
intricacy of facts (X, 99). 

Once again, it should be noted, De Quincey stresses the essential 

democracy of sublime expression which is immediately and generally 

understood with no particular preparation. This of course depends upon 

the fact the.t "powerful feelings" are involved in the earlier form of 

expression described above, and that a sense of the infinite nature 

of such expression ("large and diffusive'') is indicated. The basic 

utility, or utilitarian concern of modern oratory, is, however, bound

ed entirely by the finite so that, as DeQuincey expresses it, the 
8"field is foreclosed against any interest of so elevating a nature".

In a passage to which I refer again when the question of utility and 

aesthetics arises, De Quincey clearly associates his definition of the 

useful with ideas of finitude, and thereby specifically dissociates 

it from any possibility of sublimity: 

•••whatsoever is useful, and merely useful, is essentially 
definite, being bounded and restricted by the end to which 
it is adapted; it cannot transcend that end, and therefore 
can never, in the least degree, parta~e of the illimitable 

(XI, 219n. ) • 

Certainly, a useful object here is in much the same polar relation

ship to the sublime as the superficial, sensual details of the visible 

world. Both can broadly be defined under the heading of what De Quincey 

describes as "knowledge", which, if over-emphasized, will provide a 

permanent exclusion of the sublime from man's perceptions. 

It is essential, therefore, as De Quincev describes it, to 

transcend the "~discursive understanding", and his demand is, that 

in order to penetrate the deceptive superficialities of existence, a 

symbolic reading of those external forms must be emploved. A transcend

ence of the finite or the utilitarian can be achieved only bv 
.; 

an awareness 

of the non-literal dimensions to both the visible forms of the world and 

to the process of thought itself. Again, De Quincey analyses the non-lit

eral potential of thought in terms of a large historical antithesis: 

The truth is that the ancient poets.are, much more than the 
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Christian poets, within the province of unimaginative good 
sense. Much might be said, and many forcible illustrations 
given to show the distinction between the two cases; and that 
from a poet of the Miltonic order there is no inference to a 
poet such as Lucan, whose connexions, transitions and all the 
process of whose thinking, go on by links of the most intell
igible and definitive ingenuity(IV, 227). 

The actual structure of a man's thought processes provides, in fact, 

an analogue to the kind of non-literality required by one who proposes 

to think in a symbolic fashion. The statement above indicates, further

more, a background to the kind of process which is involved when the 

imagination, as opposed to the discursive und~rstanding, is employed. 

To work by "links of the most intelligible and definitive ingenuity" 

is to be bound by the necessities of logic and of reason, and to use 

language in one dimension only. Not surprisingly, scriptural language 

is of primary concern to De Quincey, and he is at pains to indicate 

that literality will fail completely in a reading of the Scriptures. 

In a short essay "Scalinger and the Epistle to Jude", De Quincey illu

strates the clash of erudition (which is his equivalent to knowledge or 

literality in this context) with an understanding of the Bible. He pre

sents here the case of the Scalingers' objection to the "Epistle of Jude" 

on the grounds that certain details are inconsistent with its alleged 

authorship.De Quincey predictably re-asserts that the Bible appeals not 

to the intellect but to the "human heart", claiming that it is "the 

sense of Scripture" which matters, and "not ••• its grammatical niceties". 

He continues: 

••• how little could depend upon the mere verbal attire of the 
Bible, when the chief masters of verbal science were so ready 
to go astray--riding on the billows so imperfectly moored. In 
the ideas of Scripture lies its eternal anchorage, not in its 
perishable words, which are shifting for ever like quicksands. 9 

The confusion of literality and spiritual truth described here, 

assumes a wider significance when it is realized that herein lies the 
10basis of the Victorian conflict between science and 'religion. It was 

long held, and often still is held, that the advancement of science made 

severe inroads upon the spiritual authenticity of the Bible, the case of 

''Genesis" being perhaps the most obvious example of the problem. It is 

greatly to De Quincey's credit that, by applying his dialectic of know

ledge and power, he managed to separate science and spiritual truth 

http:authorship.De
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into two distinct categories of apprehension. Though,·as he admits in his 

"Postscript" to the "System of the Heavens", the Bible is obliged to use 

"the erroneous language of men" (VIII, 39) and must employ such concepts 

as day or night, summer or winter, it would be a great error to assume 

that these usages are anything butguides to the true meaning of the text 

in question: 

Days! But it it possible that human folly should go to the 
length of understanding by the Mosaical day, the mysterious 
day of that awful agency which moulded the heavens and the 
heavenly host, no more than the ordinary••• cycle of twenty 
four hours (VIII, 40). 

In like fashion, De Quincey stresses the folly of a certain Mr. Bennet 

in attempting to assign a specific geographical location to Paradise. Not 

only is this an impossible task in itself, but to assign specific locations 

to places of spiritual importance does nothing but confound their pot

ential sublimity. 11 By erasing what De Quincey calls the "punctual ident

ities" of such places, they are raised to the status of "shadowy powers": 

By that process such remembrances pass from the state of base 
sensual signs, ministering only to a sensual servitude, to the 
state of great ideas -- mysterious as spirituality is mysteriou~, 
and permanent as truth is permanent. Thus it is and therefore it 
it is that Paradise has vanished (VII, 434). 

The facts of science, De Quincey concludes, can never conflict with the 

Bible as long as the two modes of apprehension, the literal and the non

literal, are recognized as being entirely distinct from one another. 

Only by transcending the finite location, or the sensual image 

of wordly association, can the greatness or the sublimity of a religious 

idea be approached, and it is just such a principle which De Q:uincey app

lies to his discussion of literature. In his essay called "Schiller", he 

approaches the classic problem of the presence of supernatural or other 

logically incredible agents in works of art, a problem which, as he 

explains, is only created by confounding the understanding with the 

higher faculty of apprehension. To be unaware of the distinction, or 

to have allowed one's sensibilities to decay to the extent that the 

capacity for sublimity is no longer present, will be a complete barrier 

to the appreciation of a work of art in which supernatural or incredible 

agents are present: 

••• some readers, in whom the judicious acquaintance with human 
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life in its realities has outrun the sensibilities, are too 
much shocked by these hypernatural phenomena that they are 
incapable of enjoying sublimities which on that basis of the 
visionary really do exist (IV, 435). 

De Quincey continues his point with the sound critical observation that 

providing, as in, the case of Shakespeare, the work of art has intern

al coherence, then it need not relate logically to the real world beyond 

the play. Again, he stresses his principal point that the two modes of 

apprehension must be separated, and warns against the mingling of super

natural 	behaviour with otherwise normal action. It is on these grounds 

that De 	 Quincey establishes his critical preference of Shakespeare over 

Schiller. The three Moors in Schiller's The Robbers, De Quincey contends, 

are too close to logical, expected reality, and therefore a schism between 

the understanding and the non-logical,_.imaginative faculty must occur. He 

concludes, on these grounds, that "as a coherent work of art, The Robb
~ is 	indefensible" (IV, 436), and it can be-seen from this statement 

that a further important aspect of aesthetic theory emerges from De 

Quincey's energetic distinction between knowledge and power. It also 

becomes clearer that De Quincey's theory of religious revelation trans

cending 	the powers of reason is closely linked with his theory of art. 

In the "Postscript" to the "System of the Heavens", De Quincey accounts 

for his opinion that for a "religious messenger from God" (VIII, 35) to 

have any dealings with "truth merely scientific, or economic or worldly" 

(VIII, 36) would entirely subvert his revelatory purpose. His spiritual 

message must come untarnished bv worldly knowledge, in order to avoid 

"vitiating the spiritual atmosphere of the audience that is corr

upting and misdirecting the character of their thoughts and expect

ations" (VIII, 36-7). In exactly the same way, De Quincey's demand of a 

work of art is that it should not provoke confusion and a sense of in

coherence by confounding together two distinct modes of apprehension. 

2. 	Symbolism in its relation to sublime potential 

No object of sense is sublime in itself, but onlv as far 
as 	I make it a svmbol of some Idea. 


Kant 
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The concerns of religion refer to indefinite objects, and 
are too weighty for the mind to support them without re~> 

tieving itself by resting a great part of the burthen upon 
words and symbols ••• in all this may be perceived the affin
ity between religion and poetry. 

Wordsworth 

As I have indicated, the structure of man's thinking, or his abil

ity to transcend a merely logical or literal mode of thought, provides an 

access to De Quincey's use and understanding of symbolism. Symbolism, 

for De Quincey, involves reading the external appearances of nature, or 

of life in any of its forms, in such a way that they reveal the meaning 

below the surface, and much of his ~imaginative writing involves, as I 

show in the final three chapters, an attempt to recreate the significant 

symbols he has experienced as an artist. De Quincey praises Lamb because 

"his impulses, like those of Wordsworth, are derived from the depths of 

nature, not from the surface of manners" (III, 90), and i~ a specific 

sense this statement indicates the process of the symbolic mode of app

rehension. 

Beneath the forms of nature lie, for De Quincey, the key to the 
1 12

1 meanings· o mans exist ence. n the L·ti erary and L k .rea f • I a.e Remin

iscences, De Quincey describes an experience beside the mountain river 

Brathay when he becomes filled with thought of death and the purpose of 

life itself. He concludes his account in the following way: 

••• the destiny of man is in correspondence with the grandeur 
of our endowments, and ••• our own mysterious tendencies are 
written hieroglyphically in the vicissitudes of day and night, 
of winter and summer, and throughout the great alphabet of 
Nature! (II, 402). 

The external features of nature are seen by De Quincey as mere hints of 

a sub1imity and meaning w 1c 1e beyon t e wor d o common percep ion.. h. h l" d h 1 f t. 13 

In a way, what is required in order to be aware of this symbolic level of 

apprehension, is a new or different perspective, (such as the new perspect

ive concomitant with the transcendence of self), and given such a 

shift, revelation might occur under any circumstances. In "Secret 

Societies", for example, De Quincey employs a natural analogy to show 

how revelation came to Paul of Tarsus during the martyrdom of St. 

Stephen. He first presents a picture of himself in the mountains of 

the Lake District, unable to see the sun directly because of the heavy 
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clouds present at the time: 

~ I could not see the sun: the sun was hidden behind some 
gloomy mass of clouds; but far below I beheld, tremulously 
vibrating on the bosom of some half-hidden lake, a golden pillow 
of solar splendour which had escaped through rifts and rents in 
the clouds that to me were as invisible as the sun himself 

(VII, 220). 

Clearly, De Quincey is once again talking about the type of vision invol

ved in this fine description of a moment in Lakeland weather, showing 

that revelation depends upon how one looks at nature. It is an oblique 

vision that De Quincey describes, one that is thwarted in its attempt 

to look directly at the source of illumination itself, but which can 

penetrate that veil merely by an alteration in perspective. Likewise, as 

De Quincey's account continues, Paul of Tarsus at the martyrdom could sim

ilarly see "no gate of heaven that opened, could see no solar orb ••• 

nothing but darkness of error and clouds", until suddenly, looking aside 

from the chaos of the moment, he perceived in the countenance of St. 

Stephen "a golden sunlight, some radiance not earthly, coming through 

avenues not revealed to himself" (VII, 220). 14 De Quincey describes 

this moment of revelation in a manner reminiscent of his own experience 

near the Brathay, when he became aware of the "hieroglyphic" communic

ation of nature: 

That face of the mart:vr brought down telegraphicallv, from 
some altitude inaccessible to himself, a handwriting that 
must be authentic, a secret reading that would not be 
refused (VII, 220). 

The image again is one of literall:v reading the surface appearances 

of the visible world, and finding their secret meaning. It is interest

ing to note, however, that De Quincey does not restrict symbolic rev

elation to the reading of visible appearances, and on at least one 

occasion, he writes of an abstract quality in the same way. In the 

original version of the Suspiria De Profundis, De Quincey discusses the 

meaning of solitude to a Christian child, having asserted as a part of 

the familiar dialectic, that to a Greek child, solitude is essentially 

meaningless: 

Oh, r.iighty and essential solitude, that wast, and art, and 
art to be -- thou, kindling under the torch of Christian 
revelations, art now transfigured forever, and hast passed 
from a blank negation into a secret hieroglvphic from God, 
shadowing in the hearts of infancy the very dimmest of his 
truths. 15 
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Essentially, therefore, it is once again the sublimity inherent in 

Christianity wkich De Quincey is celebrating, sublimity which derives 

from the perception of spiritual meaning in any of the forms or act

ivities of earthly life. It will be seen in later chapters how De 

Quincey develops the concealed symbolism of his ewn life pattern, as 

revealed by certain events and dreams, into a unique form of auto

biography. 

De Quincey·' s concept of the sublimity of secrecy and mystery 

will be examined in Chapter Four, but it is important to note here 

the continuing sense of a secret being penetrated throughout.his acc

ount of symbolism. Symbolism, De Quincey writes, is to ''mean mysterious
l "16
Y and he finds the roots of symbolism, as he does of sublimity, 

in Christianity, which of necessity in its earliest days found itself 

obliged to "mean mysteriously". In his long essay "The Essenes", De 

Quincey accounts for the Roman persecution of early Christians, and 

it is as a result of the concealment which followed, according to De 

Quincey's very individual view of history, that symbolism was born. He 

imagines the thought processes of the early Christians: 

We must hide ourselves effectually. And this can onlv be 
done by symbolizing; i.e. conducting our inter-communi~· 

cations through conventional signs ••• let us muffle ourselves 
in thick clouds which no human eve can penetrate. And towards ·. 
this purpose let us immediately take a symbolic name (VII, 120). 

This represents, of course, a simple form of man-made 8 ~bolic struct

ure introduced for a very practical purpose, but it illustrates the 

incipience of a mode of apprehension quite beyond the limited per-

ception of a pagan. Christianity gave new and profound meaning to the 

appearances of nature, by associating them with ideas of grandeur, 

by linking them with sentiments of sublime significance. In the 

Confessions of an English Opium Eater, De Quincey briefly indicates 

the powerful incarnation of great sentiments within physical objects 

or the observable phenomena of nature, and he attributes the whole 

process to Christian invention. The reasons for this attribution have 

been indicated in the first chapter, and consist essentially of the 

sense of moral and spiritual ~eaning which Christianity introduced, 

and which was not at all present in the pagan religions of fear. De 

Quincey expresses the birth of Christian svmbolism in the following 

way: 
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Flowers, for example, that are so pathetic in their beautv, 
frail as the clouds, and in their colouring as gorgeous as the 
heavens, had through thousands of years been the heritage of 
children -- honoured as the jewellery of God only by them ~ 
when suddenly the voice of Christianity, countersigning the 
voice of infancy, raised them to a gm.ndeur transcending the 
Hebrew throne, although founded by God himself, and pronounced 
Solomon in all his glory not be arrayed like one of these. 
Winds again, hurricanes, the eternal breathings, soft, or loud, 
of Aeolian power, wherefore had they, raving or sleeping, es
caped all moral arrest and detention? Simply because vain it 
were to offer a nest for the reception of some new moral birth 
whilst no religion is yet moving amongst men that can furnish 
such a birth. Vain is the image that should illustrate a 
heavenly sentiment, if the sentiment is yet unborn (III, 292). 

And he proceeds to illustrate the association, in a symbolic manner, of 

certain great sentiments and certain observable phenomena: 

Call for the grandest of all earthly spectacles, what is that? 
It is the sun going to his rest. Call for the grandest of all _ 
human sentiments, what is that? It is that man should forget his 
anger before he lies down to"S'leep. And these two grandeurs, the 
mighty sentiment and the mighty spectacle, are by Christianity 
married together (III, 292). 

I have quoted at length from t~is statement since it so effectively 

reveals the Christian basis for the symbolism, a symbolism which was 

to become such an important part of the structure and meaning of the 

Confessions and De Quincey's other most creative writings. These writ

ings become the practical illustration of how certain moments, such as
17 

the setting of the sun at evening, or the period just before dawn, 

or the sound of a river, can assume moral significance as they bind 

themselves together with the actions of men's lives. The observer, of 

course, must be capable of such an interpretation, and to be blinded 

by the "gloomy mass of clouds" and to see only the immediate visible 

effect, is to remain unaware of the hieroglvphic communication of such 
a moment. 

18
In the Essenes essay, De Quincey attempts to examine Josephus' 

account of a religious sect of this name, in the hope of.proving that the 

Essenes and the Christians were, in fact, one and the same group of 

people. Josephus himself provides a typical example of one who, deceiv

ed by sensual appearances, by the apparent and superficial meanings 

of what he saw around him, is unable to come at the truth revealed 

through symbolism. De Quincey cleverly employs this form of blindness 

to suggest, for example the reasons behind Josephus' suppression of 

the prophetic doctrine of the Messiah: 
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Why, then has Josephus suppressed it? For this reason: the 
doctrine offers a dilemma ~ a choice between two interpret
ations, one being purely spiritual, one purely political. The , 
first was offensive and unintelligible (as was everything else in 
his native r~ligion beyond the merely ceremonial) to his own 
worldly heart; the other would have been offensive to the Pomans. 
The mysterious idea of a Redeemer, of a Deliverer, if it were 
taken in a vast spiritual sense, was a music like the fabled 
Arabian voices in the desert ~ utterly inaudible when the 
heart is deaf, and the :svmpathies untnned. The fleshly mind 
of Josephus everywhere shows its incapacity for any truths 
but those of sense (VII, 138). 

Again, it can be seen how De Quincey's interpretation of history is 


determined by his demand for the recognition of two modes of perc


ception. Because Josephus could not report the purely political aspects 


of the stories of a Messiah, he reported nothing, being quite unable 


to penetrate the spiritual meaning of the event. The symbolic blind


ness of Josephus extended to his inability to comprehend the true 


Christian meaninef~ither oil (VII, 161) or white robes (VII, 164). 

De Quincey explains that "here again we find the external fact report


ed by Josephus, but with his usual ignorance of its symbolic value, and 


the secret record which it involved" (VII, 164). Likewise Josephus' 


account of Abraham represents the prophet as a Roman general, rather 


than emphasizing the true simplicity and power of the story. It becomes 


progressively more evident that where there is no use or understanding 


of symbology in literature then, for De Quincey, there is no power, no 


sublimity. H~s own fictional writing substantiates this impression, for 


his representation of the sublime moments in his own life depends ent


irely for their effect upon an awareness of their symbolic implications. 


It is clear, then, that s;rmbolism, and its close linlcs with the 

birth of Christianity, is the means through which the spiritual world 

is both represented and apprehended. Symbolism exemplifies the process 

by which the finite world of the senses may be transcended, the means 

by which, for the Christian, the ~ost finite of all images, death, may 

be conquered. 19 It is, for De Quincey, an obscure mode of revelation, 

fleeting and often partly incomprehensible, but sublime in its implic

ations far bevond the convenience of a mere literary device. It in

volves a way of seeing which provides an analogue to the kind of perc

eption and new perspective required before an apprehension of the sublime 

may become possible. At the same time, symbolism provides the basis of 
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De Quincey's own literary method, and an awareness of the importance 

that he assigns to symbolic meaning is a prerequisite to an under

standing of his attempt to recreate the sublime in literary form. It 

is easier, then, to comprehend the nature of his finest writings, the 

Confessions and the Suspiria De Profundis, which each consist of a group 

of symbolic passages rising as climactic points from the lower-toned bulk 

of the autobiographical material. 



CHAPTER THREE: THE DIALECTICAL THEORY DEVELOPED 

1. Images of conflict 

Without contraries is no progression. Attraction and Repulsion, 
Reason and Energy, Love and Hate, are necessary to Human 
Existence. 

Blake 

It is a connection formed through the subtle progress which, 
both in the natural and moral world, qualities pass insens
ibly into their contraries, and things revolve upon each other. 

Wordsworth 

It is evident from examples discussed in the first two chapters 

that a pattern of opposition, whether of pagan with Christian, knowledge 

with power, sense with spirit, or of finite .with infinite, informs De 

Quincey's entire apprehension of the world and determines the method of 

his writing. Indeed, such an awareness of opposition and antagonism is 

a fundamental element of his experience of sublimity, and it is because 

he tends to seek out moments of power as the substance of his literature 

that so much of his writing is structured according to such a pattern. His 

rhetorical method, his exposition of an argument, will almost always dep

end upon the observation and analysis of opposing forces.Thus the anti• 
1 

~s noted above are all aspects of the same phenomenon, are all means 

by which paradox can be proposed and resolved. 

Repeatedly, in many different contexts throughout his writing, 

De Quincey indicates that violent opposition of two forces has a close 

affinity with an experience of the sublime. War, one of the most tangible 

examples of opposition, is celebrated for its s:rrnbolic value as archetypal 

conflict. Having transcended what he considers to be the "vulgar" aspects 

of war, De Quincey expresses his response to news of a British victor~r 

against 	France in the following manner: 

Not as victories won with English bayonets or artillery, but 
as victories in a sublime strife of the good principle with 
the bad I entered with all mv heart into the fulness of 
popular fee ling (III, 62). -· 

Certainly, the quality of vision shown here emphasizes De Quincey's 

continuing attempt to transcend the literal and trivial meanings of 

an idea such as war,- and to extract its symbolic potential. The 
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association of sublimity with such a symbolic mode of apprehension is 

significant in the light of remarks made on this subject in the previous 

chapter. Since De Quincey's literary effort is consistently directed 

towards a discovery of the powerful or the sublime, his emphasis, whether 

in his journalism or his creative fiction, is always upon such symbolic 

opposition. Thus when he is describing the meaning of power to the young 

man of the "Letters", it is the pattern of conflict discovered in King 

~ which forms the root of the sublime experience afforded by that play: 

When, in King l.ear, the height, and depth, and breadth, of human 
passion is revealed to us, and for the purposes of sublime ant
agonism, is revealed in the weakness of an old man's nature, and 
in one night two worlds of storm are brought face to face- the 
human world, and the world of physical nature -- mirrors of each 
other, semichoral antiphonies, strophe and antistrophe heav
ing with rival convulsions, and with the double darkness of 
night and madness (X, 49). 

The dimensions alluded to in the earlier part of this quotation are 

typical of De Quincey's sublime images, and the passage as a whole is 
2

typical of his rhetoric of antithesis, by which he hopes to evoke once 

again the power he himself has felt in a particular situation. 

The grand or sublime effect, for De Quincey, is always based 

upon the juxtaposition of opposing forces, and as such can always be 

linked with the dynamic theory that process can only occur by means of 

opposition. The pattern of man's life itself, with the struggle against 

pain and suffering, is the fundamental example of such a theory, since 

De Quincey frequently expounds the creative value of sucn adverse ex

perience. 3 The key to De Quincey's analysis of more or less any phen

omenon, whether literary, historical or scientific, subsists within 

the continuing attempt to discover the subliw.e effect as it can be 

found in the unity of contrapuntal structures. In the Autobiographv, 

for example, he describes in enthusiastic prose his conception of the 

reciprocal effect that should exist between the capital city of a country 

and its strong provincial towns. His idea of political unitv in its 

idea form is thus built upon a structure of tension, resistance and 

interaction: 

Conceive a state of communication between the centre and 
the extremities of a great people, kept up with a uniformity 
of reciprocation so exquisite, as to imitate the flowing 
and ebbing of the sea, or the systole and diastole of the 
human heart; day and night, waking and sleeping••• action 
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and re-action from every point of the compass being perfect 
and instantaneous, we should then first begin to understand, 
in a practical sense, what is meant by the unity of a pol
itical body (I, 270-71). 4 

The sense of dimension is again present in this passage, but most im

portantly, the political analysis stresses, in similar fashion to the 

remarks on King Lear, the basic structure of dynamic interaction. It is 

important, also, to notice the sublime nature of the subject itself, of 

vital communication being maintained over huge distances. The power of 

such a conception held great sway over De Quincey's mind, and becomes 

a vital impulse behind one of his most powerful pieces of writing, ~ 

English ~ail-Coach. 5 In another statement, De Quincey rests his belief 

concerning the nature of process, upon just such a contrapuntal basis. 

Here, again, the forces of antagonism are seen as being the raw material 

from which process emerges: 

The Revolution, and the resistance to the Revolution, were the 
two powers that quickened each other for ultimate good••• Neither 
the Revolution singly, nor the resistance to the P.evolution 
singly, was calculated to regenerate social man (XI, 312n.). 

From politics, through literature to semantics, De Quincey will alwavs 

emphasize the polar structure of the phenomenon under discussion. The 

English language itself is described as existing in a vital tension 

between the saxon and the latin elements, 6 while De Quincey's proposed 

course of study for his young man includes the necessitv for both a 

cantripetal and centrifugal system of approach. 7 Again, it is the sense 

of dimension and all-inclusiveness wnich appeals to De Quincey's imagi

nation. 

De Quincey gives, in many different contexts throughout his wri

ting, a complete explication of the meaning and function of such a str~c

ture of opposition, and it becomes clear that he regards the pattern as 

more than a mere rhetorical device. For De Quincey, as a ~an or a lite

rary artist, the only adequate view of existence is one which seeks to 

embrace all possibilities, and is one which admits the necessary presence 

of the darker forces in the world. It is, indeed, from his personal ex

perience of the intermingling of contrasting elements that his continu

ing association of summer with death arises. This pattern of contrast, 

which, as I will show, is important both to De Quincey's literary criti

cism and his fictional writing, is originallv outlined in the Confessions. 

However, the root of the idea in his personal experience can be found in 
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the Autobiography. The reason why death is more affecting in summer 

lies in the antagonism between the tropical redundancy of life in 
summer, and the frozen sterilities of the grave ••• But in my case 
there was even a subtler reason why the summer had this intense 
power of vivifying the spectacle or thoughts of death (I, 38-9). 

De Quincey then goes on to explain how his early biblical reading fixed 

in his mind the association of the crucifixion with summer weather. His 

account in the Confessions of the same phenomenon gives three further 

reasons for the linking of summer and death to occur. He writes that, 

"It may generally be observed that wherever two thoug~ts stand related 

to each other by a law of antagonism, and exist, as it were, by mutual 

repulsion, they are apt to suggest each othertt (III, 444). This, in it

self, is not a statement of the organic nature of such a relationship, but 

ln· the context of other assertions made by De Quincey it can be seen as 

suggesting more than simply association by contrast. 

In the essay "The Principle of Evil", De Quincey expresses his 

theory of the French Revolution, which I have quoted in part above, in 

more comprehensive terms: 

Not only must the energies of destruction be equal to those of 
creation, but, in fact, perhaps by the trespassing a little of 
the first upon the last, is the true advance sustained; for it 
must be an advance as well as balance. But vou sav this will 
but in other words mean that forces devoted, (and properl Y so) 
to production or creation are absorbed by destruction. True; 
but the opposing phenomena will be going on in a large ration,
and each must react on the other. The productive must meet and 
correspond to the destructive. The d~structive must revise and 
stimulate the continued production. ~ 

To interpret this proposition as far as the individual, and part
icularly the artist, is concerned, sheds further light on the moral/ 
aesthetic discipline already described in chapter one. De Quincey has 
pictured the artist as a man who is capable of transcending his own ego, 
and who is capable of imaginatively extending his vision in order to 
sympathize with the ideas and concerns of others. As with the capacity 
to apprehend symbolic or permanent meaning, such vision can only be ach
ieved by adopting a different or broader perspective, which will allow 
the artist to transcend the finite and reach sublimity through his app~.

9roach to~ards infinity. A capability of this kind is closely related to, 

and partly explains, De Quincey's general account of the dialectical 
pattern he discovers in the world around him. Creation must embrace and 

not deny destruction, and the artist must be capable of comprehending 
just such a picture of apparent paradox. Indeed, De Quincey describes 

the nature of the poet in the same terms as those employed to describe 
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the contrapuntal view of the world: 

In all poetic enthusiasm, however grand and sweeping may be its 
compass, so long as it is healthy and natural, there is a princ
iple of self-restoration in the opposite direction; there is a 
counter-state of repose, a compensatory state, as in the tides 
of the sea, which tends continually to re-establish equipoise 

(XI , 380n. ) • 1 0 

The poet thus exists within the structure of balances, but De Quincey's 

more important point is that breadth of vision in a poet and, indeed, 

critic as well, is the ideal proposed by his antithetical structure. 

The question of paradox will be discussed shortly, but once 

again, in the examples given above, there is an attempt being made to 

define two modes of vision. These modes are not necessarily the right and 

the wrong, but are more probably the partially right and the wholly 

right. Obviously a confusion between the latter pair is more likely 

than between the former, and De Quincey makes it his task to resolve 

this confusion. 11 It was not so much the falsehood of this interpret

ation, as the narrowness of that falsehood, which disturbed me",he 

writes. "There was a glimmer of truth in it: and precisely that glimmer 

it was which led the way to a general and obstinate misconception of the 

meaning" (VII, 39). He thus continually advocates the comprehensive view 

of a subject (though he himself is painfully guilty of the opposite on 

many occasions), and denounces the limited, or what he calls, after the 

5erman, the "one-sided" view. Thus in the essay "Lessing", De Quincey 

criticizes Lord Shaftsbury's powers as a critic: 

No one had ever suggested in that day that the modern or Chdst
ian poetry, and the poetrv of the antique, had each its separate 
law and character. Either, tried bv the standard of the other, 
of necessity appeared to be imperfect; and, as Lord Shaftsbury 
thought it a matter of course to try the modern by the ancient 
he became unjust in a puerile degree to the magnificent litera
ture of his ov..'11 country. He was in fact what in German is called 
einseitig, or one-sided,--right in one respect, but, from the 
limitation of his view, wrong in every other (XI, 159). 

The amusing thing about this remark is that De Quincev's own comparisons 


of the modern and the ancient periods are variable according to his par


ticular purpose at the time, although as a recommendation to be careful 


about adopting the correct critical perspective when judging works of 


different periods, such a statement remains, of course, entirely valid. 


Again, in his account of Hazlitt in "Recollections of Charles Lamb", 


De Quincey condemns the limited viewpoint: 
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And, whatever gleams of wandering truth might flash at 
times upon his mind, he was at the mercy of every random 
impulse; had no principles on any subject; was eminently 
one-sided; and viewed all things under the angle which 
chance circumstances presented, never from a central 
station (III, 83). 11 

De Quincey again points out that rightness is sometimes illusory when 

issues are not considered in a sufficientlv broad context, and his point 

here is closely related to the account of utility and symbolism I 

have already given. There can indeed be a certain rightness in the observ

ation of "the tangible realities of things and persons" (X, 119), but 

it is a rightness of a very limited kind, and one which does not comp

rehend a larger symbolical vision, which must contain conflict rather 

than smug certainty. Possessed of such perspective, war can be seen 

in terms of its symbolic values rather than its transient issues (De 

Quincey says nothing about the physical suffering involved), and the 

Wanderer of Wordsworth's poem would not have undergone such severe 

disenchantment at the early failures of the French Revolution. 12 The 

mind of the poet or critic must be fully able to reflect and respond to 

the world of extreme antithesis wich he sees around him, but beyond 

considerations related specifically to poets and critics, it can be 

seen that De Quincey is constructing a whole philosophy of existence 

based upon the dialectical theory. Other areas of his thinking which 

are interfused with the same principle will now be considered. 

2. 	Paradox and synthesis in the dialectical theory 

Paradox is what is at the same time good and great. 

F. Schlegel 

Now, paradox is a verv charming thing; and, since leaving 
off 	opium, I take a great deal too much of it for mv health. 

De Quincey 

For De Quincey, one of the most obvious mista~es which a 

one-sided mind might labour beneath would be to overloo'.c the sublime 

synthesis or resolution which arises from the antagonism of two forces. 

In the Suspiria "De Profundis he explains the full implications of the 

pattern of antithesis which he has employed and alluded to so often, 

and which closely relates to the structure of the sublime itself. The 

"rapture of life", he writes in the Suspiria, is produced by the 

"confluence of the mighty a.11d terrific discords with the subtile 
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concords." He goes on: 

Not by contrast, or as reciprocal foils, do these elements act, 
-which is the feeble conception of many,--but by union. Thev 
are the sexual forces in music:'male and female created he them': 
and these mighty antagonists do not put forth their hostilities 
by repulsion but by deepest attraction (XIII, 350) 13 

Such a statement af the tldeepest attraction" of antagonistic forces is, 

of course, at the root of the Fomantic conception of the reconciliation 

of opposites, an idea which dominates De Quincey's thinking. 14 The de

velOP-ment of a pattern of counterpoint throughout his work attests to 

the extent to which he embraced this seminal concept. 

It is only to be expected, in view of the solidly Christian posi

tion which he maintains in his work, that De Quincey should find a para

mount example of antagonism, synthesis and sublimity within the structure 

of the Christian religion itself. The dynamic opposition between the pa

gan and the Christian, is the means by which De Quincey elaborates upon 

the nature of the Christian sublime. This, in itself, is one kind of an
tagonism, but is rather the product of a whole mode of thinking than an 
embodiment of the "deepest attraction" refered to above. De Quincey does 
not talk of the s:vnthesis of pagan and Christian for reasons of ortho

doxy, .but he is more than willing to bring the darker side of existence 

into the light and use it to further his position. IJ'he discussion of 
sin is a case in point. Here De Quincey is clearlv welcoming the darker 
forces of the world, incorporating them into his dialectical structure 
and finding sublime revelation in the contrast thus established. He talks 

of sin as a "germinal principle" which has "blossomed into a vast growth 

of sublime ideas", and concludes rhetorically: 

Yes, I affirm that there is no form through which the Infinite 
reveals itself in a sense comprehensible by man and adequate to 
man; that there is no sublime agency ·which cor:ipresses the human 
mind from infancy so as to mingle with the moments of its growth, 
positively none but has been in its whole origin--in everv part~ 
and exclusively developed out of that trer.iendous r.wstery which 
lurks under the name of sin. 15 

The grammar is a little involved here, but the meaning of the sublime 

effect of sin is evidently, though of course paradoxically, the presence, 
rather than the exclusion, of the darker half of man's nature. Just as 
the Christian conception of God contains the wide antithesis of human 

experience, sensual involvement and spiritual striving, so the presence 

of sin within the Christian structure allows for a final synthesis achiev

ed through struggle. This is the same principle by which De Quincey cele

brates Christian honesty towards the subject of death. 

Within the concept of Christianity itself, however, De Quincey 
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not only discovers the principle of antagonism, but its extension into 

the state of synthesis. In the first place, in typical fashion, De Quincey 

probes the origins of Christianity, and finds its evolution to have re

sulted from a synthesis occuring at a time when the barbarian tribes had 

ceased to be nomadic, and were prepared to accept new ideas. His language 

shows clearly how he sees directionless development evolving into syn
thesis, and the antithetical structure of the sentences reveal the power 

he feels to have been present at this moment of time: 

The motions of Barbaria had hitherto indicated onlv change;
change without hope; confusion without tendencies, strife with
out principle of advance; new births in each successive age
without principle of advance •••• But now the currents are united, 
enclosed, and run in one direction, and that is definite and 
combined. 16 

The full meaning of such a svnthesis, where strife and conflict ~ pos

sess a principle of advance, is explained by De Quincey in other places. 

The nature of the synthesis in fact relates directly to De Quin

cey's knowledge/power distinction, or more specifical in terms of mate

rial discussed in my argument, to man's dual mode of perception, the li

teral and the symbolic. I have shown how De Quincey continually deno1m

ces literality or preoccupation with the immediate sensual world, as 

being a barrier to symbolic revelation. In other words, power, or sublim

ity, cannot manifest itself, whether in aesthetic or religious contexts, 

when the finite considerations of knowledge are paramount. Since his 

concern is so often with the sublime, it is natural that such thwarting 
elements are generallv condemned by De Quincey. However, he is well aware 
of the importance of~ tendencies in human response, and finds the 

great svnthesis of Christianitv to be based upon the necessitv for such 
a duality. His oim words can best explain the prir.iary resolution of op
posites which can be discovered within the Christian structure: 

If a philosophic thesis ••• attempts to realize the idea of supreme 
Deitv, he becomes aware of a double and contradictory movement 
in his own mind whilst striving towards that result. He demands, 
in the first place, something in the highest degree generic and 
yet again, in the opposite direction, something in the highest 
degree individual; he demands on the one pa~h a vast ideality, 
and vet on the other in union with a determinate personalitv••• 
this difficult antagonism of what is most and what is least 
generic must be maintained; otherwise the idea, the possible 
idea, of that august unveiling which ta~es place in the clouds. 
Now, this antagonism utterlv collapses in paganism ••• (VIII, 223-4).17 

De Quincev continues, in this essay "On Christianitv", to elaborate upon 

the total lack of anything "generic'' in the "Pagan Pantheon", while stres
sing the Christian capacity to maintain the valuable balance of opposing 

http:223-4).17
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ideas. In a footnote to the "London Reminiscences", he repeats an expla

nation which he accredits to Kant, and which again emphasizes the dual 

and potentially contradictory nature of Christianity. The Stoic, recounts 

De Quincey, is too ideal in his morality, allowing no room for human 

weakness, while the Epicurean unreasonablv locates his standards among 

the purely sensual areas of existence. He concludes: 

Now comes Christianity, and effects a synthesis of all which is 
good in each, while she purifies herself from all taint of what 
is evil. She presents a standard of holiness ••• .["°which_]7••• she 
makes accesible to man: not by any compromise or adaption of its 
demands to a lower nature; but by means particularly her own-
by promise of supernatural aid (III, 49n.). 

Thus, in both these examples, man is not required to deny the sensual 

parts of his being, or, in other words, the potential for duality of 

vision. The literal can be ~aintained beside the symbolic. 

As I have noted in Chapter One, a further distinction of which 

De Quincey is particularly fond is the opposition which he repeatedly 
18refers to between genius and talent. He writes, as if exploding old 

myths instead of following an established tradition, that "Talent and 

genius are in no point allied to each other, except generically~that 

both express modes of intellectual power. But the kinds of power are not 

merely different, they are in polar opposition to one another''. Talent, 

in this definition, aligns itself with the utilitarian or "knowledge'' 

side of De Quincey's overall dichotomy, having to do with "the adaption 

of means to ends, while genius is almost the same thing as power, in 

that it is conversant only with ends" (I,194n.). Genius, as a reflection 

of the s;m.thesis within God Himself, involves a combination of both the 

emotional and intellectual parts of man, while talent, though not in it

self a false ability, is distorting in that it represents onlv a very 

partial view. Again, De Quincey's original addition to this general de

bate, that of distinguishing between the partiallv right and the whollv 

right, governs the nature of his definition: 

••• genius is a voice breathing that represents the total nature 
of man, and therefore his enjoying and suffering nature, as well 
as his knowing and distinguishing nature; whilst, on the contrary, 
talent represents only a single function of ttat nature. Genius 
is the language which interprets the S\ffithesis of the hurr.an 
spirit with the human intellect; whilst talent speaks onlv for 
the insulated intellect (XI, 382-3). 19 
For De Quincey, the patterns of opposition, which he inherits in 

most cases from other writers, represent a sublime struggle which has as 
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its goal a transcendental vision. His fictional works are based on, and 

seem to emerge out of, what amounts to his obsession with the sublime 

potential of antagonism, and its related paradoxes. Indeed, it is clear 

from De Quincey's wholehearted support of the dialectical structure that 
20he delights in paradox. When explicating the sublime potential of con

trapuntal arrangements by showing that apparent opposites are really re

concilable, paradox is his own mode of expression. Christianity, being 

the supreme example of sublime potential bv virtue of its combination 

of opposing forces, is De Quincey's favourite excuse for employing his 

own rhetoric of paradox, which is intended, in the first instance, to 

shock his readers into attention. His second paragraph of "On Christian

ity as an Organ of Political Movement" runs thus: 

It is because Christianitv works so secretly that it works so 
potently; it is because Christianitv burrows and hides itself 
that it towers above the clouds; and hence partly it is that its 
working comes to be misapprehended, or even lost out of sight. _ 
It is dark to eyes touched with the films of human frailty: 
but it is 'dark with excessive bright' ~footnote giving the 
source of this qu-Otation as MiltonJ (VIII, 207). 

As will be seen, light in opposition to and conflict with dark, because 

of its attractive potential for paradox, is a recurrent motif in De Quin

cey's writing, and he begins his essay ''The Pagan Oracles'' with just 

this motif: 

It is remarkable--and, without a previous explanation, it might 
seem paradoxical to say it--that oftentimes under a continual 
accesion of light important subjects grow more and more enig
matical (VII, 44). 21 

To open thus with a statement of paradox, is typical of De Quincey's 

method of composition. De Quincev will, indeed, find paradox evervwhere, 

and even manages to turn it to his personal use on occasions. He was, 

during his writing career, under continual pressures from his publish

ers to produce work on time. He often seems to have felt that his inabi

lity to correct and revise under these circumstances could well be de

trimental to his work, but by an extension of his penchant for paradox, 

he manages to justifv this apparent lack. "It is rnv misfortune," he writes, 

''to have been under the necessity too often of writing rapidly, and with

out opportunities for after-revision''. But he continues: 

Not to be too much at leisure is, indeed, often an advantage. 

On no occasion of their lives do ~en generallv speak better than 

on the scaffold, and with the executioner at their side (X, 53). 




This comparison probably accurately reflects the occasional desperation 

De Quincey felt while attempting to fulfil his literary obligations, at 

least towards the end of his career, if not at the time of writing these 
22words. In like manner, and, indeed, very near the end of his life, when 

revision was a large part of his literarv task, he still refers to "the 

disadvantage, but therefore ••• the privilege, of unpremeditated composi

tion" (XI, 323). 

But paradox, though lightly employed by De Quincey in these ex

amples, is in fact, central to his vision. Indeed, he seems to have taken 

upon himself the specific task of explaining the true nature of paradox 

to his readers, as a part of his development of the dialectical struc

ture. As I have said, De Quincev employs a rhetoric of surprise or para

dox in order to arrest the attention of his reader, but he will shortly 

afterwards explore fully the nature of th~ paradox he has proposed. It 

emerges, not surprisingly, that the principle of interpreting paradox 

is in fact closely identified with the problem of perspective. Paradox 

demands the establishment of a correct perspective, that is to sav a 

clear distinction must be drawn, as, in the case of symbolism, between 

the two distinct modes of apprehension. Once again the essential defi

nition of knowledge and power is invoked, such as in the following ex

ample where De Quincey proposes and solves a further example of paradox: 

Tertullian's profession of believing things, not in spite of 
being impossible, but simply because they were imposs16le, is 
not the extravagance that rr:ost people suppose it. There is a 
deep truth in it. r:Iany are the things which, in proportion as 
they attract the highest modes of belief, discover a tendency 
to repel belief on that part of the scale which is governed bv 
the lower under£tanding (VII, 178). 

Just as experiences of the sublime demand a suspension of factual en
23quiry, so a broader vision is required for the resolution of paradox. 

Expectedly, De Quincey's most effective example of paradox in action, of 

the invaluable co-existence of the two levels of apprehension, is provi

ded by Christianity. In a further essav on th!is subject entitled "Christ

ianity as the Result of Pre-established Iia.rrr.onv1124 , De Quincev expands 

upon his other idea concerning the dual nature of the Christian God. Ee 

points out that other religions, such as :r.~ohammedanisrn, are destroyed by 

arguments over facts concerning their belief. De Quincey admits the hurr:an 

predilection for wishing to dispute intellectually, but where such dis

pute endangers the very fabric of belief, then it is hardly valid. Christ
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ianitv, however, has incorporated within itself the possibibilitv of 
I 

dispute on one level, and an unassailable faith on another. Thus Christ

ians can dispute intellectuallv upon such issues as the ''doctrine of free 

agencyrt and do no harm to the central tenets of faith which simply can

not be reached by the tools of the understanding. To reinforce this 

point, De Quincey inserts a powerful passage which is worth quoting in 

full since it presents so effectively a summary of his dialectical 

theory of paradox and synthesis as it exists within that sublimest of 

all ideas, Christianity: 
But Christianity, merelv bv her settlements and fixing of truths, 
has disengaged and unfixed a world of other truths, for sustain
ing or for tempting an endless activity of the intellect. And 
the astonishing result has thus been accomplished-- that round 
a centre, fixed and motionless as a polar tablet of ice, there 
has been in the remote offing a tumbling sea of everlasting agi
tation. A central gravitation in the power of Christianity has 
drawn to one point and converged into one tendency all capital 
agencies in all degrees of remoteness, making them tend to rest 
and unity; whilst again bv an antagonist action, one vast cent
rifugal force, measured against the other, has so modified the 
result as to compel the intellect of man into divergencies ans
wering to the line of convergence; balancing the central rest 
for man's hopes by everlasting motion for his intellect, and the 
central unity for man's concience by everlasting progress for his 
efforts. 25 

A more sustained and careful use of antithesis could hardly have been 

managed. 

It is apparent from this impassioned statement about Christian

i tv that this religion is not merelv the highest expression of paradox 

resulting from opposition, but is indeed its source and final meaning 

for De Quincey. For him, the most fundamental paradox of all is to ac

cept that God "give£sJ by seeming to refuse'' (III,454 ), as he expres

ses it in " The Daughter of Lebanon", and much of his fictional writing, 
as I shall show, is intended to celebrate the acceptance and sublimity 

of this paradox. 



CHAPTER FOUR: THREE SPECIFIC MODES OF THE SUBLIME 

1. Of Terror, pain and grief. 

For the sublime is an awful and serious emotion; and is height
ened bv all images of Trouble, and Terror, and Darkness. 

Blair 

Of feeling, little more can be said than that the idea of bodilv 
pain, in all the modes and degrees of labour, pain, anguish, tor
ment, is productive of the sublime. 

Burke 

Pain driven to agony, or grief driven to frenzv, is essential to 
the ventilation of profound natures. . 

De Quincev 

Terror, or fear, was, of course, an essential element of the 

sublime as proposed by Burke in his Philosophical Enguirv1 
, and this 

element is likewise fundamental to De Quincev's conception of the sublime. 

In the first place, a thoroughgoing espousal of all the conflicting for

ces of the world, is, as I have indicated, a necessary condition of De 

Quincey's antithetical vision. A need to explore the darker areas of his 

mind was presumably provoked by the action of opium upon his dreaming 

capacitv, which produced on some occasions visions of religious joy, but 

on others visions of almost unbearable terror. He writes that '' the world 
2

of sleep and the anarchy of dreams figur.J:.is.:J the dark worlds of sin 

and death'' (VII, III) and on manv other occasions his experience of the 

sublirne is expressed in images dr~m from these dark worlds. 

Burke discussed the power of terror to move the mind, and con

cluded that such power determined an experience of sublimitv. De Quincev 

certainlv recognized the moving effect derived from situations of terror, 

and indeed his own fascination with the subject of murder r.Just derive 

from his response to such a power. A specific point in De 1uincev's 

criticicm of Addison is that the earlier writer was incapable of appre

ciating "the sublimities of earthly miserv and of human frenzv" (XI,24). 

Addison, belonging to the time of Queen Anne, was crippled by "extreme 

artificialitv, ftheJ sheepish reserve upon all impassioned grandeurs" 
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(XI, 21) then prevalent, so that terror could not move him towards 

sublime experience. The power of terror as a moving force is important 

to De Quincey, but it is necessary to be aware that terror, along with 

such related concepts as pain and grief, is thoroughly justified by him 

on philosophical and religious grounds. Being an intuitive rather than 
3an analytic critic, and being a writer of impassioned prose , De Quincey 

bases his theory of power upon the extent to which the emotions are cal

led into play, but he also makes an attempt to explain the effect of 

terror and grief through an examination of his own past, and reflection 

upon the quality of human nature in general. 

To a large extent, indeed, De Quincey's autobiographical writ

ing can be seen as an attempt to understand and integrate the pain of 

existence with its pleasures, to find some justification, within his 

Christian scheme, for the suffering which he himself underwent, and which 

he observed as occuring all around him. De Quincev writes of man's "ori

ginal capacity of pleasure and pain", (III, 34n.) and, indeed, defines 

"genius" as possessing "the capacities of pleasure and pain" (XI, 382). 4 

defelopedHe describes how his own capacity for pain was at an early age, and while 

opium later had a powerful effect upon the terrific nature of his dreams, 

he felt that his tendencv to dream was in the first place provoked by 

the vicissitudes of his early life. He wrote in the original version of 

the "Afflictions of Childhood" that "The nurserv experience had been the 

ally and the natural coefficient of the opium"S, and his early experi

ence of suffering determined the dual vision he was to develop through

out his writing. In typically paradoxical fashion, De Quincey examines 

in "The Afflictions of Childhood 11 the intuition he had at the time of 

the death of his sister that ''Life is finished! Finished it is!" (I, 29), 

and he wonders how this could reallv be true of someone so voung who has 

so many valuable experiences ahead of him. The answer to the problem 

essentially consists of an account of existence very similar to Blake's 

conditions of Innocence and Experience. De Quincev's earlv experience of 

death brings him firmlv into the world of experience, so that "The peace, 

the rest, the central securitv ·which belong to love that is past all un
6derstanding--these could return no more" (I, 29). He thus enters the 

finite world, where love no longer passes understanding, and where vis

ions of infinity are at best intermittent; but, like Blake, De Quincey 
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entirely accepts the conditions of his new world. 

De Quincey's continuing attempt to reach and describe sublime 

experience is determined by the sense of loss he has experienced, but, 

since he lives in the finite world, these experiences depend upon the 

conflict of good and evil, of sorrow and pleasure. Raptures are certain

ly ahead of him, "but raptures are modes of troubled pleasure" (I, 29), 
and are a necessary combination of conflicting elements. De Quincey de
scribes the duality in the following way, in the short section entitled 

"The Vision of Life" from the Suspiria De Profundis: 

•••• 1r·the reader has (which so few have) the passion without 
which there is no reading of the legend and the superscription 
upon man's brow, if he is not (as most are) deafer than the 
grave to every deep note that sighs upwards from the Delp~ic 
caves of human life, he will know that the rapture of life (or 
anything which by approach can merit that name) does not arise, 
unless as perfect music arises, music of Mozart or Beethoven, by 
the confluence of the mighty and terrific discords with the sub
tile concords (XIII, 350). 

From such mixture evolves the capacity for sublime experience. "Without 

a basis of the dreadful", De Quincey repeats, "there is no perfect rap

ture. It is in part through the sorrow of life, growing out of dark 

events, that this basis of awe and solemn darkness slowly accumulates" 

(XIII, 351). The image of sighs emerging from the Delphic cave of human 

life is of course the origin of the Suspiria themselves, sighs always 

emanating from the painfulness of existence. In one place, De Quincey 

explains the physical origin of the actual sighs with which he is aff

licted and which arise mechanically from pains of the liver, 7 so that 

his spiritual affliction actually expresses itself through a literal 

counterpart. Such "sighs" recurred repeatedly to De Quincey, since his 

whole life experience and reaction to that experience, is determined by 
his sense of joy and sorrow being inextricably woven together: 

Greater changes summon to greater meditations. Daily we see the 
most joyous events take a colouring of solemnity from the mere 
relation in which thay stand to an uncertain future: the birth 
of a child, heir to the greatest expectations, and welcomed cla
morously by the sympathy of myriads, speaks to the more reflect
ing in an undertone of monitory sadness;·a 

The opening of the Suspiria describes De Quincey's realization 

that he could not for a third time withdraw from the use of opium, and 

he concludes, ''One profound sigh ascended from my heart, and I was si

lent for days" (XIII, 338). As on the occasion of his sister's death, 
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De Quincey describes this moment in terms of gates closing behind him, 

and of life being, in one sense at least, over. This fundamental kind 

of experience gives impetus to much of his creative writing, which in

volves an examination of the meaning of pain and horror, or the impli

cation of these sighs. The vision of the woman and her daughter in the 

"Memorial Suspiria" (XIII, 352), "Savannah La Mar" (XIII, 359), which 

is a religious revelation of the meaning of suffering "Levana and Our 

Ladies of Sorrow" (XIII, 362) and The English Mail-Coach, all have this 

theme in common. The Confessions itself has the long "Introductory Nar

ration" balanced by the two shorter sections "The Pleasures of Opium" 
and the "Pains of Opium", and thus provides a literary paradigm for De 
Quincey's view of the dual nature of existence. The repeated use of 

images of terror, pain or horror in these creative works will be exa

mined in part II of this thesis. 

De Quincey's philosophy of pain and suffering naturally finds 

its ultimate justification within his religious vision. Because God 

has nothing of the finite or the present moment about him, His purpo

ses are often obscure to men who concentrate upon the present moment. 

Suffering, according to the familiar argument, can thus be justified 

by reference to some ultimate purpose, a purpose which gives spiritual 

meaning to De Quincey's own sighs: 

The future is the present of God, and to the future it is that 
he sacrifices the human present. Therefore it is that he works 
by earthquake. Therefore it is that he works by grief••• Upon 
a night of earthquake he builds a thousand years of pleasant 
habitation of man. Upon the sorrow of an infant he raises often
times from human intellects glorious vintages that could not 
else have been (XIII, :361). 9 

Such a justification provides the background to De Quincey's discussion 

of pain, but moreimportant as far as his own work is concerned is his 

defence of pain as a necessary prerequisite to creation. It has already 

been observed that his childhood sufferings helped t.o expand his dream
ing capacity, and thereby his capacity for symbolic revelation. In his 
"Preface" to Volume VIII of his own edition of his works, De Quincey 

again evokes the paradox that pressure to write against a deadline has 

a stimulating effect upon the imagination-"though painful and exhaus

ting, J:9such a struggle_? has the effect of suddenly unlocking cells 

in the brain, and revealing evanescent gleams of original feeling". 

He concludes that "Pain, and conflicts with suffering, are ministrati
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ons of development to the human intellect, even in the youngest in

fants, much more frequently than is commonly observed" (VII, 6). In 

another place he declares that "Suffering is a mightier agency in the 
hands of nature, as·a Demiurgus creating the intellect, than most peo

ple are aware of"10 , and for this reason he gives a very full account of 

his own personal sufferings both in his Autobiography and in the Confes

sions. In the case of the grief which attended the death of his sister, 

described in the 0 Affliction of Child.hood", De Quincey again celebrates 

it as a passio~ which can both humble and exalt 11 
, a duality which na

turally attends a potentially sublime experience. In this specific in

stance, De Quincey discovers that grief provides him with moral forti

tude which he often accuses himself of lacking. 12 

Such was the moral strength which De Quincey derived from ex

periences of the unpleasant areas of existence; but he also describes 

grief as being a creative power in ways which directly effect his own 

potential as a writer of sublime experience. He continues in the fol

lowing way, having observed the moral strength which had arisen from 

his grief: 

At this time, and under this impulse of rapacious grief that 
grasped at what it could not obtain, the faculty of shaping 
images in the distance out of slight elements, and grouping 
them after the yearnings of the heart, grew upon me in morbid 
excess. And I recall at the present moment one instance of 
that sort, which may show how merely shadows, or a gleam of 
brightness, or nothing at all, could furnish a sufficent ba
sis for this creative faculty (I, 46). 

Then follows the two pages of impassioned prose which conclude "The 

Affliction of Childhood", and which consist of a brilliant evocation 

of the group of images seen through a church window by a child in the 

throes of grief. With the aid of the music of the organ, De Quincey 

merges his images to produce a transcendence of the grief which gave 

them cause, and builds the passage towards a revelations concerning 

the final meanings of existence. 13 
The creative process here is in fact close to that afforded by 

dreaming, where images gather from waking life group together to pro

duce an entirely new meaning. 14 But, like experiences drawn from life, 

the dream experience for De Quincey is suffused with images of horror. 

The dreamworld, that centrally important motif of De Quincey's creative 
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fiction, is not only important for the access it provides to the sha

dowy areas of the sublime, but also for a revelation of the "dark worlds" 

of horror which emerge from the subconscious when one is sleeping. As 

quote more fully in the next section, the value of the effect of opi

um upon De Quincey's dreaming power was not only that it made the co
lours of his dreamscenery more vivid but also that it strengthened "the 

sense of its fearful realities" (XIII, 335). He writes of such a tenden

cy towards nightmare in the following way: 

I seemed every night to descend--not metaphorically, but li
terally to descend--into chasms and sunless abysses, depths 
below depths, from which it seemed hopeless that I should ever 
re-ascend. Nor did I by waking feel that I had re-ascended. 
Why should I dwell on this? For indeed the S'tite of gloom which 
attended these gorgeous spectacles, amounting at last to utter 
darkness, as of some suicidal despondency cannot be approached 
by words (III, 435). 15 

The quality of nightmare is indeed the dominant effect of many of De 

Quincey's most creative pieces, the most remarkable example perhaps 

being the""Vision of Sudden Death" from The English Mail-Coach, which 

is prefaced by the following remark upon dreaming: 

But the dream-horror which I speak of is far more frightful ••• 
These are horrors from the kingdom of anarchy and darkness, 
which, by the very intensity, challenge the sanctity of con
cealment, and gloomily retire from exposition (XIII, 292n.). 

Likewise, the moment of realization that he could not turn away from 

the "dark idol" opium, is expressed through images drawn from just such 

a nightmare: 

I saw, through vast avenues of gloom, those towering gates of 
ingress which hitherto had always seemed to stand open now at 
last barred against my retreat, and hung with funeral crape. 
(XIII, 337) 

Thus, too, the image of Asia, which came to De Quincey in the form of 
a Malay who unexpectedly visited his door, 16is particularly invested 

with terror for De Quincey. It is because of this terror, in combina

tion with other potentially sublime attributes of that continent, 17 

that the Malay becomes a nightmare, "the unimaginable horror" (III,442) 

of his dreams. It is indeed the terror of certain experiences on the 

mail-coach which initially provide the impetus towards the creation of 

an essay on that subject. 

Certainly, the dreaming faculty is creative, 18 but an essential 
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element of the created images is terror, a terror which, having been 

pr~duced from images of waking life, pass through the dream stage, and 
actually have a further effect upon waking life. De Quincey explains 

that: 

these ~his dre&ns.:J were the immediate and proximate cause of 
shadowy terror that settled and brooded over my whole waking 
life (III, 434). 

Thus, in this solipsistic situation, horror in life stimulates the dream

ing faculty into action, and this, in turn, produces the more "shadowy 

terrors" just refered to: 

But a movement of horror, and of spontaneous recoil from this 
dreadful scene f:the near accident in the Mail-Coach ..:J natu
rally carried the whole scene, raised and idealized, into my 
dreams, and very soon into a rolling succession of dreams (XIII, 
329). 

Horror can thereby provide the natural symbolizing or abstracting effect 

usually associated with vagueness or indistinctness, as I describe in 

the next section. The tangible creative product of the dreaming facul

ty together with its horrific and painful associations are examined 

in later chapters, and for the present it is sufficient to observe the 
total interfusion of the ideas of pain and terror through both De Quin
cey's waking life and sleeping experience, together with their potential 

as forces creative of the sublime. 

Just as terror, or pain, can give a greater depth or meaning to 

an experience, can create the ·sublimity within such an experience, so 

De Quincey finds this property to be valuable as a presence in nature. 

Although he only infrequently refers specifically to natural phenomena, 

certainly by comparison with Wordsworth, 19 the description De Quincey 

gives of the "sublime cluster of mountain groups" (III, 282) in the 

Lake District, stresses the potential for terror to be found in this 

area. Indeed he asserts that the peculiar form of pastoral life found 

in Wastdale-head and Borrowdale is 

so much nobler (as Wordsworth notices) in its stern simplicity 
and continual conflict with danger hidden in the vast draperies 
of mist overshadowing the hills, and amongst the armies of snow 
and hail arrayed by fierce northern winters, than the effemi
nate shepherd's life in the da ssical Arcadia, or in flowery 
pastures of Sicily (III, 283). 

Potential terror in such a landscape is the fascination here, and of 

course, this terror largely depends upon the "vast draperies of mist", 

and the general sense of obscurity surrounding this area. 
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But perhaps the best expression of De Quincey's double sublime, a 

sublime 	split between joy ~d horror, are the two specific images he 
provides in the "System of the Heavens". Here, side by side as pendants 

to one another, he sets the two most sublime images of his experience. 

The first is the sculptural head of Memnon, imported from Egypt, and 

which, apart from the intimations of infinity with which the figure fills 

him , also presents De Quincey with the "peace which passeth all under

stMding" and with "diffusive love" (VIII, 17). The second image, but 

equally sublime for De Quincey, is the terrible face he imagines repre

sented in the Herschel drawing of the nebula in Orion. The following 

excerpts from the descr:lp;.~tion of the nebula show the purely nightmare 

qualities of this particular image of sublimity: 

You see a head thrown back, and raising its face {or eyes, if 
eyes it 	had) in the very anguish of hatred••••Brutalities un
speakable sit upon the upper lip•••• But the lower lip, which 
is drawn inward with the curve of 	a marine shell--oh, what a 
convolute of cruelty and revenge is there! (VIII, 19-20) 

Such a juxtaposition of the two kinds of sublimity is typical of De 

Quincey's method, and it will often be recognized in later discussions 

of his imaginative writing. The sublimity of horror provides a parti

cular attraction for De Quincey and provides a central theme for much 

of h~g work, and lays the basis for his taste for the gothic in gene
ral. As perhaps can be predicted from knowledge of his dialectical 

theory, De Quincey's experience of the sublime thus involves a con
flict or a stress of opposing forces. Innocence is threatened by pain 

and horror, and at first, as in Kant's description of sublime experi
ence, De Quincey feels himself deeply distressed and perhaps defeated 

by these powers. But like Kant, too, De Quincey's ultimate transcen

dence of hi~ 1 nightmare gives way to an even more powerful sense of 

revelation. 

2. 	or the obscure. 
To make anything very terrible, obscurity seems to be necessa
sary. When we know the full extent of any danger, when we can 
accustom our eyes to it, a great deal of apprehension vanishes. 

Burke 
Clarity is all right for convincing: it is of no use for mo
ving. Clarity of whatever kind damages enthusiasm. Poets, 
speak incessantly of eternity, infinitude, immensity, time, 
space, 	divinity•••• Be dark! 


Diderot 
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••••by how much more the shadowy--the uncertain--the infinite-
is at all times more potent in mastering the mind than a danger 
that is known-measurable-palpable-and human. 

De Quincey 

It will be remembered that the root of De Quincey's analysis 

of symbolism develops from his conception of Christianity, in its ear

ly days, being forced to "'rnea.n mysteriously" because of contemporary 
persecution. For De Quincey, to represent many things by only one, to 
convey an infinity of ideas through a single, mysterious symbol, is a 
conception which is, in itself, sublime. To exist and function in a 
state of darkness ot obscurity, perhaps bv means of such symbolism, is, 
according to him, the very epitome of sublimity itselr. 22 The point is 
important, since such a use pervades De Quincey's theoretical writing, 
determines his taste to a very large extent, and provides a valuable 
clue to the nature of his creative fiction. The following passage from 
an essay entitled "Secret Societies" makes it clear that De Quincey's 
conception of the meaning of obscurity is essential to his definition 
of what is sublime: 

Generally speaking, a child may not---but every adult will, and 
must, if at all by nature meditat"i"Ve--regard with a feeling high
er than vulgar curiosity small fraternities of men forming them
selves as separate and inner vortices within the great vortex 
of society; communicating silently in broad daylight by.signals 
not even seen, or if seen, not understood except among themsel
ves; and connected-Cy the link either of purposes not safe to 
be avowed or by the grander link of awful truths which, merely 
to shelter themselves from the hostility of an age unprepared
for their reception, are forced to retire, possiolv for genera
tions, behind thick curtains of secrecy. To be hidden amidst 
crowds is sublime; to come down hidden amongst crowds from dis
tant generations is doubly sublime (VII, 173). 

Such is De Quincey's view of Christianity itself, and quite apart from 

the other sublime aspects of this religion, its birth in secrecy and 

obscurity provides a powerful image of sublimity. 23 It is almost as if 

the evolution of Christianity from such sources determines the wealth 

of paradox and obscure meanings which are to be discovered within it. 

De Quincey's account of sin, as one essential aspect of Christianity, 

is, for example, weighted with implications of the power of impenetrable 

mystery. Sin is "that secret word", an obscure idea,' the "only thing 
originally shadowy and in a terrific sense mysterious", which somehow 

infiltrates the mind of the Christian child and invests it with an 

"atmosphere of sublimity,.. 24 While it is not entirely clear why sin 

should be "the only thing originally shadowy", the tenns of De Quincey's 

response to the idea are typical. 

http:itselr.22
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De Quincey's symbolic vision demands always a revelation of an ideal 

world, or a world of abstract forms, which can only be perceived when 

the mind is uncluttered by the finite images of the physical world. 

Junius "lingered forever in the dust and rubbish of individuality,

amongst the tangible realities of things and persons" (X, 119), but to 

transcend such a vision, and to perceive a highe_r reality, is expressed 

in De Quincey's terms by the paradox of entering or embracing obscurity. 

It is not surprising that he should stress the paradoxical implications 

of such a process, since no experience can be sublime for him unless he 

is aware of such a paradox. Thus because the geographical facts concer

ning the location of Paradise are .!!,21 known, and because the historical 

truths of such a time cannot be discovered, these ideas in their obscu

rity become "shadowy powers" (VII, 434)25. De Quincey's account of the 

Christian God in "Pagan Oracles' firmly establishes the power of this 

figure as dependent upon His essential obscurity, while,on the other 

hand, ''a religion like the pagan, f'"isJ so deplorably meagre and star

ved as to most of the draperies connected with the mysterious and the 

sublime••• " (VII, 77). As a part of De Quincey's religious belief, such 

obscurity of certain aspects of the truth is absolutely essential, for 

by means of another paradox resolved, he turns ignorance about Christ

ian history into an important spiritual power. He writes in "The Essen

ces" of the obscurity of the early years of Christianity: 

And for much of this darkness, we must confess that it is now 
past all human power of illumination. Nay, perhaps it belongs 
to the very sanctity of the struggle in which powers more than 
human were working concurrently with man that it should be lost 
like much of our earliest antediluvian history in a mysterious 
gloom, and for the same reason--viz. that, when man stands too 
near the super-sensual world and is too palpably co-agent with 
the schemes of Providence, there would arise, upon the total 
view and the whole plan of execution, were it all circumstan
tially laid below our eyes, too compulsory an evidence of a 
supersensual agency (VII, 105). 

Thus, De Quincey argues, to be without such a measure of obscurity, such 

an ignorance concerning the roots of Christianity, faith would no longer 

be a matter of free choice, but one of inevitability and one involving no 
. t 26mora1 capac1 y. 

As an element within his spiritual scheme, obscurity is thus es

sential both to a faith involving moral choice and to the feeling of 
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sublimity which arises during the contemplation of the secret origins 

of Christianity. Obscurity, however, has a wider significance for De 

Quincey's writing, and is indeed, the primary element of his view of 

symbolism, and the basis, thereby, of his own poetical vision. As pre

viously mentioned,· the symbolic potential of the visible world lies, 

for De Quincey, in the fact that "our own mysterious tendencies are 

written heiroglyphically'' (II, 402) there, and that he relies for the 

revelation of truth upon a vague intuition of the infinite meanings or 

"secret readings" which might lie in the natural landscape or in the 

face of a martyr. 27 The interpretation of the obscure, or the reading 

of hidden meanings in the signs of the visible world is what De Quincey 

calls "the dark sublime" (I, 130). The tenn is significant because De 

Qu.incey specifically distinguishes this form of sublimity from the mo
ral .sublime, as, in the paper "On Miltonr.,. he distinguishes a third kind, 
the "ethico-physical sublime". 28 He ~ses the expression "dark sublime" 

in his chapter "Infant Literature" from the Autobiography, and in this 

place he discusses the effect upon himself of the story "Aladdin". As 

with the "Macbeth" essay which I shall look at in the next chapter, De 

Quincey opens his account with a statement of perplexity, because, as 

a child,he found the story of Aladdin altogether trivial in itself, and 

yet recognised a sense of great power in one of its incidents. He writes, 

"The sublimity which it involved was mysterious and unfathomable, as 

regarded any key which I possessed for deciphering its law or origin" 

(I, 128), and goes on to describe the incident of the magician's capa

city for distinguishing Aladdin's footsteps from all the other sounds 

of the earth. To read into this sound "an alphabet of new and infinite 

symbols", to comprehend the "secret hieroglyphics" is, in itself, an 

act of "dark sublimity" (I, 129). De Quincey concludes his analysis 

with the statement that "the least things in the universe must be sec

ret mirrors to the greatest" (1,129). It is the shroud of mystery at

tached to such a conception, as much as the ability to penetrate the 

mystery, which is, for De Quincey, sublime. 

The powerful effect which a-landscape transfigured by mists can 

make upon him is thus caused largely because of its pure obscurity. He 

describes in the foliowing way an appearance in a landscape which he 

says he will never forget: 
·) 
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The effect arose from the position of the sun and of the spec
tator, taken in connexion with a pendulous mass of vapour, in 
which, however, were many rents and openings, and through them 
far below, at an abyss-like depth, was seen the gloomy valley, 
its rare cottages and "unrejoicing" fir trees. I had beheld the 
scene many times before; I was familiar with its least important 
features, but now it was absolutely transfigured, it was seen 
under lights and mighty shadows that made it no less marvellous 
to the eye than that memorable creation amongst the clouds of 
azure sky, which is described by the Solitary in "The Excursion".29 

Likewise, in the essay entitled "Modern Greece", De Quincey specifies his 

general taste in scenery which has a strong Gothic flavour to it: 

For ourselves, the obscure sense of being or moving under a vast 
superincumbency of some great natural power, as of a mighty fo
rest or a trackless succession of mountainous labyrinths, has 
a charm of secret force far better than any distinct scenes to 
which we are introduced (VIII, 365). 

The qualities of infinitude produced by the obscurity of such a natural 

scene, is, as will be discussed shortly, an important aspect of De Quin

cey's response to this kind of scenery. In this same context, De Quincey 

makes the distinction between what he calls "the knowledge and the power 

of the scenery hunter" (VIII, 364), the powerful, of course, being his 

own taste quoted above, while "knowledge" scenery is the picuresque or 

the local. 

The process of abstraction which is involved in the symbolic 

mode of perception is naturally linked by De Quincey with i«eas of ob

scurity, and, indeed, usually depends upon a state of obscurity. The 

discussion of the lack of specific knowledge concerning the location of 

Paradise stresses the value of the inherent mystery which now surrounds 

such facts. Indeed, the central process of symbolizing is expressed by 

the creation of this very mystery, since "base sensual signs" cannot 

achieve the "state of great ideas--mysterious as spirituality is mysteri

ous" {VII, 434). In other words, the process of symbolism or abstraction 

are attractive to De Quincey by very reason of their obscurity, by 

their appeal to the undefined areas of the imagination. In the Confess

~. De Quincey describes in practical terms, by reference to a par

ticular experience, the way in which his symbolic vision actually works. 

He tells of a visit to a concert when under the influence of opium: 

•••• it is sufficent to say that a chorus, &c., of elaborate har
mony displayed before me, as in a piece of arraswork, the whole 
of my past life--not as if recalled by an act of memory, but as 

http:Excursion".29
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if present and incarnated in the music; no longer painful to 
dwell upon, but the detail of its incidents removed, or blended 
in some hazy abstraction, and its passions exalted, spiritual
ized, and sublimed (III, 391). 

The use of the word sublime in this context should be particularly noted, 

since the very act of moving towards symbolic representation is consi

dered as such by De Quincey. In terms of the dual mode of perception 

discussed in chapter two, such a statement represents De Quincey's con

tinuing attempt to differentiate the particular from the general, and 

it can be seen that the "general'' here implies an absence of literal cla

rity. -The "hazy abstraction" of De Quincey's experience is fundamentally 

the same effect as he obtains from the contemplation of early Christian 

activity, for in both cases a sense of power or sublimity emerges from 

his awareness of obscurity. 30 Thus perception, for De Quincey, can be 

"dim but elevating" (VII, 300), a paradox which again reflects the grand 

idea emerging because of the lack of specific information. 31 Likewise, 

in his discussion of the idem in alio, De Quincey insists that the rea

son why the waxwork disgusts as a work of art is because its reproduc

tion depends upon literal detail, whereas these should have been "soft

ened under a general diffusive impression".32 

Abstractions are, in their very nature, obscure, and it is for 

this reason that De Quincey attributes to them an inherent sublimity. 

He writes: 

With respect to the sheild of Achilles, it cannot be denied 
that the general conception has, in common with all abstrac
tions (as e.g. the abstractions of dreams, of prophetic vi
sions, such as that in the 6th Aeneid, that to Macbeth, that 
shown by the angel Michael to Adam) something fine, and, in 
its own nature, let the execution be what it may, sublime (X, 
310n. ). 

Again, sublimity is recognized by De Quincey as lying in the province of 

abstraction, and does not depend upon how this abstraction is rendered. 

It is essential for an understanding of De Quincey's use of opium, to 

realize the great value he attaches to its abstracting qualities, to 

the veil which this stimulant throws over one level of perception, only 

to reveal a greater clarity in another. The effects of opium, in fact, 

reflect De Quincey's whole structure of paradox and the two levels of 

perception, and provide, in his own consciousness, an extra capacity 

http:impression".32
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for reaching the grand idea, for intuiting the meanings behind the mys

terious appearances of the world. Opium must certainly be seen as at 

least a partial key to De Quincey's continuing pursuit of the symbol, 

since it undoubtedly developed his own natural capacity for symbolizing. 

As well as altering his vision of the world in this way, De Quincey 

sees opium as effecting a basic change in his nature, when he writes 

of the opium-eater in general that "the diviner part of his nature is 

paramount--that is, the moral affections are in a state of cloudless 

serenity--" (III, 384). Under these circumstances, a consequent alte

ration in vision is not surprising. 

Opium might, for De Quincey, produce a sense of abstraction in 

his waking life, when a symbolic revelation will transcend the parti

cular moment, as in the example given above, or it might have the er~ 

feet upon his dreams, which he writes about so often.33 De Quincey 

calls opium an "unknown shadowy power" (III, 416) because of its ca

pacity for producing unknown, shadowy effects, particularily within 

the dream experience. In the Suspiria he discusses at length the dream

ing faculty, and states the direct relationship between his opiurn

taking and the quality of his dreams. Having mentioned some physical 

agencies which may effect the power of dreams, he goes on: 

•••• but beyond all others is opium: which indeed seems to pos
sess a specific power in that direction; not merely for exal
ting the colours of dream-scenery, but for deepening the sense 
of its fearful realities (XIII, 335). 

And in turn, dreaming is described as being "That faculty, in alliance 

with the mystery of darkness, is the one great tube through which man 

communicates with the shadowy". 34 Thus dreaming, like the concept of 

infinity itself, which is discussed in the following section, eludes 

comprehension on the normal level, baffles the logical mind. The sub

limity of the opium dreams, for De Quincey, is at least partially att

ributable to the experience of ungraspable infinity which the dream 

evokes. He continues the above passage in the following way: 

And the dreaming organ, in connexion with the heart, the eye, 
and the ear, composes the magnificent apparatus which forces 
the infinite into the chambers of a human brain, and throws 
dark reflections from eternities below all life upon the mir
rors of that mysterious camera obscura--the sleeping mind. 
(XIII, 335) 34 
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Thus dreaming provides some kind of direct access to the worlds 

of obscurity which are such an essential part of De Quincey's sublime 

vision. It is no wonder, then, that dreaming should have become such a 

key idea in De Quincey's creative process and such a central device of 

his fiction. In the "Recollections of Charles Lamb", De Quincey claims 

that to give an account of the dreams which he had experienced was the 

most important purpose of the Confessions, 36 and in the introduction to 

the Suspiria he makes the link between that work and the Confessions even 

more specific: 

The Opium Confessions were written with some slight secondary 
purpose of exposing this specific power of opium upon the fa
culty of dreaming, but much more with the purpose of display
ing the faculty itself (VIII, 335). 

De Quincey's intention when writing the Confessions do seem to have 

changed with time, but his revised "Preface" to the 1856 edition also 

stresses the importance of the dreaming faculty, though here the empha

sis is slightly more upon the opium effect: 

--and therefore I beg to say here, in closing my Original Pre
face, a little remodeled, that what I contemplated in these 
Confessions was to emblazon disease and pain, but over the gran
der and more shadowy world of dreams (III, 215). 

In words very close to those used by Wordsworth, 37 De Quincey elsewhere 

talks of "that softening and spiritualizing haze which belongs at any 

rate to the action of dreams" (I, 51), and it is clear that the action 

of opium upon his dreams provides De Quincey with a ready-made symbolism, 

or a means of reaching the world of grand ideas. Dreaming produces the 

"haze" or vagueness requisite to exclude irrelevant and transitory de

tails, so that the correct perspeetive upon the subject is readily 

achieved. 

Insofar as De Quincey's attraction for obscurity can explain, 

to a degree, his symbolic method, it is meaningful on a broad plane. And 

it is true that De Quincey's choice of sublime subjects depend largely 

upon their inherent secrecy and lack of immediate clarity, so that an 

understanding of this fact aids a general reading of bis work. However, 
the almost fanatical pursuit of the obscure does somewhat recall De 

Quincey's own condemnation of Kant's works, and their popularity in 

Germany. He writes: 
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••• for, even among those who have expresslv. commented on this 
philosophy .J:9Kant's:J, not one of the many hundreds who I have 
myself read but has retracted from every attempt to explain its 
dark places. In these dark places lies, indeed, the secret of 
its attraction. Were light poured into them, it would be seen 
that they are culs-de-sac, passages that lead to nothing; but, 
so long as they continue dark, it is not known wh~her they lead, 
how far, in what direction, and whether, in fact, they may not 
issue into paths connected directly with the positive and the 
infinite (II, 87). 

Certainly, as far as De Quincey is concerned, that which is obscure is 

immediately evocative of the infinite, and the sublimities as~ociated 

with this concept. 

3. Of infinity. 

The ideas of eternity and infinity, are among the most affecting 
we have, and yet perhaps there is nothing of which we really 
understand so little. 

Burke 

But the infinite is absolutely (not merely comparatively) great. 
In comparison with this all else (in the wav of magnitudes of 
the same order) is small. But the point of capital importance is 
that the mere ability even to think it as a whole indicates a 
faculty of mind transcending every standard of sense. 

Kant 

If the doors of perception were cleansed everything would appear 
to man as it is, infinite. 

Bla.\e 

De Quincey writes in his "Notes for 'Suspiria'": 

Turn a screw, tighten a linch-pin--which is notto disease, but 
perhaps to exalt, the mighty machinery of the brain--and the 
Infinities appear, before which the tranquillity of man unsett
les, the gracious forms of life depart, and the ghostly enters. 
So profoundly is this true that oftentimes I have said of my 
own tremendous experience in this region••• --that death, con
sidered as an entrance to this ghostly world, is but a postern
gate by comparison with the heaven-aspiring vestibule through 
which this world of the Infinite introduces the ghostly world. 

The concep~ of infinity nas often either been implied or alluded to 

throughout previous sections, and as a conclusion to the foregoing gene

ral account of De Quincey's understanding and use of sublime effects, 

these various references should be tied together more coherently, and 

linked with any other important uses of the idea. As I mentioned in the 

38 
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first chapter, the concept of infinity is naturally an essential part 

of De Quincey's religious vision, and one which certainly, as j. Hillis 

Miller observes, pr~duces an enormous sense of terror, or, to use De 

Quincey's own words, unsettles the tranquillity of man. However, this 

terror is not, as I have noticed, a purely destructive element, and one 

from which De Quincey would seek to flee. I have shown, rather, that pain 

and terror are accepted, and indeed welcomed by De Quincey, as a part of 

a total view of existence, and as an essential element in a final sub

lime effect. His continuing goal, which is reflected in his imaginative 

as well as journalistic work, is that of describing and reaching the 

vision of infinity which has at various times been present to his non

rational mind. The implications of De Quincey's pagan/Christian opposi

tion lead to his belief that the modern or Christian period is great in 

so far as it does indeed possess particular access to the notion of in

finity. His image of man's spiritual striving both upwards and downwards, 

his exploration through all dimensions, which I quoted from "System of 

the Heavens" in the first chapter, is repeated in the following cele

bration of the modern period: 

But we do contend•••• that the tendencies of this generation 
are to the profound; that by all its natural leanings, and 
even by its infirmities, it travels upwards on the line of 
aspiration and downwards in the direction of the unfathom
able. 39 

De Quincey here extends the pagan/Christian antithesis to include his 

contemporary generation, and he attributes this new capacity to the 

calm period of meditation which succeded the turmoil of the French Re

volution. This calm period is essentially analogous to the experience 

of revelation which succeeds De Quincey's own sublime climaxes. 

At times, it is true, De Quincey speaks of the subject of infi

nity as if it were one he would avoid, as during one analysis of his 

dreams, which were plagued by horrific images derived from his associ

ations with Asia.4° Here, in the Confessions, he writes of a "killing 

sense of eternity and infinity" with which his dreamforms were imbued, 

but ultimately dreams, however horrific, are welcomed as a creative for

ce by De Quincey. In the "System of the Heavens", De Quincey in fact un

dertakes a defence of the apprehension of infinity, and despite his 

whimsical opening to this sublime subject, 41 he progresses towards a 
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serious statement on the matter. After a good deal of factual material 
2relating to astronomy,4 he concludes the essay with a short piece ad

apted from Richter, entitled "Dream Vision of the Infinite as it reveals 

itself in the Chambers~of~Space". In this flight of imagination, De 

Quincey again states the duality of man's response. "For the spirit of 

man aches under this infinity," he writes, "Insupportable is the glory 

of God's house" (VIII, 34). 

The occasion of this essay was De Quincey's experience of the 

telescope recently brought into use by Lord Rosse, and which was revo

lutionary at that time in terms of its capacities to penetrate space. 

From the image of the vast new dimensions of space revealed by the tele

scope, De Quincey reflects upon the meaning of infinity to man. His re

presentation of Lord Fosse as a Neptune figure who can remove the bar

riers to infinity, is specifically religious in its expression. De Quin

cey imagines Rosse saying "Roll back, ye barriers, and no longer hide 

from us the infinities of God!" (VIII, 17), and himself assents to this 

exploration of the infini-te dimensions of space. De Quincey feels both 

that God is approached by such a means and that the full potential of 

man's own soul is recognised through such a contemplation. As I quoted 

in the first chapter, De Quincey sees the revelation of infinity as a 

part of man's growth, and he interprets the vastnesses of the physical 

dimensions as symbolic of an inner reality: 

••• the depths and heights which are in man, the depths by which 
he searches, the heights by which he aspires, are but projected 
and made objective externally in the three dimensions of space 
which are outside of him (VIII, 15). 

Again, in correspondence with the theory of the two stages of sublime 

experience, the observable universe is seen by De Quincey as a means to 

an end or simply an expression or representation of that end, which is 

spiritual revelation. 43 De Quincey's objections to the Kantian philo

sophy in his Autobiography rests largely on the fact that he finds the 

writings of the German author to contain no appeal to this ~uality of 

infinity in man's mind. 44 It is only because no-one really understands 

the nature of Kant's work that it is still read, for, he argues: 

no popular interests can long be sustained by speculations which, 
in every aspect, are known to be essentially negative and essen
tially finite. Man's nature has something of infinity within 
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itself, which requires a corresponding infinity in its objects. 
(II, 87) 45 

The tremendous effect which King Lear has upon De Quincey results, at 

least partly,. from such an awareness. "When I am thus startled into a 

feeling of the infinity of the world within me," he writes, "is this 

power, or what may I call it?" (X, 49). The sense of infinity here has 

been brought about by the "sublime antagonism" represented in the play 

when "two worlds of storm are brought face to fa.ce". De Quincey is in 

fact describing that commonly recognised but difficult to define sense 

that a certain work of art somehow says everything there is to say; and 

at the same time he is responding to a feeling of his own human poten

tial, which, again, is a commonly experienced function of a work of art. 

He is, to use his own words again, responding to the powerful emotion 

provoked in him by the hint of infinite possibility. Power, as De Quin

cey suggests, is the recognition of infinite possibility, while the 

world of knowledge is forever tied to the finite, and "can never, in 

the least degree,partake of the illimitable" (XI, 219n.). 

De Quincey's account of genius, already alluded to in the last 

chapter, is directly connected with this sense of the illimitable and 

represents another form of his attack upon the "one-sided" man. He wri

tes that "genius is a voice of breathing that represents the total na

ture of man" (XI, 382), and his criticism of Lamb states that this wri

ter cannot be considered as a genius because "his range was a contracted 

one" (III, 47). The idea of genius is thus used by De Quincey as another 

image of infinity, and correspondingly implies the kind of excess which 

is associated with all his own experiences of the meaning of infinity. 

Walking Stewart, a character who gives his name to one of De Quincey's 

essays, typifies this notion of genius as the excess of infinity. Ste

wart, the great traveller and prodigious writer, is described as a 

"sublime visionary" and "a man of genius •••his mind was a mirror of the 

sentient universe--the whole mighty vision that had fleeted before his 

eyes in this world" (III, 115). De Quincey writes further that Stewart 

is a species of madman, where "the animal spirits are exuberant and in 

excess". He is, in fact, a living embodiment of the mighty exaggerati

ons and extravagances which are associated with De Quincey's various 
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dream-visions of infinity, some of which I shall shortly mention. "All 

genius implies originality•• uncontrollable singularity" (XI, 351),46 

he writes in an essay on Hazlitt, and thus clearly defines his own pen

chant for the infinity of excess. Enormity, vastness and intangibility 

determine De Quincey's taste for men, for nature and for literature, 

because, to use Kant's expression, they produce an outrage of the ima

gination, which is the first stage of the sublime. 47 Certainly his own 

style, rambling and full of impassioned exaggeration, 48 reflects this 

tendency, and the following quotation concerning climactic conditions 

well illustrates his taste for the excess which is associated with the 

sublime: 

It is certain that, in England, and in all moderate climates, 
we are too slightly reminded of nature or the focus of nature. 
Great heats or great colds (and in Canada there are both), or 
great hurricanes, as in the West Indian latitudes, recall us 
continually to the sense of a powerful presence investing our 
paths on every side; whereas, in England it is possible to 
forget that we live amongst greater agencies than those of 
men and human aspirations. 49 

The faculty of dreaming, already noted for its important role 

in the growth of De Quincey's symbolic vision, is also valued by him, 

in combination with opium, for providing a ready access to a sense of 

sublime infinity such as he experiences in watching King Lear. As I 

have quoted before, he wrote that "the dreaming organ , in connexion 

with the heart, the eye, and the ear, composes the magnificent appara

tus which forces the infinite into the chambers of the human brain" (XIII; 

335), and certainly as far as he has committed his experiences to writing, 

it is clear that the combination of opium and dreaming was moreproductive 

of a sense of the infinite for De Quincey than his encounters with the 

sublime in nature. The effect of opium upon his dreams was to annihi

late all sense of normal perspective, and the almost obsessive recurrence 

of images of vastness or infinity in De Quincey's work can be attributed 

to his dream experience.50 He writes: 

The sense of space, and in the end the sense of time were both 
powerfully affected. Buildings, landscapes &c., were exhibited 
in proportions so vast as the bodily eye is not fitted to re
ceive. Space swelled, and was amplified to an extent of unutter
able and self-repeating infinity•••• (III, 435). 

De Quincey himself provides an analogy to his experience of infinite 
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space with a description of some prints by Piranesi which he had seen, 

fittingly enough, in the company of Coleridge. De Quincey describes the 

endless architecture of these Piranesi works, and says that ''With the 

same power of endless growth and self-reproduction did my architecture 

proceed in dreams" (III, 439). It is just this architectural infinity 

which provides the central motif in De Quincey's loose translation from 

Richter, entitled "Dream Vision of the Infinite", to which I have just 

referred: 

To the right hand and to the left towered mighty constellations, 
that by self-repetitions and by answers from afar••• built up 
triumpnal gates, whose architraves, whose archways--horizontal, 
upright--rested, rose, at altitudes, by spans, that seemed ghost
ly from infinitude. Without measure were the architraves, past 
number were the archways, beyond memory the gates. Within were 
stairs that scaled the eternities above, that descended the eter
nities below (VIII, 34). 

De Quincey's most powerful images tend to build upon this end

less multiplication of forms in time or space, and he always associates 

sublime feelings with the contemplation of such infinity, where he, as 

an individual, dwindles to insignificance, like his own description of 

the figure in the Piranesi pictures. It is the sheer numbers of people 

associated with the region of "South-eastern Asia" and the size of the 

empires in that part of the world which arrests De Quincey's imagination: 

The vast empires, also, into which the enormous population of 
Asia has always been cast, give a further sublimity to the feel
ings associated with all oriental names or images (III, 442). 

His reaction to London on first entering that city and his inital sen

se of his own insignificance depends upon "this blind sympathy with a 

mighty but unseen object" (I, 180) and the images of infinity associa

ted with the vast sea of faces encountered in that place (I, 182). Thus, 

too in the Confessions, London becomes a symbol of infinity, as he wri

tes, ..But now rose London-sole, dark, infinite-brooding over the whole 
51 

capacities of my heart'' (III, 346). The streets of IJondon themselves 

provide De Quincey with a tangible experience of this infinity, as he 

walks through them under the influence of opium: 

I came suddenly upon such knotty problems of alleys, such enig
matical entries, and such sphinx's riddles of streets without 
thoroughfares, as must, I conceive, baffle the audacity of por
ters, and confound the intellects of hackney-coachmen (III, 393). 
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This, like his other forms of infinity, was to remain with De Quincey 

always, and help to produce the often terrifying images of his dreams-

"For all this, however, I paid a heavy price il\1 distant years ••• the per-· 

plexities of my steps in London came back and haunted my sleep, with the 

feeling of perplexities moral or intellectual" (III, 393-4). The symbo

lic potential of such powerful images of infinity is clearly indicated 

by De Quincey in this statement. 

Thus, although outer space is the obvious symbol for such a 

sense of infinitude De Quincey uses architectural images to convey 

more clearly the notion of unending dimension. The desert is also re

fered to as having a similar power, since the desert, like open space, 

repeated architectural forms or the streets of London, has no distinct 

markings to evoke any sense of the finite. The desert is: 

one monotonous iteration of sand, sand, sand, unless where 
some miserable fountain stagnates, forbids all approach to 
familiarity: nothing is circumstantiated or differenced: tra
vel it for three generations, and you are no nearer to iden
tification of its parts; so that it amounts to travelling 
through an abstract idea (VIII, 31). 

It is a combination of the medium of the desert and the enormous dis

tances involved which led De Quincey to claim that the Revolt of the 

Tartars was more striking to the imagination than any event in all his

tory. 52 Indeed, he was so impressed by the crossing of the "desert spa

ces" and by the "vast distances to be traversed, vast reverses to be 

sustained (VII, 369), added to the fact that the event also provided 

the sublime element of hidden and obscure purposes, that he wrote a fif

ty page account of the Revolt. 

The reference to "travelling through an abstract idea" in the 

quotation above is interesting in that it relates the idea of infinity 

to two significant aspects of De Quincey's sublimity. The first is the 

symbolic method, already discussed, which, as the above quotation sug

gests, is aided by the presence of vast distance, where details are 

overborne by the feeling of great dimension. In contemplation of space 

so enormous, as in the "System of the Heavens", the mind is led natural

ly towards the symbolic or the abstract. The same effect is expectedly 

produced by contemplation of the eternity of time, and De Quincey com

ments upon the way in which great distances of time will determine a 
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historical method: 

But when a writer treats (as to Herodotus it happened that re
peatedly he treated) tracts of history far removed in space and 
time from the domestic interests of his native land, naturally 
he misses as any available guide the ordinary utilitarian rela
tions which would else connect persons and events with great 
outstanding interests to his own contemporary system. The very 
abstraction which has silently been performed by the mere effect 
of vast distances, wilderness that swallow up armies, and migh
ty rivers that are unbridged, together with the indefinite chro
nological remoteness, do already of themselves translate such 
sequestered and insulated chambers of history into the character 
of moral apologues. 53 

Here, of course, De Quincey is again getting at the process of mythology, 

or of symbolic creation, and is talking, like Aristotle, of the differen

ce between history and poetry, or the literature of knowledge and the li

terature of power. The vast distances of time wnich Herodotus seeks to 

encompass in his work has inevitably produced not history, which is accu

rate as to its facts, but poetry which is accurate in terms of its wider, 

moral truths. The sublimity of the broader, more symbolic picture repre

sented through the vastness of time, arises because the abstract forms 

which remain have the power to move the mind more deeply. De Quincey 

feels that this effect may even arise when the time distance involved 

is only that of a single generation (which is long in terms of the memo

ry of an individual). To his contemporaries, for example, reflection 

upon the French Revolution is free of the troublesome detail which ob

scures the larger issues, so that they "ffee1Jdimly the great strife 

which they did not witness, and ~feel:J it the more deeply because for 

~ L it is J an idealized retrospect ••• "54 

The second point which arises from the question of abstraction 

produced by space and time is the familiar one in discussions of the 

sublime concerning the form of an object, which may produce a sense of 

sublimity. Burke clearly states that indefinite form, where no distinct 

outline can be ascertained, is an essential property of the sublime,55 

and, clearly, in these terms, the images of De Quincey's writing, the 

labyrinthine streets, the vast architectural complexes, the deserts, all 

tend to defy any notion of graspable form. Inability to apprehend the 

form of an object produces, initially, the sense in the observer of 

being overwhelmed and defeated, and , this, indeed, is an essential 
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element of the duality of De QUincey's sublime. It is interesting that 

Wordsworth, who writes on the subject of the fonn of objects in his 

"The Sublime and the Beautiful", makes a "sense of individual form or 

forms" the first of his three main sublime properties.56 Thus Wordsworth 

effectually restricts the potential horror which attaches to images of 

sublimity by limiting one aspect of their possible infinity. The horror 

of infinity would not be the powerful element which it is in De Quincey's 

work were it not for the fact that he relentlessly denies concrete, 

graspable form to his images. By comparison, therefore, Wordsworth's 

sublime is generally speaking less terrifying, less evocative of vast in

tangibility, than De Quincey's. 

I hope it is clear from the description in this section, that De 

Quincey's evocation of the idea of infinity is a central theme in his 

work, and a crucial element in the consideration of sublime effects, pro

viding, as it does, both a dimension of terror and a spiritual goal to 

be attained. 
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CHAFTL"'R FIV~: LI:1E:RARY CRITICI01f Alm AEST!I~ICS 

At one time we were ourselves inclined to fear that 1~il ton had 
been here caught tripping. In this instance, at least .seer.ls to 
be in error. But there is no trustins to ap1_Jearc...".1ces. 

De Quincey 

I have passi~5ly referred to a number of critical cooments made 

by De Quincey with the intention of showing how they reflect tis pre

occupation with a central, dialectic theory of the su.blir.1e. In this 

chapter I intend to_ exami11e r.mre closely some of his more important 

critical and aesthetic stater:icnts, again wit!l t:-ie specific intention 

of illustrating how his approach to literature is deter~ined by a con

timdns }mrsui t of S'J.bli:-:1e i2ea.s, and D. de-:e!':-::ir:ed a~p::!.ica-:io;: of' t:-:e 

di&lectic:'.l -:heor:,·. An awareness of s;.1c!: a cr1ticnl procechre will 

':!ri tin3 • 

•••• t1~,r, SD..,.L·~ C~'.! 0 r-t--•,...,. i..O 1... .. ,::ii. .... , _.1--o~~+-~"i~r~.., .. 'c .. ~0°, .. - 7 ··- t~Lr1-:_ 
-· ~ - )1 ._: __ ,__'._\.J,!..,. •.._. •· ,._....' L ~ l.•J ..,..._,.".' II..).: ~--~!-/ J··_), 

t:~c:.,.. ~2:e toe~ in 1.,.r7:_.~~l;:.. ~J>-!r-Js~-5.,;i--:--·~~uo ~ ..·j_cL: r~:~lr...~ct :~_1.-~ r::.!1~~., 

as s~~r~~t·. 1~:: ·I-~s~~l~ ou-:: ~-~~-:l: ez~-..3r:;.s.l t}:in:s--too ::tt1e e}:1 

hibit. the ':.i.-:.i ?.s i·j~~~,;ve.:--:::i:r.c itself llTOiJ. it.s o~·.'n. t~:ou_:_·:~ts 

~ :L~ "c;;- 11:::::-: (:I, "'Z,1 j•). 
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or subjective response of the poet, it nonetheless begins to indicate 

De Quincey's persistent condemnation of a concentration upon external 
1images. In another context, but in a similar manner, De Quincey prai

ses Lamb as a writer because "his impulses, like those of Wordsworth, 

are derived from the depths of nature, not from the surface of man

ners" (III, 90) .... What is meant by "the surface of manners" ..}{ilL:be 

suggested later in the section, but it is clear that the same anti

thesis between internal truth and external falsehood is present here. 

The final implication is that authors who do not attempt to penetrate 

the outward appearances of the world can never have anything of the 

grand or sublime about their work, and can never hope to reach beyond 

the finite and particular. In his essay "Rhetoric", De Quincey 

launches an attack upon the writer known as Junius, on these grounds: 

It is an absolute fact that Junius has not one principle, 
aphorism, or remark of a general nature in his whole armou
ry; not in a solitary instance did his barren understanding 
ascend to an abstraction or general idea, but lingered for
ever in the dust and rubbish of individuality, amongst the 
tangible realities of things and persons (X, 119). 

De Quincey also de.-8.ls with Swift in the sarne terms, and al though his 

objections to this eighteenth century satirist lie on dubious foun

dations, his concern with Swift"s work is that it lacks any sense of 

higher issues, or any attempt to reach truths which lie beyond the 

limitations of the present moment. De Quincey quotes Schlosser, whose 

literary history he purports to review, and agrees with him that 

Swift"s views "were directed to what was immediately beneficial; 

which is the characteristic of savages". Like the terror inspired 

by the pagan gods, there was no teleological concern attached to 

Swift"s ideas, since they were rooted, like the author himself, in 

sensual reality: 

The meanness of Swift's nature, and his rigid incapacity 
for dealing with the grandeurs of the human spirit, with 
religion, with poetry, or even the science when it rose 
above the mercenary practical, is absolutely appalling. 
(XI, 14) 

Obviously, in these terms, De Quincey sees no possibility of sub

limity in the v:ork of an a'J.t!ior such as Swift, since there is no 

possibility of access to spiritual reality in a ·writer who is so 

clearly finite in his choice of subject matter. 
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Perhs_ps the most elaborate example of De Quincey's literary criti

cism finding its basis within a spiritual / sensual antithesis can be 

found in his discussion of Fope's poetry. Here it becomes quite clear 

that De Quincey associates a poet's preoccupation with finite issues to 

be absolutely preclusive of sublimity in his work. It becomes obvious, in 

fact, that De Quincey's dialectic of spirit and sense is an essential part 

of his conception of where the sublime resides, and thereby a part of his 

continuing definition of what the sublir:ie in fact is, and how it can be 

recoG"nised. In the essay "Lord Carlisle on Pope". De Qi;incey r.10kes a spe

cific contrast of his two favourite examples of subliCTe authorship, that 

of Shc.J:espeare and I-:ilton, with t:1e wor~r: of Fope ..... 
~ 

·:us whole arg~1r.ient ;:it 

this point is intended to show the relative inco~prenensibility of Fope's 

subject ~atter, being a result of its finite nature, beside the generally 

apprehensible qualities of the two e<?.rlier poets. Ee writes: 

•••• it is often a secret cor.ipliment to the breadth of man's in
tellectual nature, th~t he car~~ot enter into the artificial, the 
tortuous, the conventional. ilany a r 11de oind !'la.s cor:ipre:-.ended to 
the fall both r-:n ton in his ele::!entarJ grr:u1de,J.r c<nd :-=:ial-:.espere 
in his impassioned dept~s, t~at could not even have dinly guess
ed at the r.:car:ing of a sit1;_ation in cooed~' where the co;.:ic res
ted upon arbitrary rules and conventional p~oprieties (XI, I I J). 

De ~"c.lincey Ls here re :0rri!'lg :o Pope's S3-tiric :;.nd :::oral wri tines, ·,·J~ich, 

he says, sir::ply can...'1.ot be generally understood bec2.use of fr.1.eir li:T1iting 

dependence upon all~sions to conteQporary society. Fo~e's e~p~asis lies, 

the:e!'ore, '_lpon :finite fa.cts concernir:::; the visi~:le \"'orlc1., .so '.:~1~.-: ~1is 

St~li~e ~nd ~arnin[ a3~inst the exce2sive i~cursion of 

tirel~r stuc~-: in the toils of :-::io1.-.rled5e. The attac~ upor: 3idft, noted C"t
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The most essential point to be understood, however, concerning 

De Quincey's response to the work of Pope and the other writers mentioned, 

is that he bases his final judgement upon the extent to which the authors 

in question can be said to produce literature of power or sublimity. 

Again, the correctness of De Quincey's assessment is extremely doubtful, 

especially since his criticism of Pope depends so heavily upon bio

graphical details and also since his insistence upon the exclusive great

ness of sublime literature causes him to overlook other forms and values. 

His argument rests finally, in the case of Pope, on the fact tha.t there 

can be no appeal to the emotions, or no expansion of the sensibility, 

in a literature which is dependent upon such transitory issues as socie

tal behaviour. Without such an emotional basis, there can be no possibi

lity of such a literature inducing highe~ aspirations in its readers. 5 

In a similar fashion, but on the positive side, De Quincey's 

criticism of works he values highly, very often finds its basis in an 

intuitive response to the presence of a structure of opposition, or a 

hint of that duality which is connected to the sublime. Naturally, the 

results of such a criticism are equally disappointing because they are so 

partial, but nonetheless De Quincey's analysis and justification of 

certain passages or effects still seem extremely valuable today. Of course, 

to De Quincey, poetry in its purest sense is the expression of sublimity, 

or the incarnation of power. His own style of "impassioned prose" is 

intended specifically to create the sublime effect, and to this extent 

De Quincey assents to what he feels is the Longinian conception of the 
6sublime as a mode of expression. But beyond style, it is perhaps more 

important to discover what else it is that causes the inherent sublimity 

of poetry, and what it is that excites De Quincey's admiration. It has 

been seen that the romantic dialectical vision is espoused by De Quincey 

to the extent that it influences both his thought ~d expression. It is 

only natural, then, that such a mode should also direct his favourable 

critical utterances. In fact, it is an extremely important aspect of De 

Quincey's thinking that dialectical ideas associated with the imagin

ation and the structure of the world in general should be the root of 

his critical expression. De Quincey's analysis of poetry, or what is the 

same thing, literary sublimity, concerns itself, on many occasions, with 

an examination of the way in which the mind is.affected by experiences 

of literary power which are the direct result of the clash of opposing 
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forces. The paradox which usually results from such a clash becomes, in 

fact, the key element of De Quincey's liter2ry response. 

De Quincey's most famous piece of practical criticism, and most 

celebrated, 7is the e~say "On the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth", which 

is proba~ly a little disappointing to many people on first acqu~intance 

with it. Sssentially, on12'' one brief critical point is r.-iEJde in the course 

of a very short paper (only five paees), E'Uld yet the essay contains a 

concise su::-.r.J.ar:r of all the eler.-ients required for an experience of power. 

knid variot:.s dicressions, De Q.Clincey acco1.mts :(or tl:.e suprer:1ely pm!erful 

effect which is achieved in rac'ceth by the Forter" s 'r:noc::ins followinc 

the r.-.urder of Dunca.:i. This ::l~Jr::en-:.:. is indeed a mo:Jent of si..ibli::-li ty, c:-md 

one which evolves fror:i far more than the existence of a r.iere contrast. 

The contrast, or the ir.-:plied conflict, is however, the funda.r.1enta.1 rea

son for De Quincey's choice of this pe,ssase for critical examination. 

To understand how he has constr1cted an analysis of his own experience 

of sublimity in this essay is to begin to overcome t~e persistent feel

ing that De Quincey never remotely approac~ed a comprehensive critique 

of even one work. It is indeed tte ca3e t~at t~ere is no attempt at a 

at genero.l z.cco:~:it3 o: 1·::::-i:.ers c:.:.nd their wor~·:s are r..otorio1.~s:y deficient. 

~e reuson for this deficiency can largel:.~ be attributed to the fact 

1~1·2,c t ice o: 	cri tici.:::r::, ;:;nd his so-called critical passe~es or essc.:-s 

as ir1 

~.:~r_:i:~~ ~~;,~:~ ~·,o~·ic:~.:. cl,:~.~·.s = :::c~ fal 1,-.-~<7"S ~·€:1 1~ r-: 5r2~.~""C }J'2:.r"l:2_e}:i~2-.. Or! O~:..e 

: 1 	 1I-'Oi!"lt: ia ::~-r~:~:i::h. ~~:._s L::.!:.::-- ·~~~t.; ~::-~oc"-~ir~~ <-~!~ ·--.~~e s·a _~e ~.,r:~l·:·~.:. 

S~~Gt~'~·~;(:.:·-< ~~~~ 1-~ ::~,~!'l~e1~ o::_· =· ·-~:n.c.:_;_:! :}~~~o6~tceci ~:o r:~j.. f~eli!l::-~~--; ~!1 e~~fec:1 

:~"~\2~ ~ ·::.it_~~: : 	 c ')~ ;J.d ~~c; ·.~e~ ~ .c ·:' o~ ·~: ;: • ( :1 ?·?? ' . :, 

... . . 

...:_!CS 	 D.G 
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comment upon Macbeth is almost entirely contained within this one exa.mp

le. 9 It is the paradox of his own experience which he really concerned 

with and not the literary value of the play itself, and it is the sense 

of paradox which has led him to an analysis of the passage in the first 

place. Following the above statement comes a warning, or a brief instruc

tion, concerning the way in which the effect is to be viewed in order 

that the initial paradox may be resolved. Here, of course, De Quincey 

elaborates once again upon the distinction between knowledge and power, 

and, as in the other contexts I have discussed, he points to the danger 

of the lower level of apprehension, the literal understanding, impeding 

the function of the higher level, or the imagination. De Quincey's un

derstanding told him that the knocking itself could not be a moment of 

any power, and yet his feelings clearly contradicted this judgement. The 

first important point concerning the nature of sublimity which is con

tained in this essay, is thus the familiar one of adopting the correct 

perspective. 

De Quincey's central analysis then goes on to account for the 
10structure of antithesis, or the contrapuntal nature of this pivotal 

moment of the play. In order to render palpable the world of evil which 

is created by Macbeth and his wife, there must be a reflex awareness 

of the ordinary world which has been annihilated or suspended by the 

creation of an evil universe. The two worlds must balance and react 

upon one another, and as the normal world succeeds the abnormal, it is 

here that the moment of power or sublimity is achieved: 

Hence it is that, when the deed is done, when the work of dark
ness is perfect, then the world of darkness passes away like a 
pageantry in the clouds: the knocking at the gate is heard, and 
it makes known audibly that the reaction has commenced; the hu
man has made its reflu1upon the fiendish; the pulses of life 
are beginning to beat again; and the re-establishment of the 
goings-on of the world in which we live first make us profound
ly sensible of the awful parenthesis that had suspended them 
(X, 393 ). 

This, of course is an example of the sublime of horror or fear, which 

can only be fully experienced, or ha.ve its real aesthetic effect, when 

the horror itself is viewed in context and at a distance. Only with such 

a perspective upon such a potentially shocking subject can a disinteres

ted assessment be made. The languvge of the passage is obviously very 

close, both in dict~on and sentence structure, to De Quincey's other 
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11 
accounts of antithetical phenomena, and one is particularly reminded, 

when considering his choice of this passage from Macbeth for comment, of 

the statement already quoted on page 44 above: 

Not by contrast, or as reciprocal foils, do these elements act-- ••• 
but by union. They are the sexual r92ces in music:'male and fe
male created he them' (XIII, 350). 

It is natural for De Quincey to select a moment of such fusion, where 

he feels a reciprocity of effects, or a synthesis of some kind, to be 

the root source of the experience of power. The same antithesis of dark 

and light is also present in the passage, and typical of De Quincey's 

choice of sublime moments. 

The fusion of antithetical moments in the mind of the observer 

is thus the basic function of the occurence which De Quincey has chosen 

for his essay, but he has developed his ~rgument around this instant 

to include other comments which also throw light upon his definition 

of power or sublimity.In a footnote to which I have already referred, 

De Quincey briefly indicates the importance of sympathy, or transcen

dence of the finite self, to artistic creation. A more specifically 

critical remark, however, discusses Shakespeare's decision to throw his 

emphasis not upon the victim but upon the murderers. Certainly, it would 

have been possible, artistically, to reverse the process, but De Quincey 

shows his concern and awareness of aesthetic effects by asserting the 

impossibility of the former. To concentrate upon the victim would be 

to submerge oneself in the finite concerns of mere survival, whereas 

the portrait of the murderers at least tends towards larger concerns. 

Here it is possible to find once again the infinite world of evolving, 

contrapuntal emotion: 

In the murdered person, all strife of thought, all flux and 
reflux of passion and of purpose, are crushed by one overwhel
ming panic; the fear of instant death smites him "i.·11 th its 
petrific mace". But in the murderer, such a. murderer as a poet 
will condescend to, there must be raging some great sto~m of 
passion,-- jealousy, ambition, vengeance, hatred--which will 
create a hell within him(X,391-2). 

In parenthesis it might be noted that in this description can be found 

all the requisite elements for a typically romantic subject, and of 

course it is no coincidence that De Quincey's account of the murderers 

in Macbeth is so close to the almost stereotyped account of the romantic 

poet hi~self underg~ing enormous emotional turmoil. The qualificstion 

http:sublimity.In
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"such a murderer as a poet will condescend to", admits that all such 

characters need not be artistically viable, but in Macbeth and his wife 

De Quincey has found the "flux and reflux" which is the reflection of 

the poet's own soul, and the core of sublimity. De Quincey's imagination 

is thus fired, and his critical praise of Shakespeare's characterization 

follows. 

Clearly, De Quincey has made no attempt to give a general cri

tique of Macbeth, and he has not even produced more than a few lines of 

analysis of the detail which has held his attention. The criticism con

tained in this essay is most profitably seen as being an account of a 

sublime moment, recreated by De Quincey in the process of describing its 

basic elements, and similar to those from his autobiography which I 

discuss in the next chapters. He has applied the general theory of coun

terpoint to the play, and has found it to work, pre-eminently, at the 

moment which so paradoxically fixed his attention. Host importantly, in 

view of his own continuing purpose, De Quincey has shown how response 

to the apparent paradox in a piece of literature demands a suspension 

of the understanding, a suspension which will allow an experience of 
13the sublime. As far as consistent literary criticism is concerned, the 

impassioned conclusion which De Quincey provides for his essay reveals 

the essentially non-critical and emotional basis of his whole response: 

0 mighty poet! ~hy works are not as those of other men, simply 
a.11d merely great works of art, but are also like the phenomena 
of nature, like the sun and the sea, the stars and the flowers, 
like frost and snow, rain and dew, hnil-storm and thuYider which 
are to be studied with entire submission of our own fa.cult ies, 
and in the perfect faith thRt in them can be no too much or 
too little, nothing useless or inert, but that, the farther 
we press in our dicoveries, the more we shnll see proofs of 
design and self-supporting arrangement where the careless eye 
had seen nothing b~t accident! (X, 393-4) 

The essay, conceived as a paradigm of sublime experience, has thus evol

ved from a state of paradox, through revelation, to a state of intuiti

ve celebration of the nower of the effect discussed. 

For De Qui:icey, then, the g"."'ea tness of .3'.1r~.ke3peP..re as expres

sed in this essr:i.y, resid(~S in thFt poet's capacity for providing subli

me moments whic!-1 can only be ap:proG.ched, at least in the first instan

ce, intuitively. This hardly constitutes a sustained criticisr.i of Sh2.

kespeare, t~oug~ it oight be ex~ected that in the relatively long essay 
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entitled "Shakespeare" (more than sixty pages), there might be more cri

tical comment from De Quincey. However, the bulk of this piece of wri

ting consists of a loose biography of the author in question, and it is 

only in the last ten pages that he states thathe will "take a summary 

survey of his i-Shakespeare's_7works, of his intellectual powers, and 

of his station in literature" (IV, 69). Six of these final pages are 

taken up with praise of Shakespeare's unique delineation of his women 

characters, stressing their concreteness, and moving on to a generali

ty about organicism (IV, 71). De Quincey's second point, developed in 

the next three pages, centres upon the supernatural in Sha~espeare, and 

allows another opportunity for an impassioned paragraph to be written 

on the subject of sublime antagonism. In the first place, the Christian 

potential for sublimity founded on the supernatural is contrasted in 

typical fashion15 with pagan limitations in this respect. "That shadowy 

conception, the protesting apparition, the awful projection of the hu

man conscience, belongs to the Christian mind" (IV, 76), he writes. Thus, 

again, it is not so much a critical premise which De Quincey is bringing 

to Shakespeare here, as a general predeliction towards the Christian 

sublime. ~he details of this subli~e effect are provided in this passa

ge by the example of Hamlet, and De Quincey says: 

All the pomps a11d grandeurs which religion, 1,:hich the grave, 
which the popular superstition had gathered about the subject 
of apparitions, are here converted to his /-3hakespeare's 7 
purpose, and bend to one awful effect (IV, -76). 

The mainspring of this effect expectedly resides in the pattern 

of contrast \·1hich De Quincey finds in the play, and which presumably 

provides the same pm:erful interaction as the example from Macbnth: 

The wormy grave brought into antagonism with the scenting of 
t~~ early da~n: the trumpet of resurrection suggested, and 
,'.3gain e:S at1 t'.:.;.fltc:gonist idi?a to the crm·fing of the cock (n 
bird enabled in t!i.e Christian mythus by the part he is made 
to play in the Crucifixion); its starting "as a guilty thing" 
placed in opposition to its ~Gjestic expression of offended 
dignity when strucl<: at by the partisans of the sentinels; ••• 
its ubiquity, cont~asted wit~ its local presence; its aerial 
substa.nc0, yet clothed in palpable arr.iour (IV, 76). 

The whole device of the ghost is seen as a structure of dynamic con

trasts, and the whole effect exists within the context of Christian 

sublimity which can conceive of such non-earthly beings. The living 

world is at once e.lluded to end transcended in the fig:zr-e of the ghost, 
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providing the paradox and synthesis for which De Quincey is searching. 

Others of Shakespeare's plays containing supernatural powers are then 

commended by De Quincey, and the essay is briefly concluded with allu

sions to Shakespeare's "teeming fertility of fine thoughts and senti

ments" and the verisimilitude to be found in his dialogue (IV, 78-9). 
Once more, it is not any wide-ranging quality of De Quincey's criticism 

which has emerged from his account of a particular author, but rather 

his tendency to discover and explain the sublimity of paradox. 

De Quinc_ey' s favourite contemporary author was Wordsworth, and 

he prides himself on his early recognition of the greatness of the poet 
16whom he later came to know quite well. The greater part of his writing 

on Wordsworth is biographical, and no significant critical utterances 

occur in chapters three, four or five of the Literary and La~e Remini
17 scences where Wordsworth is the _principal subject. "On Wordsworth's 

Poetry", a shorter piece written in 1845, does attempt a closer examina

tion of some of the poet's work. Here can be found some comment on Words
18

worth's theory of poetic diction (which,incidentally, includes De 

Quincey's representation of the English Languaeo in a state of "flux 

and reflux" between the Latin and the Saxon elements of the language), 

a paragrap':l or two on the disunity of "The Excursion" (XI, 312 ff.), and 

a great deal of curiously literal criticism of how the Wanderer in that 

poem might have done something of a practical nature to deal with the 
1q

sufferings of Margaret. - But again, the most interesting and percep

tive observations concerning Wordsworth's poetry follow the pattern de

termined by De Quincey's sensitivity to sublime paradox. As with the 

case of supe~natur~l usages in Shakespeare, De Quiticev ~~~ins by defen

ding l:lordsworth against an objection by Hazlitt on the matter of the 

poet's choice of subject matter. "One would suppose," De Quincey quotes 

frori IIazlitt, "thot on this earth there w?.s neither r:ie.rrying or giving 

in marriB_ge" (XI, 300). In the firr:t :place, Do Quincey justifies ',fords

worth' s omission of "festal ra:ytures" on the fa.rdli2.r grounds th2_t they 

are essentially finit0: 

These r<ptures a~·e ~ot on.ly too brief, but, (Fhich is HO?"'Se) 

they tend down~ards: eve~ fer as long as they last, they do 
not move upon as ascending scRle (XI, 300-301). 

:rowever, the recd truth of De Quincey's j~1stification is, as he says, 

more subtle then thi~, nnd he uses "Ue Are .Seven" as his e~-::a:::ple. In 

this poe:n can be seen the typicc:.l 1.-ford.sw-ort.hicw"l .strucb.i~e of lig:-i t in 
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contrast with dark, or simple innocence juxtaposed with "the reflex 

shadows of the grave" (XI, 301). De Quincey makes the sound point that 

although the little_girl of the poem is ignorant of the true meaning 

of death, the real force of the poem is that the two elements are com

bined in the reader's mind, which can appreciate both parts simultane

ously. The poem's strength, therefore, resides not in the fact that 

Wordsworth has delightfully portrayed a form of naive innocence, but 

in the reader's experience of "Death and its sunny antipole" being "for

ced into connexion" (XI, 302). De Quincey explains the subtlety of the 

device in an ir.ia.ge of synthesis: 

This influx of the joyous into the sad, and of the sad into 
joyous--this reciprocal entanglement of darkness in light, and 
of light in darkness--offers a subject too occult for popular 
criticism; (XI, 303) 

Indeed, so far from being comprehended by popular criticism, De Quincey 

refers to the actual "repulsiveness" commonly associated with the kind 

of poetry which contains the paradox of sorrow within grief. To De Quincey, 

of course, Wordsworth is an author who could attract by 1:1e~ms of his re
. 20 

pul s1on. 

In another context, De Quincey writes of Wordsworth that "I 

know not of any former poet who has so system.:ttically sought his sadness 
21

in the very luxury of joy", reflecting his continuing willingness 

to Bccept and indeed seek out the polar forces of life, the good and 

the bad, or the light and the dark. The power of Wordsworth's poetry, 

when it is powerful, stems from such an oppositio!l, and De ·Quincey's 

criticism of the poetry attempts only to celebrate the moments of power. 

In this at tempt, e.nd in the case of r.iany other nu.t'.1ors he dis

cusses, De Quincey is thoroughly consistent. His criticism never achie

ves breadt~, is usually d~arfed by his biographical urge, but is total

ly consistent in its response to potentially sublim~ str~ctures.The 

only thing which De ~1incey really finds admirable in the poetry of 

Fope is the sublime slesh of sr1irit and senses in "Eloisa to Abelru-d". 

"How grrmd is the collision beb.rcen deep religious aspir2t ions .'."md the 

persecuting pbanto~s of her undyinc passions,'' (XI, S~) he writes of 

Eloisa. Othenrise, as I have mentioned, Pope tends to be syr:bolic of 

the non-sublime for De Quincey. On the other hand, Hilton is revered 

as t ' ne inc. 2rna ~ion o f su 1m1"ty, 
22 cin . h'is essay "0 ,·11. .::on"very +· bl" d in in ~··1 4 , 

http:ir.ia.ge
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De Quincey gives his most extended appreciation of that poet. 23 The 

name of Milton, is, in fact, more or less synonymous with the concept 

of sublimity in De Quincey's writing, because, as he says, "In Milton 

only, first and last, is the power of the sublime revealed" (X, 402). 

And immediately before this statement, De Quincey bluntly asserts that 

"there is no human composition which can be challenged as constitu.tio

nally sublime from first to last,--excepting the "Paradise Lost" 

(X, 401-2). Developing out of this generalisation then emerges a defence 

of certain practices of the great poet against charges laid by Addi

son and Samuel Johnson. The second point of De Quincey's defence, which 

reveals his deep concern over the possibility of profanity in Milton, 
24is not my concern here. The first point, however, provides another 

typical example of De Quincey's criticism.basing itself upon the pro

position of a paradox and subsequently upon its resolution. Addison at

tacked Milton for his "supposed pedantry, or too ambitious a display of 

erudition" in the use of such words as "frieze, architrave, cornice, 

zenith, etc." (X, 402). In the first place, De Quincey's enthusiasm for 

the sublime .leads him to the statement that pedantry is simply impossib

le in a work of sublimity because: 

•••• in any poem burning with concentrated fire, like the Milto~ 
nic, the passion becor.1es a lnw to itself, and will not receive 
into connection with itself any parts so deficient in har~ony 
as a cold ostentation of leRmed illustrations must always have 
been found (X, 402). 

Like his eulogy at the end of the Shekespeare essay, an intuitive belief 

in the rightness of a sublime poet submerges the critical faculty. But, 

as in other examples I have discussed, De Quincey also provides an ex

planation of the rightness of :~e poet's method based on something more 

comp!'ehensible to the lOh!er understanding. The paradox of appci.rent ne

dantry is in fact resolved by reference to ~ilton's very conscious use 

of the familiar dialectical theory. As usual, being more concerned with 

his general analysis of t!'lis structure, 2nd its importance, De ·~uincey 

spends ?lmost h2lf his argum~nt upo~ a non-Miltonic example. ~hy, he 

asks, is th.-:> word "amphi'!.:he8t~e" 20 effectively aypli~d to imr>ressive 

scenery in hilly country? His explan.s.t ion involves, ago.in, the princip

le of antagonis~ and reciproc2l action: 

In t~e v:ord th:::;~tre is cont~dned an. ev~mescl'nt ir1age of a gr~c:1t 

audience, of· a populous multi t'.lde. NoF, ·this imGgP.--half with
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drawn, half flashed upon the eye, and combined with the word 
hills or foreets--is thrown into powerful collision with the 
silence of the hills, with the solitude of forests; each ima
ge, from reciprocal contradiction brightens and vivifies the 
other. The two imag~s act and react, by strong repulsion and 
antagonism (X, 403). 

Here, indeed, is the very core of the Miltonic method as De Quincey sees 

it, and the powerful effects produced by similar examples of antagonism 

are an essential part of the poet~s sublimity. Thus "images of architec

tural splendour. suddenly raised in the very centre of Paradise," so far 

from being incongruent or objects of confusion, in fact "bring into po

werful. relief the depth of silence and the unpopulous solitude which 

possesses this sanctuary of man ••• " (X, 403). In this passage, more 

clearly perhaps than anywhere else, De Quincey directly explains the 

principle of opposition in its relationship to the sublime, and in its 

status as an actual poetic method. He calls it "this latent wisdom, this 

cryptical science of poetic effects", (X, 404), and attributes to it a 

proportion of the sublime power of Milton's poetry. Thus a practice which, 

on one level, had been interpreted as "defective skill, or even puerile 

ostentation" (X,404), on another level, and with a different perspecti

ve brought to bear on the problem, turns out to be the very spark of 

sublimity. 

When the pattern, or at least the tendency of De ,~uincey's cri

ticism has been determined in this way, it becomes easier to read the 

rambling nnd curious so-cD.lled critical essays. When his proposition 

and resolution of paradox is understood as being merely part of his 

general theory of the sublime then perhaps the process assumes a grea

ter degree of relevance. De Quincey can be counted upon to point out 

the sublir:ie moments of an author, end to render his observations in his 

fine ir::passioned prose, but little r,;ore can be exriected. '.:lhis is not to 

say tho.t hi0 obse~vations concer-ning the dialectical structure as app

1 ied to details in SI"ec i fie \,;arks c=:re not e ffec tive. T:-iey do indeed 

provide some valuable analysis into t~e natu~e of the aesthetic res

ponse, rind tl1ereby an e:xplor2,t ion of ~ow and v1:-iy the inc1 i vidual finds 

certain literary experiences sublir.:•~. 

11/itr1 his contin~1al concern fO!' thP distinction beh:een knowlr-dge 9nd 
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power, it is inevitable that De Quincey should apply this dual mode of 

apprehension to matters of aesthetics beyond those areas of criticism 

discussed in the preceding section. I have shown how De Quincey's criti

cal impulse, erratic though it may seem, is governed by an urge to come 

at and explain the sublime in literature. From this urge arose a thorough

going application of the theory of paradox or the dialectical theory of 

literature, where apparently irreconcilable opposites, which correspond 

to lower and higher faculties of the mind, were evolutionary through 

a process of vital interaction. It is in the light of this general ten

dency of De Quincey's thought that his remarks upon didactic poetry must 

be considered. The power to be obtained through the process of apparent 

opposition and final resolution of the paradox is the idea which guides 

De Quincey's espousal of the idea of didactic resistance in poetry. 

De Quincey's definition of didacti.c poetry shows him once again 

to be keenly aware of the fact that knowledge can impede the progress 

of power, or in the terms of an earlier chapter, the senses can impede 

the workings~o:f the spirit. Didacticism is, for De Quincey, essentially 

a matter of information, or the substance contained within the "Books 

of Knowledge" as he calls them in the "Letters to a Young Man''(X, 47), 

and the imparting of such information is inimical to the very idea of 

poetry. "No poetry can have t:1e function of teaching" (XI, 88), he 

writes, and continues shortly after with "To teach for~ally, and profes

sedly is to abandon the very differential character and principle of 

pee t ry , ·..), • nis c arac er an pr1nc1p e o poe r·y is, o course,"(XI Oq ) 25 T' . h t d . . 1 f t . f 

the communication of power, which is necesse.rily impeded by utilitarian 

concerns, or with "gross p2.lpab] e uses" (X, 261 ) as he calls it in 

another context. ~Iere De Quincey is making the vi ta.1 distinction bet
26 ween the practical and the aesthetic, and it is with the very speci

fic idea of didRcticism es the communication of fact that he finds the 

Hor~ticin antithesis of "riut rrrode2FP volunt, 0ut d:-31.~ctf:··re 1")oetae"2? 

so unacceptable. The ''ins tn;.ct ion" of this epigra::l is, for De ·::t11incey, 

a matter of pure rc:~cts, c:md so ob~1ious:y "ple?.sn~e" is most inadequate 

2s the onl~ other possible purpose of poetry. It is in order to recti

fy t~is stri'dng o:;:i.:;cion :het De Quincey proposes his 0 1:n anti t:iesis.. 

to instruction which iR, of courso, po~er. As I have described in en 

eE·rlier ch:·-~~te~, sub1ir!le or po•der:f'J.l ex;,::ieriences obtained fro;::i nAtur~ 
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or poetry do, in De Quincey's opinion, instruct in a certain way; and 

although he assumes that Horace also could not hav0 meant instruction 

in this same way, he does admit that "If poetry could condescend to 
28

teach anything, it would be truths moral and religious" (XI, 89). In 

his argument on didactic poetry in "The Poetry of Pope", De Quincey 

thus concludes that didactic material is introduced into literature me

rely as a pretext for developing other matters of poetic potential. He 

uses as his examples the supposed concerns of practical farming in Vir

gil's Georgics; and the poetical use of the game of cards in "The Rape 

of the lock" (XI, 90-92). 

However, it is clear from these examples that non-aesthetic mat

ters are inevitably alluded to in poetry, and it is within this dua_l 

presence that De Quincey recognizes the vital function of an antithe

tical pattern. Just as his Christian vision does not banish the darker 

facts of existence from its structure, but rather finds in these forces 

the possiblity~- of sublime synthesis, so De Quincey's aesthetic theory 

depends upon the presence of didactic elements in poetry. In a long 

footnote to "Leasing's Laocoon" he discusses the distinction between 

"mechanic art 1129 and "fine art" with specific reference to the question 

of drapery in statues. Clearly clothing might be considered to have a 

purely practical function, but De Quincey explains its greater poten

tiality in this way -- ''Necessity invented dress, and to a certain ex

tent the same necessity continuesto preside over it." This practical 

functio!l, which corresponds to the lower faculty of the mind, can be 

developed "as an end per se, both dir•3ctly fo~ its beauty, and as a 
, . means of suggesting mBny pJ..easing ideas of r2nk, power, youth,sex, o~ 

profession" (XI, 11)5n.). He:::·e, as in the many other exE',mples of this 

distinction being mAde, it is tiltimetely i~portant that the two ~odes 

of perception work i~ co~bination. re Quincey restates this principle 

as he sees it applying to aesthetic considerations: 

Neither is it true that the sense of necessity and ebsolute 
1irrd'I:8t ion is b.::nfr-hed i'ro:n the idea of a fine m,t. On th0 
cont~~n1·y, this sense is indis;1ensible as a :":leans of resi2ting 
(and, therefore, realizin[), th8 sens~ o~ freedo~; the free
don of 2 fine 8rt is ~ound not i~ the absenc~ of restraint, 
but in t~e conflict with it (XI, 11~n.). 

In a dev(·loprr:ent of the ::ioi!lt he wrcs ;,i.:--.king in "T!-le Poetry of Pope" 

about the unfitness of Fo~)e's choice of sub:ect in "The Essay O!l Mein", 
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De Quincey writes elsewhere of the opposition· he observes in the quota

tion above: 

If the logic of the case be steadily examined, a definition of 
didactic poetry will emerge the very opposite to that popular
ly held; it will appear that in d~8actic poetry the teaching is 
not the newer but the resistance .... 

losing for a moment his own sense of the nature of this resistance, De 

Quincey also proposes that the poet's act of resistance is that which 

is exerted against the material which would defeat his subject, but he 

then goes on to say that even by including certain didactic elements, 
31the poet is still resisting their character as practical objects. 

It is through an apprehension of the tension involved in the poet's 

transcendence of the meaner aspects of his material that a sense of 

greater beauty is achieved. De Quincey's aesthetic theory is thus brought 

into close connection with his general acceptance of the dialectical 

pattern, and it further supports his account of sublimity as origina

ting within such a pattern of opposition. 

De Quincey extends the di8lectical pattern to include a further 

and equally important aesthetic question, that of imitation. Indeed, 

the ancient problem of imitation in the arts is closely linked with the 

argument which centres around didacticism, and once again embodies the 

struggle of opposites. The paradox in this case is that of the ide~ in 

~' or t!1e mixture of similitude with dissimilitude in the fine arts, 

and like so many of the ideas already discussed, it is certainly not 

original with De Quincey. However, i.dth a!l understanding of the inter

penetration of the theory of paradox through all his thinki~g, the ap

peal of the idem in slio theory is obvious. Th~ centraJ discussion of 

this question occurs in "The Antigone of Sophocles", where De Qi1incey 

expands the ide2 found in his did0.ctic theory. Poetry, De Quincey es

tablishes, derivef! ir:'l})etus from the conflict beh:een the didactic and 

the :mrely artistic, and it is the sar.ie ~ind of antago!li.sm whic'.1 he 

examines in the "Antigen""" ;;ssay. Indeed, the principle of o:)rosition 

is there ~~:!Ctoc1 to be .:::::senti.sl to t:i.e .:trt::_stic crc8tion of a "gre3t 

effect!!, .end is, t!lerefor-e, ''t}:.e very fir~t p~.. incirile concerned in 

every Fine Art" (X, 36,~). He ex?l<i.ins: 

: ••• the object is to re~roduce in the mind sor:Je g~eat effect 
thro~Bh t~e agency of ide~ in rlio. Tile idF~, the same i~p

rec:sion, is ~o be r·estored, but in G:!..io ,--rn-~-idifferent r.;ate
r i:Jl--by r:~cay:s of some" differen-+: ir:.s trur:ent. _.,. 

http:antago!li.sm
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As Coleridge explained it, the "check of difference" between the origi

nal impression a.n-d the ~new. medium of rendition produces the desired 

effect. De Quincey acknowledges the direct source of this idea in an es

say contained in the Posthumous Works, where he quotes a section from 

the Coleridge lecture which includes a statement of the principle. 33 

However, in his discussion of the idem in alio it seems that De Quincey 

is far more concerned with the "great effect" which the principle can 

produce through an awareness of the two levels of perception. In the 

first place, there is De Quincey's basic celebration of the mere fact 

of opposition, of diametric contrast, as exemplified by his comparison 

of v.rax and marble aR the material for sculpture. Were a pair of sleep

ing children represented upon a tomb made of wax, he argues, the pat

hos would be little more "than if they had been shown baked in gilt 

gingerbread'' (X, 369). The point here is si~ply one of contrast. Marble 

is as unlike to flesh in its intractable rigidity as can be imagined, 

"a substance the most different", writes De Quincey, and therefore the 

pathetic power is at its maximum. In this context, from the "Antigone" 

essay, De Quincey satisfies himself merely with this statement of the 

effect of the marble, as opposed to wax, in contrast with the usual 

idea of human flesh. However, in the Posthumous Works commentary on 

Coleridge's definition of idem in alio, he adds the i~portEnt poi~t 

that wax cannot achieve the desired effect because of its impermanent 

nature. Al though· he doAs not state as mu.ch, De Quincey would presur.1a.bly 

find a further asset of marble to lie in its kno\·.'n pe1·r:ianence, '.-:hich 

would provide an energetic coGtrast to the evvnescent ~ornent which is 

reyresented.---
~4 

Following the statement of contrast, De Quincey elaborates upon 

th~ PrGument, and r.1akes it quite clear that it is not ~e~elv contrRst 

which produce.s the powerful effect, 2lthough this is eJ.i:.12.ys at the root 
7,C:. 

of his conception.---·-- The full great!1ess of the ide:r. i!1 c--::'..io effect de

rives from the fact that it provides D transition fro~ ~he liter3l, or 

observable ~orld, to ~he ideal. f-or.i my account of De Q~incey's persis

t£nt de~and that sensual ex~erience be transce!1ded to allo\1 an app~o9ch 

to sublimity, it is to be expected th~t his ?-esthetic theory will rest 

upon similar principles. ~he meanine of the opposition or dialectic re-

of the sensu~l 1 • .mrld vrhich is nec~s2erily er.ibodied.\.rib.in it. Obvio~1s1y, 

http:er.ibodied.\.rib.in
http:eJ.i:.12.ys
http:principle.33
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the artist, in the hope of recreating an experience of power which he 

has experienced might achieve his object by literally copying the ele

ments of that experience. A waxwork is essentially of this kind, and 

De Quincey objects to this form of representation because, as I have 

mentioned, wax is essentially ephemeral, but more importantly because 

such a literal likeness can express no higher meaning. De Quincey wri

tes: 

But the reason why the wax-work disgusts is that it seeks to 
reprOdUce in literal detail the traits that should be softe
ned under a general diffusive impression; the likeness to na
ture is presented in what is essentially flee~ing and subsi
diary, and the "check of difference" is found also in this very 
literality, and not in any effort of the etherealizing imagin
ation, as it is in all true works of art.36 

In the last part of this quotation De Quincey is explaining ivhat he sees 

as Coleridge~s mistake in finding no check of difference in a waxwork 

representation, but the significant point of the statement is that De 

Quincey is describing the goal of art in terms of its symbolic method. 

To concern oneself with an imitation of the finite, transient details 

of the visible world Ls to reduce art to "a base mechanic mimicry" (X, 

370), and in th'?- "A!!.-tie:;one" essay, De Quincey makes an important list 

of the ·ways in i·1hic:1 ,;"}rt, in p.3Ttic1)lar the drc:ima, }'}B.s sought to ''un
37realize" itselr. J....s a justification of the non-realistic in 8rt and 

as an examination of how aY't expresses itself in a syr.ibolic fnshion, 

these ideas are as valid novi as when De Quin.:::ey ir:rotA them do 1.m. -=:1h.e 

essentia~ t!'uth of, for- exc:0 r.i9le, the sculptured children, lies in tl:.e 

rer.;resent0tio!l of "t:1e .slee~_i that r.:c:sks death, tr~e !'e.st, UH? pec:::.ce, 

the p'Jrit~r, t::_e i!°'l~lOCence" (X, '?'t/1 ), or in other 1t'Or'dS t~1e ideal '.{1_12

li ties, o~· th~ Sy:-'1bolic qu:::J i :ies 

g:;-oup. By choosing ci rnediur:i suc':1 as mrtrble, an ·?lind of S'_ifficient in

tet;rity, :-.:1e a.rtist \'-'ill dir·ect the rd.tention of the &udience to t~e 

syr:i.bolic :.:1plic2.tions of '.1.is i·'o~k, r?.t~1er th!'.3n tm·mr-ds its ~.,=ir-ticu1.2Y-

him, with its paradox and re~ol~tion, is best expressed by Colori~ze: 

?~;.or;e h·'O cor:.st i tuor:. t el e:i~c~ t.s Dre 1 i:<enr:ss rmd 'l.!11 L:e~1ess, or 
Ger~ene::·s 2:1d di ff\' ,.»?;'..C<' 1 0!1C in all ce1nir_E· crcr. t iO!'"':S 0 _: 2.Y't 
t~1c~c~ Lust b:; e_ ~~:~iO!""'! o:: :~-~:r>.: c:isi-·:'"::.r~_::_,?-~. 7~i·: r.:~~: iE_!_ .:::.:::.... +J;:<:2 
the ~oint c•.:' ·vi0··· ~..:'.10r..., '-'.e. :-'lec:.ses, 31ro•rid·::d t!w.:. the dP,2ire6 
f?'ffect be ~-,c:·Y""ce~~tib1y ri~~odt~ced, tht::t 1.::.h1:re bi:: li~:c·nes.:' i!"L 4~.,,-::.e 

http:ir-ticu1.2Y
http:pec:::.ce
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difference, ~~fference in the likeness, and a reconcilement of 

both in one .... 


As a conclusion to this account of De Quincey's response to, 


and use of, the idem in alio principle, it should not go unremarked 


that the whole argument essentially includes the critical debate con


cerning the conflict and reconciliation of the particular and the gen

eral in art. 39 The conflict is resolved by the romantics with their 


symbolist view of poetry, which explains, through the use of the ima


gination, the transfor~ation of a concrete image into a revelation of 


h · r· . 1 · 4o D ,..., . h" l"' h 1 .
a igher, non- 1n1te, rea 1ty. e ~uincey ~ imse r saw t e re ation

ship between the idem in alio principle and the duality of symbolism, 


which, through its roots in Christianity, was of continuing interest 


to him. He describes symbolism as depend-ent for its effect upon the 


principle of antagonism: 


One part of the effect from the symbolic is dependent upon the 
great catholic principle of the Idem in alio. The symbol res
tores the theme, but under new combinations of form or colou
ring; gives bac~, but changes; reGtores, but idealizes (I, 51). 

In oth~r ~ords, there is present within a symbolic effect both the phe

nomenon. at the root~t~e representation, as well as the ideal implica

tions, or generolity of the irlage. l~s I hC?,ve shown, De Q11incey r.iCJkes it 

clear that both these modes o: ap:prehension are reciuired by an ob;:;erver. 

His account of the Christian God depends upon such a duality, and his 

remark during the discussion of H~~let thnt it impairs the shadowy grand

eur of a ghost to individunlize it too m~ch (IV, 76) indicates his 

. . ~ !+1 


~wareness of the balance that is re~~irea. 

thing 

Snyder, ~ Coleridge critic, who clai~s that the opposi~ion, sym~etry, 

or contrast in De ~1incey's ~riting is essentinlly rnecha~ical in its 

,operation. He also links re Quincey's pn t tern \,Ji t:i a·ssocie. t ion ism, 
1 7 

:'Cinoths~,·,/ and certRinly there r.:ust b~ 
. 44 . .soCTething of associationis~ rref'.e,'.';.t in sucn a tf:.eory. ~Io 1:revs~' l t 

b~en my intention ~o sho\: th~t it is not me~ely a rr~chnnic~l oreration 

ofopiJosite tendencies ...,.hich occurs iu De '~uinc0y's 1·;·riting, b1.1t an or-

c~~nic co~1c0::.1tion \•1:.--.ich directly ri::lates to ~is i:icw of tl-'~e S'~blir::8. De 

Quin·2~y hir.self '.-..-rote thc:_t "!fot by contrr'st, 01... rJ_s rec il)!'cce.l foil~, 

do these ele::1ents act--b·i.t b~r '.lnio!l" (XIII, 3:;-0 }, and ir:de<:>d his v:'.-.~ole 
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philosophy, both of life and of literature, was determined by his sense 

of the necessary interaction of opposites. At one level, this interac

tion represents the life principle itself, the very cause of evolution, 

and in more literRry contexts it suggests a progression from paradox 

through resolution to the infinite inclusion of all things, which is 

the essence of the sublime experience. Precisely this process will noiv 

be seen as it functions in De Quincey's creative fiction. 



CHAPrER SIX: THE ENGLISH MAIL-COACH. 

I know of no earlier dream literature which could even faintly 
have suggested to him either the form or the substance of his 
dream pieces. He himself recognised their complete originality. 

Horace Eaton, 
Thomas De Qu.incey 

There is no more concise and powerful a display of the sublime 

mode at work in De Quincey's writing than in his three part prose 

fantasy, The English Mail-Coach. As I hav~ indicated, De Quincey's 

concept of symbolism is at the heart of what he considers to be power

ful or sublime, and in The English Mail-Coach his derivation and 

selection of a symbol, and the use of it as the basis of his artistic 

method, is perfectly exemplified. While the Confessions or the Revolt 

of the Tartars contain sublime episodes, or, particularly in the case 

of the latter, are developed merely because cif the sublime potential 

of a single event, 
1
the Mail-Coach cohere,into an artistic unity largely 

unachieved by these other works. The English Mail-Coach was originally 

planned as one section of the Susniria De Profundis, but, presumably 

because De Quincey recognised the success he had achieved with this 
2

single part, he published it separately with no notice of the connection. 

The remainder of the Suspiria, which I consider in chapter eight, 

naturally, in its incomplete condition, presents little cohesive 

structural unity, and it is for this reason that I have chosen to begin 

my account of De Quincey's major fiction with the Mail-Coach. However, 

it is not only because the Mail-Coach does stand apart from his other 

work in terr:is of its structural unity that I select it for central 

consideration. The essay is a suitable object of detailed study since 

it admirably exhibits the various qualities of sublime experience which 

I have discussed in earlier sections. In addition to this, in point of 

view of chronology, the r'.ail-Coach (1849) can be seen as having direct 

influence upon De Quincey's other major fictional work, The Confessions 

of an English Onium Eater. Although this work was originally published 

95 
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in 1821, a number of important revisions were made during 1854-6, and 

apparently in the light of what had been achieved with The 2nslish 

Mail-Coach. 

At the outset of ':"he Encalish !·:nil-Coacl1, De Q.uincey observes 

that mail-coaches played a large part "in developing the anarchies of 

my subsequent drear.i.s" (XIII, 271), and, as in ':':le Revolt of t~·.e Tarj:ars 

he provides a careful list of reasons to explain fully why the subject 

in ha..11<1 developed such a powerful hold upon }iim. Four of these five rea

sons are imraediately recognisable as being associated with De ·~uincey' s 

theory of s'J.blimity. '?:rie first reason given, that concerning the velo

city of the coaches, is clearly related to the abolition of the norT.al 

capacities of sense ~erception, and the achievement of an entirely new 

perspective • .s~1ch, indeed, is clearly the effect of velocity in this 

case, as will be seen from later discussions of the images in the essay, 

where elasticity of space a...~d tine are as ioportant as in the .Suspiria. 

T'.n.e second significant property of mail-coach travel for De Quincey, 

al thou.sh ouch of it natu:-ally tal-:es place during the dey, is the "gra..11d 

effects for the eye between lo.op-light end d2.rkneGs upon solitary roads'' 

(XIII, 271). De Quincey's familiar pattern of contrast, of:en expressed 

b:.· r-.ea."'l.s of the.: j·;.xta.position of light <1nd dc..rl:, 3is th"J.s civen scope 

throut;h t::.e rapid tr;;,_n,si tior..s experie:iced d'.::rinc travel on the nicht 

r:iail. De G;.uincey' s respon.se to the power of s1~ch ef:f'ects has already 

been refermd to, and his response to the idea of dar~~ess itself is 

also familiar. He mal:es ::i si:J.ilar point later in the piece wl.1en he 

hid, or sudden blazes that revealed ••• '' ex=~~, 284) in the course of a· 

'D1e third source of po:-;er contained in t~e idea of t':1c r:·.ail

co~ch is t~e ~euCi:y co~pre~c~sible respons0 that :e ~uince~ feels to

w2.rds ide~~ central to 

t'lU"'i:u.~··: 1:-1:0 coL2ciQ::s :;_Jresc~ce of -Ct ce;:.~r~l:. i1·~·:e:l:.8ct, that, 
:
7.n ~:~1.8 ::.i.cJSC o:. vac·~: c.i_.:;':-c:_nces--of S~-Orl.:1S, Or dDr~·:!les.s, of 
·2r::~er---ov~~:'~tlc'~l :-.::.: o~~J.::~..:~~clcs i~to o~:::: s~~G·~~d~-· co-or:~J.:':~l'-:i·Jn 

t~o a :lr):ic:~-~tl rt:s~_:l:~ (:::r:, :72). 

http:respon.se
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sense Of infinity which impresses him about the activity of the mail, 

in the concluding part of the first section of the essay, which is en

titled "Going down with Victory". As the mail carries the news of great 

victories in the wars against Napoleon to every remote part of the 

country, it kindles "at every new instant new successions of burning 

joy, has an obscure effect of multiplying the victory itself, by multi

plying to the imagination into infinity the stages of its progressive 

diffusion "(XIII, 294). But even more significant is the essential con

flict of the coach itself against adverse forces, as it strives to ful

fil its mission. With a typical use of a musical analogy, De Quincey 

creates an image of organic harmony emerging from a situation of violent 

stress and conflict: 

For my own feeling, this post-office service spoke as by some 
mighty orchestra, where a thousand instruments, all disreg
arding each other, and so far in danger of discord, yet all 
obedient as slaves to the supreme baton of some great leader, 
terminate in a perfection of harmony like that of heart, brain, 
and lungs in a healthy animal organization (XIII,272). 

Thus the mail-coach system provides an image of reconciliation e~erging 

from conflict and chaos, which naturally impresses itself as potentially 

sublime upon De Quincey's artistic consciousness. He expands on this 

point of the unity achieved through the power of the mail, when he later 

compares this form of transport with the more modern steam traction. 

"The gatherings of gazers about a laurelled mail," he writes, "had one 

centre and acknowledged one sole interest. But the crowds attending at 

a railway station have as little unity as running water, and own as many 
4 

centres as there are separate carriages in the train"(XIII, 284-5). 

Thus very early on in the essay the moil-coach is established as a suit

able symbol of the transcendence of chaos and disunity, which it will 

ultimately become in the final sections. 

As if all this were not sufficient, a fifth reason is provided 

by De Quincey as to why he has chosen such a theme, and in this final 

explanation lies an even clearer statement of how the mail coach hes 

become such a potent symbol for him. He writes: 

But, finally, that particular element in this whole combination 
which most impressed myself, and through which it is that to 
this hour Mr. Palmer's mail-coach system tyrannizes over my 
dreams by terror and terrific beauty, lay in the awful political 
mission which at that time it fulfilled (XIII, 272). 

Here it is that De Quincey expresses the universal moral application 
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of his chosen image, the way in which an ordinary device of modern 

transport, together with its mundane associations, can become symbo

lic of archetypal issues. The mail, at the time De Quincey was riding 

it most frequently, was the principal purveyor of news relating to 

English victories over the French, which were not '"vulgar conflicts of 

ordinary warfare" (XIII, 272), but rather represented the "sublime 

strife of the good principle with the bad" (III, 62). The mail-coach as 

an agent related to this particular war, which was always singled out 

by De Quincey as being particularly meaningful in terms of its moral 

value, thus transcends the essential meanness of its o~m inherent nature. 

It becomes, indeed, "a spiritualized and glorified object to an impassion

ed heart", (XIII, 272), sufficiently abstract to exert a remarkable power 

over De Quincey's dreams. Thus, De Quincey's five reasons collected to

gether reveal how his poet's mind was capable of discovering sublime 

potential in an ordinary object, so that it might be seen as a symbol 

capable of development through fifty pages of prose. 

A grand and powerful subject has been introduced, and its evo

lution will be examined shortly. However, a rather different and to a 

certain extent incongruous element intrudes, or at least occurs, at this 

point in the essay. In both the "System of the Heavens" and "On the 

Knocking at the gate in Macbeth", the sublime theme which prompted the 

writing of the piece is undermined, or intruded upon, by a note of 

curious levity. 5 This is precisely the case in the Mail-Coach, where the 

analysis of the sublime potential of the subject in hand is immediately 

succeeded by a humourous account of the relative status of inside and 

outside passEn~ers. Using the analogy of the event in history which De 

Quincey perhaps considers most sacred, namely the French Revolution, 

he describes the reassertion of the superior value of the outside seats 

on the mail as achieved by the students of Oxford University. Having 

thus humourously employed the concept of the Revolution, De Quincey 

goes on to create a passag·::. in a tone which can best be described as 

"mock-sublime". Beginning by stating that ttNo dignity is perfect Hhich 

does not at some point ally itself with the mysterious," a point he 

often makes with regard to seriously treated sublime subjects, De 

Quincey proceeds by parodying the power of the mail's mysterious and 

unstoppable passage across the cmmtry: 

Look at those turnpike gates: with what deferential hurry, with 
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what an obedient start, they fly open at our approach! Look 
at that long line of carts and and carters ahead, audaciously 
usurping the very crest of the road. Ah! traitors, they do not 
hear us as yet; but as soon as the dreadful blast of our horn 
reaches them with proclamation of our approach, see with what 
frenzy of trepidation they fly to their horses' heads, and 
deprecate our wrath by the precipitation of their crane-neck 
quarterings" (XIII, 2Po). 

The impassioned prose builds up towards a climax of mock-horror, using 

words such as "frenzy", "dreadful", "trepidation", "treason", "crime", 

alluding even to the "systole and diastole" of the political system 

which De Quincey has elsewhere described in these terms as part of his 
6dialectical structure. The conclusion of this particular passage comes 

with the upsetting by the mail of an egg cart, which De Quincey pictures 

in the following way: 

••• when wildernesses of eggs were lying poached under our 
horses' hoofs, then would I stretch forth my hands in sorrow, 
saying •••• "Ah! wherefore have we not time to weep over you?"-

The imagery of potential horror is used to comic effect at this 

point, and appears to undermine the sublime implications of the theme 

as originally stated. However, in the present essay,at least,the levity 

does seem to have some organic relationship with the later developments 

of the piece, since the mock-horror at the beginning lends greater force 

to the actual nightmare horror which occurs in the second part of 

the work. The unstoppable, omnipotent nature of the mail-coach, now 

treated in humouro'1s style, becomes transformed into an image of poten

tial destruction to life in the "Vision of Sudden Death", the title 

given to the second section of the essay. Tb.P elements of speed and col

lision become essential elements of the later nightmare, and import

ant parts of the ultimate sublime me&ning of the mail-coach. ~he first 

section of the work thus gathers and explains the details from which 

the second and the third sections are constructed. Indeed, it is tempt

ing, in the light of the aesthetic point previously discussea,7 to 

justify the curious mixture of sublime potential and farcicc..l humour 

contained in the first section of The English Mail-Coach. Indeed, if 

the reader is at all perplexed by the light-hearted tone introduced 

into the sublime theme, it is worth reflecting upon De Quincey's own 

response to the similar intrusion in M~cbcth. It is not unreasonable 

to suppose that by means of the tonal mixture and the introduction of 

paradox, De Quincey hopes to heighten the powerful effect of his sublime 
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subject by reference to ordinary affairs, to the "knowledge" aspects 

of mail-coach travel. 

A sixth element, though not numbered by De Quincey as such, 

since it does not spring directly from the image of the mail-coach, 

contributes to the sublimity of his theme, and is also accounted for 

in the first section. He has already explained why the image of coach 

travel itself should have such a powerful effect upon him, and he con

cludes his argument by then accounting for the horrific element which 

is to be developed so strongly in the succeeding sections. The potential 

for horror has thus far only been indicated in the mock-sublime passages, 

but now De Quincey analyses its incidence in terms of certain images 

presented to his mind as he travelled in the mail. The extraordinarily 

sensitive quality of his response to the whole sublime experience ac

counts for the subsequently very powerful effect of the horrific asso

ciations which develop for him. De Quincey describes the growth of 

horrific associations in the last paragraph in the first section (which 

is followed, in this same section, by the descriptive piece "Going Down 

with Victory"), where he explains the sense of lost or passing time he 

receives from the recollection of a certain girl he used to see beside 

the route of the Bath mail. 

The development of this impassioned conclusion to what has 

otherwise been the most non-poetic section of the Mail-Coach is indi

catory of the way in which the essay as ? whole will develop. In this 

concluding part, the girl becomes associated in De Quincey's mind with 

a rose in June, so that a recollection of one will naturally evoke the 

other. This is the idyllic aspect of De Quincey's remembered vision, 

the part which represents the truly halcyon days of mail-coach travel, 

long before the threat of steam appeared, and before De Quincey him
8self had suffered what he calls the "Pains of Opium". The de:nonic or 

horrific dimension of the image, which for one thing represents the 

claustrophobic terror experienced during a full realization of lost or 

past time, is developed from De Quincey likening the coach driver (who 

happens to be the girl's grandfather) to a crocodile. I'he comparison is 

made originally on the basis of the inability of this driver to turn 

around in his seat, owing to his bulk, in order to observe the dal

~iance which De Quincey might be conducting with the girl during a pause 

in the journey. From this essentially unlikely co~parison emerge others 
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concerning the length and breadth of the crocodile's and the coach

man's back, and as De Quincey approaches his finale--"Ah! reader! when 

I look back upon those days, it seems to me that all things change--all 

things perish" (XIII, 287)--his imagination concerning the crocodile 

becomes less and less controlled. It is difficult to know whether the 

penultimate paragraph of the section is intentionally. as absurd as it 

seems, with its almost insane digression upon the subject of riding 

crocodiles, but it does at least show how the image of this particular 

animal takes considerable control over De Quincey's imagination, and 

becomes inalienably associated with the demonic aspects of stage-coach

ing. 9 Certainly, the illogical development of this paragraph suggests 

the uncontrollable dream patterns which are to dominate the remainder 

of the essay. The last paragraph itself is presented in the form of a 

dream vision, which is rendered in terms of a heraldic device where the 

sweetness of the girl, or the pleasant associations of the past, are 

blended with the horrific or unbearable aspects of such contemplation: 

once again the roses call up the sweet counten~~ce of Fanny; 
and she, being the grand-daughter ~f a crocodile, awakens a 
dreadful host of semi-legendary animals--griffins, dragons, 
basilisks, sphinxes--till at length the whole vision of fight
ing images crowds into one towering armorial field, a vast 
emblazonry· of human charities and human loveliness that have 
perished, but quartered heraldically with unutterable and de
moniac natures •••• (XIII, 289). 

The whole device is surmounted by "one fair female hand, with the fore

finger pointing, in sweet sorrowful admonition to heaven, where is 

sculptured the eternal writing which proclaims the frailty of earth and 

her children". The fair hand of admonition here iseertainlyclosely 

related to "Levana and Our ladies of Sorrow" from the Susniria, and is 

typical of the religious nature of De Quincey's sublime climaxes. Fur

thermore, the whole device, containing the essential contrast, is re

markably similar to the image of joy and horror in "The System of the 
10Heavens". Thus ends the revised version of this passage, which con

sists of the first of the impassioned or sublime revelations to emerge 

from the central image of the mail-coach. 

As Masson observes, however, the concluding passage is a mere 

one fifth of the length of the original version published in "Black

wood' s Edinburgh Magazine" in 184r:. The removed passage, which Masson 

reprints as a note to his edition of the 1854 Mail-Coach, is interesting 
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since, although it would detract from the poetical climax of the first 

section, it contains many more hints concerning the nature of the sub

lime experiences later to be described. Most notably, the processes by 

which the girl and the crocodile-coachman become interfused in a strange 

dream effect are more fully explained. The nature of the experience of 

remembrance is more specifically analysed in terms of De Quincey's ty-j 

pical pattern of antithesis and paradox: 

The peculiarity /9the fusion of pathos and horror 7 consisted in 
the confluence of two different keys, though apparently repell
ing each other, into the music and governing principles of the 
same dream; horror, such as possesses the maniac, and yet, by 
momentary transitions, grief, such as may be supposed to pos
sess the dying mother when leaving her infant children to the 
mercies of the cruel. Usually, and perhaps always, in an un
shaken nervous system, these two modes of misery exclude each 
other--here they met in horrid reconciliation (XIII, 290-91n.). 

Essentially, De Quincey is describing here the repeated duality he dis

covers in all his experiences of the sublime. The original first section 

stressed much more strongly, and explained more fully, the nature of the 

horror which arose from the merging of crocodile and coachman. He wri

tes of such an unnatural fusion: 

This horror has always been secretly felt by man; it was felt 
even under pagan forms of religion, which offered a very feeble, 
and also a very limited, gamut for giving expression to the 
human capacities of sublimity or horror (XII! 1 291n.). 

The duality is not, of course, absolutely dependent upon De Quincey's 

mail-coach experiences, but the crocodile associative pattern forever 

welds images of beauty and images of horror together. De Quincey tells 

how these images later affected his dreams, the initial ''gaiety", as 

he calls it, of the comparison between the coachma.'1 and the crocodile 

being completely transfigured. Ee writes: 

I have re~arked that the caprices, the gay arabesques, and the 
lively floral luxuriations of dreams, betray a shocking ten
dency to pass into finer maniacal splendours (XIII, 291n. ). 

And this is precisely the method of the ~·:ail-Coach itself, which pro

ceeds from a fairly factual account of coaching to the poetical fan

tasies of the later sections, where revelation and horror are inextri

cably mixed. The light humour, or the "gaiety", of the early part be

comes transfigured, just as De Quincey's dreams themselves, into the 

''finer maniacal splendours" of the subsequent sections. 

The subsection "Going Down With Victory" serves to expand upon 
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one or two of the tones and themes thus far introduced, but does so on 

a predominantly literal level. The sublime conception, already mention-· 

ed, of the mail as the propagator of news about the archetypal struggle 

against France, is the central theme of these few pages. Also included 

is considerable "knowledge" material concerning the operation and ap

pearance of the mails, "knowle0ge" which, in the end, helps to build 

up the "power" of the piece as a whole. And yet literal as it appears 

to be, this brief account of the news of victory being spread through 

the land does in fact develop the closing symbol, that of the heraldic 

device, which provided the climax to the first part. De Quincey general

ly expresses his sublime climaxes in terms of one single vision, image 

or symbol, which unites the various elements of the powerful experience. 

The heraldic device at the end of the first part of the Mail-Coach is 

typical of this method, which for convenience, can be called the tableau 

method. 

There are three tableaux created in "Going Down With Victory", 

each of which consists of an encounter with people along the route of 

the mail, just as Fanny had been encountered ~ In their differing natures, 

the encounters elaborate upon, on an essentially realistic level, the 

duality of the sublime experience already indicated at the end of the 

first part. Just as the whole sublime subject of coaching has conjured 

a vision of the joy and suffering of existence, so "Going Down With 

Victoryn advances this central theme. The first encounter is with a 

mother and her two daughters, and their response to the victory news 

brought by the mail is nothing but joyous. In typical fashion, De Quin

cey expresses the moment as if it were a tableau consvsting of a few 

essential details: 

What lovely animation, what beautiful unpremeditated pantomime, 
explaining to us every syllable thnt passes, in these inge- · 
nuous girls! By the sudden start and raising of the hands on 
first discovering our laurelled equipage, by the sudden movement 
and appeal to the elder lady from both of them, and by the 
heightened colour on the animated countenances, we can al
most hear them saying, "See, see! Look at their lnurels! Oh, 
mamma ! there h.'J.S been a great battle in Spain; and it has been 
a great victory". In a moment we are on th€ point of passing 
them. (XIII, 296). 

This vision closely corresponds to the "Fanny" eler.1ent in the heraldic 

device of a few pages before. 

De Quincey,· in his habit of perhaps over-explaining the dialec
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tic which is so firmly established throughout his work, then writes 

that "Every joy, however, even rapturous joy--such is the sad law of 

the earth--may carry with it grief, or fear of grief to come" (XIII, 

297). And so follows an encounter, in almost exactly the same circums

tances as the first, 
11 

with a lady in mourning, together with an atten

dant. This tableau is the "crocodile" element of the heraldic device: 

The lady is in mourning; and her countenance expresses 
sorrow ••• Our decorations explain the case to her at once; but 
she beholds them with apparent anxiety, or even with terror ••• 
and, if the guard were right in thinking the lady to have 
received it /-the newspaper 7 with a gesture of horror, it 
could not be-doubtful that she had suffered some deep personal 
affliction in connexion with this Spanish war (XIII, 297). 

The third meeting is with a woman who, though at the moment 

rejoicing in news of the great victory at Talavera, in which her son's 

regiment took part, will probably very shortly be mourning his death 

in that same battle. De Quincey, or the narrator, is aware that most of 

the English regiment were killed in the course of the battle, but he 

withholds this information to allow the woman at least one more night 

of happiness. This final tableau thus blends together the themes of joy 

and sorrow mixed with horror, and the first section of The En~lish Mail

Coach ends with the image of this sublime duality, which, for De Quincey, 

symbolizes the whole of life experience: 

Strange it is, yet true, that she seemed to have no fears for 
her son's safety even after this knowledge that the 23rd 
Dragoons had been memorably engaged; but so much was she en
raptured by the knowledge that his regiment, and therefore he, 
had rendered conspicuous service.-:-.--so absolutely i.·ms fear
swallowed up in joy--thcit, in the r.iere simplicity of her fer
vent nat re, th·~ poor womml threw her arms around my neck •••• 
(XTIT, 300). 

This final portrait is also significant in that it completes the heral

dic trilogy and forms some counterpart to the upraised hand t,1hich points 

"in sweet sorrowful adr.10ni tion" towards heaven. Like the hand above the 

shield, the third encounter unites th~ the~es of the foregoing pages 

in a single, PO":!er!'ul symbol. The passage of the mail-co3.ch across the 

country is thus a source of sublimity for De Quincey, not only because 

it propagates news of victory in an archetypal st'""'uggle, b11t~ also becau

se it elicits the marked duality of response, which is always a central 

feature of !1.is subli:ne experience. The mail-coach, too, reinforces De 

Quincey's natural tendency to establish single, brief images as his cli

http:mail-co3.ch
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maxes, since its rapid transit automatically creates such isolated sym

1
. . . 12

bo ic visions. 

The motif of horror and bereavement thus developed throughout 

the essentially realistic first section of T.he English Mail-Coach lays 

the basis for the "Vision of Sudden Death" which is the title of the 

second part of the essay. The mail-coach itself remains as a central 

symbol, and in the second part, the process by which dreaming can be

gin to transform such a symbol for De Quincey, to create the "finer 

maniacal splendours" he has talked about earl~er, is well revealed. 

Dreaming, as a theme and subject for reflection, has already been sub

stantially introduced in the first section (in the 1849 version at least), 

and indeed De Quincey's descriptions of the three tableaux in "Going 

Down With Victory" has something remarkably dream-like about them. In 

the"Vision of Sudden Death", the method becomes less realistic still, 

thereby emphasising the abstract qualities of the subject in hand, as 

De Quincey comes closer to showing how the symbols which appear in his 

writing have been revealed to him in his dreams. It should be remembe

red, however, that the situation described in section two is one which 

he actually experienced, and it thus far remains in touch with the pu

rely realistic. However, it was the power of the sublime image of the 

mail-coach to affect his dreams, which led De Quincey to choose the theme 

in the first place. 

Dreaming is at once the method and the subject of "A Vision of 

Sudden Death''· In the long excluded passage from the first section of 

the essay, De Quincey had 8lready refered to the transition :ram an ob

jective horror, for example the "innoculation upon eac:i. other of in

compatible natures" (;\III, 291n. ), to the subjecti..v-e horror of such an 

image when it enters a man"s dreams. He writes: 

But the dream-horror whic~ I speak of is far more frightful. 

The dreamer finds housed within himself--occupying, as it were, 

some se~ar~te chamber in his brain--holding, perhaps, from that 

station a sP.cr8t and detestable commerce with '.'lis own heart-
some horrid alien nAture. ~hat if it were his own nature repeated, 

--still, if the duality were distinctly pi:rceptible, even that 

--even this mere numerical double of his o~n consciousness-
might be a curse too ~ig~ty to be sustained (XIII, 2n2n.). 


The ''Vision" begins with arr:plificat ion upon this ideA that the horror 

in dreQming might reveal some deep internal truth about the individuAl, 

perhaps concerning gµilt whic~ he has concealed -Ca theme very much in 
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evidence, as I shall show, in the Confessions). In dreams, De Quincey 

has always found general revelation concerning the meanings of exis

tence, and so too he suggests that dreaming will lead to the centrally 

meaningful symbols of man's personal and collective life. In the ins

tance discussed in this second part of the Mail-Coach, the deep internal 

truth relates to the capacity for action on another's behalf in a si

tuation of crisis. Transcendence of self, which is a condition essential 

to sublime revelation, thus becomes a theme which emerges from De Qui

ncey's meditation on the theme of sudden death_. To act on someone else's 

behalf is essentially the demand which De Quincey finds made upon him 

when the mail-coach he is travelling with enters upon a collision course 

with another vehicle. "A Vision of Sudden Death" is centrally about the 

processes of vital action at such a moment, and thi& De Quincey feels, 

represents an archetypal pattern of dreaming: 

The situation here contemplated exposes a dreadful ulcer, lurk
ing. far down in the depths of human nature. It is not that men 
generally are summoned to face such awful trials. But poten
tially, and in shadowy outline, such a trial is moving subter
raneously in perhaps all men's natures. Upon the secret mirror 
of our dreams such a trial is darkly projected, perhaps, to 
every one of us (XIII, 304). ~ 

Thus, in a sense, the actual events of "A Vision of Sudden Death" be

~' for De Quincey, the events of a dream, with a concomitant im

portance of meaning, they become symbolic and ideal,and subli~e in their 

revelatory quality. 

I have suggested that perhaps the description of the three tab

leaux in "Going Down With Victory" have something dream-like about them, 

but there is no doubt in the cci.se of "A Vision of Sudden Death" that 

an actual event is rendered ns if it were a dream experience. It is im

portant to note that at the outset of the journey De Quincey took a 

quantity of laudanum, which, of course, is likely to effect as much of 

an idealizing or symbolizing ~recess upon the ev~nts of real life, as 

upon the dreaming capacity. But even before taking the la.udanum (al

though too much should not be made of this, since a large part of the 

section is written in a sublime or impassioned style created, obvious

ly, afte~ the whole event had taken place) De Quincey begins to idea

lize his central image. Responding, as he so often does, to the sublime 

potential of light e!'lci shnde, De '~uincey starts to Mythologi3e his sub

ject, seeing ''the huge saucer eyes of the mail, blazing through the 
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gloom" (XIlt, 305). At this point occurs a typical humourously-toned 

passage, which, as in the example from the first section, comes as some

thing of a shock, particularly after the severe introduction on the sub

ject of sudden death. With the witty inversion, famous from his essay 

"On Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts", he recounts that his 

place on the top of the mail has remained marked by his coat during his 

absence, despite the darkness of the night: 

--for, in the dark, people commit deeds of darkness, gas being 
a great ally of morality; but it so happened that on .this night 
there was no other outside passenger; and thus the crime, which 
else was but too probable, missed fire for want of a criminal 
(XIII, 306). 

The humourous tone persists after the taking of the laudanum, and the 

description of the coachman, who begins to partake of the symbolic aura 

of the journey, is rendered in such a manner. De Quincey's lightheart

ed identification of this man with Cyclops--" a monster", "dreadful", 

"shapeless" and "huge"--recalls his use of the inverted sublime in the 

first section, and relates foreward to the later identification of him
14self with Achilles. ' The monstrosity of the present driver must also 

recall the nightmare associations connected with the driver of the Bath 

Road coach, and, indeed, the vision of sudden death is finally account

able to this man, since he falls asleep at the reins. 

De Quincey returns to a more serious tone when he begins to 

approach the climax of the vision. The ~ain action itself is given a 

backcloth of vast calm, a "night of peculiar solemnity and peace" (XIII, 

310) which is set in dynamic contrast both to the preceding description 

of thronging human activity, and to the subsequent near-disaster. De 

Quincey lingers upon the stillness of this particular moment, just as 

he does before another important moment of transition or change in the 

Confessions. 15 The atmosphere of the moment partakes of the familiar 

haziness associated with the sublime: 

The sea, the atmosphere, the light, bore each an orchestral 
part in this universal lull. ~~oonlight and the first timid trem
blings of the dawn we'!'.~e by this time blending; and the blend
ings were brought into a still more exquisite state of unity 
by a slight silvery mist, motionless and dreamy, that covered 
the woods and fields, but with a veil of equable transparency 
(XIII, 3 : 1 ) • 

Time, soon to be manipulnted further by De Quincey as the sense of the 

dream grows stronger 1 stops at this moment as he experiences a brief 
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revelation of the nearness of God. Breaking in upon his revery come the 

first intimations of the impending collision, and although the tone be

comes more urgent and action becomes more specific, De Quincey increa 

ingly emphasizes the dream-like, symbolic quality of the disaster. Time 

is slowed down further (for, of course, opium releases all necessity 

to b~ bounded by the finite) as De Quincey meditates upon the sound he 

can hear from the oncoming vehicle. This fact alone immensely heightens 

the dream-like quality of the episode, with its vastly increased aware

ness, since De .Qµincey is claiming that he can hear a light gig four 

miles away, over the sound of his own mail-coach. 

The long meditation upon the rapidly approaching collision ef

fectively involves the reader in the deliberate time distortion, and, 

of course, builds towards the particularly sublime moment of this epi

sode. Indeed, the reflective passages just preceeding the climax in some 

measure relate to the nature of the sublime moment as De Quincey des

cribes 	it: 

ah! what a sublime thing does courage seem when some fearful 
summons on the great deeps of life carries a man, as if runn
ing before a hurricane, up to the giddy c~est of some tumul
tuous crisis from which lie two courses, and a voice says to 
him audibly, "One v..ra.y lies hope; take the other and mourn for
ever!" How grand a triumph if, even then, amidst the r8.ving of 
all around him, and the frenzy of the danger, the man is a.ble to 
confront his situation--is able to retire for a moment into 
solitude with God, and to seek his counsel from~! (XIII,315). 

The moment of peace in contrast with violent action, an idea already 

well established in this section, is again the fundamental structure of 

the present sublime occurence. The same pattern of opnositions and con

trasts is evoked aguin at the very end of t~e second section, when sud

denly De Quincey shifts the point of view of the piece from himself to 

the yo1-lng girl in the gig, which has been glancin~ly struck by the ~ail

coa.ch: 

From the silence and deep peace of this saintly sarnmer night-
from the pathetic blending of this sweet moonlight, dawnlight, 
dreamlight--from the manly tenderness of this flattering, 
whispering, rnurrmring love--suddenly as f!'om the woods nn.d 
fields--suddenly 2s f!'orn the cha~bcrs of the oir opening in 
revelation-suddenly as from the ground yawning at her feet, 
leaped upon her, with the flashing of cataracts, Death the 
crO\med phc>.ntom, with all the equipage of his terrors, and the 
tiger roar of his voice (XIII, 313). 

The importance De Quincey attaches to the dynamic polarity centred about 
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a crucial moment of transition, is emphasised by this essential repet

ition, though in slightly varied terms, of the basic situation. 

The question of what the driver of the small cart will do to 

avert the catastrophe, and the extent to which ~ will fulfil his "ter

rific duty",(the narrator himself having done all in his power), is 

brought into further relief by De Quincey 1 s detailed account of the last 

seventy seconds before collision. De Quincey maintains the sense of 

force and speed by writing in the following way: 

Oh, hurry, hurry, my brave young man! for the cruel hoofs of 
our horses--they also hurry! Fast are 'the flying moments, fas
ter are the hoofs of our horses (XIII, 316). 

But simultaneous with this emphasis on speed as the climax of the vision

like experience approaches, the seconds and actions are lengthened al

most interminably, as the gig's driver moves his vehicle from the path 

of the mail. 

The conclusion of the essay consists of the familiar tableau 

effect, a fixed image of power which reflects the abstracting process 

which has been central to this second section. The image is once again 

tri-partite; isolating, but bringing together, the three pa~ticipants 

of the drama. De Quincey himself "rose in horror to gaze upon the ruins 

we r.light have caused", and the driver of the gig "sat like a rock ••• 

his was the steadiness of agitation frozen into rest by horror". It is 

the lady, however, who surmounts the image as a whole, and unifies the 

episode by becoming the epito~e of horrified expression: 

will that spectacle ever depart from my dreams, as she rose and 
sank upon her seat, sank and rose, th.:e'" her arms wildly to 
heaven, clutched at some visionary object in the air, fainting, 
praying, raving, despairing (XII~, 317). 

The lady, thus becoming a...riother of De Quincey" s ladies of sorrow, joins 

the women of the essay's first section, and is established, like them, 

as a syobol of the sublime meaning of the essay. 

The second section of the ~~ail-Coach is concluded by the sent .. 

ence 1 "the turn of the road carried the scene out of r:i.y eyes, in an in

stant, and swept it into my dreams forever" (XIII,318). Such dream ex

perience, indeed, provides the substGnce of the third par~ of the essay, 

which is entitled "Dream-Fugue: fo~nded on the preceding theme of sud

den death'', nnd which transcends enti~ely the literal method of the 

first two pc:~rts. 16 
De Quincey's technique in the_ second sect ion of des

cribi~~ the events rel2ted there almost as if they were nlready in a 
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dream, provides a totally effective link with the more realistic content 

of the first section. The power of the sublime moment when the accident 

is finally averted, impressed as it was by force of all the sublime as

sociations De Quincey has previously accounted for, can never be for

gotten by him. The incident transfers itself to his dreams, and in that 

now entirely symbolic condition becomes permanent for him. This is in

deed the method of all De Quincey's art and best writing, the presenta

tion of those few powerful images which have, for him, become absolutely 

permanent and transcendentally meaningful. With an allusion to the com
. 17h .men1y used echo image, e writes: 

Epilepsy so brief of horror, wherefore is it that thou canst · 

not die? Passing so suddenly into darkness, wherefore is it 

that still thou sheddest thy sad funeral blights upon the gor

geous mosaics of dreams? Fragment of music too passionate, 

heard once, and heard no more, what aileth thee, that thy deep 

rolling chords come up at intervals through all the worlds of 

sleep, and after forty years have lost no element of horror 

(XIII, 319). 


The echo, as a symbol of something which, through repetition, 


achieves a tendericy towards the infinite, finds development in this last 

section, which, in a sense, is a hymn of praise to all that is permanent 

and infinite. The raised hand above the shield at the end of the first 

part, the moment of communion with God before the collision, together 

with the second raised hand belonging to the '"-'Oman in the gig, gather 

together to form the religious revelation which is the conclusion of 

The English ;t8il-Coach. The theme of infinity, hinted at by these ear

lier references, gathers to a climax in the last section, where it is 
. 18expressed principally in accumulations of architectural images. The 

first version of the Confessions, written almost thirty years before, 

accounted fully for the prevalence of architectural imagery in De Quin

cey's work. There De Quincey explains the impression that Coleridge's 

account of certain Piranesi prints had upon his mind, and he uses this 

as an analogy (Rnd by implication, a cause) for his dream-scenery: 

In the early stage of ~y malady, the splendours of r:1Y orea~s 
were indeed chiefly a!"'chitectural: and I beheld such pomp of 
cities and pa18ces as was never yet beheld by the vm.~ing eye, 
unless in th~ clouds (III, 43?). 

ImagAs of infinity in the "Dream-Fugue" begin with the vast "desert

spa.ce.s of the si:;e." be inc re:ice~ed in orehit ectnral ir.1Elges--"D::;on its 

ithi:> sea's_7 surface sat mig':i.ty mists, which grouped ther:1selves into 

http:mig':i.ty
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arches and long cathedral aisles" (XIII, 320). The Piranesi effect 

gathers force, suggesting an infinity of both time and space, as De 

Quincey merges his established symbols in the new, non-literal medium 

of the pure dream: 

Of purple granite was the necropolis; yet, in the first minute, 
it lay like a purple stain upon the horizon, so mighty was the 
distance. In the second minute it trembled through many changes, 
growing into terraces and towers of wondrous altitude, so migh
ty was the pace ••• Vast sarcophagi rose on every side, having 
towers and turrets that, upon the limits of the central aisle, 
strode forward with haughty intrusion, that ran back with migh
ty shadows into answering recesses (XIII, 323-4). 

Thus De Quincey renders the fearful flight of the now transfigured mail

coach, as it races towards death down the aisle of a vast cathedral. 

The symbolic dream-process becomes complete as, in a series of 

visions, the conflict of beauty and life with the forces of horror and 

death is brought to a sublime climax of prophecy and revelation. The 

"Dream-Fugue" opens with the figure of a woman, now transformed into a 

clearly apocalyptic image by the merging of De Quincey's remembrance of 

the woman in the gig~ and certain tomb carving he has seen: 

Passion of sudden death! that once in youth I read and inter
preted by the shadows of thy averted signs!--rapture of panic 
taking the shape (which amongst tombs in churches I have seen) 
of woman's Ionic form bending forward from the ruins of her 
grave with arching foot, with eyes upraised, with clasped ado
ring hBnds--waiting, watching,trembling, praying for the trum
pet's call to rise from dust for ever! (XIII, 318). 

In section I of the "Dres.m-Fueue" the imminent dnnger of the lady on 

her "fairy pinnace" (the light gig) is represented by the contrast of 

the summer season, and the nshadow of death" ce.st by the narrcitor' s 

ship. The lc_dy renppears in iconographic form once again in section II, 

repPating the movements described at the moment of the earlier col

lision. So, too, Ehe is in section III, recognisable by her gestures, 
....but now she is represented as being a girl, a more youthful ~igure. The 

"killing sense of eternity" is evoked here as the narrator- fails to 

catch up with the fleeing figure of this girl before she is swallowed 

up by quicksand. The echo of this episode goes far back in De Quincey's 

life, long before the experience on the mail-coach, to the time of his 

sister's death, where the loss of her living presence induced a te~po

rary sense of defeat and despair in hir.1. The eg_rly experie!1ce of death 
1 ') 

was an important t;ansition point 'for De Quincey, representing as it 
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does a movement from the innocence of childhood to a world of "expe

rience", which is to be haunted by images of mortality. As the "Dream

Fugue" progresses, De Quincey moves back in time, therefore, from the 

image derived from an adult experience of a death situation, to the 

image derived from his first childhood experience of death~ Thus, in 

part IV, the transformed girl (De Quincey's sister) becomes removed even 

further in time and becomes a baby. The baby is still in danger from 

the advancing peril of the mail-coach, and is discovered in the aisle 

of the architecturally infinite cathedral. As the images of infinity 

increase in power, so the threat of sudden death becomes greater,since 

the potential victim is now the helpless child, and the moral fortitude, 

earlier refered to by De Quincey, is no longer applicable. 

As De Quincey wrote in the first version of The English Ma.il

Coach, ever since his sixth year he could "never hear the sound of joy 

without sullen whispers of treachery in arnbush"~0and so, in part IV of 

the "Dream-Fugue" the exultation over the victory of '.vat erloo a:ppears · 

to be deeply marred by the infant's impending death. But, with the re~ 

turn to the period of innocence, as represented by the figure of the 

child, the climax of the essay is reached and all sense of mortality; 

unknown at that early period of life, is dissolved in the vision of re

velation. Th~ world of knowledge and death gives way to a world of po

wer and everlasting life. The :passage of mortal time, in the form of 

the galloping coach, is halted by a trumpet blast, and eternity is 

triumphant as the bas-relief representations of pest existences become 

vital once again. The baby is transfigured once more into the figure 

of the wom:cm, and th1is symboli2es the salvation of all the previo'J.S i

mages of "sinking, rising, raving, despairing". De Quincey's dream vi

sion has cone full circle and is corri~lete. 

Thus the apparent destruction of the transformed lady from the 

gig in parts I, II, and III of the "Drear.i-Fugue", gives way in parts 

IV and V to an apocalyptic vision of salvation, vhich has distinct echo

es fror;i the 3ook of Revelc:it ions. For this is th..: revelation, the subli

me realization which na:urally follows fro::i De Quince~r' s C:iI·ist i!ln op

timism. In a fully recognisable pattern, he has created the :parsdoxical 

clash of v.1hi t e end bl8.ck, or life and death, and has resolved the para

dox by evol~~ion into a ~igh~r or transcenfent mode of pe~ception. As 

befits a clir:1ax in \·!~ich opposites are resolved, the style of this thfrd 
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part of the Mail-Coach is entirely that of De Quincey's impassioned 

prose, showing that, when he feels it to be entirely inappropriate, he 

can exclude the recurrent tone of levity. Indeed, the essay as a whole 

possesses the control and the organization of structure which this sta

tement might suggest. The English Mail-Coach is in fact unique amongst 

De Quincey's writings, being so much more compact than the Confessions 

and complete by comparison with the Suspiria. No other work so well 

exemplifies the nature of De Quincey's sublime vision in its many as

pects. Others ~mong his works exhibit this same power, but never in the 

degree of concentration found in The English Mail-Coach, which, as a 

result of its total effect, provides a useful line of approach to an 

analysis of some characteristics of these other works. 



CHAPI'ER SEVEN: THE CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM EATER 

•• will ye, choir that intercede--wilt thou, angel that for
givest--join together and charm away that mighty pha_ntom, born 
amidst the gathering mists of remorse, which strides after me 
in pursuit from forgotten days-towering for ever into propor
tions more and more colossal, overhanging and overshadowing my 
head as if close behind, yet dating its nativity from hours 
that are fled by more than half-a-century? 

De Quincey 

Wherever the psyche is set violently oscillating by a numinous 
experience, there is a danger that the thread by which one hangs 
may be torn. Should that happen, one man tumbles into an abso
lute affirmation, another into an equally absolute negation ••• 
The numinosum is dangerous because it lures men to extremes, 
so that a modest truth is regarded as the truth and a minor 
mistake is equated with fatc:il error. T-;:mt no.sse--yesterday' s 
truth is today's deception, and yesterday's false inference may 
be tomorrow's revelation. 

C.G. Jung 

My emphasis in this account of the Confessions is upon the sub

lime climaxes which emerge from the long passages of pure autobiography, 

as well e.s upon the general structure of the work. These clim.?xes, or 

moments of extre~ely powerful feeling, are expressions of De ~1incey's 

apprehension of symbolism, B!1d cont.sin so~·1e, if not o.11, of the €-le

ments I heve earlier described as being Pssociable with his idea of the 

subli~e. SoMe of the exemples, ho~cvAr, cannot be conside~ed os speci

fie ally sablime in themselves, since very oft en unmit ige.te-d hoT'!"O!" is 

their p~epo~dernnt effect, but even in these cases it is clear th2t De 

Qui:1cey' s sen.0e of pO\··er derives f~om familiar chr-?racteristics, nemely 
. f'. . l
in .. ini cy, paradoxical contr~st, ::;nd obscurity. It r:ho'J.ld be cl0er, then, 

thPt his choice of incidents to be t~eated in the impassioned nanner 

see~s always to be deter~ined by his attraction to such ch~racteristics. 

1
ve!'f' ion. 

I~ is fr0quently asserted t:wt t:-ie of 
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the original, or 1821,printing of the work. To take a recent example, 

Alethea Hayter, in her introduction to the Penguin edition of the ~ 

fessions, wPites: 

This revised version of the Confessions is one which is most 
often reprinted and most widely known, and the reputation of 
the work has suffered accordingly, for ~e Quincey undoubtedly 
spoiled his masterpiece by revising it. 

However, to make such a statement is to overlook much of great inte

rest and to ignore the changing patterns of De Quincey's later work. 

Certain of the additions are doubly important since they clearly exemp

lify De Quincey's increasing use of the aspects of sublimity which I 

describe in previous chapters. The added portions, which occur princi

pally in the first part of the Confessions, entitled "Introductory 

Narration", fall essentially into two categories, The first is that of 

purely biographical information, or "knowledge" material, which serves 

to fill in De Quincey's early background. Such material includes the 

account of guardianship, with reference to his own particular guardians, 

and his stay at Manchester Grammar School (III,233-80). There is also 

the op~ning preamble account of his and Coleridge's addiction (III, 223

232), Bnd, certainly, in many instances the information provided does 

tend to clutter and obscure the direction of the original book. De 

Quincey's continuing attempt to explain the nature of his opium dreams 

and visions through relating the experiences which lay at their source 

is not often supported by such digressive autobiographical material. 

It se0ms as if these additions, besides being provided for the purpose 

of lengthening the Confessio~s, ~ay have been provoked by the writing 

and revisir.g of other autobiographical work which he had recently been 
-z; 

undertaki'ig. ~· 

The second kind of addition, however, relates closely to expe• 

riences of power or sublimity, and are ~ore of the quality of the cli

maxes I have already observed in T.'.'.-ie "L!1r,lish Y;-i.il-Co::ich. T!'lese addi

tions are particularly interesting in the lig~t of this earlier essay, 

since it seems clear that ~any of t~e Confessions Rdditions were deter

mined by what De Quincey had achiE-ved in 1<JI+? with t~is piece. The r<?

visions which he was rr.aking to the ifail-Co0ch in 1851+ obviously brought 

the essay clearly to ~ind once again, to the extent that the two works 

reveal very close par-allel.s. I a:n suggesting, therefore, that the ex

panded version of th~ Confessions does not me~ely represent an ~xercise 
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in padding, as Ian Jack maintains, but an attempt to revise on the basis 

of literary experience and current preoccupations. 

Particularly noteworthy among De Quincey's additions, as I shall 

shortly show, is the intensification of certain episodes which closely 

recall passages in Wordsworth's Prelude, so that the similar nature of 

the two autobiographies becomes clearer. De Quincey had, of course, read 

a_ draft of the 180_5 Prelude when he wrote the first version of the Con

fessions, but when he was revising this work in 1856, he would certain

ly have become re- a quainted with lfordsworth' s poem through the its fin

_al, published version of 1850. It was perhaps this reading which. caused 

the amplification of certain Prelude-like episodes in the Confessions. 

Other additions further reveal elements of De Quincey's work

ing method, particularly his symbolizing tendency, together with the 

pattern of life-echoes which run through his imaginative work. Moments 

of extreme folly leading to recurrent sensations of guilt emerges more 

apparently as a principal theme, and, of course, in this later version 

of the Confessions, De Quincey emphasized the "follies" which had lei.. 

to his use of opium, 5rather then the youthful "hardships"6he had ori

gin8lly written about. Before, therefore, making any remarks on the 

Confessions c.B a whole, I shall consider the importance of some of the 

1856 additions to that work. 

An early addition is particularly interesting in the light of 

the Suspiria De Frofundis which, being written only a few years before 

the revised Confessions, should also be borne in mind as a possible in

fluence of the new structure of De Quincey's more famous work. As I shall 

notice in the next section on the Sus9iria itself, simultaneity of time, 

as a vereion of De Quincey's preoccupation with infinity, is a major theme 

in that work. The "echoes" I shBll discuss later in this section are one 

form of representation of De Quincey's idea of the palimpsest, 7ot life 

considered as a series of closely interacting events. The time distor

tion in the Veil-Coach, which reaches its climax wit~ a revelation of 

all-time bei~g simultsneous, ;is another aspect of this sam~ effect. And, 

as ~ill emerge from my account of cert~in episodes in the Confessio~s, 

time finite (life) versus time infinite (spiritual immortality), is a 

theme ~.rery central to this 1_..;ork. De Qi.lincey was }:eenly m·mr.::; of the 

sublirie effect achieved thouch E11c'.1 a conter.;plation of life as a tota

lity, with the corresponding pathos attached to the parti~l nature of 
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human vision. This is in fact the subject matter of the first of the 

1856 additions_inquestion, where De Quincey elaborates upon the period 

he spent at the house of a Mr. and Mrs. K---- in Manchester, before his 

attendance at the Grammar School there~ The contrast which seizes his 

imagination in this case is the idyll of happiness which he experienced 

at this house, juxtaposed with the ultimate fate of the members of the 

family: 

The spirit of hope and the spirit of peace (so it seemed to me, 
when looking back upon t:iis proi'ound calm) had, for their own 
enjoyme.nt, united in a sisterly league to blow a solita.:-y bub
ble of visionary happiness--and to sequester from the unrest
ing hurricanes of life a solitary household of eight persons 
within a four months'lull •• (III,245). 

The pattern of the Confessions itself describes the fall from such a 

state of happiness, so that the over-view of life and its vicissitudes 

which De Quincey provides at this point gives a miniature preview of 

the work as a whole. De Quincey ignores chronology for the sake of this 

effect, and pictures himself standing in a shop doorway in Manchester, 

twenty years after his blissful stay with the K---- family, watching 

the husband across the street suffering from the debilitations of al

cohol. The family, as De Quincey writes, has completely broken apart-

"Did the visionary bubble burst at once? Not so: but silently and by 

measured steps" (III, 245)-- and all its members, save the husband, ha.ve 

since died. The profound effect whic:-i this contrast of joy and sorrow 

has upon De Quincey is expressed in this way by means of a simultaneous 

vision of several separated r;ioments in time, e.nd part of the mysterious 

power of such a revelation depends upon the fRct that neither ~e nor 

any ~ember of the f2mily could h~ve forseen the complexity of the di

sasters to co:nc. 

The subli~ity of this kind of vision, as I have said, ~ad already 

beco::ie a pa2·t of the .Su~';"i!'ia writ ten in 1%~. liis g!'owing sense of the 

importance of such a simultaneous view of life develo~ed n~tu~ally as 

he himself became older, • +- is not0na ' i-- • surprising that, having investi

gated the subject in the ~usniri~, he should introduce a ~Irther exAmp

le of the effAct into ~is reviser Confe~8i;~s. Out of ch.:-onology, but 

directly related to this point, is R further addition, tho~gh lcsse~ 

in extent, ·...1hic'.1 De Q·1incey m2de to u711~ FF<ins of Opit;r.1", ":he Piiro 

the benefits of opium upon pul~onary consu~ption, he i~t~od~ces th0 i~~ge 

http:enjoyme.nt
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of simultaneity or totality of vision as it might be applied to those 

marked out by fate to die of this disease. Again, the shadowy world of 

transcendental truth is evoked: 

If you walk through a forest at certain seasons, you will see 
what is called a blaze of white paint upon a certain ~lite of 
the trees marked out by the forester as ripe for the axe. Such 
a blaze, if the shadowy world could reveal its futurities, would 
be seen everywhere distributing its secret badges of cognisance 
amongst our youthful men and women ••• what a multitudinous crowd 
would be seen to wear upon their foreheads the same sad ghastly 
blaze, or some equivalent symbol of dedication to an early grave 
(III, 442). 

As De Quincey later observes (III,442), he was himself diagnosed as be

ing a part of this shadowy group of people ma.rked by destiny for early 

destruction. Opium, however, saved him from this condition only to set 

him ?part in another way from the rest of humanity. However, the seem.;. 

ingly arbitrary image which De Quincey introduces into the work at this 

point does bear some relationship to the new emphases of the revised 

Confessions. 

As I have noted, the suggestion that the hardships of De Quin

cey's youth were in fact partially due to his own folly, is one which 

reaches more pro~inence in the 1856 Confessions. It is this greater em

phasis upon folly, or fatally fJ.&wed decision, >vhich accounts for the 

great and most effective expansion of the school-leeving episode. In 

th-? original vcr.sinn., De Qt;.incAy' s decision to escape from the bondage 

of r-~-?-nchester Grammar ·School, is indeed made into a slight cli:'!lax as 

befits suc:i an act. ~m-:eve!"', by the time of the revision, De Quince,:/ 

he.d begun to see this ewm t as fer r:Iore mee:ningf1Jl c:ind cor.1pl ex in. its 

relotion to his subsequent life. Through a procAss which I de2c~ib0 
p

elsewhere, the distance of tioe ha::: cl2:i:-ified the 2yr.-:bolic rr:cm:i ng of 

the mo~ent fo~ De ~1incey. He t~erefore rewrote the episode as a sub

1 irr:e cl in;ax ~·i:iich 1::0 1Jld ri2sume f2.r gr~at er sigri i fic0nce, not only in 

relation to the pat tern of his lif,,, but El so to th2 ne':rly cor..structed 

~irst Eection of the Co~f22sio~s. 

The f:ig~t from school iE, in its initi81 conception, sublime, 

and remiEi.scen t of 1:/0:--c :.'i1.,:o~th' s m-:~ desc:r-ip t ion of liberat io!1 in :'~1C:
o 

Pr·e1 ude ~ 1:lords1_,;ort~1 's Rccoun t of his O'•m libe:? t ion fros Ca!"'.'lbrioge, c:~d 

what he felt to be the inhibiting Pspects o~ the life there, is given 
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which is in fa.ct the first clirr.ax of the Con:e.ssions, amounts to De 

Quincey's personal fall from Eden. His first, involunta~y, Fall, and 

therefore one of a different character, occured at the time of his sis

ter's death, but this second and more significant Fall involves moral 

choice, and leads to a deep sense of moral failure for which the eeho 

becomes a symbol. 

This essential ~oral dilemmR, the new moral dimension of the 

Confessions, thus finds its precedent in 'llie English Ib il-CoE!c!'l, so 

that it seems reasonable to begin to assume that De Quincey's develop

ments in fiction during the 1840's directly influenced some of the ideas 

and patterns to be found in the revised edition of his famous work. 

other details from the school-leaving episode also find their counter

parts in the earlier essay. In the first place, the season of De Quin

cey's removal from school is summer-- "Midsummer, like an army with 

banners, w2,s moving through the heavenr;"23-- Rnd summer, too, is the 

season of The English Mail-Coach. The 11second or third s 11m.r.ieY after '.,fa.

terloo" (XIII, 305) is the tir!'le of the original incident described in 

that essay. The effect of the sur.1:-:ier season in contrast with the dark 

events of the essay is typic2l of De Quincey's dialectical vie·1·!, and, 

even in the first edition of the Confes~ions, he had accounted for his 

of course, is e central 

ther.1e of the lic-1 il-Coach, and, es I have observed, it is e forr.J of dee th 

\·!h.ich is beinc :..mdergone in tn·~ school-ler'.vin£ e;::isode. 7~:.i..1s th,:: scho 

from one of De Quincey's ea:!'."liest e.ssociations, tr~at of sur~!'1er .8Ild 

in the 1~5E Con:essio~2. 

De Quincey expe ris-nces o::i his ~..:~:r to C~ester, iE 8 ful·fr~e!" add it io~ 
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is reversed, and De Quincey finds himself in the position of the light 

gig about to be run down by a larger vehicle. Alt!i.ough t!ie dangers of 

the flooding river are not developed, the same method of anticipation 

of disaster is employed in this later account, since the unknown danger 

first make::; itself lmown by distant sound. The exa.ct nature of the peril 

is concealed by a right-angled bend in the river, which clearly recalls 

the curve in the road described in the gail-Coach. The psychological 

situation is clearly almost identical, and De Quincey's nig'.1tr:icire con.

tinues to find Bxpression. 

De Quincey's flight from school also derives some of its word

structures from The ~nglish l·fo.il-Coech, in pa.rt icular the mode of con

clusion which was employed in that essay. The final passage from the 

school episode reads 2s follows: 

I shed tears a.s I looked round on the chair, hearth, Hritint; 
table •••• I see, as if it were but yesterdBy, the lineaments and 
expressions of the object on 1,·rhich I fixed my part inc gaze. It 
was the picture of a lovely lady, which hung over the mantle
piece; the eyes and ~out~ of vhich were so beautiful, 2nd the 
whole countenance so rc.dim1t 1:!ith divine trBnquilli ty, that I 
had a thousand times laid down ny pen, o~ my book, to s~thcr 
consoi 2.tion from i-!::, PS a devotee fror.i his 11atron saint. ·.1~ilst 

I W8S yet e[;Zing u::ion it' the deep tones of t~l.e old c:i 11:ch clod: 
procleir:1ed tt.~.·~ it 1:·r.u:: six 0 ~clod...:. I l:,cnt ·:.:1 t0 t~2 ~··iC"~'ZE:' 

~issed it, t?icn gently '1.'nlked ou-S, and closed tl1c door fo:;2ver 
(III, 2?7). 

1:eriEtic of 2: lec;ct t':'o c~.i:::c1ctic co!l.clusio!!.s in t::--.c I:.::d2.-Go2.c'.1, o:--Le 
-; (, 

of '..'~o.ic~'l I '.-«?Ve elre':d.;- ::'_:ot2d. ,_._, °l':'l.e 2ndbg to "7:1e -.'ision of C:--~dd·:.:: 

~1.e :.10:-:1e:1t s -.-·0r:0 npr.:b<~,:-ed; ti:.·~ stri :e 1·r;-i.s fi.::ic!'..i:-d; P;,2 visio::-t 
it,:CE closed. In t:1e t'}rint:J~i~:27 of f"':.:.:. eye:, o~j:.· :i:.. i-:g ~:·21rs ~'.S }~~-~c1 

cr,rri-::d T'' to the~ -::~·r:-.:in~,tion of '.:\e 'lr::brogeo'JS r:is~.e; c:.t ~~~e 

Y'iG'1t .o:ncl ~'f: ·;:e t."'.:0cJcd i;:'.:o o"t.i:r- ::"orr.:c·r dirf:cti0:;.; t:-:(: ~..:'L'·r: o:.~ 

t:ie roc1_d c;·~:-~i~~d ~::~ ~(' ..?r:P o·i~ o:~ ~:·~y 0yr:s i~ 0·1 i-:-i.:_/:z:nt, ·?nC 
S'::T~Y~ it i~-:.i.:o :0:r c::•0,~:::s :o~,e·rr:_::, C~III, 3:.0 ). 
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works, support the concept of reverberations through time which De 

Quincey finally established in the symbol of the Whispering Gallery. 

In the last of his important additions to the Confessions De Quincey 

again invokes this symbol, as it relates once again to a crucial moment 

of transition. Just as De Quincey' s sense of liberation at the time of 

leaving school seems to parallel certain elements in The Prelude, so 

his approach to London becomes as vital an element in his spiritual 

autobiography as it is i:n Wordsworth's. This decisive r:1oment was mere

ly glossed over in the first edition of the Confessions, but De Quin

cey did not let ·the excellent opportunity for some impassioned writing 

pass for the second time. It is in fact when he is on the point of 

setting out on the last stage of his journey to L:>ndon, another transi

tional period, that he next hears the "r.ionitorial sighs" (III, 347) 
from the Hhisperins Gallery. "For onoe agai_n, '' he writes, 11 I was prepar

ing to utter an irrevocable word, to enter upon one of those fatally 

tortuous paths of which the windings can never be unlinked" (III, 347). 
As in the example of his departure fro~ school, a~d of the a~ti

cipation of the collision in the ::ail-Coac!1, De Quincey sets the scene 

for his personal revelation by describing the extreme calm of the day 

when he left Oswestry on his journey southwards: 

this golden sunsr.ine oizht be said to sl9e'J 1_;_pon the woorls and 
fields; so awful was t:-..e universal silence, so profound tte 
death-like stillness (III, 343). 

'l'he reference to dea1:h is also fa::1iliar fro~.-: H-1.e previo1;_s ~or:1e!lt of 

i:~revocable tra.:isi tion in the ,~onf.::·ss:l.on.s, and 1)e Quincey develops the 

idea that death is ~pproachins in his ~ccount of ~he short-lived peace

:t is -tl",at lc-~st trio.;': resu:-r-ectior!. oi' S"J:.::11e2:' in i-:s ;;;ost bril
liant uer,iorie.1;'3, a resurrection that 11as no root in the past 
nor st ead.y hold l;}-'()ll the fi.i.hu-e, li3:.:.e the la.r.ibe~ t a..."Yld fitful 
[lea1:.~:; :"'ro::i an ex_;:-1i.::iLC 1D.::1p, r.1i:Jdc1:i:1s what is ce.lled t~e 
"lis~1tenir:c bei'o1~0 c1ea-:h'' i::-i sic:-:: patients, \·1]:ie!'l cloce u:}on 

Q~a~ ~L~;'~~ ~e i·~.... ......J.. (~TT 
-"' • •t .. .t ..,j.._ .... _, _ • 

As he ha::: ea:lfor descrited t~-:e· Christia.."1 sy::-il;oli::inc: of certain as
"''7

of nature, r:.., he n:::>w establis?:es t\e sorr:e:;.t of ~-ndic.n s:J:•:mer as 

fr.rther support :.o the este.clish~ent of his oH:i }:·cr.sor..al :1(,~-tholosy Hith

in the struc-t•J.::-e of CJ.!.'isti[:n :.1::tLolosy, a process he has be5:.m with 
-r- .,.,

t~:e ?all. J.'c...L.;..' 
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now approaches the spiritual death he will suffer in the "Hell" of Lon

don. 

The antagonism always present within De Quincey's sublime cli

maxes is here repres.ented in two ways. The first antagonism is disco

vered within the ir;iage of the season, the Indian summer of the year: 

There is the :eeling of the conflict that has been going on be
tween the lingering powers of su~oer and the strengthening po
Hers of i.·tinter, not unlike tfw.t t·rhich moves by Rntot;onist :or
ce2 in sor:ic dec:.dly infl2.::'lr.1D.tion ~urryi;ig fonrards throug~ .fier
ce ~3trup;gleo into tile fi:1E'.l repose of !':'lortific.s tion. For o. ti:-:ie 
the eriuilibrh1ri has bc-·en :;ie.int8ined beh;es-n the hos-tl2 forceo; 
but at l2_st tl1e a:rtogonism is overthrmm; the victory is 0.c
cor.lplished for t:ie pm1ers the.t fight on tbe side of denth 
( I I I , ;.43-4 ) . 

Thus, al tb.ougi1 the ye2.r had advanced in the course of his ':JD.~~derinc-;s, 

De Quir:cey 1.1D.s still able to invoke ~1is recurre!'lt i::i.c<&e of sur..mer linl~

ed inextricably i,·:i t:i deci.th. I!is o·.-m "lingering power2 of surn1er 0 are 

what small vision of innocence remains to hiCT after his first fall frora 

Grace, and the winter to co~e is the extre~e.hardshi9 h2 vill under

80 in ~!ldO!'!, '. .rlJ.ich '. 1ill ultir:ir:tely le~d to l:is oriur:i eddiction. :C.1e 

second .:tS~)ect of contre>.st is provided 2.s De Quincey shifts hi.s focus 

In the very ~.s::pect o.nd sepnlc:ir-a:'... stillness of t~~i:: ::1otior.less 
d ":.:.r, nn .sole~::ily it \·;ore c.-....s.y :11ro•J.5'1 rr!·'Jrn in.g, noont i.de, ("".ft 2r
noon, to !:'.8·'""t the d(·.rl:ness t!:lrt vl1.3 c 1.1allo~:Ii~g ~i:::-: i tc 'oe :-;y~y, 
I ~.i.~ d r~ :c·.nt.~ 2 t:.c f0t-~ in.: ~:?1 t:1o~Jg~-1 I ret1d th~ '"2'!:'2/ :GnG1J:~s-2<1 1 

of :-·e.sir,:10tio:1 1 ':!-:·'! bending before so~~e iTrr::sistiblf~ r:;;,::ic.f 
(I:!, ?!+'~) 

http:contre>.st
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da!·k, infinite" (III, 3l1-6), up ahead of De Quincey, rmd echoes of the 

past r:iincle ~:tith fearfuJ :'.]prehensions :?,bout t!l.e fnhff(: ct t:iis moment 

of rowerful experience: 

This single fenture of the roor:1s--their unusuc\l Gl titude, and 
the ec'.1oing !-iollo'.mess 1,;hich ho..d becor:1c C1e ex~on.cr.: of t:1~:-: 

e.ltituc_e---t1.i.c:: on:: terrific feribrre (fo:r· r:c::;-:d~ic it :'.~'s i!l 
cf feet), together \..'i t:i c::--o\:ding o_nd evc:noscc~;, ~~ i:.:~.~zc-:s of t~1e 
flying feet that so ofte~ had s~rc~d gladness ~h~o~:i t~2ce 
h;::ills on the 1.-:in.gs of youE!. ~nd hore a·t sez,_sonc 1.-.'~on e~:er"J roar:: 
rRng with ousic (III, 346). 

The hugeness of the rooms (once bc-~11.roor.1s) Cl!:..d t2eir echoing q1 .;..~:.lity 

thus becor:ie symbolic of the v?..stness of the city t:1_heod 2.:id of the Bc~10-

es of actions which i.dll rursue De Q1.linccy throue'.1out ":ds life. ~~1e 

seemingly fe..r-off dEJ.ys of his own untroubled you-:::1 E:re evoked by t.':1c 

image of the young o.nd careless dancers v:ho had O!"i.C'3 1.Wed tl-"~e rooms 

ce which De Quincey unde!'eoes in tbese hoti:;l roor::s, with t:ieir a.cGoc ie..

t ions of: f·::st i ve dcu1ces lo~g pc..st, is r::ore fully ex~lci i:!cd by re :·e~c!lc:, 

::o ci stete:-:-.ent ::.e ::12:-:::es cl.:.:e-.•here on t:i~ subject of th; dc:.nce. In "'Y:~~ 

- -·.

8.S ''the 

L~,"' ,,_ ~ • 

Ell=:'~l ~. s~)-:.s~:,~~r-1~.?, ·-Ti.~~:1 cur:1 ci;--~c-:J!-~sJ..:-tY:J>~-c, m::.~r :~ ... -,~~~~1 ..-r~ ~o" 

c:~:i~-blpJ o:· e:·:i.-:i:i!~G ~-=~~G 2 1.~_2t~-!i~ .._i·1;.: J:~-:-:: .. ,...~~~~ .. :.r :r..--t~_dr~!.:;7_ ~:~-'.C~~1_0~-~i~ 

o :.... p~li ~-o s0:1~~ i c ::," J_ ~-, r.!. c:: o :~:,. t~ o · :~:i c~i :~:~~. ,;. ... :~:~~~1 ~;~_--ti?'.., i :.., i~· o ~~i;:. rJ • 

T~1.("4 ~~0.~·<~0n ir·~' i~1 ~~~..-J::--.f~' t~--=-~· t E~1C~l ~~cen0 r ~·cs~·r-LtE-"" C· ::~o-...--:: o:r-, 

r~ P s1: o f \ n r ~, ~_-_n 1i :-- ~~ . . . ( : , ~ ~ 0 
) • 

pPSt. 
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of past and future, is represented 2.s yet another knife-edge of tra!lsi

tion as De Quincey pictures hir.iself standing "upon the bririJ( of a pre

cipice" (III, 346) above that "unfathomed abyss in London" (III, 3L'r7), 

from which he recoils in horror. T'nc terror of the situation is heigh

tened by the re.gins storm Hhich presses npon the room fror?1 t!1e \·10rld 

of night beyond-- ff;lild it 1·.ras beyond a.11 descYipt ion, and d::-~.rk e.s 'the 

inside of a Pelf's throat'" (III, 3li7). The vrolf's throat of tr_e night 

is then trans forr:1ed into t:ie "drecid ful mouth of Acl1eron" (III, 3t:-7) 

which is London itself, cibo:.it to S',·'allo 1.'! De G,uince~~. I'he stoYm, giving 

fi-111 atmosp'.wric sup:port to the sublime clfr1·,;x, is ne.turally seen by 

De Quincey as an essential pc:rt of the syr.,bolic r.12::-i.nin.::; of t}1e episode, 

justifying en.tirely t~'le "fare':.'ell adieus to s11r'.1~:1erlf (III, 346) 1·ihich 

he has just ~ede. 

It hc--S e:nerged, I hope, fror.1 the discussion 2,bove, that there 

is r.mch of greci.t richness 2nd inte.!'est in tlv: additions •./:1ich De ·~uin.;. 

cey made to t~e Co:1fessio:--c~ for !1i,s O':rn edition of 1:1.is 1.·.rorks. 

it is true thFt ~uch of the oGte~ial that I have not d8~lt with is fee

tu&l autobiogrrF~Y, it ~ould be i~2cc~rnte to state th~t all the 2ddi

tions r'.re ~ere "::12.dclin.:::;". 'Y'1i? inst~:icn.s I hnve considered ere:, ind.eec., 

cvolvr:d 

··,C.di~~io~1s o.-.~ ~1;·;·ci2eJ.y ~ 11i:~ ~:L-.d. i.: i~ fo.r:t :ie ::~,d l1;-c1 F:.s o~··:)o~t1.1~1it:,. 
-. '"' 

to ~..-~iLt· j~~4.~- t..:0!~~,>-L:h·.r·i(-~1 -:~~~ .~:~ ~~.~1::·: s \.~ :--._~--i~Li~· ~:~--· -l·ir:~:..~6. '._.o in~'"'::'~ c 

,"1--i,•-..!-...-,; \o-•., -r 

v ,, ~ - ....,_' -t.-1 , 

http:cibo:.it
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innocence and hounting guilt is now well estrblished in tho first sec

tion of the Confessio~s, end the emercence of the opium dre0ms and f0n

tasies from these earlier experiences of syr.Jbolic ir-:riortE·~rice is esta

blished more effectively. 

2. sv~~ols ~nd dre~~s 

I shall now turn to those other main elo~ents of the Confessions 

whic~1 existed b t:i.G originel version, a!'1d \..1~1ich directly ::-el2te to the 

fore, 2.re the sublfr1e clir.lc:xes ar1d sy11bolic revel~_tion.s ~·rhich emerge 

fror.i t!'le long "t:nowledge'' e.reas of t!-le c>_1 J.tobiosre.p~1y. I1~1.'2 first of these 

instances, ',-:hich occurs in the first pnrt of the Confe.ssions, rel~tes 

to the prostitute J~nn, whom De Quincey meets during '.:'lis period of s'1f

ferint; in London. 

~is forebodings concerning the quolity of hi8 life in the great 

city he wns eb0t~t to e:Jtcr, turn out to be folly justified. ~:-~e descent 

to':.:ardE1 & ':lell ori earth, i.,:~lich ··:.::-,.s incicc:ted during t:"'l.::; .r·evel~_tion in 

the 3hrewsbury \otel roo~, is accomplished rapidly as De Quincey finds 

hi~self hu~gry and ~lone, fin~lly ~~kin~ his ho~e in ?n e~or~ous, empty 

ho~ise necir Soho 0qu.c re. Z1is ~O~)se, in all i tr; :wrro:~ ::.nd .si:c:2 cle-'='rly 

:::-r~r::·-.tJin~~[~: '__ :>:~E ~l~C, I f.---1:~ :~~i i-·1~~~-~ co~.,,~c<_::_o~1 ()~ t.::e :_i
~tc ~-i r--::~t ~:i~·~C. ~ ~-:~· l~ '. ·i ~ .._~tJ:: ~ 2()_:~~ ~10·_.·,-~~--:- ~ J. f ~~C. !·~ ,,..:_ ·.rj_ ·r.: L~~J: i~·;··: l '"~~ S, 

I c::o 1J.J.d i.~it ..:--12_,~ ~:::·'.;~ c~ir-;d 1):~ '_.:'1_f· s:::ot--or~ 2~-·~o:J:c.t ~-= 1:- ~·Gt \n.~..t~~ 

2 1.1!~~~ :or= .·~-·oin: 0:._~ EZ:.L..-~~~3~~io!·:_ f:r.. or:~ ::tic:1 :Jll ~e-r 1 0cs:~t ~.:~~d.:r 

::-,;- f:ie:rcil-~~~G ·:::i:.-·c•;::.~::t· nc>:->:? '.:o·_;J c'. ,soor:i ;1.si.re b·:co:::-:: '.-:0:~·0:~.:c: 
(lIT, ?(~' 
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I'he ir.1age is ty11ical o.f D~ Quincey, the frozen mor:icnt in time, the bri1"'f 

tc;blerrn, Hhere he is saved in the embrace of Ann, or "Ilagdclen" as he 

later calls her (III, 375). T~e embr2ce, the epitone of close hu~Pn con

tact, is an ir.lage whic~ recurs throughout De Quincey's \-Jriting. It ex

::::iressos salvntion, reuniting '.·Ji th his l'iothe:.i:~ (the object o: guilty feel

ines 2fter the escape: from cchool), the rc:!ossr::ssion o~ thi? ~::',JtuDl lovi? 

he ex:ierienced ':.ri th his sister before she diec. Ann save.s De Quincey 

by selflessly runnine to buy ~)ort ·..:ine Dr:.d s:;.::iices out o: her slender 

means, Dlld in doini-; so, creates a symbolic episode ~'hich ~1e 1::ill ri.evc-r 

forget. He looses ~·mn in the labyrinth of the London streets soon 2fter

1.w.rds, never to see her c-,gain, &.nd this loss beco.'1es tru1s fit:,-~red into 

o. centre.l eJ.et!ent of De Quincc-y' s dre0r.1 symbolisr:J.. As he 1:Iri tes i11 the 

"Introductory IJotice" to tho reviEed Confessio~s: 

Amoncst the _I.Je.:pe"'.'s burnec" partially, but not so bcirncd e<s to be 
.?..bsolutely i:rrG::--ievnble, 1.·:E·,s the "Dauchtc·r of Lebc:·non"; e!l.d 
this I have ~rint2d, and have i~tentionelly pl2ced it ~t t~~ 

;- f l' (' ~.-..,;,~.. n~·;-, ~ "' . _.,,.,· ...,.J..01 · ,....lr<;:,. r~ ~- .,._ ...... ~ •end I 0 ~e vO~L ... ,,.:>J.0••u ~S c.pprQT;_ L ..... c y ..... U~lns - eCO~ (, J.nC. 

''"'J.0 '"'~ .J.he C'='-~" o~ noor-·,.,.,., L'1r c··+c .... c;,.J.. +-~ ....... --..:' n".l.. ro+- nn,,r .i. 11w".; .:..J. \..,.. ... J. l,. .... ... .r_ i.:-J "::. .l. ...:._- ..L ~ ~..:. .1., • .., L.. ~ t_' · ~- L r:.. i_....:J \,,... ... U _ :~! 1 
: 1...~. .a. .._, ..... .L. .i. ._, _ .t .... J... t.1' l.. _ r:..::: 

~o~l ~e~or2bl0 n~d t~c 0ost ~uGc0stively p?t~etic i~~ifcn~, t~t 
:->lso ~-~1::-i 1 · '._.;.,1· ,..,',.; ,-·or·-::. +··1,::.n ~n'" o~..,_,".,... ,....o, o, ..........,l-1 __ ,..," :,,.,o .......-. ~--y.; 11 -,
.__l ~ ,.,.._ .......... ..L' _4 • _ _,_ .__...._ ..L ,.___ '-'V ~-J. . ' 'l~ ....L l/_.,_ _ •. ....,t...._ ,4•L ..J... _ t,._.. ...,,.....~\,/ 


I s~10·,..1ld s?,~r) f"".'.."'... r-,_:-.st~, r:-.0 1Jlceci t:'n.d rE.:::ouldcc~, co:·--;~~os-::;d ~;:a c•?
co~::~-:·o.::..::cl-- :~ :.:.·~· G-",-::,:~ ~od~· r.J!: o.:.--1i'.;;:. ci._:·:;;:-;~s (III, :-:-.). 
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by re fer,-::-nce to yet 2no ther tir.~'"' v'hcr: he is in I.ondon once f'Jore. At 

this le>,ter date, he once again pictures himself as 11.'iching to be bac~·: 

in Dove Cottage, where his wife, the great comforter in his suffering, 

is still living. The merging together of several ~~riods of time is 

typical of De Quincey's method on a larger scale (~s in Th 0 Engli~h 

Mail-Coe, ch!, but it ':.rov-ks ,ju2t 2E' effectively in U:i.s brief, s~JbliJ.Je 

cli~mx. 7hese three pages arc a_ short preview of De Quincey's themes 

c:.nd r:1ethods (rer.1e:nbering tha.t tlY:y «,rere v.rritten in 122~). The r·1:rt~10-

logical n2t:1re of t~v: rias-:;e_ge iE cle-0r from De Q.:.tincey's identific::

tion of hfr1self •·Ji t'c1 0:::·2stes, his wife \d t~ Electra c.!ld Ann 1:i th r·ie_!'y 
-i:o 

i1c:.gdalen, _/ an.C~ as usuRl at sue~ :nofT!e:its of symbolic distill:!.tiori, o. "fe 1/~1 

contr2sting, ~tatic im~ges sre brought into close juxtaposition. It 

becot:les r.:ore e,Pl1arent that De Quincey's choice o: rnateria.l for sue~ 

sublir.1e clir;1azes .s.rises '.'ihen ::ie does feel some kb.d of iri!Ylediate re

lationship bet:JeeL his life end certain est~blis~Pd ~yt~ological or 

...L~ r r,.-:~1 '•:·~~:a:--~_;-:.·-~_:: .i= o.£~ o:{C!~_'', r:~~c·:_1l( t:co~:-.r: ;~: o~~i·~:.··_r_---.·-~.- 1 --, 
1.!.-:~~ ~-~-··ct~·r.~"·~.:r:.2.i:~:'~ i ..~=J, l~~ .• : •• ~-.-:. 7i:; c~~-.r-::1~·.:'; r:-.10·-;.t o:·:-~'l: ~·~::-·~-c-:·,p • 

, 

·~,:; c, ...-:~~..,_o ..-l~<;:~L::~; rr.,~: ~ --~cc1 ~·c~.:.t~c.,~- .. 
O~- ··~i.~ 1~2'""'::.r- (_· '··.~··::~;:,; .:-~ _, ,_.,-,i_-: ... .._.', · ·v=;,., 
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an entirely new way of the supposed meaning of the Confessions: 

The object of that work was to reveal something of the 
grandeur which belongs potentially to human dreams. What
ever may be the number of those in whom this faculty of 
dreaming splendidly can be supposed to lurk, there are not, 
perhaps, very many in whom it is developed (XIII, 334). 

He repeats, a few sentences later, that "The Opium Confessions were 

written with some slight secondary purpose of exposing this speci

fic power of opium upon the faculty of dreaming, but much more with 

the purpose of displaying the faculty itself" (XIII, 335). By 1845, 
therefore, De Quincey had clarified the structure of the work, es

sentially describing it as explanatory autobiography followed by 

a series of dream-visions. Such a structure was indeed achieved 

in 1849 with ~e English Mail-Coach, but as far as the Confessions 

is concerned, neither version really justifies De Quincey's de

scription of it. By 1856 he realized that his original plan would 

never be carried out, but he nonetheless felt it was necessary to 

explain what had been his general intention: 

All along I had relied upon a crowning grace, which I had 
reserved for the final pages of this volume, in a success
ion of some twenty or twenty-five dreams and noonday visions, 
which had arisen under the latter stages of opium influen
ce ••• (III, 221). 

Thus, just as the "Dream-Fugue" was the "ultimate object"of the 

Mail-Coach, 33so the dream climax was to provide the true balance 

of the Confessions. This dream section, the part unwritten for 
11 Blackwood's" in 1822, 34is in fact the Suspiria, which was origi

nally conceived of as consisting of thirty-two parts. As Masson 

points out (XIII, 332), there was little left of the Suspiria to 

use when De Quincey came to work on volume five of his Collective 

Edition, 35since "The Afflictions of Childhood" and "The Apparition 

of the Brocken" were incorporated into the Autobiographical Sketch

~· !he English Mail-Coach, which was a part of the original ~

piria, nad been separately published, and much else had either 

been burnt or never written. De Quincey's solution to the problem, 

which was not admittedly much of a solution, was to publish "The 

Daughter of Lebanon" immediately following the Confessions. Since 

this was such a partial solution to the difficulty, I will con

sider this dream vision in the more justifiable context of the 

other "Suspiria". However, as an indication of his general inten
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tion (remembering that dreaming as a theme was not so central in 

the 1821 edition), De Quincey does close the Confessions with five 

dream-fantasy passages which I shall shortly consider. 

In the Confessions of 1856, therefore, the "Introductory 

Narration" is greatly expanded, and is followed by two sections 

entitled "The Pleasures of Opium" and "The Pains of Opium". These 

parts, as I have suggested before, provide a structural analogue 

to the many specific instances of De Quincey's juxtaposition of 

these two central life experiences. In 1856 he sought to emphasize 

this opposition more strongly by removing a sub-section title, 

"Introduction to the Pains of Opium". The material in this subsec

tion relates to his idyllic period at Dove Cottage, and indeed De 

Quincey calls it "an analysis of happiness" (III, 406). He rightly 

decided that this delightful picture of himself sitting in the 

cottage, with winter storms growing outside, and with a tea~ray 

and a decanter of laudanum at his side, was better associated with 

"The Pleasures of Opium". He therefore removed the sub-section ti

tle and brought this tableau of happiness into a complementary 

relationship with the other enjoyable aspects of opium-taking which 

he had already described. The centrepiece of "The Pleasures of 

Opium" is in fact a waking vision which De Quincey experienced 

when he was looking down one night over the city of Liverpool. 

This beautifully written passage, so typical of De Quincey's mo~ 

ments of sublime revelation, is worth quoting at some length: 

The town of Liverpool represented the earth, with its sor
rows and its graves left behind, yet not out of sight, nor 
wholly forgotten. The ocean, in everlasting but gentle 
agitation, yet brooded over by dove-like calm, might not 
unfitly typify the mind and the mood which then swayed it. 
For it seemed to me as if then first I stood at a distance, 
and aloof from the uproar of life; as if the tumult, the 
fever, and the strife, were suspended; a respite were 
granted from the secret burthens of the heart; some sabbath 
of repose; some resting from human labours. Here were the 
hopes which blossom in the paths of life, reconciled with 
the peace which is in the grave; motions of the intellect 
as unwearied as the heavens, yet for all anxieties a hal
cyon calm: a tranquillity that seemed no product of iner
tia, but as if resulting from mighty and equal antagonisms; 
infinite activities, infinite repose (III, 395). 

The motionless peace described here is typical of the power of 

opium to suspend the normal apprehension of time and space. The 
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moment of sublime synthesis stands as a representation of the be

neficial capacities of opium at the same time as a symbol of trans

cendental experience. Soon to follow are the depths of pain and 

suffering which are provoked by opium, but which are also the es

sential experience of life. De Quincey concludes the passage with 

an impassioned apostrophe, "Oh! just, subtle, and mighty opium! 

that to the hearts of poor and rich alike ••• bringest assuaging 

balm" (III, 395), which stands like an aria from one of the operas 

he has been describing a few pages earlier (III, 389). The synthes

is in this passage is all the more important since the sublime mo

ment of eternity and resolution of strife is not elsewhere repre

sented as a possibility in the Confessions. The guilt and sufferings 

described in the book, which would have found some greater resolu

tion if the "Suspiria" dreams had been attached as planned, remain 

as its most powerful impression. 

The vision of Liverpool and the less symbolic scene in 

Dove Cottage thus combine together as the calm before the storm 

of "The Pains of Opium". As with each section so far, De Quincey 

continues his account of the medical or physical aspects of opium

consumption, which constitutes the literal or knowledge level of 

his opium story. But,in the revised edition, De Quincey once again 

stresses 'the importance of the dreams to the work as a whole, re

peating much of what he had already said on this subject in his 

"Introduction" to the Suspiria. 36Having accounted for what he calls 

his "intellectual torpor" (III, 433) under the effects of opium, 

De Quincey finally proceeds to a description of the dreams which 

have by now been exalted as the principal theme of the work. Here, 

again, there is much material similar to parts of the Suspiria, 

which reveals how themes introduced in the main part of the Con

fessions would have been continued and explored in the lengthy 

dream section which was to follow.De Quincey accounts for his 

heightened sensibility under the influence of opium, how day time 

imaginings "were drawn out by the fierce chemistry of my dreams" 

(III, 434), how the "sense of space, and in the end, the sense of 

time, were both powerfully affected," and how a sense of total re

call, or the "palimpsest" brought back incidents from the distant 

past. All these elements, together with the sense of descending 

http:follow.De
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each night "into chasms and sunless abysses", are all present in 

the dream-visions which follow, and are also essential elements 

of the Suspiria. As I have shown, The English Mail Coach exempli

fies all these dream~ualities, and De Quincey had intended that ·

work to be only one part of his total analysis of these strange 

psychological phenomena. 

The final part of the Confessions, consists of five dream

examples, mainly intended to reveal the quality of the horrific 

experience that De Quincey underwent during sleep. Most notable 

here is the account of the Piranesi effect and the architectural 

infinity (III, 438-40), which actually figures more prominently 

in the Mail-Coach than in the Confessions. Following this passage, 

De Quincey describes the infinity and horror of his associations 

with Asia, all of which evolves from a chance meeting with a Malay, 

which has been circumstantially accounted for in "The Pleasures 

of Opium": 

the main agents were ugly birds, or snakes, or crocodiles; 
especially the last. The cursed crocodile became to me the 
object of more horror than all the rest. I was compelled 
to live with him; and (as was always the case almost in 
my dreams) for centuries. I escaped sometimes, and found 
myself in Chinese houses. All the feet of the tables, so
fas, &c. soon became instinct with life: the abominable 
head of the crocodile, and his leering eyes, looked out 
at me, multiplied into tenhhousand repetitions: and I 
stood loathing and fascinated (III, 442).37 

The growth of the dream-horror attached to these images is merely 

stated at this point, and is not clearly exemplified by the two 

actual dreams which shortly follow. In fact The English Mail-Coach 

once again provides a useful context for a full comprehension of 

De Quincey's meanings, particularly in the matter of the crocodile, 

since the element of nightmare is more fully developed in that 

piece. However, the account of the Asian horrors is by no means 

an informational account, since it is clear, even from the brief 

passage quoted above, that the description is invested with a 

dramatic vitality. 

The last two dream episodes are more integrated in that 

they each describe one specific dream and contain one climactic 

vision or revelation. As such, they are a fitting and effective 

conclusion to the Confessions as a whole, though, unlike the 
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apocalyptic vision at the end of the Mail-Coach, De Quincey's 

Christian optimism, with a final transcendence of the pai~leasure 

dialectic of the work, does not assert itself. Such transcendence 

occurs in the Suspiria, which makes it even more obvious that the 

Confessions is not in itself a complete work. The first dream, how

ever, is admittedly ambiguous. In it, the search for Ann of Oxford 

Street is apparently concluded. The time is Easter, therefore clear

ly associated with resurrection, and the scene is near the Grasmere 

cottage. The image of death which rises before De Quincey is that 

of Kate Wordsworth, and it is inevitably associated with the summer 

season. The Lake District Easter Morning is juxtaposed with an 

oriental one, which is some abstract from De Quincey's early read

ing of illustrated biblical episodes,39and in this latter scene 

appears Ann of Oxford Street. The vision is .!!.21 that of the unful

filled chase, and indeed, an optimistic tone prevails to a certain 

extent. Ann's tears, fixed in De Quincey's memory of the London 

days, have vanished, and though clouds roll between the two of 

them, the dream is concluded thus: 

and, in the twinkling of an eye, I was far away from moun
tains, and by lamp-light in Oxford Street, walking again 
with Ann--just as we walked seventeen years before, when 
we were both children (III,445). 

And yet, in the context, this vision cannot be seen as triumphant. 

Though De Quincey says to Ann in his dream "So I have found you 

at last'", she "answered me not a word," a fact which is certainly 

ominous. It must be remembered, too, that this dream concludes 

"The Pains of Opium" and is a partial representation of the depths 

to which De Quincey fell during the worst period of his opium 

usage. The apparent optimism of this dream, the allusions to re

surrection, and the return to the original relationship with Ann, 

is more difficult to understand in the 1821 version of the text. 

However, with the more clearly emphasized pattern of the Fall with 

its echoing guilt in the 1856 text, De Quincey's vision of himself 

walking with Ann in their childhood is less ambiguous. This is in

deed not the childhood of total innocence which is described in 

the Mail-Coach and other "Suspiria", but a period which actually 

succeeded De Quincey's loss of Grace.The dream is thus a mere il

lusion which will be shattered on waking, and thereby emphasizes 



even further the separation between himself and Ann (or his own 

innocent childhood for which she stands). There is not in fact the 

exultant tone of apocalypse and final redemption with which the 

Mail-Coach concludes. 

The second and final dream again suggests the Joy of an 

apocalyptic vision, an intuition of eternal life, and it clearly 

prefigures the imagery of the final part of the Mail-Coach. A so

lemn music sets the scene for what appears to be a revelation of 

Christian salvation: 

The morning was come of a mighty day--a day of crisis and 
of final hope for human nature, then suffering some myste~ 
rious eclipse, and labouring in some dread extremity. Some
where, I knew not where--somehow, I knew not how--by some 
beings, I knew not whom--a battle, a strife, an agony, was 
conducting,--was eyolving like a great drama, or piece of 
music; (III, 446).~0 

But, as in so many of his imaginative labyrinths, De Quincey is 

lost, and his "sympathy was the more insupportable from deepening 

confusion as to its ;-the battle's 7 local scene, its cause, its 

nature, and its unde~ipherable iss~e" (III, 446). 41 He then feels 

that the successful result of the moment depends in some way upon 

himself (the moral test he makes central to the Mail-Coach and the 

revised Confessions), yet he had not the power, "for the weight 

of twenty Atlantics was upon me, or the oppression of inexpiable 

guilt" (III, 446). The conclusion of the dream leaves no doubt 

that De Quincey's own sense of guilt and opium debilitation de

feats the optimistically Christian vision of resurrection for 

which he is desperately hoping. Ann is lost once again: 

and at last, with the sense that all was lost, female forms, 
and the features that were worth all the world to me, and 
but a moment allowed--and clasped hands, and heart-break
ing partings, and then--everlasting farewells! and with a 
sigh, such as the caves of hell sighed when the incestuous 
mother uttered the abhorred name of Death, the sound was 
reverberated--everlasting farewells! and again, and yet 
again reverberated--everlasting farewells! 

And I awoke in struggles, and cried aloud--"! will 
sleep no morel" (III, 446-7). 

It remains for the Suspiria to develop and resolve the dialectic 

De Quincey has created with the pleasures and pains of opium, and 

it is in recognition of this necessity that he attached "The 

Daughter of Lebanon~ to the 1856 edition of the Confessions. 
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From this account of the most important symbols and dreams in 

De Quincey's most famous work it should be clear that the Confes

sions is seen to both introduce patterns which will become central 

to his later work, and also, in the case of the additions, to de

rive part of its structure from those later works. Comparisons with 

The English Mail-Coach and the other "Suspiria" (which I shall con-tinue in the next chapter) serve to clarify the real unity which 

runs through De Quincey.~s imaginative writing. The unity derives 

principally from a carefully established pattern of symbolism and 

mythology, the revelations of which provide the impassioned or 

sublime climaxes which rise out of the plain autobiography. Such 

a unity of tone and colouring is not one which critics seem most 

concerned with, is not one of narrative coherence. However, as I 

have shown here, and elsewhere in respect to his critical writings, 

De Quincey's strength does not lie in chronological narration, 

which really belongs to the literature of knowledge. The regular 

and interlinked pattern of sublime effects provides the unity of 

a literature of power. 



CHAPTER EIGHT: NOTES ON SU~WIRIA DE PROFUNDIS 

Misery is the talisman by which man communicates with the world 
outside our fleshly world. 

De Quincey 

We shy a\·IaY from the word "eter!lcJ_l", but I can describe the ex
perience only as t~e ecstasy of a non-temporal state in which 
present, past and future are one. Everything that happens in 
time had been brought together into a concrete whole. Nothing 
was distributed over time, nothing could be measured by te~po
ra1 concepts. • • There would be th~ngs which :~·ould not have be
gun, other things which would be indubitnbly present, and oth
ers again 1:1hich \v-ould already be finished and yet all this 

would be one. 

C.G. Jung 

In this chapter I wisli. to account for the ~ain ther:ies c:md pet-

terns of develo1)r.ient <s the:r are found in De Quincey's unfinished Hort:., 
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brief notes, but where it see~s Merited, I shall discuss certain pas

snges in riore detc.:dl, particularly a.s they relate to th0~cs 0.nd r:1e:hods 

already deGc::i-·ibed in previon2 ._::~-wptero. Masson hss very 1••'f:ll accounted 

for the vicissitudes of the Su2Diri0 in t~e introductory note to his 

:!'.'e~:-:rinting of the 187: Black's edition of w}1[1_t y·em3.ined of this '..lnco::i

pleted v:orl-: (XIII, 331-333), and it is c.sr-to.inly '.w~·d to :oY'r.: e:~ co:.:::ilete 

picture of what De Quincey intended the 3us~i,,..ia to be. 3i~ce I rm not 

treating the Autobio5~~nhy as a s0p~r~te work (the ''AutobiograDhicPl 

..... .. .. . 
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bis reasonably coherent picti.Ire of 
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original order is hopefully to recovP.r at least a part of the effect 
2

of that scheme. 

"Introductory Notice" 

A central theme of the Confessions, both in the original and 

revised versions, \·las that of dreaming. As I have observed, in the light 

of such a ther.1e, the actual dream-fantasy parts of the whole work are 

exceedingly brief (al though, perhaps, rno:!".'e domina__n.t in the shorter ver

sion), and not n.ec.rly so intesral as those in the Hail-Coach. Eowever, 

it was De Quincey's intention to have his SuRniria as a collection of 

dream-fantasy pieces which would stand in direct :relation to the Con

fessions. De Quincey" s "Blackwood'' edition of the Sasniria was given the 

title Susuiria De Profur:.dis: Reinr; .::i. sec:uel to the Confessions of 8-!1 

English Onium Eate.1:", and the ir:ibalance of the dream sections in this 

earlier work would be redressed by such a pairing. It is not surpri

sing, therefore, that dreaming is the subjec~ of the initial essay of 

the Suspiria, Pnd in this section n~ Quincey describes the power of 

dreaming, as a faculty cre8tive of sublime effects, to be fnlling into 

decay. Although De Quincey has elsewhere applauded the modern period 

in history for its ca~.>c-,ci ty for infi~1i t:,r r::nd Bublird ty, ~is ,-:,rgument 

as fRr as his contem~orary generation is concerned is thet its capa
.. . . . ., .., . . . ,.. , 3

city !'or in fun ty, pm·ier <'~a sub_;_ir1J.ty u1 general is g::ea:ly eroa.::d. 

A.s he stater; in t~e "Introd:..i.ctory r;oi~ice", the po 1·:er of drca~ing ho.s 

dir:1inis!J.ed i:-1 pror.·or:: ion to t:hc· "coloss.:il :p;c,_ce of ric1.·~·::v:c n (XIII, 33!+) 

http:dir:1inis!J.ed
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haps for this reason that he feels it as p,?.rticulnrly vRluable to emp

loy the form of dre8m-fantasy as his creativc r.iethod. He writes: 

How much this fierce condition of eternal hurry upon an arena 
too exclusively human in its interests is likely to defeat the 
grandeur which is latent in all men, may be seen in the ordi
nary effect from living too constantly in varied company 
(XIII, 335). 

Thus De Quincey's mm literci.ture of pm..1er, his sublime mof."lents ex:;ires

sed in impassioned prose, can be seen in one respect as an attempt to 

expand his reader's emotional c2pacity, 2nd perhaps regain for them the 

''grandeur that is latent in &11 f."len 11 His advice specifically !"elating• 

to the developoent of the faculty of dreaming (though relevant to sub

lime capacity in general) is to cultivate "meditative habits'' (rhilo

sophy and religion) in solitude. "liow much solitude, so much pO':.rer,n 

he writes, fo:- too much involver.ient Fith "socinl instincts" precludP-s 

the "power of dreaning" (XIII, 33.5). De quinccy goes on in the "Intro

ductory riotice" to reinforce t:ie c~_airns he has made for the Con::'i:>ssions 

as a vehicle for displaying the d!'i?E,ming faculty 2.t wor-k, ar1d tb.e~·eby 

stresses a p:irpose which has not been Entirely fulfilled in t112t \.rork. 

The three dreec.-fantasies \·.1hic'.1 conclude the Confessions, th<?refore, 

oions. ~Im··ever, the orgar;.ic 

to :he: fir:al 
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man's existence, the sensu~l and the spiritual, or the finite and the 

11 sh011, the dreams and visions of the .3usniria,s h 

thougl. i-:- ... __ O'i r.g- from the dark world of suffering, present a finnl as

'--.fi::::ite. A I sia 

sertion of ChrisL~:'-:: '-··.:.··-=~--;st.:. 

De Quinr,cjr' s first "powerfu.l - in the Susniria exe~pli-

fies wl1nt will become a central technique in both the H!'.<1 l~-C~ and 

the revised Confessions, that of constructing a sublime moment out of a 

transitional event. The revelation of the irrevocability of cert0in 

decisions ?nd actions, ~hich is essentially a realization of mortality, 

is the centra_l thread of rr.any of De Quincey's sublime climaxes. Just 

as he is conscious of a door shutting behind him at the time of his 

sister's death (I, 43), so, when there was no return possible from his 

opium addiction, he experiences a similar condition of exclusion. He 

v:rites in the ''Introductory Notice" that: 

I had not reversed ~y motions ;'9to withdraw from opiun 7for 
many weeks before I became pro1oundly aware that this ~as in
possible. Or, i~ the imagery of my d~eams, hhic~ trnnsl2ted 
everything in to t!'leiY- mm language, I SD':-', thr0"1t;h vast ['Ve
nues of gloom, those towerine gates of ingress ~hich hit~erto 
had el 1:'2ys se0rred to stand open no 1:.

1 at 10.st bL":rr~d cg.-::inst r:.y 
retre2t, 2nd hung with funernl crape (XIII, 337). 

in the "Int::--'od~:cto~"Y Notice" by th8 e;ot:iic story of t:1P. h·_oy .:..bbess 1:::'1c 

fri1s to c-vert the PXecution of one of her nur:s. :1h<? ""too :_c_ °'.J; 11 tl:.e::-::o? 

':°'::-:-: '·-it~F:~:~,-::.'":5 c,cro.:::c; t:w iJvi.~'crcce lS '::ithout e:.frct-_;t:cl 
, , .1 ~ ~ .~· d i c 1

: i ·Y; ; ~: , l_ c: c :·riv i c : i 0 n l .S aGcl c-~ r._:. c1 ; t '.-:. .._.... ~ ~ j d,~('~ ~ i ::: c.e ,_i

VF!'C">d; not~1i::.\c ;"e::-;.:~i!'lc b·1:. to ~.er: ex;:>c~;t io!i. do:~e ·':·:III, 

t'.10:-:;i:; ·"'".·~~;J.. c:--t~:c closc=-d c-;:c: '.-1 1 :~c "'i-t'.1 d:rh~•-:::~ir..~· oi' ... ,oe, ;-s fo~· 

::1 dt.~~t~l rJ ~c:.--Q:r I-"~Et, ~,.. ~01·: 1? not !10r st;.;'~~=·6, r:O~.. 5r~.~~···!:. ....~r~. C~:.,-·
7 

I'~·o:~o·_;nri cis:1 ..-sc,-:>!:.dsd f!~or:; r.ty :i.c:.:,rt, :-cd I' Jf' .'.:ilr?::t. ~~o!":"' o:-_~..-~ 
(XlI:, ~~..?;. 
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abbess, the original introduction to the Suspiria then goes on to jus

tify the autobiogrLlphicnl recollection of the death of De Quincey's 

sister v~ich is to follow iF.:r:1ediately. In this passage, which De Quin

cey did not reproduce in his Collective Edition, he coes on to .s:peak 

of the "deci1, r.iysterious identity beb!8en !1ir.ise1f, :i.2 adult and PS in-

fa..'1t," es 2 personal justification for his recollection. Clc<~rly this 

is one of the sublir:1e m:r.steries for D,:-: Quincey, the ]arndox he!"'e rep

resented as t~e ~a~ beinG th~ s~me and yet different from himself as a 

child. Thie. rriys ti:?ry is indeed close to the for:1ili2r ;or:tci_nt ic :-:,ythology 

of childhood, a mythology which has alTeady been active in ~he Encli2:-i 

M.:::il-Coc,c:1. 

The event of his si!t3r' s death, which De Quincey is o.bout to 

describ0 in some detail, is then further justified on several interes

ting grour;.ds. In vLv: of the "Suspiria'' (sighs) thcmc:elves, and in vieL 

of De Quincey's preoccu~ation with death and the finite, this event is 

of f~nda~ental signi~icance: 

th9 terrific s~ie~ w~ich I pa2sed through, drove a shaft for 
me into the worlds of death nnd dar~nPss ~~ich never ngain clo
2ed, 0r:d thro'Jf:h \hich it riig}1t be s.:o.id t!wt I csc:endedr-;0ncJ de
scended e:<t ;,:ill, according to the tempc::r- of r::t s~ir-i ts. 

''~Wre t~t? +,,":o e,reas of joy. c:0 :cc1 suffi:>~ing are r:l<.,r;-,~:s connt;cted. T~1e 

acco:mt of t~H0 du~tb it.::e~ f ic::, of co:J~se, O'J_t o~ >:..:y '·i.it".1 the cexF:rC""l 

~~~:"L ;·2c:o2'·G., :--<:c, t::•':l'c.."or::?, is :·0l:-•_!:,od to it ~l 12: .s:: ir. :poin: of' f.:-id
/' 

i.r:g". '~ i1~;_i:0: i:? "' cl0~_:c s~:::~tr::·::er:t .···~J0'..1.~ ~:--~c~ l:i~c of -J!'lit~.r ;::-.o o_:"LEn r;r:
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and rely on pure "feelings~~ It becomes r.iore obvious that the real con

nection between De Quincey's impassioned passages is purely that of 

feeling, and usually sublime feeling. 7 The mood of the childhood inci

dent he is about to recount is entirely consonant with the subsequent 

"Suspiria", .:lnd therefore its inclusion results in no aesthetic confu

sion. 

Finally, De ~lincey, in this excellent passage of literary cri

ticisn, (which, es I have noted, ·,-_·as not reprinted by t1:1.e author him

self, nor by Masson) justifies the lenr,th of his account of the inci

dent of childhood. Surely, Hrites De Quincey, it will be objected that 

a mere r.iention of the outline of the circi.J.rr;stances ·,'fill be sufficient 

to explain the ele~ents of the succeeding dreans. But, he continues: 

it is not for the ~ere f~cts that the case is reported, but 
because these facts ~ave through a ~ilderness of nRtural 
thoughts or feeli~gs; some in the child ~ho suffers; sage in 
the m0n \·:ho repor~.s; blit all so fnr interesting ns they rel2.

, ' . 0te to SO.Le:-:;n oo Jcc:s. '-' 

Thus he returns to the justificdion of ['.is subjcc~ on t~1e gro~md of 

its feeling, 2nd in this c~2e, as he i~dicate~, its subline 22socia

tio:1s. i:.n e~)L;ocl.o of so ::mch e;:--·otion :md r:ie:-.ning, coupled \·lith the uys

o~ t~~:~ s~·~:--,_f1:, 1Jf c- ~--~--,.-.r~; 's ste~~ ~:u;.g ro~)lJd D~Lc.i. ~:J.~!::o-sJ.r~ ted ·i t-{~t.... 

E'O~~e ,;~-G~'~· ~:t ~....'r~:?~,:--:_:;:~:-i:_~~:_]_ ]~iJ; :--~~·. r~;-i~?· r:~c:!-· 1-: ~1r;6ie-r-.J_ ~~J1:~·:0c~ o:: ~!1e 

or"i·::.~ cin::<•'!'s to tt.1.:: .:L·,;.· '-Ii~.;1·-1'-.~ ~'ol?, ··:hic'.1 0~:oocc_: ;'JJ t~h' 
ri~cc of :~ ~->~ .f'lc:>.~(·~~i~~~c ~~: .:~.!:-'~c... • 
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to what would otherwise be trivial incident. 

The above remarks, which are al.l preparatory to the e.ccount of 

the death of his sister, show De ~1inccy to be very much involved with 

the literary t~eory and structu~e of his work as he begins his 12ter 

period of erea tivi ty in 11S45. :fo nOi.·J see::is clearer nbout his :DUrpo.ses, 

and is intent upon establishing so~e ~:i~d of unity throu5ho~L his cre0

tive writine. It is typical of his ~et~od that such possages of theo

ry and literc·ry re fleet ion should intrude llpon the developr.:ent of his 

main ther:ie, sir~.ce, _:ust e..s v'ith his life itself, De Quincey alwr-._ys 

sought to justify end explain. 1bd certainly, his acco:mt of \"'hf'.t the 

idea of unity t:"le.:rnt to hi:n, b~ing c;_ unity of tone 2~d feeli!1g rat~1er 

the.n of fact a.nd c:-ironology, sheds consider~::_ble light U?On De Quincey' r:: 

theory of the literature of power. 

Pa.rt I: "T.'1e Affliction of Childhooc" 
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a profound sense of pathos with the re-appearance,very 
early in the spring, of some crocuses. This I mention as 
inexplicable; for such annual resurrection of plants and 
flowers affect us only as memorials, or suggestions of 
some higher change, and therefore in connection with the 
idea of death (I, 32-3). 

This is indeed De Quincey's first intimation, along with the inci

dent of the nurse who ill-treated his sister Jane a few days befo

re her death, of the paradox of mortality. His childhood Eden is 

about to be lost, the first and most important stage of a fall from 

Grace which is to be continued, as a theme, in the revised Confes

sions. The sentence "But for myself, that incident had a lasting 

revolutionary power in colouring my estimate of life" (I, 35) was 

added in the Autobiography version, but in its original context, 

the episode of the death requires no such explanation. Not retain

ed in the Autobiography version, however, is a description of an

other example of a person being mistreated just before their death, 

and De Quincey is concerned with how much the guilty person is aff

licted with remorse over behaving unkindly to someone who dies 

shortly after. He observes that the servant involved in the mis

treatment of his sister did not seem to suffer any regret, and sin

ce he, particularly, would have been quite unable to forget such 

a moving incident, he includes an example of his kind of response. 

Clearly, as a part of the original Suspiria, this example of the 

woman who can never forget her self-reproach, who can never escape 

from the echoes of the past, relates closely both in mood and the

me to The English Mail-Coach and the Suspiria itself. 

That the loss of Paradise was an idea uppermost in his mind 

at the time of writing "The Affliction of Childhood" is most appa

rent from a passage which is only present in the "Blackwood'S'text. 

Describing the quality of his attachment to his sister Jane, whose 

death he is about to describe, De Quincey enhances the sublimity 

of his reflections by making extended reference to Paradise Lost. 

Though on the point of experiencing the loss of innocence inevi

tably precipitated by a profound experience of death, De Quincey 

here, as elsewhere, celebrates the duality of earthly existence. 

Rather than never to have had the emotional attachment to his sis

ter, he is willing to accept the pain of her death--"In the Para

dise Lost, this strong instinct of man--to prefer the heavenly, 
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mixed and polluted with the earthly, to a level of experience offer
11ing neither one nor the other-- is divinely commemorated." De 

Quincey goes on to cite the example of Adam's choice to sacrifice 

himself rather than to abandon his love for Eve. 12 Admittedly, De 

Quincey's conscious fall from Paradise does not begin to occur un

til the school-leaving episode in the Confessions (which,it must 

be remembered,is a dimension added to that work in 1856), but it 

is clear that in 1845 he is concerned with stressing the mythologi

cal,and thereby ultimately the symbolical, nature of the experien

ce he is about to describe. 

De Quincey now accounts for the relationship of summer and 

death, a characteristic fusion of opposites which was to be of last

ing importance to him throughout his life ( I, 38-40). He .describes 

the Biblical stories he read in childho.od-- "Christ as man and yet 

not man, real above all things, and yet shadowy above all things," 

"the divine revelations of power and mysterious beauty which awed 

us"--and he explains how these images rooted themselves in his mind. 

Here, in fact, De Quincey provides a working example of the way in 

which sublime feelings were capable of permanently altering his mo

de of perception. Because of the depth of his reaction to the Bib

lical stories, the process of Christ's death at Easter in Jerusalem 

is forever linked in De Quincey's mind with the "cloudless sun

lights of Syria". This passage thus provides a gloss upon many such 

juxtapositions throughout his work, and, in particular, extends 

the meaning of the dream of Easter at the conclusion of the Con

fessions. 

De Quincey turns these observations about summer and death 

to immediate dramatic use by writing, "From the gorgeous sunlight 

I turned round to the corpse" (I, 40). Thenfollows a static moment 

of revery or vision, one of De Quincey's typical instants of fro

zen time or "waking dream", when he apprehends mortality for the 

first time: 

I stood checked for a moment; awe, not fear, fell upon me; 
and, whilst I stood, a solemn wind began to blow--the sad
dest that ear ever heard. It was a wind that might have 
swept the fields of mortality for a thousand centuries. 
Many times since, upon summer days, when the sun is about 
the hottest, I have remarked the same wind arising and 
uttering the same hollow, solemn, Memnonian, but saintly 
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swell; it is in this world the one great audible symbol 
of eternity (I,41-2). 

Images of life are thus juxtaposed with images of death, and emerg

ing from this powerful contrast is an even more powerful intuition 

of infinity. In the footnote to 11Memnoniantt, De Quincey explains 

the sublimity attached to the sculptured head of Memnon in the Bri

tish Museum, which is one of infinity and mystery. This, like the 

remarks upon the nebula in Orion, is one of the few explicit state

ments De Quincey makes about the nature of sublimity. He writes of 

"that sublime head which wears upon its lips a smile co-extensive 

with all time and space, an Aeonian smile of gracious love and Pan

like mystery••• "(!, 41n.), and although the horror attached to the 

Orion nebula is not immediately present in the head of Memnon, this 

element of the sublime experience follows shortly afterwards. De 

Quincey falls into a trance as he stands beside his sister's corp

se, and sees a corridor (which is the inversion of the shaft al

ready refered to, 13but which has much the same effect) stretching 

to the heavens: 

A vault seemed to open in the zenith of the far blue sky, 
a shaft which ran up for ever. I, in spirit, rose as if 
on billows that also ran up the shaft for ever; and the 
billows seemed to pursue the throne of God; but that also 
ran before us and fled away continually. The flight and 
pursuit seemed to go on for ever and ever. Frost gather
ing frost, some Sarsar wind of death seemed to repel me, 
some mighty relation between God and death dimly struggl
ed to evolve itself from the dreadful antagonism between 
them; shadowy meanings even yet continue to exercise and 
torment in dreams, the deciphering oracle within me (I,42). 

All the typical elements of De Quinceyan sublimity are present here, 

the awareness of infinity, 14the conflict, 15the terror of death, and, 

above all, the mystery. The vision clearly belongs to the syndrome 

revolving around the pursuit of Ann of Oxford Street, which De 

Quincey stated would be a central pattern in his dream-visions; 

and the appalling nature of infinity is close in its representa

tion to the Piranesi image in the Confessions. When considering 

this passage in direct juxtaposition with the Confessions, indeed, 

De Quincey's structure of echoes, through themes, symbols and ima

ges, is immediately more apparent. 

That this experience of infinity is not entirely destruc

tive for De Quincey; as Hillis Miller suggests, 16is shown in a 
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passage not retained in the Autobiography version: 


Oh flight of the solitary child to the solitary God-

flight from the ruined corpse to the throne that could 

not be ruined! --how rich wert thou in truth for after 

years.17 

And shortly afterwards he writes of the vision that it was the 

"loveliest amongst all the shows which earth has revealed to me" 

(I, 42). The ambiguity of the experience is thus quite evident, 

and De Quincey goes on to develop the mythological significances 

of the event. The image of the echo, which was to be developed in 

the revised Confessions, is merged with De Quincey's personal iden

tification with the figure of the ~andering Jew: 

0 Ahasuerus, everlasting Jewl fable or not a fable, thou, 
when first starting on thy endless pilgrimage of woe-
thou, when first flying through the gates of Jerusalem, 
and vainly yearning to leave the pursuing curse behind 
thee --couldst not more certainly in the words of Christ 
have read thy doom of endless sorrow, than I when passing 
forever from my sister's room (I, 43). 

He adds, aptly recalling Blake's "Sick Rose",that "The worm was at 

my heart; and, I may say, the worm that could not die". It is the 

same worm which rises into De Quincey's consciousness when he next 

passes forever from a certain room, at the moment of leaving school. 

The event of his sister's death is undoubtedly the most 

significant in De Quincey's autobiography, and the Suspiria can be 

seen as forming itself around it. The philosophical implications of 

.· rffie .dea:th are closely examined by him, and the dialectic of flesh 

and spirit, which he introduced at the end of the Confessions, is 

further developed. He writes, concerning the spiritual continuity 

of man's life, that: 

Some passions, as that of sexual love, are celestial by 
one-half of their origin, animal and earthly by the other 
half. These will not survive their own appropriate stage. 
But love which is altogether holy, like that between two 
children, is privileged to revisit by gl~mpses the silen
ce and the darkness of declining years;1~ 

The "Blackwood's" edition of this episode greatly expands this theme 

in the course of the account of the funera1. 19 De Quincey explains 

that at a certain point in the liturgy --"It is sown in corruption, 

it is raised in incorruption" --he is emotionally unable to accept 

its meanings. He re~urns to the point he made earlier about Milton, 

concerning reason in conflict with feeling, and it is his feeling 
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that his sister is removed and changed which cannot be accepted, 

since his own yet distant death is the only remedy for that sepa

ration. Then, as in the Milton example, De Quincey refutes another 

literary case to express his point. In this instance, he rejects the 

view expressed by Wordsworth in the Excursion that grief can be 

conquered by contemplating the beatific condition of the deadperson. 

The death and funeral are thus accounted for in some de

tail, and the opening section of the Suspiria concludes with the 

second of De Quincey's visions to emerge from these powerful ex

periences. As usual, he finds himself at grips with a paradox, that 

of something positive emerging from a negative power such as grief, 

and the resolution of this paradox prepares the way for the final, 

sublime revelation. Grief, in fact, is seen as having a dual effect-

"Grief! thou art classed amongst the depressing passions. And true 

it is that thou humblest to the dust, but also thou exaltest to 

the clouds" (I, 44). De Quincey then remaxks upon the creative po

wer of solitude in combination with such grief, and thus prepares 

the way for the vision he is about to present. He writes, "now, 

therefore, began to open upon me those fascinations of solitude, 

which, when acting as a co-ngency with unresisted grief, end in the 

paradoxical result of making out of grief a luxury" (I, 45). Thus, 

again, it is emphasized that creative powers arise from the para

doxical, the incomprehensible and the deeply unpleasant areas of 

existence: 

At this time, and under this impulse of rapacious grief, 
that grasped at what it could not obtain, the faculty of 
shaping images in the distance out of slight elements, 
and grouping themselves after the yearning of the heart, 
grew upon me in morbid excess. (I, 46). 

This capacity provides the background for the climactic vision 

which is now to follow, a visio~ which occurs in church, and which 

is based upon De Quincey's observation of a window in the building. 

The contrasts inherent in this window become symbolic of the mean

ings of his grief: 

The sides of the windows were rich with storied glass; 
through the deep purples and crimsons streamed the golden 
light; emblazonries of heavenly illumination (from the sun) 
mingling with the earthly emblazonries (from art and its 
gorgeous colouring) of what is grandest in man, There were 
the apostles •••• there were the martyrs •••• And all the time, 
whilst this tumult of sublime memorials held on as some 
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deep chords from some accompaniment in the bass, I saw 
through the wide central field of the window, where the 
glass was E.!!,Coloured, white, fleecy clouds •••• (I, 47). 

The clouds transform themselves into the beds of sick children, 

"mementoes of prostrate sorrow" (I, 48) which occasionally De Quin

cey feels himself rising up to meet, and somehow triumphing over, 

as the resounding music of the church organ exalts him. This is 

certainly one of De Quincey's most effective images, one of his 

most successful sublime climaxes. It is beautifully wrought, and 

highly complex, beginning with the dual nature of the glass itself, 

which expresses the spiritual and mundane simultaneously. The glass 

thus becomes symbolic of De Quincey's new consciousness of the split 

nature of human existence and of his own being, part of which, as 

he has already indicated, cannot accept the separation occasioned 

by death. The pattern of contrasts is expanded as De Quincey gazes 

through a section of the uncoloured glass, achieving a new pers~ee

tive, and a direct revelation of the heavenly sphere. A sense of 

such immediate apprehension of noumenal reality is familiar from 

The English Mail-Coach and will occur again later in the Suspiria, 

notably in "The Daughter of Lebanon", but the essential meaning of 

this revelation involves a transcendence of the mortality so recent

ly experienced. With this kind of vision, therefore, De Quincey 

redresses the imbalance created by the "Pains of Opium" conclusion 

to the Confessions, where mortality and the realm of the finite 

had created a barrier against experience of noumenal truth. 

Part I Cont. 

In April of 1845 De Quincey continued the Suspiria with 

only the above heading attached. In this section he adds to the 

account of his sister's death, stressing once again the fact that 

his memory of her is both fleshly and spiritual. He describes the 

funeral service, quoting passages from the liturgy at some length, 

since a sublime effect can be produced by the timely introduction 

of biblical language into the text. The power of certain biblical 

passages over De Quincey's imagination, if this were not already 

evident from a general analysis of his writing, is explicitly 
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stated a little later in this same section, when he describes "the 

great chapter of St. Paul on the grave and the resurrection•••which 

I had read again and again with so passionate a sense of its gran

deur." He shortly afterwards calls this biblical episode "a compo

sition with which my heart was filled0 • 
20 His commentary upon three 

specific examples from the funeral service, however, reveals again 

the dual nature of De Quincey's experience at this time. The first 

passage which he notices ("we therefore commit her body to the 

ground••• ") contains reference to resurrection and eternal life, 

and De Quincey remarks upon the "sublime effect" which occurs when 
21 a "rapturous interpolation from the Apocalypse" immediately follows. 

The contrast contained in this section of the service is that ex

pressed by the image of lowering a body to the earth (the finite) 

while simultaneously elevating its spirit towards heaven (infinity). 

The appeal of this simple expression of the transcendence of death 

and the resolution of paradox is such that De Quincey will use the 

concept once again in a later section of the Suspiria entitled "Le

vana and Our Ladies of Sorrow". The third passage from the service 

("who also taught us by his holy apostle St. Paul not to be sorry, 

as men without hope") seems remarkable to De Quincey because it 

appears to admit the necessity of sorrow, while stressiµgthelife 

beyond this sorrow. 22 Resurrection seems adequately merged with hu

man frailty, which is, of course, the truly sublime duality of 

Chrititianity as far as De Quincey is concerned. The second passage, 

however, ( 11 we give thee hearty thanks that it hath pleased thee to 

deliver this our sister out of the miseries of this sinful world") 

gives De Quincey no comfort, since it only emphasizes a paradox 

he is quite unable to understand at this stage. To him, the world 

is no longer a paradise since the removal of his sister, and thus 

her present position in another paradise makes no sense at all. 

From this point onwards, however, the dichotomy between heaven and 

earth is fully apparent to the young De Quincey, and the problems 

of the dissociation of the two levels of existence becomes central 

to ~he Suspiria. The concluding dream of this present section rep

resents a fusion which is lacking here, a fusion and synthesis 

which is the goal of De Quincey's spiritual life and the climax of 

his creative work. The two modes of grief become united and the 
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problems of the liturgy dissolve: 

Once more I, that wallowed, became he that rose up to the 
clouds. And now in Oxford, all was bound up into unity; 
the first state and the last were melted into each other 
as in some sunny glorifying haze. For high above my own 
station, hovered a gleaming host of heavenly beings, sur
rounding the pillows of dying children. And such beings 
sympathize equally with sorrow that grovels and with sor
row that soars. Such beings pity alike the children that 
are languishing in death, and the children that live only 

to languish in tears (I, 50). 


Other.material in this section should be briefly noted, 


particularly since it is not reprinted in De Quincey's Collective 

Works, and not, therefore, by Masson. De Quincey deals at length 

with the dangers of solitude in grief, implying its suicidal pos

sibility, and he then goes on to account for the death of his cat, 

and his attitude to the death of spiders. 23 These passages help to 

fill in the entire picture of De Quincey's childhood response to 

death in general, and once again reflect his tendenct to build up 

auto@iographical material around his central impassioned climaxes. 

Also contained in this section are further remarks on the innocen
24 ce of childhood, to which I have already refered, and his descrip

tion of an early fear of the endless number of volumes he imagines 

he has ordered in error from a book-seller. 25 Then, having paused 

to describe the general development and pattern of the Suspiria 
26to date, he goes on to present the vision I have quoted above. 

Part I Concluded. "The Palimpsest" 

This piece consists of a lengthy definition and descrip

tion of the palimpsest manuscript, containing two or more layers 

of writing which can be successively revealed to show, as it were, 

the whole of its history. The palimpsest the becomes an analogue 

for the human mind, illustrating the statement that De Quincey had 

earlier made-- "rarely do things perish from my memory that are 

worth remembering": 27 

What else than a natural and mighty palimpsest is the hu
man brain? Such a palimpsest is my brain; such a palimp
sest, oh reader! is yours. Everlasting layers of ideas, 
images, feelings, have fallen upon your brain softly as 
light. Each succession has seemed to bury all that went 
before, And yet, in reality, not one has been extinguished 
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(XIII, 346). 28 

Clearly, as a symbol for the effects which are seen. at work in 

both the Mail-Coach and the revised Confessions, the palimpsest is 

of great importance to De Quincey. He tells the story of the little 

girl who, before almost drowning, experiences total recall of her 

past life, 29and this example is obviously directly relevant to the 

method of his own creative writing. 30 The palimpsest is in fact 

another form of the echo image of the revised Confessions, and the 

present section of the Suspiria shows that De Quincey was beginning 

to put greater emphasis on this idea as early as 1845. 
De Quincey observes that in the analogy of the manuscript 

succeeding layers may provide "grotesque collisions of those success

ive themes, having no natural connexion, which by pure accident 

have consecutively occupied the roll ••• :cxrrr, 347). There is no 

such incongruity, he observes, in the structure of a man's life, 

for there is an internal cohesion which provides its true harmony: 

but the organizing principles which fuse into harmony, and 
gather about fixed predetermined centres, whatever hete
rogeneous elements life may have accumulated from with
out, will not permit the grandeur of human unity greatly 
to be violated, or its ultimate repose to be troubled, in 
the retrospect from dying moments, or from other great 
convulsions (XIII, 347). 

The 11,great convulsions" which might produce the ordered retrospect 

of life are, in fact, those moments of crisis and sublime experien

ce which I have noted in the previous two chapters. The revealed 

pattern of man's life, as it comes to him through his opium dreams, 

becomes the pattern of De Quincey's most creative work. He states 

the matter in the following way, reaching an impassioned conclusion 

to this essentially factual section: 

The romance has perished that the young man adored; the 
legend has gone that deluded the boy; but the deep, deep 
tragedies of infancy, as when the child's hands were un
linked for ever from his mother's neck, or his lips for 
ever from his sister's kisses, these remain lurking below 
all~ and these lurk to the last (XIII, 349). 
As the intensity of emotion increases towards the end of 

the account of the palimpsest (for, after all, such a sublime con

ception could not possibly be contained within the bounds of ordi

nary prose, as far ~s De Quincey is concerned), the power of the 
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subject is expressed in images of darkness giving way to the light 

of revelation. He is writing here of the total recall of past life 

experienced by the small girl: 

A pall, deep as oblivion~ had been thrown by life over 
every trace of these experiences; and yet suddenly, at 
a silent command, at the signal of a blazing rocket sent 
up from the brain, the pall draws up, and the whole depths 
of the theatre are exposed (XIII, 348). 

The light dawning, and the subject of the palimpsest as a whole, 

becomes an important part of De Quincey's Christian mythology, part 

of the total Christian revelation, an account of which is the final 

purpose of his work. "Such a light", he writes, "fell upon the whole 

path of her (9the nearly-drowned girl's_7 life backwards into the 

shades of infancy, as the light, perhaps, which wrapt the destined 

Apostle on his road to Damascus" (XIII, 348). De Quincey had like

wise written elsewhere of the Christian idea of God as an "explosion 

of light" (VIII, 230J. As The English Mail-Coach showed, De Quincey 

espoused the mythology that revelation could be achieved by a return 

to the "shades of infancy", or to a period of life when there was 

no sense of the finite, and therefore of passing time. Such an idea 

of simultaneity of apprehension is familiar from the Confessions, 

and similarly he writes of the girl that "hers !the light_7 pour

ed celestial vision upon the brain, so that her consciousness be

came omnipresent at one moment to every feature in the infinite 

review''(XIII, 348). The religious imagery of the passage continues 

with reference to the "dread line of revelation" and the awe at

tached to the resurrection process itself-- "the possibility of 

resurrection for what had so long slept in the dust" (XIII, 348). 
The recalling of the past, or the device of the echo which reap

pears so often in De Quincey's writing, is thus seen as symbolic 

of that greater, final recalling on the Day of Judgement when all 

time is forever present. Of course, the resurrection of the past 

expressed by the palimpsest is imbued with the familiar dichotomy 

of pain and horror mingled with joy, and De Quincey represents 

himself as enduring suffering to attain final revelation-- "this 

mystery is liable to no doubt; for it is repeated, and ten.thousand 

times repeated, by opium, for those who: are its martyrs" (XIII, 

348). De Quincey naturally responds immediately to the obscure 
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mysteries of this Swedenborgian system, 31 and writes of the "myste

rious handwritings of grief and joy" which constitute past exper

ience. "The Palimpsest" thus represents not only the symbolic pat

tern of De Quincey's own creative method as employed in The English 

Mail-Coach and the Confessions, but is also a relatively tangible 

correlative for the process of Christian revelation. 

11Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow" 

This piece follows directly after "The Palimpsest" in the 
11Blackwood's" edition, 32and relates directly back to the Oxford 

dreams which closed the "Afflictions of Childhood" section--"Often

times at Oxford I saw Levana in my dreams" (XIII, 362). In this 

section De Quincey is not only writing symbolically, but he is de

scribing a symbol which he has drawn from Classical literature, 

and which has moved him greatly. Levana is the Roman goddess who 

elevated the child from the earth, after it had been placed on the 

gound immediately following birth. The sublimity of the act (and 

despite its pagan origins, De Quincey is forced to admit its po

wer 33 ) resides essentially in the juxtaposition of the earthly 

and the spiritual worlds, which has already been developed as the 

central theme of his account of his sister's death and funeral. 

The contrast of the downward motion of placing the child on the 

ground, and the upward motion of Levana's symbolic gesture, is the 

perfect expression of sublimity for De Quincey, and has already 

been considered in his discussion of the text of the funeral ser

vice. The single image expressing this dialectic would inevitably 

become a subject for his impassioned writing. Moreover, Levana is 

the "tutelary power that controls the education of the nursery" 

(XIII, 362), but is not concerned with the "knowledge" aspects 

of education, "not the poor machinery that moves by spelling books 

and grammars" (XIII, 363). Levana rather presides over the "power" 

elements of education, "the mighty system of central forces hidden 

in the deep bosom of human life, which by passion, by strife, by 

temptation, by the energies of resistance, work forever upon child

ren". 

Levana becomes a natural subject for the Suspiria, since 
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grief, which is its principal subject, is a profoundly moving ex

perience, and Levana is the "tutelary power" which controls this 

kind of experience. The Ladies of Sorrow themselves are described 

by De Quincey in perhaps his most explicit attempt to make concre

te th~ invisilbe world of spiritual meanings: 

Like God, whose servants they are, they utter their plea
sure not by sounds that perish, or by words that go astray, 
but by signs in heaven, by changes on earth, by pulses in 
secret rivers, heraldries painted on darkness, and hiero
glyphs written on the tablets of the brain (XIII, 365). 

As in the tableau method of the Mail-Coach, De Quincey describes 

the three ladies of grief as if in some kind of ghostly procession, 

their characters and expressions presented one by one. From his 

account of the relationship of 11Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow" 

to the overall structure of the Suspiria, it is clear that the.first 

of the ladies, Mater Lachrymosum,relates to the episode of the 

death of De Quincey's sister --"She it is that night and day raves 

and moans, calling for vanished faces ••• she it w~s that stood in 

Bethlehem on the night when Herod's sword swept its nurseries of 

Innocents ••• " (XIII, 365). The description of the second lady, Ma

ter Suspiriorum, who gives her name to the whole series of writ

ings, consists essentially of a prayer for the pariahs, or the out

casts of life --"all that are betrayed, and all that are rejected; 

outcasts by traditionary law, and children of hereditary disgrace; 

all these walk with Our Lady of Sighs" (XIII,367). It is thus a 

prayer for the Wandering Jew, to whom he has already refered in the 

Suspiria, for the many weeping women of his imaginative writing, 

for Ann of Oxford street, and, above all, for himself. The third 

figure, the Mater Tenebrarum, is symbolic of that other large area 

of De Quincey's experience, "the defier of God••• the mother of 

lunacies, and the suggestress of suicides" (XIII, 368), and is 

closely related to the Dark Interpreter, a demonic symbol of man's 

hidden psychology soon to be introduced into the Suspiria. 

"Levana" is concluded with a vision of De Quincey himself 

being placed in the hands of these goddesses, and being transfe

red from one to the other as his baptism of pain, sorrow and suf

fering is accomplished. But for all his suffering, the final lines 

of the piece once a~ain assert the Christian optimism with which 
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De Quincey interprets his fall from innocence and joy: 

"Banish the frailties of hope; wither the relenting of love: 
scorch the fountains of tears; curse him as only thou canst 
curse. So shall he be accomplished in the furnace; so shall 
he see the things that ought not to be seen, sights that 
are abominable, and secrets that are unutterable. So shall 
he read elder truths, sad truths, grand truths, fearful 
truths. So shall he rise again before he dies. And so shall 
our commission be accomplished which from God we had,-- to 
plague his heart until we had unfolded the capacities of 
his spirit" (XIII, 369). 

"The Apparition of the Bracken" 

This piece, like "The Affliction of Childhood", was incor

porated by De Quincey in his Autobiography, 34and when introducing 

it in that later context, he points out that it is a dream-ascent 

of the mountain of the Brocken, rather than a real ascent. Indeed, 

"The Apparition of the Bracken" is a fantasy episode, weaving two 

central strands together, namely the "spectre of the Brocken", which 

is a phenomenon of light and shadow, and the grief which is the prin

cipal theme of the Suspiria. The day of vision on the Brocken35is 

that of Whit Sunday, since a Christian festival often provides the 

background to De Quincey's sublime revelations. He describes how 

the shadow in the mist mimics his actions, how he picks an anemone 

and places it upon an altar, to symbolize and celebrate the transi

tion of the place from a site of pagan idolatry to one of Christian 

worship (I, 53). He then, in a futher gesture symbolic of his past 

grief at time of his sister's death, "veils his head••• after the 

example of Judea, sitting under her palm-tree to weep" (I, 54), 
and the shadow mimics this action also. The real importance of the 

mimicry of the shadow is removed from the Autobiography printing 

of this episode, for in the original version De Quincey goes on to 

explain the meanings of his image: 

You are now satisfied that the apparition is but a reflex 
of yourself; and, in uttering your secret feelings to him, 
you make this phantom the dark symbolic mirror for reflect
ing to the daylight what else must be hidden forever.36 

In this remarkable sentence, De Quincey comes close to the ideas of 

Jung, for remembering that it is a dream which is being related here, 

De Quincey is clearxy experiencing a symbolic representation of his 
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unconscious. 37 It is here, in the unconscious, that the undying 

griefs of his life persist and express their meaning. De Quincey 

only apprehends the true depth of that meaning through the dreams 

which he experiences. 

The name which De Quincey gives to this figure of the un

conscious is the Dark Interpreter, and later in the Suspiria he 

planned a section devoted entirely to this subject. 38 The really 

interesting feature of this mysterious figure is that sometimes De 

Quincey recognizes it as a representation of part of himself, of 

things he has experienced or thought, but sometimes it appears to 

have an autonomous being --"sometimes, his face alters, his words 

alter; and they do not always seem such as I have used or could 

use".39 The more conventional part (to modern thinking, at least) 

of De Quincey's account of the Dark Interpreter compares him to 

the Greek Chorus, the purpose of which was not to provide new infor

mation, but "to recall you to your own lurking thoughts--hidden 

for a moment or imperfectly developed, and to place before you, in 

immediate connexion with groups vanishing too quickly for any ef

fort of meditation on your own part, such commentaries, prophetic 

or looking back, pointing the morai or deciphering the mystery ••• u 
40 • 

The Interpreter is responsible for such manifestation, which, al

though it is dependent upon experience, is nonetheless "not conten

ted with reproduction, but which absolutely creates or transforms". 

The Dark Interpreter thus stands as a representation of unconscious 

processes, the means by which the symbolism of De Quincey's dreams 

has formed itself into something upon which he can found his art. 

Finale to Part I. "Savannah-La-Mar" 

Having returned, in11 The Apparition of the Brocken", to a 

somewhat more prosaic account of the dark areas of the human mind, 

a psychological investigation which complements his discussion of 

the palimpsest, De Quincey concludes the first part of the Suspiria 

with a brief, impassioned vision of human suffering. De Quincey 

imagines himself, together with the Dark Interpreter, 41 voyaging 

down to the sunken city of Savannah-La-Mar. In the words of the 

Dark Interpreter, w~o on this occasion is truly performing the 
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function implied by his name, De Quincey rationalizes, in his most 

impassioned style, the nature of suffering: 

"0, deep is the ploughing of the earthquake! O, deep" 
--(and hi~ voice swelled like a sanctus rising from the 
choir of a cathedral)-- "0, deep is the ploughing of grief! 
But oftentimes less would not suffice for the agriculture 
of God. Upon a night of earthquake he builds a thousand 
years of pleasant habitation for man. Upon the sorrow of 
an infant he raises oftentimes from human intellects glo
rious vintages that could not else have been••• "(XIII,361). 

Thus, once again, the vision of the Suspiria transcends the vision 

of suffering as presented in the Confessions. 

Part II. 

Part II begins with a section which was later entitled 
42"The Vision of Life 11 , and consists of an impassioned statement of 

De Quincey's familiar view of the duality of existence. "The horror 

of life mixed itself already in earliest youth with the heavenly 

sweetness of life," (XIII, 350) he begins, and proceeds to analyse 

this paradoxical mixture in words which I have already quo~ed else

where. In somewhat obscure sentences, De Quincey evokes the idea 

of the echo once again, or, at least, the sense of a predictable 

pattern of existence --"As 'in today already walks tomorrow,' so 

in the past experience of a youthful life may be seen dimly the 

future" (XIII, 350). This conception is clearly linked with the 

palimpsest of the earlier section, but now the subject of reflec

tion is the future rather that the past. The prospect of the con

flicts and the pain of life seen from the beginning would indeed 

be terrible, and the prospect of "self-dominion", or complete re

sponsibility over oneself, would be an even more terrible image. 

These sublime concepts are the subject for the present reflection, 

and De Quincey reverts to a statement of the meaning of the earlier 

writings he has accomplished: 

It is in part through the sorrow of life, growing out of 
dark events, that this basis of awe and solemn darkness 
slowly accumulates. That I have illustrated (XIII, 351). 

He concludes his impassioned rendition of this idea, which informs 

so much of his work, with a beautifully effective image of the sub

lime antagonism of joy and suffering: 

But, as life expands~ it is more through the strife which 
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besets us, strife from conflicting opinions, positions, 
passions, interests, that the funereal ground settles and 
deposits itself which sends upward the dark lustrous bril
liancy through the jewel of life, else revealing a pale 
and superficial glitter (XIII, 351). 
De Quincey wrote at the beginning of the second part of 

the Suspiria that "In this SECOND part •••• I retrace an abstract of 

my boyish and youthful days so far as they furnished or exposed the 

germs of later experiences in worlds more shadowyn, 43and he now 

goes on to tell of the strifes of his boyhood, with the view of re
44lating "the effect of these upon my subsequent visions of opium0 • 

Of course, after the Suspiria had been abandoned as a separate pro

ject by De Quincey, the strifes of his youth were fully recounted 

in his Autobiography, where they no longer bore such a direct re

lation to his creation of images, dreams and symbols. Even in 1845, 
however, it is evident that De Quincey was growing more and more 

interested in completing an account of his early life, since he 

adds to his description of conflicts with his father, with his school, 

with his guardians, a fuller picture of the large house in London 

where he starved and suffered. His relationship with the owner of 

the house is the most notable addition to the account of this event 

already given in the Confessions. 45 
The story of these sufferings then merges with what was la

ter called "Memorial Suspiria", a tableau representation of diffe

rent, widely spaced moments in time, linked by the theme of suffer

ing. The mystery which De Quincey evokes is again that of the ap

palling blindness of man concerning his future, and, using the de

vice of simultaneity, he juxtaposes incidents from three generations 

of one family. He opens with a moment of sorrow in the second gene

ration, when a young woman has just been rejected by her lover, and 

he then casts back to the evening nine years before when the young 

lady's mother died. The third generation is represented by the as 

yet innocent caperings of a child (the niece of the young woman 

who has since died). Images of suffering related through time by 

a common moment in the day-- nine o'clock in the evening--exploit 

the idea of the palimpsest, and reveal De Quincey's paradoxical 

attitude to the partial nature of human vision. It is probable 

that this episode fr.om the Suspiria determined a similar one con
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cerning the K---- family, which De Quincey was to add to his revi

sed Confessions a few years later. The representation of suffering 

in each case, however, must be understood in the light of "Savannah

La-Mar", and must be seen as sublime in its dissolution of chro

nological time. In the present episode from the Suspiria De Quincey 

is striving for an over-view of the meanings of human existence, 

an over-view which, as in the case of his own life, can only be 

achieved through a simultaneous image of its echoes and repeating 

patterns. In this piece, therefore, with its concrete examples drawn 

from one family, De Quincey successfully accomplishes an imaginati

ve development of the idea of the palimpsest. Such an expression 

of the symbol of the palimpsest provides a natural conclusion and 

synthesis to the various ideas contained in the Suspiria up to this 

point. 

"The Daughter of Lebanon" 

I shall now briefly consider the remaining pieces from the 

Suspiria which were never printed in "Blackwood's", and in some in

stances were never published by De Quincey at all. The principal 

piece of this remainder is "The Daughter of Lebanon", which as I 

have noted, was printed directly after the Confessiona in the Col

lective Edition, as a partial representation of the total Suspiria 

which should have stood in this place. "The Daughter of Lebanon" 

is entirely biblical in its setting, thereby fulfilling a tendency 

towards Christian mythology which has developed in the course of 

the Suspiria. De Quincey provides a typically sublime opening for 

this dream-vision, invoking the mysteries of time and eternity: 

Damascus, first born of cities •••• mother of generations, 
that wast before Abraham, that wast before the Pyramids! 
what sounds are those that, from a pastern gate, looking 
eastwards over secret paths that wind away to the far di
stant desert, break the solemn silence of an orientel 
night? (III, 450). 

"The Daughter of Lebanon" relates closely to both the other "Suspi

ria" and to the Confessions, and represents the merging of De Quin

cey's personal mythology with Biblical mythology, examplifying the 

furthest transformation of which his autobiographical writing is 

capable. The symbolic representation of the antagonism between 
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finite life on earth and heavenly immortality, the duality of the 

Christian consciousness, is continued here as the woman of the tit

le finds herself torn between the two. The daughter is Ann of the 

Confessions transformed, a sinner who has fallen, but through no 

deepseated wickedness. Her rejection by her father and betrayal by 

a lover (reflections of Ann's condition, and the young woman in 

the "Memorial Suspiria") "drove her whilst yet confessedly inno

cent, into criminal compliances under sudden necessities of seek

ing daily bread" (III, 453). Thus, in parabolic fashion, De Quin

cey proclaims the power of Christian redemption, as the daughter 

of Lebanon is baptised, and requests that she be returned to her 

father's house. The paradox of such a request, lying in the double 

interpretation of the word "father", is the essence of the subli

mity of the parable, for at first the daughter of Lebanon seeks 

her father on earth, and is unable to accept the terms of the Chris

tian contract. The apostle says to her, "'Lady of Lebanon, the day 

is already come, and the hour is coming in which my covenant must 

be fulfilled with thee. 46 Wilt thou, therefore, being now wiser in 

thy thoughts, suffer God thy new Father, to give by seeming to re

fuse; to give in some better sense, or in some far happier world?'" 

Like De Quincey himself during his sister's funeral, the daughter 

of Lebanon cannot separate her attraction for the earth from the 

love of her twin sister she has lost. However, in a moment of re

velation, when the "masks" (III, 455) of the earth and the sky have 

been removed for her, she sees her sister in Paradise, and will

ingly forsakes the mortal sphere to re-enter the immortal love she 

had, in "infant days" (III, 454), experienced. 

Thus, in this single parable, De Quincey fuses many strands 

from his own experience, many of the symbolic moments he has already 

celebrated elsewhere, and creates a triumphant vision of the reso

lution of the paradox and the meaning of human suffering. There is 

in fact no better example of De Quincey's poetic expression of the 

sublimity inherent in paradox, and the duality of human perception 

which creates that paradox. 
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Additional "Suspiria". 

In his edition of De Quincey's Posthumous Works, Japp in

cludes a number of pieces and fragments which would have been a 

part of the total scheme of the Suspiria. The first piece is en

titled "The Dark Interpreter", a figure which is already familiar 

from an earlier section, and De Quincey had originally decided to 

devote a separate section of his work to this subject. Once again, 

he discusses The Dark Interpreter as a symbol for the unconscious 

mind, and he cites the case of a murderer who saw a "dark figure 

on his right hand, keeping pace with himself" during the execution 

of the crime. De Quincey rejects the idea that this figure was the 

devil in tangible shape encouraging the murderer: 

The fact is, in point of awe a fiend would be a poor, tri
vial bagatelle compared to the shadowy projections, ~
bras and penumbras, which the unsearchable depths of man's 
nature is capable under adequate excitement, of throwing 
o f f •••4? 

Pain and suffering is the province of "The Dark Interpreter", and 

De Quincey reflects again upon the depths of childhood suffering 

in general, and his in particular. Again, also, De Quincey justi

fies this suffering on the grounds of its creative capacity, so 

that nothing essentially new emerges from this short piece. 

"The Solitude of Childhood", the next extract, is in fact 

a commentary upon the subject of solitude as introduced in "The 

Afflictions of Childhood". Solitude encouragejfSeathwish in a child 

who may have been parted by death from a loved one. The theme deve

lops out of the 11Dark Interpreter" section, since here, too, De 

Quincey is writing of the creative powers of grief, which, in soli

tude, can cause the mind to bring an entirely new world into exis

tence. The becalmed sailor in tropical latitudes is the example of 

such transformation given here: 

How motionless are the deeps! how vast-- how sweet are these 
shining zarrahs of water! He gazes, and slowly under the 
blazing scenery of his brain, the scenery of his eye un
settles. The waters are swallowed up; the seas have dis
appeared. Green fields appear, a silent dell, a pastoral 
cottage.48 

The following section, which has the rather cumbersome 

title of "Who is thi,s Woman that beckoneth and warneth me from the 
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Place where she is, and in whose Eyes is Woeful remembrance? I 

guess who she is", is a dream vision set in the Lake District in 

the vicinity of Dove Cottage. The subject is once again the dicho

tomy between sense and spirit, and is expressed by a woman who 

stands in the doorway of the cottage, alternatively beckoning De 

Quincey closer, and warning him away. The woman belongs to a spi

ritual world, which De Quincey cannot approach in his mortal con

dition. He has the impression that the visionary face can remember 

things long past, because it belongs to a sphere where time is no 

longer consecutive. This figure is, in fact a precise dramatization 

of the idea I have quoted from Swedenborg. In this capacity for to

tal recall resides the real sublimity of the situation for De Quin

cey --"Chiefly it {9the face of the woman_7 looked out at some un

known past, and was for that reason awful; yes, awful-- that was 

the word". This nightmare vision obscurely recalls the events sur

rounding De Quincey's first intimation of mortality, and it does 

much to explain further the duality of Dove Cottage as it is rep

resented in the impassioned interlude section in the Confessions. 

It seems clear from this recovered 11Suspiria11 that De Quincey fully 

intended to complete a whole series of dream-visions, each of which 

would shed further light on the themes and symbols of his earlier 

work. "The Princess that lost a Single Seed of a Pomegranate", the 

last complete section reprinted by Japp, supports this view in that 

it provides further reflective poetry on the subject of reverbera

tions through time. An action as small as a seed in a pomegranate 

has the capacity of creating echoes through the whole of a man's 

life, and in his reference to "an error of human choicen, 49he 

clearly evokes the pattern of echoes he has set up within his fic

tional writing.50 

The Suspiria, indeed, builds upon this scheme of the echo, 

since the whole work is a re-exploration in different terms and 

metaphors of the central themes already introduced in the Confes

sions. In some cases it is clear that the development of such the

mes led De Quincey to add to the Confessions in the light of what 

he had achieved. The Suspiria, certainly, is a partial work, but 

hope that by this substantially chronological examination of its 

various parts, the overall cohesion of De Quincey's major fictional 

I 
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works has become a little more apparent. His theory of sublimity, 

as I outlined it in the first part of this thesis, is seen to be 

entirely and successfully transformed into the dream-vision world 

of the Suspiria De Profundis. 



CONCLUSION 

The Suspiria De Profundis provides a useful summary of many 

of the ideas discussed in this thesis, and it is clear that this work, 

had it been completed, would have stood as the final monument to 

De Quincey's pursuit and celebration of literary power. It embodies, 

in a variety of forms, all the modes of the sublime as described in 

the first part of the thesis, and clearly reveals how a few, central 

ideas dominated De Quincey's creative thinking. Through an examination 

of the various aspects of the sublime as De Quincey conceived of it, 

I have hoped, therefore, to explain the principles of his creative 

method, to demonstrate how ideas are transformed into the substance 

of fiction. So too I have hoped to show how and why dreams were such 

a vital ingredient of De Quincey's autobiography, and to shed light 

upon his choice of sometimes extremely bizarre subjects as matter for 

literature. De Quincey was a journalist and an autobiographer, and 

bis originality in both these literary areas is essentially dependent 

upon the fact that he had the same goal in each. This goal was to 

expand the emotions of his readers by moving them deeply, and while 

doing so, to celebrate the paradoxical truth of his Christian vision. 

These purposes are revealed time and again through the different modes 

of the sublime and De Quincey's manipulation of them. 

A genuine coherence thus emerges from amongst the rambling 

confusion of many of De Quincey's journalistic writings, a coherence 

which achieves its greatest effect in the English ~ail-Coach and the 

other fictional works I examine separately in the second part of the 

thesis. But although such a coherence, and perhaps, therefore a unity, 

emerges from a study of De Quincey's more journalistic work, such a 

study does not reveal De Quincey to be a thinker of anv particular 

originality. It rather shows him as a writer for whom certain ideas 

were ultimately true, and whose purpose was then to convey the truth 

of these few certainties to as wide a public as possible. In the 
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journalism, therefore, the prevailing impression obtained is one of 

repetition, of the "idee fixe". However, I have hoped to show that an 

examination of these same ideas in the major fiction reveals a richness 

and variety growing· from the basic pursuit of impassioned climaxes and 

sublime themes. 

An awareness of the principle of sublimity in De Quincey's 

writings does not excuse the many occasions on which he makes unaccept

able generalizations or thoroughly inadequate criticisms, but it does 

help to explain why such errors of judgement occured in the first place. 

It explains, too, a great deal about the creative method behind De 

Quincey's highly original form of autobiography, which mixes material 

from the conscious and the unconscious mind in an unprecedented fashion. 

By examining in this way the methods and structures of De Quincey's 

_major autobiographical works, I hope to have provided, in addition to a 

study of the practical application of sublime ideas, a more detailed 

critique of these works than has previously been attempted • 

.. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Kant and Wordsworth 

Despite his differences with Kant, De Quincey finds much 

to respect and emulate in the philosopher's writings. For this reason 

have isolated, in this appendix, some of the principal divergencies 

and analogues. I have occasionally observed some similarities between 

De Quincey and Kant within the main text of the thesis, but I have con

fined the more complex arguments, and quotations, to this appendix. 

Where directly relevant, I have also included analogues from Wordsworth 

which are best considered in relation to Kant. 

1. De Quincey's attack upon Kant derives at least partly.from the 

fact that he does not give sufficient notice to Kant's proposition con

cerning the noumenal world, which does, to a certain extent, redress 

the attack which the philosopher made upon speculative metaphysics. Na

turally enough, however, the proposition would seem to be in its inde

terminacy, hardly the grounds for the kind of direct apprehension of an 

invisible world which De Quincey often describes. Coplestone summarizes 

the Kantian position on noumena thus: "We do not assert that there are 

noumena, which could be intuited if we possessed a faculty of intellect

ual intuition. At the same time we have no right to assert that appear

ances exhaust reality; and the idea of the limits of the sensibility 

carries with it as a correlative concept the indeterminate, negative 

concept of the noumenon". 1 Thus De Quincey's emotional reaction to Kant

ian philosophy is essentially right because Kant does exclude the mysti

cal and the irrational as sources of real knowledge--"But though the 

word noumenon can be used in this way, the notion that human beings en

joy or can enjoy an intellectual intuition of noumena is precisely one 

of the positions which Kant is most concerned to exclude. For him at 
2least all intuition is sense intuition". Kant's idea of God, which is 

formulated through his third Transcendental Idea of pure reason, is 
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theistic and by no means vitally Christian (see Coplestone, VI, 294-5 
for a specific account of the logical emergence of Kant's conception of 

God). Also, following the above argument concerning the noumenon, direct 

knowledge of God cannot be obtained. 

De Quincey's deep attachment to the ritual elements of Christian

ity, as described in note 3 to chapter I, and his feeling for the symbols 

by which they are expressed, necessarily tends to widen the rift between 

himself and Kant. As I observe, Kant's God is theistic and general to 

the exclusion of all specific ritual--"But wh~t does it mean to reveren

ce God1 J:;.s far as Kant is concerned.:/ It means obeying the moral law, 

acting for the sake of duty. In other words, Kant attached little value 

to religious practices in the sense of expressions of adoration and pray

er, whether public or private".3 

2. Kant's theory of the moral sublime and its relationship with 

terror builds upon the ideas of Burke, and provides a transition to the 

effect as it is found in De Quincey's work. In the Critique of Judgement 

Kant essentially follows Burke in his attribution of terror to the sub

lime, but develops the idea towards the creation of an aesthetic theory. 

Terror, Kant agrees, is certainly an essential part of the sublime, but 

he specifies more closely the nature of this terror and the extent to 

which the observer can be involved in it. As suggested by Dennis' nidea" 

of terror, the observer must not be in actual physical danger from the 

object of his contemplation, since fear of that danger will preclude a 

free response to the potentially sublime situation. Kant writes "If we 

are to estimate nature as dynamically sublime, it must be represented as 

a source of fear (though the converse, that every object that is a source 

of fear is, in our aesthetic judgement sublime, does not hold)"4• Kant 

admits the importance of Burke's empirical theory of the sublime, wri

ting that "As psychological observations these analyses of our mental 

phenomena are extremely fine, and supply a wealth of material for the 

favourite investigations of empirical anthropology". Kant admits also 

that "all representations within us ••• are still subjectively associable 

with gratification or pain," but it is this very subjectivity which pre

cludes the possibility of any general standard of taste. The sense of 
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personal well- being is therefore insufficient as a basis for judgement. 

and cannot provide an a priori principle upon which taste can be f oun

ded. Kant concludes his refutation of Burke in the following way- "For, 

were not taste in possession of a priori principles, it could not poss

ibly sit in judgement of others, and pass sentence of commendation upon 

them, with even the least semblance of authority".5 It should be noted 

that Wordsworth, who seems very close to Kant in most of his pronounce

ments upon the sublime, also emphasizes the detachment an observer must 

maintain from an object of terror. He writes in his essay "The Sublime 

and the Beautiful",-"yet it may be confidently affirmed that no subli

mity can be raised by the contemplation of such power j}ia precipice, a 

conflagration" etcJ when it presses upon us with pain and individual 

fear to a degree which takes precedence in our thoughts ~over.:J the 

power itself"6• Although Kant theorizes more upon the aesthetic impli

cations of such a point, the meaning is essentially the same. 

Kant develops the idea beyond the fairly simplistic emotional 

theory of Burke, and makes its presence as part of the sublime the basis 

for a moral structure. Essentially, the appreciation of the Kantian sub

lime of fear consists of two stages. In the first place, the phenomena 

of nature may overwhelm the beholder with the sense of their enormous 

power-"Bold, overhanging, and, ·as it were, threatening rocks, thunder

clouds piled up the vault of heaven, borne along with flashes and peals, 

volcanoes in all their violence of destruction••••make our power of re

sistance of trifling moment in comparison with their might. But, provi

ded our own position is secure, their aspect is all the more attractive 

for its fearfulness; and we readily call these objects sublime, because 

they raise the forces of the soul above the height of vulgar commonplace, 

and discover within us a power of resistance of quite another kind, which 

gives us the courage to be able to measure ourselves against the seeming 

omnipotence of nature"7• The effect of nature in this manner upon the 

mind is to provoke it into a realization of its own infinity, but a dif

ferent kind of infinity to that of physical nature. This is Kant's "non

sensuous standard", and the observation here of two modes of vision re

calls De Quincey's insistence upon subtle distinctions between apparent 

similarities. Thus, Kant says, the power of nature "reveals a faculty of 
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estimating ourselves as independent of nature, and discovers a pre

eminence above nature that is the foundation of a self-preservation of 

quite another kind from that which may be assailed and brought into dan
8 ger by external nature". This point is of course a suitable epitome of 

the core of Kant's aesthetic theory, which stresses the subjective na

ture of this kind of experience, the sublime capacity of the mind itself, 

rather than the intrinsic sublimity of the object contemplated. The ef

fect of this second stage of the sublime experience, which consists of 

the realization of one's own capacity for infinity and one's essential 

difference from nature, is expressed by Kant in the following manner-

"In this way nature is not estimated in our aesthetic judgeKJent_ so far 

as exciting fear, but rather because it challenges our power (one not 

of nature) to regard as small those things of which we are wont to be 

solicitous (worldly goods, health, and life), ••• Therefore nature is here 

called sublime merely because it raises the imagination to a presenta

tion of those cases in which the mind can make itself sensible of the 

appropriate sublimity of its own being, even above nature".9 Thus, as 

in De Quincey's account of the sublime, essential to the moral effect 

of the experience is the acquisition of a new perspective, one which 

entirely transcends the limited concerns of ordinary sensual existence. 

Wordsworth expresses very much the same idea in ''The Sublime and the 

Beautiful", when he describes how an excess of fearfulness will destrov 

such a capacity for a new perspective. He writes, "But if that power 

which is ex~fted above our sympathy impresses the mind with personal 

fear, so as the sensation becomes more lively than the impression or 

thought of the exciting cause, then self-consideration and all its ac

companying littleness takes place of the sublime, and wholly excludes 
10it". Thus terror or fear can, if viewed from a distance, produce the 

state of self-annihilation which is so often described by De Quincey as 

a prerequisite of sublime experience. 

3. Kant's point concerning terror in the sublime rests upon consi

derations of the development of man's nature, so that man has to have 

reached a capability of finding great moral ideas within his own mind 

before he can achieve a true experience of the sublime. "In fact", Kant 

writes in the "Analytic of the Sublime", "without the development of 
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of moral ideas, that which, thanks to preparatory culture, we call sub

lime, merely strikes the untutored man as terrifying". 11 Just prior to 

this, Kant writes of the necessity for freedom within any relationship 

with God--"The man.that is actually in a state of fear, finding in him

self good reason to be so, because he is conscious of offending with his 
evil disposition against a might directed by a will at once irresistible 

and just, is far from being in a frame of mind for admiring divine great

ness, for which a temper of calm reflection and a quite free judgement 

are required". 12 The argument here is essentially that which is central 

to Kant's aesthetic theory, the question of interested and disinterested 

assessment of a subject. Kant's aesthetic is refered tobelow, but the 

important point to notice with regard to the above quotation, and to the 

substance of chapter on~is the similarity of response required towards 

an aesthetic subject and a religious subject. Sublimity in each case de

pends upon a "free judgement". Wordsworth also writes on the subject of 

fear and the Deity. He hopes that "few minds •••• are so far de~aded that 

with reference to the Deity they can be affected by sensations of perso

nal fear, such as a precipice, a conflagration, a torrent, or a shipwreck 

might excite013• 

In De Quincey's own writing, th_ point concerning the sophisti

cation of man's relationship to the fear of the sublime is made as a 

part of his pagan/Christian dichotomy which I describe in the first 

chapter.A purely fearful relationship with a god is, as De Quincey sta

tes it, finite in tendency and therefore typically pagan in character. 

4. The two stages of the Kantian response to the sublime provides 

an analogue to many of the dialectical ideas associated with De Quincey's 

theory. The duality emerges in chapter five, where I discuss the struc

ture of De Quincey's aesthetic ideas, particularly those relating to di

dacticism and the idem in alio theory, and it is clearly associated with 

actual experiences of sublimity. The sense of horror and defeat which 

haunts his work is always superceded by a feeling of ultimate potential 

beyond the apparent realities. London, a sublime subject by virtue of 

its age, associations and vastness, produces in a man a "growing sense 

of his own insignificance" as he approaches the city-see De Quincey's 

account of his entry into London (I, 180). Wordsworth too writes of Lon
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don as an initially appalling prospect in The Prelude: 

Oh, blank coufusion! and a type not false 
Of what the mighty City is itself 
To all except a straggler here and there, 
To the whole Swarm of its inhabitants; 
An undistinguishable world to men•••• 

However, even so terrible a sense of defeat is superceded by a greater 

appreciation of the sublime object. Although the city is: 

By nature an unmanagable sight, 

It is not wholly so to him who looks 

In steadiness, who hath among least things 

An under-sense of greatest; sees the parts 

As parts, but with a feeling of the whole. 14 


As in De Quincey's writing, a new perspective produces a new capacity to 

grasp the significance of the sublime object, indeed the new perspective 

reveals the sublimity. In general, however, although there are aspects 

of sublime horror in Wordsworth's writing, it is less extreme and less 

of a central theme than in De Quincey's work. 

5. With relation to De Quincey's continuing insistance upon the dual 

nature of perception, and the confusion which can arise from confounding 

the literal and the symbolic, it is useful to notice that Kant was very 

much concerned with establishing a similar distinction. Kant's refutation 

of speculative metaphysics depends upon a "sharp distinction between the 

sensuous and intellectual levels in human knowledge. And he insists that 

we must be on our guard against applying to supersensible realities con

cepts which are applicable only in the sphere of sensitive knowledgen. 15 
Kant's discussion of the antimonies (to which De Quincey refers in his 

"Secret Societies" (VII, 181) and ''Protestantism'' (VIII, 264)) in the 

"Transcendental Dialectic'' is intended to show that great confusion can 

arise from the application of transcendental ideas to the phenomenal 

world, or the other way around. In De Quincey, the paradoxes which can 

arise, evolve from the confusion of symbolical perception with literal 

perception. Kant establishes his position as rejecting both speculative 

metaphysics (in its claims as a science which can be known) ~ dogmatic 

empiricism (in its total reliance upon sensual experience as a source of 

knowledge) in the course of his antinomies (See Coplestone, VI, pp. 286

294, for an explication of these points). 
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6. De Quincey's view of didacticism also closely echoes Kant's the

ory although their use of terminology is somewhat different. See De 

Quincey's statement, "We affirm, therefore, that the didactic poet is 

so far from seeking even a secondary or remote object in the particular 

points of information which he may happen to communicate, that much ra

ther he would prefer the having communicated none at all" (XI, 91). Here 

he is describing how a poet may introduce his subject by apparently deal

ing with fact, but this technique is merely a.::-means to rea.ch the powerful 

or moving aspects of the subject. It will be seen that very often De 

Quincey adopts this same method of writing, and will spend long periods 

in describing the facts of his autobiography so that in the end he may 

be able to present the sublime visions which emerge from them. 

Kant had much earlier made the same kind of distinction in his 

Critique of Judg!!ment between teleological judgement and aesthetic judge

ment, and even makes the former preclusive of sublimity, which is exact

ly De Quinceyts point-"If the aesthetic judgment is to be iaure (unmixed 

with any teleological judgement which, as such, belongB' to reason), and 

if we are to give a suitable example of it for the Critique of aesthetic 

judgement,we must not point to the sublime in works of art, e.g. build

ings, statues and the like, where a human end determines the form as 

well as the magnitude, nor yet in things of nature, that in their verv 

concept import a definite end••• " 16• De Quincey uses the word "teleolo

gical"in a different way, but he agrees with Kant over the two kinds of 

judgement.However, it seems to me that De Quincey is less restrictive in 

his aesthetic theory than Kant, since he does admit that objects of uti

lity (knowledge) ~be aesthetic objects, since this part of their na

ture may be resisted and transcended. 

7. Despite their differences, Kant's view of infinity is close to 

De Quincey's-"For though the imagination, no doubt, finds nothing bey

ond the sensible world to which it can lay hold, still this thrusting 

aside of the sensible barriers gives a feeling of being unbounded; and 

that removal is thus a presentation of the infinite". 17 Kant concludes 

from the ability of the mind to think of infinite as a whole as indica
18

ting ••a faculty of mind transcending every standard of sense" which is 
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just the faculty De Quincey describes as capable of appreciating the sub

lime. Furthermore, De Quincey's statement that "man's nature of something 

of infinity within itself, which requires a corresponding infinity in its 

objects", is more or less exactly anticipated by Kant's assertion that 

"Nature, therefore, is sublime in such of its phenomena as in their in

tuition convey the idea of their infinity". 19 When the mind approaches 

such phenomena it "feels itself empowered to pass beyond the narrow con

fines of sensibility", and what is revealed at this moment is the capaci

ty of the mind which has approached the phenomenon in question. De Quin

cey' a account of external space and time being important insofar as they 

reflect the infinite capacity of man's own mind is again essentially a 

Kantian proposition-

where the size of a natural Object is such that the imagination 
spends its whole faculty of comprehansion on it in vain, it must 
carry our concept of nature to a supersensible substrate (under
lying both nature and our faculty of thought) which is great 
beyond every standard of sense. Thus, instead of the object, it 
is rather the cast of mind in appreciating it that we have to 
estimate as sublime. 20 

Such, of course, is in brief a statement of the subjectivity of the sub

lime as found in Kant, and which represents the main direction of S.H. 

Monk's book on the subject, and, indeed, when it comes to Kant's idea 

of space, De Quincey recognizes the philosopher's subjective viewpoint. 

He writes that Kant 

considers space as a subjective not an objective aliquid; that 
is, as having its whole available foundation lying ultimately 
in ourselves, not in any external or alien tenure (II, 103). 

Kant's vision of the universe expanding in ever increasing units of di

mension outwards from the earth is similar to De Quincey's evocation of 

the same idea in the "System of the Heavens", and in both cases the re

velation of man's internal power is the key consideration. Kant writes: 

Now in the aesthetic estimate of such an immeasurable whole 
~the expanding systems of space.:J the sublime does not lie 
so much in the greatness of the number, as in the fact that 
in our onward advance we always arrive at proportionately great
er units. The systematic division of the cosmos conduces to this 
result. For it represents all that is great in nature as in turn 
becoming little; or, to be more exact, it represents our imagi
nation in all its boundlessness ••• 21 

Thus it would seem, that despite their differences, De Quincey draws 

his subjective sense of the sublime direct from Kant, and generally 

agrees with the philosopher's description of the meaning of infinity. 
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8. The matter of the fonn of an object clearly relates to the idea 

of infinity, and is an important part of Kant's discussion of the sublime. 

De Quincey's images of infinity are, as I have observed, totally formless 

and ungraspable. As I mention in appendix B, De Quincey's idea of beauty 

is connected with the finite, and in this Kant has anticipated his posi~ 

tion: 

••• the beautiful in nature is a question of the form of the ob
ject, and this consists in limitation, whereas the sublime is to 
be found in an object even devoid of form, so far as it immedia
tely involves, or by its presence provokes, a representation of 
limitlessness, yet with a superadded thought of its totality. 22 

Lack of graspable form produces an initial sense of defeat, and an "out

rage on the imagination'', which in turn results in a "momentary check to 

the vital forces followed at once by a discharge all the more powerful". 

As previously remarked, Kantian sublimity essentially exists in.the mind 

of the perceiver, so that a sublime aspect of natural scenery, for examp

le, does not "form of itself an object". 23 Wordsworth, however, estab

lishes "a sense of individual form or forms" as the first of his three 

main sublime properties. He elaborates on this point, so that his second 

sublime property, duration, is in fact dependant upon the sense of form: 

I first enumerated individuality of form; this individual form 
was then invested with qualities and powers, ending with dura
tion. Duration is evidently an element of the sublime; but think 

of it without reference to individual form, and we shall perceive 
that it has no power to affect the mind. Cast your eyes, for ex
ample upon any commonplace ridge or eminence that cannot be se
parated, without some effort of the mind, from the general mass 
of the planet; you may be persuaded, nay, convinced, that it has 
borne that shape as long as or longer than Cader Idris, or Snow
don, or the Pikes of Langdale that are before us; and the mind 
is wholly unmoved by the thought; and the only way in which such 
an object can affect us, contemplated under the notion of dura
tion, is when the faint sense which we have of its individuality 
is lost in the general sense of duration belonging to the Earth 
itself. Prominent individual form must, therefore, be conjoined 
with duration, in order that Objects of this kind may impress a 
sense of sublimity; 24 



APPENDIX B: The Sublime and the Beautiful 

Since Proctor has fully discussed the critical meanings and 

contradictions of these two forms in De Quincey's writing, 1 I shall 

not repeat here all the relevant contexts and quotations. De Quincey's 

!!.!! meaning of sublime has emerged through many practical examples dis

cussed throughout the text of this thesis, and the meaning thus deriv

ed· is more complex than any rationalized definitions. The beautiful as 

a separate category has not been considered in view of De Quincey's re

latively sparse attention to it, but I shall now notice one or two com

parisons between the categories which may shed general light on argu

ments in the first part of the thesis. 

Just as the sublime has been consistently associated with ideas 

of infinity, so the beautiful assumes its place within the dialectical 

theory as a category of the finite. De Quincey expresses this polarity 

in terms of sexuality: 

It is a great thought, a true thought, a demonstrable thought, 
That the Sublime, as thus ascertained, and in contraposition 
to the Beautiful, grew up on the basis of sexual distinctions,~ 
the Sublime corresponding to the male, and the Beautiful, its 
anti-pole, corresponding to the female (X, 300-1n.). 

This basic dichotomy is supported on a number of occasions, notably in 

the essay "Kant on National Character1 in relation to the Sense of the 

Sublime and the Beautiful" (XIV, 46-60). Although it is a translation, 

this essay is an early example (1824) of De Quincey's apparent espousal 

of the idea that the beautiful is essentially finite in its nature. Here, 

beauty is associated with femininity and the French, so that this cate

gory tends to become associated with ideas not only finite but somewhat 

dishonourable. The sublime, in the essay, is firmly linked to masculin

ity and the English, while, thr0ugh the medium of the French, worship 

of the beautiful becomes congruent with an essentially superficial atti

tude to existence. The Frenchman is thus "passionately fond of wit, and 

will make no scruple of sacrificing a little truth to a happy conceit" 

(XIV, 49), and "French history tends naturally to memoirs and anecdotes, 
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in which there is no improvement to desire but that they were--true" 

(XIV, 50). Women, on the other hand, receive no better treatment, and 

the female character is further identified in another context with those 

sensual and finite phenomena of the visible world which tend to preclu

de a sense of sublimity: 

As to poetry in its highest form, I never yet knew a woman--nor 
will believe that any has existed--who could rise to an entire 
sympathy with what is most excellent in that art. High abstrac
tions, to which poetry••• is always tending, are utterly inappre
hensible by the femalemind; the concrete and the individual, 
fleshed in action and circumstance, are all that they can reach: 
the ideal ••• is above them (x, 442). 

To a man for whom the continuing pursuit of the sublime was so important, 

the birth of three daughters must have been a grievous_ disappointment. 

Yet, as Proctor has observed, De Quincey holds contradictory 
2ideas concerning the nature of beauty. Proctor quotes an example of an 

apparently utilitarian kind of beauty, which is not in contradiction 

with the association with the finite described above--"In those objects 

which are refered wholly to a purpose of utility, as a kitchen garden 

for instance, utility becomes the law of their beauty (XI, 220). Clearly 

this idea relates to De Quincey's theory of didactic resistance which I 

discuss in chapter five, but does not seem to be compatible with the 

following statement, where the sublime and the beautiful lose their 

mutual polarity: 

Meantime, it is evident that neither the sublime nor the beauti
ful depends upon any secondary interests of a purpose or of a 
character expressing that purpose. They (confining the case to 
visual objects) court the primary interests involved in that 
(form, colour, texture, attitude, motion) which forces admiration, 
which fascinates the eye, for itself, and without a question of 
any distinct purpose: and instead of character--that is, descri
minating and separating expression, tending to the special and 
individual~they both agree in pursuing the Catholic, the Normal, 
the Ideal (II,361n.). 

In this context, the principal comparison is of the sublime and the beau

tiful, as thus linked, with the picturesque, which tends to assume the 

finite characteristics elsewhere associated with beauty. The above state

ment clearly agrees with the Kantian position of aesthetics where "Beauty 

is the form of finality in an object, so far as perceived in it apart 

from the representation of an end".3 It seems perhaps best, therefore, 
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to see beauty as a category existing in a middle region, above the level 

of utility, and yet below the kinetic, transcendental possibilities of 

the sublime. Even so, a vagueness of definition in De Quincey's theory 

must be admitted. 

The distinction between and comparison of the sublime and the 

beautiful goes back as far as Addison, 4 continues through Burke and Kant 

and is maintained by the romantics. The pairing of the two categories, 

and an analysis of, for example, the effects of landscape in terms of 

this duality is prominent in The Prelude.5 Although, as I have observed 

elsewhere, De Quincey does not often discuss sublimity in terms of natur

al effects, there are examples of the pa.iring which are similar to Words

worth's. He writes of the "stern simplicity and continual conflict with 

danger hidden in the vast draperies of mist overhanging the hills", and 

contrasts this with "the effeminate shepherd's life in the classical 

Arcadia, or in the flowery pastures of Sicily" (III, 283). In another 

context, he distinguishes again the "Sicilian mode, which tends to the 

beautiful," and "our stern northern mode, which tends to the sublime" 

(XI, 217). In general, however, De Quincey's concern is only with the 

sublime; as a mode of thought and a mode of literature. 

•, 



APPENDIX C: Revisions of the Mail-Coach 

It is interesting, in the light of De Quincey's preoccupations 

inT.he English Mail-Coach, such as I have discussed them, to notice a 

few of the changes he made between the first version of the essay in 

1849, published in Black:wood's Edinburgh ~agazine, 1 and the 1856 revi

sion as reprinted by Masson in hie edition. De Quincey's revision in 

this case is not a clear-cut example of additions tending to heighten 

the impassioned effects of the prose, although I shall observe examples 

of this occuring. There are also additions which tend to emphasize some 

of the principal sublime attributes of the mail-coach episodes; but, so 

too, certain passages which were omitted from the final version lend 

insight to the nature of De Quincey's approach to his subject. R.H. 

Byrns has written an article entitled "De Quincey's revisions in the 
2'Dream-fugue'" in which he considers the relation between the two 

main versions of The English Mail-Coach which I have mentioned, as well 

as the holograJh ms. (National Library of Scotland) and the extra frag

ment reprinted by Japp. 3 Byrns observes from the holograph that a number 

of changes seem to increase the emotional intensity of the final version. 

Be also notes revisions which increase the sense of dimension and move

ment, and then discusses rhythmical alterations, and other details, with 

the intention of proving a greater "artistic synthesis". 4 I have not 

attempted such a thorough-going analysis of revision processes, but 

rather considered certain revisions in the light of the various elements 

which constitute De Quincey's sublime vision. 

The essential sublimity of the theme of the mail-coach itself, 

and its effect upon De Quincey's subsequent dream life and literature, 

was, in the original version, emphasized by the following passage, which 

also stresses the duality of gaiety and horror which is such a distinct

ive element in the first part of the essay: 

These were among the gaieties of my earliest and boyish ·aquain
tance with mails. But alike the gayest and the most terrific of 
my experiences rose again after years of slumber, armed with 
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preternatural power to shake my dreaming sensibilities; some
times, as in the case of Miss Fanny on the Bath Road {which I 
will immediately mention), through some causal or capricious 
association with images originally gay, yet opening at some 
stage of evolution into sudden capacities of horror; sometimes 
through the more natural and fixed alliances with the sense of 
power so various lodged in the mail system J:'"491_7. 5 

So, too, the purely sublime aspects of mail-coach travel, which perhaps 

De Quincey felt he had sufficiently indicated in the completed work, 

was stated again about the replacement of the mail coach by steam power

"Thus have perished multiform openings for sublime effects" £492J. 
This statement is indeed considerably more to the point than the final 

version which reads, "Thus have perished multi:f.'orm openings for public 

expressions of interest ••• " (XIII, 284). Likewise, the presence of the 

following statement, removed from the final version, emphasizes the 

concept of indistinct terror, which is so much a part of De Quincey's 

sublime vision-"they first revealed the glory of motion" (XIII, 271), 

was originally followed by "suggesting at the same time, an undersense, 

not unpleasurable, of possible though indistinct danger" ~485J. 

The largest omission from the original edition is, as I have 

already indicated, reprinted by Masson, because it is titoo characteris

tic to be sacrificed altogether" (XIII, 290n.). So characteristic is 

this passage, indeed, and so immediately relevant to the themes and 

methods of the essay, that I have already referred to it at some length. 

It sheds considerable light upon the way in which the dream-images of 

De Quincey's essay have evolved, as images merge together to produce 

the horror which dominates so much of his imaginative writing. The 

heraldic device, expressing the duality of loveliness and horror, to 

which I have often referred, is contained in the omitted passage. So, 

too, is considerable emphasis on the theme of transition, or passing 

beyond a point of no return, which De Quincey represents as an encoun

ter with "a mighty dial, sculptured with the hours, and with the dread

ful legend of TOO LATE" (XIII, 290!}., L 494J). A second allusion to 

the "Too Late" theme, which of course was inevitably omitted in the 

light of the first excision, occured in the "Vision of Sudden Death" 

section. Following ''where all hurry seems destined to be vain" (XIII, 

303), there originally stood "self-baffled, and where the dreadful knell 
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of too late is already sounding in the ears by anticipation" £742J. 
The idea of fatal transition, as I have shown, became a more highly 

developed theme in the 1856 edition of the Confessions, and, of course, 

remains an important element in the Mail-Coach. While these evocations 

of finality, or irrevocable transition, are removed, certain small 

additions are included to heighten what De Quincey recognized as an 

important effect. The law-court imagery, used to express the irrevoca

bility of the basic collision situation, is expanded in the new version. 

"The court was sitting; the case was heard; the judge had finished; and 

only the verdict was yet in arrear" (XIII, 313), is developed from a 

single reference to a trial in the original £748J. Likewise, "the 

strife was finished; the vision was closed" (XIII, 318) is an addition, 

along with the extra weight of the phrase -"that is final" (XIII, 322). 

The specific references to "Too Late", which I have noted, 

were probably withdrawn because they fell into the context of the dis

cussion of image association, which De Quincey evidently felt interfered 

with the smooth flow of the narrative. It might just be noted in this 

context that this linking of images was originally described as "an 

accident of fanciful caprice" L492J, but became "links of natural 

association" (XIII, 285). In the "Blackwood's" edition, there stood 

a preface to the "Vision of Sudden Death" which explained the connec

tion between the various parts of the essay, and this small change, 

above, seems to indicate De Quincey's concern over the correct and 

almost scientific analysis of the dream effects which he is describing. 

It should be remembered that by 1856, De Quincey's account of bis rea

sons for writing the Confessions was more biased towards the dream 

effects found in that work. 

The large omission reprinted by Masson, including as it does 

considerable material relating to themes and methods, represent a 

withdrawal of the visible author from the final text. The other most 

notable omissions, from the final part of the Mail-Coach, seem to 

follow this pattern. In part V of the last section, for example, De 

Quincey originally allowed expression of his personal reaction to the 

tumult in the cathedral /:754.:J• He described his initial fear, and 

then continued with a statement which provides an effective summary 

•, 
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of the core of his dual response to powerful situations: 

"Pomps of life, that, from the burials of centuries, rose 
again to the voice of perfect joy, could it be ye that had 
wrapped me in the reflux of panic?" What ailed ;, that I 
should fear when the triumphs of earth were advancing? Ah! 
Pariah heart within me, that couldst never hear the sound 
of joy without sullen whispers of treachery in ambush; that, 
from 6 years old, didst never hear the promise of perfect 
love, without seeing aloft among the stars fingers as of a 
man's hand writing the secret legend-"ashes to ashes, dust 
to dust!" wherefore shouldst thou fear, though all men should 
rejoic~ L755J• 

The conclusion of this original version was thus a very much_more 

personalized statement of the transcendence of his own instinctive 

urge towards the horrific and destructive. The climax was in this way 

a personal triumph over the haunting images which fill his work as 

well as a general revelation. "The generations of man" (XIII, 326) 

was succeeded in the 1849 version by the following: 

ah! raving, as of torrents that opened on every side: trepi
dation, as of female and infant steps that fled~ah! rushing 
as of wings that chased! But I heard a voice from heaven,which 
said-"Let there be no reflux of panic-let there be no more 
fear, and no more sudden death! Cover them with joy as tides 
cover the shore!" That heard the children of the choir, that 
heard the children--or-the grave f:755.:J. ---

The immortal stasis which result•from the conflict resolved is thus 

somewhat more explicit in the original version, and less thereby de

pends upon the pure images of salvation which De Quincey provides. 

The removal of his personal reaction and involvement to the apocalyp

tic vision, though interesting in the light of his work in general, 

is perhaps justified in view of De Quincey's other statements about 

the selfless nature of sublime revelation. Other excisions also re

late to personal details and preoccupations which De Quincey felt 

would impede the emergence of the symbolic nature of the essay as a 

whole. For example, De Quincey seemed to wish to restrain his natural 

proclivity towards close definition, which is such a common feature 

of his writing. Thus he removed the following typical distinction after 

some comments on the horror of sudden death-"! mean the objective 

horror to him who contemplates such a death, not the subjective horror 

to him who suffers" ~741.:J. Also an omission noted by Masson (XIII, 

306-7n.) involved a pedantic defence of the use of what De Quincey 
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fears might be a pedantic word, "diphrelatic". 

Of the remaining small alterations, most relate to a process 

of intensifying the language, and thereby the sublime effect of the 

essay as a whole. "Indeterminate" is added before "mysterious" (XIII, 

279), again to heighten the sense of the unknown. De Quincey's stress 

upon the human, feeling connection between man and horse on the mail

coach, and the greater immediacy of the speed of such a mode of trans

port (as opposed to steam haulage) is increased by several additions. 

"Yes, 'ma.gna vivimus'; we do not make verbal ostentation of our grand

eurs, we realize our grandeurs in act, and in the very experience of 

life" (XIII, 284), is inserted, and the essential importance of the 

emotions in a sublime experience is further emphazised by the phrase 

"electric thrillings" (XIII, 284). "The eyeballs of an animal" £491J 
is modified to the sublimer "the eyeballs of the noblest among brutes'' 

(XIII, 284), and "echoing hoofs" ['*491J becomes "thunder-beating hoofs" 

(XIII, 284). Throughout the essay there are further detail touches of 

this kind, such as where "theatrical and holy", both usefully evoca

tive, are added after "scenical and affecting" (XIII, 298). 
The conclusion to "Going Do'tm With Victory", though not as 

substantially revised as the ending to the "Dream-Fugue", shows again 

a delicate process of alteration. In this instance, at one of the prin

cipal climaxes of the essay, a slight change and addition greatly in

creases the effect. The original ending read, " in the mere simplicity 

of her fervent nature, she threw her arms around my neck, and poor 

woman, kissed me" ~500.:J. The revision includes both a better turn 

to the last words, as well as a reference back to the real pathos of 

the situation, which lies in the woman's relationship with her son. 

The new version runs "in the mere simplicity of her fervent nature, 

the poor woman threw her arms round my neck, as she thought of her son, 

and gave to~ the kiss which secretly was meant for~" (XIII, 300). 

In typical fashion, De Quincey points to the symbolic nature of the 

embrace, albeit a simple symbolism, where a "secret" meaning is ex

pressed through an overt action or sign. 

In conclusion, one fairly large omission should be noted from 

the final version of the Mail-Coach, a passage which in fact is very 
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typical of De Quincey's impassioned prose upon a sublime subject. Into 

his account of the secret meanings of the childhood lion dream, he 

placed the following vision of the sublime rite of Christian confir

mation: 

The little postern gate, through which the baby in its cradle 
had been silently placed for a time with the glory of God's 
countenance, suddenly rises to the clouds as a triumphal arch, 
through which with banners displayed and martial pomps, we 
make our second entry as crusading soldiers militant for God, 
by personal choice and sacramental oath. Each man says in 
effect-"Lo! I rebaptize myself; and that which once was sworn 
on my behalf, now I swear for myself."· .. Even so in dreams . ·: 
perhaps •••• ~743.:J 

The movement of this description, involving the transformation of the 

"little postern gate" to the "triumphal arch" certainly anticipates 

the shifts in perspective and final apotheosis occuring in part IV 

of the "Dream-Fugue", and the richness of the imagery is typical of 

the later impassioned climax. However, possibly because he felt that 

sublimity was inappropriate outside of the conclusion to the essay, 

and that this brief and rather dissociated climax would detract from 

that conclusion, De Quincey decided to omit the passage. 



APPENDIX D: The Confessions, chronology and revisions 

1. Since the chronology of the various editions of the works to 

which I make reference in chapter seven is rather complicated, I 

give here a simple table and explanation which should help to avoid 

some confusion. 

1821 First appearance of the Confessions in "Blackwood's 

Edinburgh Magazine". 

1845 The Suspiria De Profundis begun in "Blackwood's" as 

a continuation of the Confessions. 

1849 	 The English Mail-Coach published in "Blackwood's" 

with no mention of its association with the Suspiria 

of which it was originally to have been a part. 

1854 	 De Quincey begins work on volume V of his Collective 

Edition, which contained the revised Confessions. 

Published 1856. 

Thus, while the additions which I discuss in the first part of 

chapter seven can be seen as having been directly influenced by the 

development of the Suspiria, the episodes considered in the second 

part of this chapte~, which all existed in the original work, must be 

seen as leading up to, or introducing the Suspiria. I discuss the Sus

piria in chapter eight both because it is more fragmentary than the 

Confessions and because the Con£ess1ons was originally to have been 

followed by it. 

2. Ian Jack has written a valuable article entitled "De Quincey 

Revises Hie 'Confessions"'! in which, as the title suggests, he exami

nes some of the differences between the 1822 edition of the book and 

the 1856 edition. He begins by observing some differences of intention 

as they appear in the prefaces to the separate editions. Jack suggests 

correctly that there is some room for confusion as to whether opium as 

a medical concern was the main subject, or whether it was to "emblazon 

the power of opium" on the mind. As Jack says, the "new insistance in 
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1856 on the medical value of opium is one of the most marked differences 
2between the two versions of the Confessions" • He then deals with the 

greater emphasis upon dreaming, which, as I observe, is a key to the 

meaning of the Confessions as De Quincey ultimately imagined it to be. 

Jack proceeds to account for the great expansion of material relating 

to De Quincey's early life. Relevant to my argument concerning the growth 

of the sense of guilt in the 1856 version, he observes that De Quincey 

writes more leniently about Manchester Grammar School, and concerning 

his escape from there, he is "contrition itself"3 • Jack also mentions 

a "tendency to greater forbearance in judgements of people", listing ex

amples, and also the "appearance of long digressions". He follows the 

judgeltl31t made by Althea Hayter that "They are mere padding, and weaken 

the effect of the book"4. Jack considers the enormous addition in bulk 

and quotes De Quincey's own statement on the subject in a letter to one 

of his daughters. Because volume V in the new edition would be far too 

short both for the price and uniformity with the other volumes, De Quin

cey admits that he was forced to expand the Confessions-"no remedy re

mained but that I should doctor the book, and expand it into a portli

ness that might countenance its price ,,5. De Quincey goes on to say that 

"I should, however, be misleading you if any impression were left upon 

your mind that I have eked out the volume by any wire-drawing process: 

on the contrary, nothing has been added which did not originally be

long to my outline of the work, having been left out chiefly through 

hurry"6• Jack does not accept such an explanation, stressing that many 

additions such as may have been contemplated were the dream pieces which 

were to form the last part of the work. De Quincey himself, in the letter 

already quoted, feels able to recommend the revised Confessions for the 

sake of its "amusement", but "as a book to impress", he is not so sure. 

Certainly, as Jack asserts, (and De Quincey tends to have anticipated 

the point by apologizing for digressions (III, 268)) many of the addi

tions are pure verbosity and not at all "impressive", but this is not 

a reasonable generalization as I have sought to indicate in the 

first part of chapter seven. Jack writes "If the revised version is 

truer to fact, the original version is truer to feeling"7, but this 

again overlooks the powerful and emotional passages which I have examined 
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here. He does not seem to agree that De Quincey is right in seeing the 

Confessions in the same division of his writings as the Suspiria, but 

this is again something I do not accept. 

In her article "The Whispering Gallery and Structural Coherence 
8in De Quincey's Revised Confessions of an English Opium Eater", Kathleen 

Blake discusses the Whispering Gallery symbol as it helps to justify 

De Quincey's claims for the increasing structural unity of his work. 

I independently came to similar conclusions, although, in any case, my 

account of the added passages is more comprehensive, and relates more 

clearly to The English Mail-Coach and the Suspiria. 

Concerning the matter of De Quincey's involvement with writing 

autobiography at the time of his Confessions revisions, the following 

facts are relevant. From 1852 onwards De Quincey was working on his 

Collective Works, which included the revision and fresh writing on the 

Autobiography, which was printed again in Masson, volumes I and II. In 

1851 and 1852 De Quincey had newly written the "Introduction to the 

World of Strife" and "Infant Literature" for "Hogg's Instructor". In 

1852 or 1853, he had vastly expanded another autobiographical piece 

called "Laxton, Northamptonshire" for the new Autobiography. This piece 

had originally appeared in "Tait's Magazine" in 1834. Masson also sup

poses that the episode entitled "The Priory" (he reprints it in two 

parts, as he explains at I, 378n.) was written about 1853. Clearly, in 
view of this interest in filling in missing areas of his autobiography, 

De Quincey's additions to the Confessions are consistent with his current 

literary preoccupations. 



APPENDIX 	E: List of "Suspiria'' 

1. Dreaming 

2. 	The Affliction of Childhood 
Dream Echoes 

3. The English Mail-Coach 
(1) The Glory of Motion 
(2) Vision of Sudden Death 
(3) Dream-Fugue 

4. The Palimpsest of the Human Brain 

5. Vision of Life 

6. Memorial Suspiria 

7. Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow 

8. Solitude of Childhood 

9. The Dark Interpreter 

10.The Apparition of the Brocken 

11.Savannah-la-Mar 

12.The Dreadful Infant (There was the glory of innocence made 
perfect; there was the dreadful beauty of infancy that 
had seen God) 

13.Foundering Ships 

14.The Archbishop and the Controller of Fire 

15.God that didst Promise 

16.Count the Leaves in Vallombrosa 

17.But if I submitted with Resignation, not the less I searched 
for the Unsearchable~sometimes in Arab Deserts, some
times in the Sea 

18.That ran before us in ~alice 

19.Morning of Execution 

20.Daughter of Lebanon 

21.Kyrie Eleison 

22.The Princess that lost a Single Seed of Pomegranate 

23.The Nursery in Arabian Deserts 

24.The Halcyon Calm and the Coffin 

25.Faces! Angels' Faces! 
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26. At that Word 

27. 	 Oh, Apothanate! that hatest Death, and cleanest from the 
Pollution of Sorrow 

28. 	 Who is this Woman that for some Months has followed me up 
and down? Her face I cannot see, for she keeps for
ever behind me. 

29. 	 Who is this Woman that beckoneth and warneth me from the 
Place where she is, and in whose Eyes is Woeful re
rnernberance? I guess who she is 

30. Cagot and Cressida 

31. Lethe and Anapula 

32. 	 Oh, sweep away, Angel, with Angelic Scorn, the Dogs that 
come with Curious Eyes to gaze 

On the subject of the structure of the total work, apart from 

being considered as a pendant to the Confessions, De Quincey's note to 

the first publication of "Levana" should be remembered-"The reader who 

wishes at all to understand the course of these Confessions ought not 

to pass over this dream-legend. There is no great wonder that a vision 

which occupied my waking thoughts in those years should reappear in 

my dreams. It was, in fact, a legend recurring in sleep, most of which 

I had myself silently written or sculptured in my daylight reveries. 

But its importance to the present Confessions is this,--that it rehear

ses or prefigures their course. This FIRST part belongs to Madonna. The 

THIRD belongs to the "Mater Suspiriorum", and will be entitled The Pariah 

Worlds. The FOURTH, which terminates the work, belongs to the "Mater 

Tenebrarum", and will be entitled The Kingdom of Darkness. As to the 

SECOND, it is an interpolation requisite to the effect of the others, 

and will be explained in its proper place" (XIII, 369n.). It is parti

cularly interesting in view of the theory of the interconnection of time 

which is developed in the Suspiria that De Quincey should create one part 

of the work as a prefigurement of the total structure. Consider this de

vice in relation to the following statement from piece number 29 above-

"what man, I say, has not some time hushed his spirit and questioned him

self whether some things seen or obscurely felt, were not anticipated as 

by mystic foretaste in some far halcyon time, post-natal ot ante-natal he 

knew not; only assuredly he knew that for him past ·and present and future 

merged in one awful moment of lightning revelation". 1 



APPENDIX F: Printings of "Suspiria" 

"Blackwood's" 

Vol. 	 LVII, March 1845 

Suspiria De Profundis: Being a Sequel 
to the Confessions of an English 
Opium·Eater--"Introductory Notice" 

( 269). 

Suspiria De Profundis. Part I 
"The Affliction of Childhood" 

(274-284). 

April 1845 

suspiria De Profundis etc. Part I 
Cont. 

Account of the funeral, the 
death of the cat and the 
problem of the books, later 
omitted entirely (489-501). 
Remarks on the structure of 
the Suspiria and on dreaming. 

(501) 
An added dream (502). 

June 1845 

"The Palimpsest" (739-743) 


"Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow" 
(743-747). 

"The Apparition of the Brocken" 
(747-750). 

Finale to Part I 
"Savannah-La-Mar" (750-751). 

Vol. 	LVIII, July 1845 
Part II 

Untitled material (43-44) 

Account of conflict with father, 
conflict with guardians, and a 
brief mention of school-leaving. 
Justifies authenticity of the 
Confessions, and tell·s more of 
his life in I~ndon (44-51). 

Merges into (51-55). 

Masson Equivalents 

"Dreaming" (XIII, 333-340). 

"The 	Affliction of Child
hood" (I, 28-49). 

Inserted XIII, 339-40. 

"Dream Echoes of these 
Infant experiences'' 
(I, 49-50). 

"The 	Palimpsest of the 
Human Brain" (XIII, 
340-349). 

"Levana and Our Ladies of 
Sorrow (XIII, 362-369). 

"Dream Echoes fifty ,years 
later'' (I, 51-54). 

"Savannah-La-Mar'' (XIII, 
359-361). 

"The 	Vision of Life'' (XIII, 
350-351). 

Some 	 account of these 
conflicts (I, 150-155). 

"Memorial Suspiria" (XIII, 
351-359). 



APPENDIX G: Dream Literature and C.G. Jung 

1. The recurrent impressions provoked by De Quincey's dream· patterns 

is that, during sleep, he comes directly into contact with a universal, 

or architypal unconscious. This is the common, mythical ground of human 

experience, represented in The English r.1ail-Coach by the pattern o~ the 

Fall, principally expressed through the dream of lying down before a lion 

(XIII, 304). To De Quincey, dreams are revelations in a very real sense, 

revelations of the symbolic meaning of certain events--symbolic, because 

they express fundamental, commonly understood aspects of spiritual exis

tence. Thus, through dreams, De Quincey has a direct experience of a 

sublimity which is founded upon the broad, mythical areas of experience,
I 

and is not bound to the transitory experience of daily, external life. 

His argument, essentially, is that, far back in history, men were more 

directly in contact with the features of spiritual life which became the 

myths of the world, but in the modern age, the only means of contacting 

such "lost" experience is through communication with the uncoru~ous, or 

"that mysterious camera obscura-the sleeping mind". Now, dreams have 

always been of value to prophets and poets, who have claimed that "truth'' 

is revealed through this medium. The "vision" is, indeed, a genuine sour

ce of spiritual truth, such as Kant would not accept. Though the noumenal 

world was not deniable to Kant, no positive knowledge could be obtained 

from this invisible region, and, of course, to the scientific world, such 

"revealed" knowledge is equally suspect since it can never have any em

pirical basis. So the situation remained, until C.G Jung attempted to 

give the notion of archetypal experience, the experience of the uncon

cious, an acceptable scientific basis. He describes in his autobiography, 

how a dream consisting of various historical periods reaching back in 

time gave him his "first inkling of a collective a priori beneath the 

personal psyche. This I first took to be traces of earlier modes of func

tioning. Later with increasing experience and on the basis of more reli

able knowledge, I recognized them as forms of instinct, that is, as arch
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types". 1 Kant established certain !!....Priori forms of perception, and 

these he called Categories. Naturally these were based upon the work

ings of 	the conscious mind as it relates to the visible world, but Jung 

hoped to establish, ·through scientific research, that there were other 

a priori modes of perception, which in fact related to the noumenal world. 

Jung wrote of the archetype in Civilization in Transition in a 

way which well describes the sublimity of De Quincey's dream-visions: 

The concept of the archetype ••• is derived from the repeated ob
servation,that, for instance, the myths and fairy tales of world 
literature contain definite motifs which crop up everywhere. We 
meet these same motifs in the fantasies, dreams, deliria, and 
delusions of individuals living today. These typical images and 
associations are what I call archetypal ideas. The more vivid 
they are, the more thay will be coloured by particularly strong 
feelings-tones ••• They impress, influence, and fascinate us. They 
have their origin.in the archetype, which in itself is an irrepre
sentable, unconsious, pre-existent form that seems to be part of 
the inherited structure of the psyche and can therefore manifest 
itself spontaneously anywhere, at any time. 2 

The grand ideas revealed to De Quincey in his dreams are thus taken by 

him to be truths in the way that Jung later established them to be. 
The experience of the Fall in his life, as first manifested in his dreams, 
is therefore, De Quincey suggests, a derivation from a universal sub
consciousness-"perhaps, as by some sorrowful doom of man, that dream 

repeats for every one of us, through every generation, the original temp

tation of Eden" (XIII, 304). Certainly, his idea of.the symbol emerges 
from his sense of direct apprehension of the nournenal world through 
dreams. 

2. 	 In the context of "The Apparition of the Brocken", Jung's defini

tion of 	"shadow" is interesting: 
The shadow personifies everything that the subject refuses to 
acknowledge about himself and yet is always thrusting itself 
upon him directly or indirectly••• The shadow is that hidden, 
repressed, for the most part inferior and guilt-laden persona
lity whose ultimate ramifications reach back into the realm of 
our animal ancestors ••• 3 

The guilt dimension of the shadow is particularly interesting in view of 

De Quincey's haunting sense of guilt. Also interesting, in view of De 

Quinceyts dream about the Brocken and the Dark Interpreter is an impor

tant dream which Jung recounts in his autobiography: 
It was night in some unknown place, and I was making slow and 
painful headway against a mighty wind. Dense fog was flying 
along everywhere, I had my hands cupped around a tiny light 
which threatened to go out at any moment. Everything depended 
on my keeping this little light alive. Suddenly I had the feel
ing that something was coming up behind me, I looked back and 

•, 
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saw a gigantic black figure following me. But at the same moment 
I was conscious, in spite of my terror, that I must keep my 
little light going through night and wind, regardless of all 
dangers. When I awoke, I realized at once that the figure was a 
"spectre of ·the Brocken", my own shadow on the swirling mist, 
brought into being by the little light I was carrying. 4 

The common interest of De Quincey and Jung in the meaning and forms of 

dreams is strikingly emphasized by this one which they had in common. 



NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. 	 Sigmund K. Proctor, Thomas De Quincey's Theory of Literature, 
(New York, 1966), p. 69. 

2. John 	Jordan, Thomas De Quincev: Literarv Critic, (Berkeley, 1952), 
p. 153. 

3. 	 One study devoted entirely to De Quincey's non-critical writing is 
Vincent A. de Luca's A Studv of Thomas De Quincey's Ima inative 
Writings, (unpublished doctora dissertation, Yale, 19o7 • ne-
Luca examines several main themes and image patterns in De Quincey's 
work, which helps towards an understanding of the coherence 
which runs through his creative writing.

4. 	See Ralph H. Wolfe, Priest and Pro het: Thomas De Quince~ and Williaf:1 
Wordsworth in Their Personal and I.i terary Relationships, unpub
lished doctoral dissertation, Indiana, 1960). rv points ,of com
parison between the two authors are, for the most part, not cov
ered by this thesis. 

CHAPT'ER 	 ONE 

1. See part i of appendix A. 
2. 	For example, the following doubtful statement - "One fact which 

struck me by accident, and not until after a long familiarity 
with Kant's writings, is this -- that in all probability 
Kant never read a book in his life" (if:asson, VIII, p. 93). 

3. 	See pp. 28-42 in Proctor's book for an account of De Quincey's 
appreciation of the Kantian position. A further comment regarding 
De Quincey's deep emotional attach~ent to Christianity is prov
ided by Goldman, when he writes about the Essenes paper 

"De Quincey's commitment to Christianity was so doctrinaire 
that he could not admit the existence in the Hebrew world of 
a sect whose doctrines so clearlv anticipated those of Christ
ianity" (Albert Goldr:1an, The Fine and the r.~int, .["southern 
Illinois University Press, 1%5J, pp. 78-9). Long before either 
of these accounts of De Quincey's relationship to both Ka.Ylt and 
Christianity, H.A. Dunn, in Thor.ias De Quincey's Relation to 
German Iiterature and FhilosoµnY 1 ( Strasoo11rg, 1900), dl.Ecusses 
his Chr1st1a."'1 err.otionalisr.1, \·1h1ch tended to readily embrace the 
"unknoim '1 areas of human experience -- "his instinct for the 
sublime, for the feeling of certaintv, for a belief that sat
isfies hope ••• " (Dunn, p. 72).

4. 	Proctor, at p. 30, suggests that De Quincey did not in fact have 
a very clear grasp of Kant's philosophy. This opinion is also 
put forward in Rene Hellek's "De Quincey's Status in the Historv 
of Ideas", Philological Quarterly, XXIII, (July, 1944), pp. 
178-9. See also Wellek's Kant in England, (Princeton, 1931), 
pp. 171-80, for an account of De Q;uincev's contact with Kant's 
writings, together with his inconsistencies with regard to the 
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german philosopher. Dunn, as I observed in the previous note, 
has covered much the same ground, has discussed De Quincev's 
inconsistencies and failings in his analysis of Vant. It mav be 
added that Wellek's account in fact adds nothing of value to 
Dunn's much earlier work on this subject.

5. Particularly important passages where De Quincev writes about · 
the significance of Christian symbolism, besides that ment
ioned in note 3 above, are at ~as~on IIIt pp. 292-3 vhich 
I refer 	to again in chapter seven;, the ueleted description 
of the process of Confirmation in ''Blackwood' s Edinburgh Ifag
azine", 	LVII, p. 743 -- see appendix C -- and the detailed 
account 	of the funeral service in "Blackwood's", lVII, pp. 490
91 - see chapter eight below. 

6. 	 Such an association of sublimity with Christianitv is certainlv not 
new with De Quincey, and, indeed, there is a long tradition of 
such association stretching as far back as Longinus. See s:.• H. 
Monk, The Sublime, (Universit~r of i'Tichigan, 1960), p. 79. Monk 
also discusses Robert Lowth's Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of 
the Hebrews, at pp. 80-82, and cites other examples of the sublime 
being considered inherent in Hebrew literature. John Dennis has 
a section title in The Advancement and Peformation of Poetr:v which 
reads, "Passion is more to be derived from a Sacred Subject th8.n 
from a f:rophane one" (Critical Works of John Dennis, ed. E.N. 
Ho9ker, ~Baltimore, 1939:.:J, I, p. 216). See also Coleridge's 
remark that "Sublimity is Hebrew by Birth" (Table Talk and 
Omniana, /:Oxford, 1917_7, p. 191. 

7. 	Jordan describes the pagan/ Christian opposition at pp. 192-8 of his 
book, and points out that the idea goes back at least to A.W. 
Schlegel.

8. 	For exar;iple - "The whole pantheon collectively could do nothing 
for moral influences'', and "How again from gods disfigured by 
fleshly voluptuousness in every mode could anv countenance be 
derived to an awful idea of purity" (~·~assen, XI, pp. 82, 83).

9. 	 See part 1 of chapter four below for an account of the terror of 
the sublime. 

10. 	 See appendix A, part 3, for comment on Kant's statement on this 
subject.

11. 	 In the Autobio,raphv from 178 -1803, (printed in 1fasson, I and II, 
and erea er rer ere _ o as j;_u obior,raphv1 De Quincev examines 
the reasons for the idea of sin being peculiarly Christian. He 
writes that "the Christian idea of sin is an idea uttl='rlv un
known to the Pagan mind." Sin, to tnepagan~ - was merely the 
relaxation of the will and involved no higher idea of holiness 
(Masson, II, p. 73).

12. 	The Posthurwus Works of Thomas De Q11incev, ed. A.H. Japp, (London, 
1891), I, pp. 226-7. These two volumes will hereafter be ref
ered to as ~. , to di st ingui sh them from Japp' s biograph Y. 

13. 	 See part 2 of chapter three for further co~ment on De ~Jincev's 
idea of sin. 

14. 	J. Hillis Miller, The Disappearance of God, (Harvard, 1963). r·.~iller 
compares De Qi..lincey, 3rowning, Arnold, Hopkins and Emilv Bronte 
in his study, and in the ''Introduction" quotes Vani tv Fair 
to call this group "a set of people living without God in the 
world''. Miller is refering here not to the absolute non-exist
ence of God, such as a modern might asEert, but to the Victor
ian sense that God had retreated somewhere and was no longer 
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accessible -- "God exists, but he is out of reach" (p. 1). Such 
a case is far from true for De Quincey, who did indeed feel that 
God was apprehensible through experiences of the sublime. 

15. The 	descri?tion of the experience beside the bed of his ·dead sister 
was originally a part of the Suspiria De Profundis, and was 
printed in 1845 under the title of 11 rrhe 1ff11ct1ons of Child
hood" (Blackwood's", lVII, pp. 274-84). I shall refer in later 
chapters ito the "Blackwood's" printing of the Suspiria (Vols. 
LVII and LVIII) but it might be useful to know that the material 
not printed by De Quincey in his Collective Works (1853-60) can 
be. found in Malcolm Elwin's edition of the Confessions of an 
English 	Opium Eater, (London, 1956). 

16. Hillis Miller, p. 23. 
17. See 	chapter three for a discussion of the dialectical structure. 
18. Hillis Miller, p. 21. 
19. See 	part 3 of chapter four below. 
20. 	Again see chapter three on the dialectical theory and the nature 

of paradox. 
21. Post., II, p. 118n. 
22. Ibid., I, p. 227. 
23. Proctor, p. 43. 
24. 	Such statements as the following, quoted again later in the . 

chapter, clearly reveal De Quincey's reliance on the feelings 
as a source of moral truth -- "To know is not always to feel; 
and without a correspondent depth of feeling, there is in-;Qral 
cases no effectual knowledge" (Hasson, VIII, p. 230). And perhaps 
his most celebrated state~ent on this subject occurs in his short 
critical piece "On the Knocking at the Gate in Kacbeth", where 
De Quincey is primarily concerned with the justification of a 
reliance on feeling as opposed to understaYlding. He writes, "Here 
then was a fresh proof that I was right in relying on my ovm feel
ing, in opposition t6 my understanding'' (rasson, X, P. 391). 
De Quincev's other great anti-Kantian statement concerning his 
rejection of the understanding as the final source of knowledge, 
and his reliance, rather, on the feeling, occurs in ''The Poetrv 
of Pope" -- "the Scriptures speak not of the understanding, but 
of ''the understanding heart", - making the heart, ~ the 
great intuitive (or non-discursive) organ, to be the inter
changeable formula for man in his highest state or capacitv 
for the infinite'' (!!asson, XI, p. 56). These ideas, and the 
concept of education through experiences of sublimitv, are, of 
course, related to the well-established eighteenth-century trad
ition of sensibility, as seen, for example, in Rousseau's Fmile. 

25. 	 Specificallv on the subject of the literature of knowledge and of 
power, which I will discuss in a later chapter, De Q11incev n~akes 
this statement -- "For which distinction, as for most of the 
sound criticism on poetr:v, or an;v subject connected vli th it 
that I have ever met with, I must ack:nowledge my obligations 
to manv years' conversation with ~.(r. Wordsworth" (J'.1asson, X, 
p. 48n.). Despite this admitted debt to Wordsworth, De Quincev's 
formulation of the literature of knowledge and the literature 
of power may well have been influenced by Eazlitt's essav "On 
Poetry in General'', which appeared in 1818, not very long before 
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De Quincey's "Letters to a Yoµng Han" (1823), which contains the 
first presentation of the dichotomy. Hazlitt's statement that 
"It is not only the progress of mechanical knowledge, but the 
necessary advances of civilization that are unfavourable to the 
spirit of poetry" (Lectures on t e F.n,Q"lish Poets and The Spirit 
of the Age, Everyman 1 s ed., p. 9 is identical with the sense 
spirit dialectic which I discuss in the next chapter. Emphasizing 
the "power" of poetry as opposed to this "mechanical knowledge", 
Hazlitt 	writes, "Impassioned poetry is an emanation of the moral 
and intellectual part of our nature, as well as of the sensit
ive -- of the desire to know, the will to act, and the power to 
feel" (Ibid., p. 6). 

26. A phrase such as "sublime cluster of mountain groups" (:Masson, III, 
p. 282) is one example. Others can be found in appendix B on the 
sublime and the beautiful, which deals with general definitions 
of these categories. 

27. From The Prose of William Wordsworth, ed. W.J.B. Owen and J.W. Smyser, 
(Oxford, 	 1974), II, pp. 349-360. Subsequent references to these 
volumes will be to Owen and Smyser. 

28. ~., p. 349. 
29. Ibid., p. 350. 
30. 	WITiiam Wordsworth, The Prelude, text of 1805, ed. Ernest de Sel

incourt, (Oxford Univ. Press), I, 433. 
31. Ibid., II, 447. 
32. Ibid., VII, 695. 
33. Ibid., VII, 721-6. 
34. "Preface to the l1yrical Ballads", Owen and Smyser, I, pp. 124, 126, 

128. 
35. 	 Certainly De Quincey recognized the specific moral function of 

Wordsworth's natural irr:agery. As he expresses it in an essay 
"The Story of a Libel": "The Primal duties of life, like the 
primal charities, are placed high above us -- legible to everv 
eye, and shining like stars with a splendour ±hat is read in , 
every clime and translates itself into everv language at once. 
Such is the imagery of Wordsworth" (Masson, III, p. 161). 

36. 	 During his exposition of the li terat.ure of power and knmvledge in 
"The Poetry of Pope", De Quincey makes the specific point that 
power, or the exercising of the sensibility, can arise either from 
"the great phenomena of infancv, or of real life", (which, if 
not refering specificallv to nature itself, would include nat
ural occurences in general) or from the "mimicries" of life, 
such as poetry and romance (~..:assen, XI, p. 56).

37. See 	Proctor's comparison of the two statements, at p. 107ff. 
38. 	 See "rescues them£the affectionsJ from torpor" (Masson, XI, p. 

57) for the closest verbal echo of Wordsworth. 
39. See 	chapter five. 
40. 	 He writes of the action of tragedy on the sensibility at Post., 

I, p. 294, and in another place asserts the following -
"And of this let everv man be assured -- that he owes to 
the impassioned books which he has read many a thousand more 
of emotions than he can consciously trace back to them 11 (Kasson, 
XI, pp. 59-60). 
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41. 	For further discussion of De Quincey's distinction between talent 
and genius, see chapter two. 

42. Post., I, pp. 303-4. 
43. 	Wordsworth writes that the poet is a man "endowed with more lively 

sensibility, more enthusiasm and tenderness, who has a greater 
knowledge of human nature, and a more comprehensive soul than are 
supposed to be common among mankind", "Preface to the L.vrical 
Ballads", Owen and Smyser, I, p. 132. 

44. 	 The Prelude, I, 439. There is an intimation of this same sanctity 
attached to the poet in the opening lines of the poem, when 
Wordsworth celebrates his expanding creativity - "Oh there is 
blessing in this gentle breeze/ That blows from the green fields 
and from the clouds ••• " (I, 1-2). See also the following usages 
in The Prelude - "Holy services" (I, 60), "ministry'' (I, 494), 
"ministration'', "sanctity" (I, 526-7), "hallowed" (I, 578), 
"obeisance", "devotion'' (II, 394), "holy powers'' (III, 83), 
"I made no vows, but vows/ Were made for me" (IV, 341-2), "On 
I walk'd/ In blessedness" (IV, 344-5) etc. 

45. Ibid., II, 376-77. 
46. 	 See The Prelude, where Wordsworth makes large claims for his own 

selflessness: 
I never, in the quest of right and wrong, 
Did tamper with myself from private aims; 
Nor was in any of my hopes the dupe 
Of selfish passions; nor did wilfully 
Yield ever to mean cares and low pursuits; 
But rather did with jealousy shrink back 
From everv combination that might aid 
The tendency, too potent in itself, 
Of habit to enslave the mind, I mean 
Oppress it by the laws of vulgar sense, 
And substitute a universe of death ••• (XIII, 133-141) 
Blake wrote, in 'Hfhe Marriage of Heaven and He11" that '''Ihe 
most sublime act is to set another before vou" (The Cor:1plete 
Writings of William Blake,LOxford, 1966_.7, p. 151 ). See also 
Coleridee's reuark concerning the true genius - "and because 
his feelings have been habituall:v associated with thoughts and 
images, to the number, clearness and vivacity of which the sens
ation of self is alwavs in an inverse proportion" (Biographia 
Literaria, ed, J. Shawcross, L0xford, 1907_7, p. 30). 

47. "On 	 Shakespeare and Hilton", (Everyman's Library ed.), p. 53. 
48. The 	 Confessions of an En lish Ooiurn Eater, ed. Alethea Havter, 

Penguin edition, 1973 , p. 29. This edition of the first 
edition of the Confessions will be used for anv further ref
erences to the 1S21 text. 

49. "Blackwood's", LVII, p. 272. 
50. 	 De Quincey's use of the Jo&"l of Arc story illustrates his own ass

ertion that one of the greatest powers in the moulding the 
human feelings are "the actions of men emblazon'd by history" 
(Post., I, p. 292). 
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51. 	 In this, De Quincey is aligning himself with a long tradition of 
of considering sympathy as an aesthetic principle. The best 
account of this tradition is to be found in W.J. Bate's "The 
Sympathetic Imagination in Eighteenth Century English Crit
icism", ELH,. XII, (1945). Dryden represents an early example 
of this1d'nd of thought when he writes of tragedy achieving an 
"abatement"ofpride. Tragedy also "insensibly works on us to be 
helpful to, and tender, over the distressed" (Essavs, ed. Ker, 
I, 210). As Wellek points out, this idea is closely related to 
the Aristotelian idea of catharsis, which certainlv implies 
purgation of egotism (A History of ~fodern Criticism,LYale, 
1966.:J, I, p. 22). Abrams observes, however, that the real move 
towards the aesthetic application of the idea of sympathy, as 
opposed to the purely ethical, comes in the nineteenth century 
in England with the criticism of Coleridge and Hazlitt on Shakes
peare (M.H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp, £oxford, 1971J, 
p. 245). Shakespeare is praised for his capacity to subsume him
self within the character his representing. Hazlitt expresses 
this capacity as follows - irThe poet may be said, for the time, 
to identify himself with the.character he wishes to represent, 
and to pass from one to another, like the same soul success
ively animating different bodies" (On Shakespeare and ?i'.ilton", 
~Everman's Library ed •.:J, p. 50). 

CHAPTER TWO 

1. 	In "Pagan Oracles", it is worth noting, De Quincev does in fact con
cede more capacity for an apprehension of the invisible world to 
the pre-Christian period, than he does in any other place. 

2. 	This particular aspect of Platonism in De Quincey, of seeing the 
world as a reflection or a mere shadow of an ulti~ate realitv, 
is not dealt with in Proctor's brief survey of De Quincey's gener
al antipathy towards Plato (Proctor, pp. 18-22). De Quincey 
discusses Plato in a nu~ber of places, principally in the essay 
"Plato's Republic" (nasson, VIII, 42ff.). 

3. 	 In an extension of the same idea, Wordsworth, in Book IV of ~ 
Prelude, writes of the dangers which the surface manners of 
life can represent. To become too involved in sensual pleas
ure, such as during his vacation from Cambridge, is to banish 
a more contemplative seriousness of mind, from which the sense 
of the sublime might spring. He writes: 

••• But a swarm 
Of heady thoughts jostling each other, gawds, 
And feast and dance and public revelry••• 

••• these did now 
Seduce me from the firm habitual quest 
Of feeding pleasures••• (IV, 572-9).

4. 	 Clearly, this argument is closely aligned with the discussion of 
primitivism in poetry, which gained force in the late eight
eenth century. See Abrams, pp. 83-4, for an account of how 
writers like William Duff and Hugh Blair celebrated the qual
ity of primitive passion and poetry. Wordsworth, in his reliance 
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on the idea of the common nature of men at all times, develops 
the primitivist argument,( although as Abrams observes, he was 
not a "chronological primitive" Abrams, p. 105). Certainly chron
ology is implied by the quotation from De Quincey. However, al
though a kind of primitivism is implicit in his statement, the 
celebration of the distant past must be seen as part of De Quinc
ey's search for the ''ideal" patterns of human behaviour. Not 
only was there greater passion attached to the utterances of 
those earlier times, but the issues dealt with were more arche
typal, more ideal. 

5. See chapter five. 
6. 	Compare Shelley's similar denunciation of utility, which is central 

to his "Defence of Poetry" -- "But poets have been challenged to 
resign ·the civic crown to reasoners and mechanists on another 
plea. It is admitted that the exercise of the imagination is 
most delightful, but it is alleged that that of reason is more 
useful. •• 11 (The Harks of Percy Bvsshe Shelley, ed. Ingpen and 
Peck, ~London, 1930:/, VII, p. 131). 

7.Post., II, p. 193. 
8.-r-realize 	that in the cases I cite, exact parallels are not always 

present in De Quincey's historical antitheses. For example, in the 
rhetoric discussion, the classical period is praised versus the 
modern, whereas, when the classical period is compared to the 
Christian, then the condemnation is obviously centred upon the 
former. Thus, though a consistent pattern and structure can be 
seen in De Quincey's dialectic, some inconsistency in literal 
meaning is apparent. De Quincey himself notes in the rhetoric 
antithesis that what the modern world might have lost in el
oquence, it has gained in the sanctities of its religion (1.:asson, 
x, p. 99). 

9. Post., I, p. 73. 
10.--c:G. 	 Jung writes that "Knowledge does not enrich us; it removes_ 

us more and more from the mythic world. in which we were once at 
home by right of birth" J.:er.1ories Dreams Reflections, £Fontana 
paperback, Lendor., 1963 , p. 231 • In this antagonism he rep
resents the conflict so often revealed in De Quincey's writing 
between knowledge and power, the same conflict which dominated 
the mid-Victorian period in the form of Darwin's Ori~in of the 
Species. It was felt at that time, and is still repeated today, 
that the scientific knowledge accumulated during the last two 
hundred years~as dealt a mortal blow to religious ideas. Cert
ainly, advances in the theory of evolution, in geology and in 
astronomy etc. have disproved the factual bases of much relig
ious mythology, and can, as Jung suggests in the above quotat
ion, erode man's mythical capacitv. However, scientific kno~
ledge need not be felt to encroach upon the areas of mythology 
or spiritual life in general, as is indicated in the main text of 
the present chapter. It is interesting that, although he comes 
to different conclusions, Kant is li':{ewise much concerned with 
establishing the distinct difference between kinds of apprehens
ion. See part 5 of appendix A for comments on this subject. 
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11. In a similar fashion, De Quincev criticizes Southey's treatment of the 
story of Joan of Arc, which could be, as I have noted,a good 
potential source of sublimity. Southev, concentrating upon the 
political issues leading up to the coronation of Charles VII, 
concludas his account just when the sublime episodes are about 
to begin -- "With this coronation, her triumph, in the plain 
historical sense, ended. And there ends Southey's poem. But exact
ly at this point the grander stage of her mission commences, viz. 
the ransom which she, a solitary girl, paid in her own person for 
the national deliverance. 1rhe grander half of the storv was then 
sacrificed, as being irrelevant to Southey's political object'' 
(Masson, V, pp. 241-2). Once again, the question of utility lies 
at the basis of De Quincey's critical judgement. 

12. 	De Quincey writes in "On the Knocking at the Gate in r.~acbeth'' of his 
belief in the general purpose behind natural appearances. The 
works of nature "are to be studiea with entire submission of our 
own faculties, and in the perfect faith that in them there can 
be no too much or too little, nothing useless or inert, but 
that, the farther we press in our discoveries, the more we shall 
see proofs of design and self-supporting arrangement where the 
careless eye sees nothing bu:t accident" (r~asson, X, p. 394). As 
Proctor rightly notes, however, De Quincey usually speaks of nat
ure in terms of its effect upon the feelings, especially its pot
ential for sublime effect, rather than of its hidden design 
(Proctor, p. 57). 

13. 	Also see the passage at Jfasson, I, pp. 128-30, where De Quincey dis
cusses the capacity of the mqgician in Aladdin to read the 
"secret hieroglyphics" of the boy's footsteps. He concludes that 
"the least things in the universe must be secret mirrors to the 
greatest". See part 2 of chapter four for further comment on this 
passage. 

14. 	An amusing example of such a shift in perspective, and the sublim
ity to be derived from it, is given by De Quincey in the essay 
"William Wordsworth", which became part of the Literarv and lake 
Reminiscences in volume II of !.Iasson. The passage which I refer 
to now, however, was not included in that edition, but can be 

~found in the T'ecollection of the Lakes and Lake Poets, (Penguin 
edition, 1970), p. 160. In this account, De ~iincev describes 
Wordsworth stretching himself on the ground in order to hear 
the approaching letter carrier, and on rising, suddenly notic
ing a star hanging near the horizon. 'The relaxation of attent
ion, followed by this sudden vision, filled the poet with an 
extraordinary sense of power. 

15. "Blackwood's", LVII, p. 285. 
16. I have paraphrased here a quotation De Quincey makes from Milton. 

The 	con text is as follows -- "It is a beautiful circumstance 
in the syrr;bology of the Jewish ritual, where all is svmbolic 
and all significant, where all in r,:ilton's language 1 \vas meant 
mysteriouslv·' "(Hasson, 'III, p. 122n.). 

17. 	De ~incev describes an example of the Christian correspondence bet
ween a time of day and a sublime moral sense, in the following 
manner -- "This practice of crepuscular antelucan worship, poss
ibly having reference to the eneffable mystery of the resurrect
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ion (all Evangelists agreeing in the awful circumstance that it 
was very early in the morning, and one even saying 'whilst it 
was yet 	dark',--a symbolic pathos which appeals to the very depths 
of human passion, as if the world of sleep and anarchy of dreams 
figured to our apprehension the dark worlds of sin and death,--" 
(Masson, VII, p.111). Thus too, the wind can become "an audible 
symbol of eternity" (I, 42), and cloud formations, though fleet
ing, can be "in a dim sense often so symbolic" (Masson, VIII, 
p. 19n.). 

18. Masson's note-"Flavius Josephus, the Jewish Historian b. A.D. 37, 
d. about A. D. 100". 

19. 	Again, De Quincey emphasizes the sensual world in contrast to the 
spiritual, in his account of pagan and Christion attitudes to 
death. The Greek sought to conceal the horror of death by ob
scuring its nature-"by throwing a thick curtain and a veil of 
beauty over the whole too painful subject" (Masson, II, p.74). 
The image of disguise is employed to describe the Greek repre
sentation of death as a statue of a beautiful youth, while the 
Christian used the skeleton and the hour-glass. Having an access 
through symbolism to an infinite world beyond death, the Christ
ian need resort to no form of deception about the nature of 
death. If a man is too attached to the external forms of beauty 
for their own sake, then a concomitant sense of their inevitable 
decay is inevitable. It is with reasons such as this that De 
Quincey describes Coleridge's final removal from the Lakes in 
the Literarv and lake Reminiscences (nasson, II, p.203ff.). 

CHAPTER THREE 
1. 	The roots of such a dialectical method of exposition, involving 

continual broad antitheses, go back at least as far as Goethe. 
"Such polarities are Goethe's natural way of thinking in all his 
sketches of literary history", writes R. Wellek in his A Historv 
of Modern Criticism, (I, p.220). Such a description immediately 
recalls De Quincey. See Abrams (The Mirror and the Lamp)pp. 118
120 for a brief summary of the general importance of this theory 
to Coleridge. The same general importance to De Quincey will be 
shown in the following pages, but I am concentrating my attention 
upon the specific values and effects which De Quincey derives 
from the structure of opposition. See also Wellek, I, p. 3n., for 
remarks concerning the origin of "reconciliation of opposites" 
in theories concerning "similitude in dissimilitude", which I 
shall be discussing shortly. 

2. 	See, particularly, chapter four below for a discussion of dimension 
or size. 

3. 	 See chapter four below for an account of De Quincey's theory of pain 
and suffering. 

4. 	This idea is of course closely related to the romantic use of the 
concept of organicism, which particularly employs images of 
growth in nature to illustrate the structure of a work of art. 
Abrams describes the origins of the theory.pp. 201-213, and 
Coleridge's use of the idea at pp. 168-177. His consistent oppo

http:theory.pp
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sition of the organic with the mechanic is, of course, essen
tially the same as De Quincey's emphasis upon this distinction. 

5. See chapter six below. 
6. 	Again the organic nature of the combination of the two opposing 

elements of the language is asserted by De Quincey in his 
account of the differing qualities of the Saxon and latin 
areas-"whilst the flesh, the blood, and the muscle, will 
often be almost exclusively Latin, the articulation of hinges 
of connexion and transition will be Anglo-Saxon"(XI, 298). This 
usage is reminiscent of Carlyle's analogy between the health 
of the body and the health of the nation in his essay "Charac
teristics". 

7. 	"The former .half of my work I have already described to you; the lat
ter half.endeavours to construct such a system of study as 
shall combine these two advantages; 1, Systematic unity; that 
is, such a principle of internal connexion as that the several 
parts of the plan shall furnish assistance interchangeably. 2, 
The largest possible compass of external relations (Masson,X,p.25). 
Like wise, Coleridge's description of the two poles of the 
transcendental philosopher-"two forces, the one which tends to 

·expand 	infinitely, while the other strives to apprehend or find 
itself in this infinity" (Biographia, I, 178). 

8. Post., I, p. 172. 
9. 	~full meaning of infinity has yet to be discussed, but its general 

significance for De Quincey has been indicated in section 1 of 
chapter one. 

10. 	Such a description of the creative process is of course very similar, 
and no doubt influenced by, Hordsworth's statement on the subject 
in the "Preface to the Lyrical BalJ ads"-"I have said that poet
ry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes 
its origin from emotion recollected in tranquillity: the emotion 
is contemplated till, by a species of reaction, the tranquillity 
gradually disappears, and an emotion kindred to that which was 
before the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and 
does itself actually exist in the mind" (Owen and Smyser, I, 
p. 148). The interaction of opposites, which produces progres
sion, as represented in thie statement, is exactly the process 
which appealed so much to De Quincey. 

11. 	See Masson, III, p. 204 for De Quincey's description of Wordsworth's 
one-sidedness. 

12. 	See Masson XI, p. 310, for De Quincey's criticism of the Wanderer's 
lack of foresight and breadth of vision. 

13. 	 Compare with such a t:vpical De Quincey statement as, "They ["some 
authorsJ attract by means of their repulsion" (?.'.asson, V, 
p. 215). 

14. 	The idea of the reconciliation of opposites goes back to A.W. Schle
gel, at least. To quote Wellek on this author's theory-"Roman
tic poetry differs from classical by its dPlight in insoluble 
mixtures of everything antithetical: nature and art, poetry and 
prose, earnest and jest, memory and intuition, spirituality and 
sensuality" (II, p. 59). Schelling formulated the thesis-anti
thesis-synthesis concept, which is the base of much material 
discussed in this chapter and the next. Coleridge developed this 
theory as part of the organic theory already mentioned in 

http:Masson,X,p.25
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notes4 and 5 to this chapter , and as essential to his theory 
of the imagination. He writes in the Biographia, "This power ••• 
£the imaginationJ reveals itself in the balance or reconci
liation of opposite or discordant qualities; of sameness with 
difference; of general with concrete ••• " (Biographia, II, p. 12). 
Of the tension between the subjective and the objective, the 
finite and the infinite, he writes in another place-"in the 
existence, in the reconciling, and the recurrence of this con
tradiction consists the process and mystery of production and 
life".(Biographia, I, p. 96). Like De Quincey, Coleridge finds 
The fundamental paradigm of the theory in the religious belief 
that underlies all his thought. In Table Talk he expresses the 
Schelling pattern in the proposition of God as prothesis, the 
Father as thesis, the Son as antithesis, and the Holy Spirit 
as synthesis (p. 62). 

15. Post., I, P. 227. 
16. !'bid., II, p. 151. 
17. 	ThIS paradox is also evoked in another context, in relation to 

Christ-"-man and yet not man, real above all things, and yet 
shadowy above all thing'S"(Masson, I, p. 39). 

18. 	Although Wellek asserts that the idea of genius and talent is com
monplace since Kant (Historv of Criticism, II, p. 164), the 
philosopher does not, at least in the Critique of Judg~ment 
make this precise opposition. Certainly, he goes a long way 
towards defining genius as an irrational force of originality 
(The Critique of Judgement,ed. J.C. Meredith, (Oxford, 1969), 
pp. 168-169), and describes this power in the following way
"genius ••• is a talent for producing that for which no definite 
rule can be given: and not an aptitude in the way of clever
ness for what can be learned according to some rule" (Ibid., 
p. 168). Part of De Quincey's definition is anticipate~re, 
and the meaning of ''talent", though not so designated, is im
plied. Coleridge follows the Kantian description, calling 
genius "the power of doing something new" (Table Talk, p. 180), 
but also adds the specific polarity of genius and talent. 
For a good summary of Coleridge's definition (which could 
indeed be De Quincey's own) see Abrams, p. 176. For Coleridge, 
talent lies in the understanding, while genius lies in the 
action of reason and imagination, talent applies the knowledge 
of others, but only genius creates in an organic way. See 
also Wellek, Historv of Criticism, II, p. 46, for a similar 
distinction found in A.W. Schlegel, and II, pp. 101-102, for 
an account of Jean-Paul Richter's discrimination between the 
partiality of talent, and the all-inclusive higher powers of 
genius. 

19. 	See also Nasson, III, pp. 34-35n., for similar, but slightly 
expanded comments on the distinction between genius a~d ta
lent. As in the above passage (XI, 383), De Quincey again 
emphasizes the moral nature of genius-"genius is intellec
tual power impregnated with moral nature." He also stresses 
the distinctive quality of genius-HHence the very word genius, 
because the genial nature in its whole organization is expres
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sed and involved in it. Hence, also 1 arises the reason that 
genius is always particular and individual; one man's genius 
never exactly repeats another man's but talent·is the same in 
a.11 men". 

20. 	See Wellek, History of Criticism, II, pp. 14-15 for a brief account 
of paradox as an idea in the work of F. Schlegel, and its re
lation to ironv. 

21. 	A similar usage of the paradox of light obscuring revelation is 
found in the Confessions, when De Quincey is writing of the 
mind's power to retain past events, which appear to have been 
lost forever--"but alike, whether veiled or unveiled, the in
scription remains forever; just as the stars seem to withdraw 
before the common light of day, whereas, in fact, we all know 
that it is the light of day which is drawn over them as a veil-
and that they are waiting to be revea1ed, when the obscuring 
daylight shall be withdrawn" (III, 435). In this example, De 
Quincey provides a tangible correlative for the lower and high
er modes of understanding which he hopes to define. 

22. 	From "Letters to a Young Ifan whose Education has been neglected", 
first published in the London Magazine during 1823. 

23. 	Coleridge, on several occasions, makes the same observation con
cerning apparent contradictions, and uses Plato and Aristotle 
as examples of higher and lower faculties of comprehension-
"Plato's works a.re preparatory exercises for the mind. He leads 
you to see that propositions involving in themselves contra
dictory conceptions are nevertheless true; and which, there
fore, must belong to a higher logic-- that of ideas. They are 
contradictory only in the Aristotelian logic, which is the 
instrument of the understanding. (Table Talk, pp. 82-83.) In 
an interesting paragraph in the Biographia, Coleridge deals 
again with the two levels of apprehension, factual and ideal, 
as they relate to the truth of images in poetry-''That illu
sion, contradistinguished from delusion, that negative faith 
faith which simply permits the images presented to work by 
their own force, without either denial or affirmation of their 
real existence by the judgement is rendered impossible by their 
immediate neighbourhood to words and facts of known and abso
lute truth." (Biographia, II, p. 107). As the editor, Shawcross, 
observes, there is considerable similarity between this idea 
and Keats' "negative capability". 

24. Post., II, p. 228. 
25. Ibid., p. 233. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

1. 	In fact, the idea of terror as a part of the sublime goes back at 
least as far as Dennis. In "The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry" 
he writes that "We name those things wonderful, which we admire 
with fear" (Critical 1:/orks of John Dennis, I, p. 347). Terror 
is, in fact, one of Dennis' s ''Enthusiastical Passions" which 
can impress the mind through poetry. However, he makes the 
following distinction-"Fear then, or Terror, is a Disturbance 
of Mind proceeding from an Apprehension of an approaching Evil, 
threatening Destruction or very great Trouble either to us or 

•. 
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ours. And when the Disturbance comes suddenly with surprise, 
let us call it Terror;1when gradually, Fear•••• (Ibid., I, p. 
356). The great and moving effect of terror is b~se it "is 
perhaps the violentest of all the passions" (Ibid., I, p. 361). 
The greatest "Enthusiastic Terror" (which is 'Ca.USed by the 
~ of the object of terror) Dennis asserts

1 
following Longinus, 

is to be derived from religious ideas. 
Burke, of course, developed the idea of terror in the 

sublime to an even greater extent. To Burke, the sublime effect 
is rooted in emotion, so that the greater the emotion, the 
greater the sublime effect, and terror, he sees as the cause 
of the greatest emotional effect. Burke writes that " whatever 
is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, 
that is to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is con
versant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner ana
logous to terror, is a source of the sublime" (A Philosophical 
En uir into the Ori in of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the 
Beautiful, London, 1759 , I,p~58 • He expands this idea in 
hie section specifically on the sublime itself, and claims that 
"Indeed, terror is in all cases whatsoever, either more openly 
or latently the ruling principle of the sublime" (Ibid., II, 
p.97 ) • De Quincey would not go so far as to cal1 terr'Or "the 
ruling principle of the sublime"-although there may be a case 
for seeing suffering as such--since a number of other factors 
seem to weigh equally heavily with him. 

For a general discussion of Kant's ideas on the sub
lime of terror, see part II of Appendix A. 

2. For "figuring". 
3. See note 6 to chapter five for remarks on impassioned prose. 
4. 	 See other remarks on the all-inclusive nature of genius in chapter 

three. 
5. "Blackwood's", LVII, p. 502. 
6.De 	Quincey's typically romantic view of childhood as a period of 

innocence, when spirituality is uncontaminated by mortality, 
is expressed in many places-see, for example, in the Suspiria 
De Profundis as originally published-"! maintain steadfastly
that, into all the elementary feelings of man, children look 
with a more searching gaze than adults", and "children have a 
specific power of contemplating the truth, which departs as 
they enter the world"("Blackwood's", LVII, p. 496). In this 
context, De Quincey cites Wordsworth's "Immortality" ode. 
See also-"the two things which God made most beautiful arr.ong 
his works, viz. infancy and religion" (Ibid., p.284).

7. 	 De Quincey writes of the "physical desponden'CYarising out of the 
liver," that "this state of partial unhappiness, amongst 
other outward indications, expressed itself by one mark, which 
some people are apt greatly to misapprehend, as if it were 
some result of a sentimental turn of feeling--I mean perpet
ual sighs. But medical rr.en must very well know that a certain 
state of the liver, mechanically, and without any co-operation 
of the will, expresses itself in sighs (III, p. 78). 

8 • .E2.!!.•t I, p. 25. 
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9. 	See also De Quincey's justification of suffering in his essay 
"Oliver Goldsmith". Refering to the hardest years of Charles 
II's life, he writes, "And yet mv own belief is that, in the 
midst of its deadly agitations and its torments of suspense, 
probably enough by the energies of hope, or even of anxiety 
which exalted it, that period of bitter conflict was found by 
the king a more ennobling life than he would have found in the 
torpor of a prosperity too profound" (IV, 290). So, too, De 
Quincey sees moments in a child's growth as depend.nt upon the 
moments of suffering it has just undergone-"Now it was a cons
tant remark of mine, after any storms of that nature (occuring, 
suppose, once in two months), that always on the following day, 
when a long, long sleep had chased away the darkness and the 
memory of the darkness from the little creature's brain, a 
sensible expansion had ta~en place in the intellectual facul
ties of attention, observation and animation" (Post., I, p. 11). 
Here, in a specific case, De Quincey expresses ~he feels 
that the great emotional effect of terror or pain can effect evo
lution. . See also the ending of "Levana and Our Ladies of Sor
row," quoted in chapter eight. 

10. Post., I, p. 7. 
11. 	ii'(}i:ief! thou art classed among the depressing passions. And true 

it is that thou humblest to the dust, but also thou exaltest 
to the clouds. Thou shakest as with ague, but also thou stead
iest like frost" (III, p. 44). 

12. See 	passage at III, p. 45. 
13. See 	"The Afflictions of Childhood" section of chapter eight. 
14. 	See De Quincey's analysis of just this image-combination in his 

long note upon how facts from ordinary life became transfor
med into a dream-horror (XIII, 290-291n.).

15. 	 Certainly the images of "Kubla Khan 11 are called to mind by this 
passage. 

16. 	The original account of this event occurs in the Confessions (III, 
402 ), and the ultimate effect of the event upon De Quincey's 
mind is described later in that same work (III, 441). 

17. 	 I mean, in particula~ the attribute of infinity, which I discuss in 
the third section of the present chapter. 

For the typicality of De Quincey's association of 
horror with Asia, and how this relates to the fracturing of 
the self which he expresses through his images of horror and 
pain, consider Jung's statement--"The figure of the yogi,then, 
would more or less represent my unconscious prenatal wholeness, 
and the Far East, as is often the case in dreams, a psychic 
state alien and opposed to our own" (Memori~s,Dreams, Reflec
tions, p. 355). 

18. 	 I elaborate upon the creative power of dreaming in the next sec
tion, and, of course, in the last three chapters on the major 
fiction. 

19. 	Book I of The Prelude contains examples of the fear and horror to 
be experienced in the world of nature, and Wordsworth summa
rizes the effect of such experience in the following way~ 
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"Wisdom and Spirit of the universe! 
•••not in vain, 

••• didst Thou intertwine for me 
The passions that build up the human Soul ••• 

With life and nature, purifying thus 

The elements of feeling and of thought, 

And sanctifying, by such dicipline, 

Both pain and fear, until we recognize 

A grandeur in the beatings of the heart". 


In a similar manner to De Quincey, Wordsworth celebrates the 
potential beneficience of pain when he writes of his 

early intercourse, 
In presence of sublime and lovely forms, 
With the adverse principles of pain and joy, 
Evil as one is rashly named by those 
Who know not what they say (XIII, 145-1-49). 

20. 	A small branch of De Quincey's fictional writing which I am not 
considering separately, are those pieces which directly arise 
from his taste for the gothic. Both the sublimity of suffering, 
as De Quincey sees it, and the sublimity of obscurity as I 
describe it in the next section, can be sees as the root prin
ciples of this gothic tendency. Klosterheim (~assen, XII) is 
De Quincey's longest attempt in this genre (140 pages), and 
contains such features as a vast, crumbling castle, and a 
typically antithetical situation where "Terror and supersti
tious dread" mix with "religious awe" (Masson, XII, p. 72-72). 
"The Avenger" developes many of the same ideas, stressing 
mysterious circumstances which no mortal being can understand, 
and, particularly, the power of terror-"Agencies of fear •••• 
avail to raise and transfigure the nature of men; mean minds 
become elevated" (Uasson, XII, p. 236). 

21. 	Clarence DeWitt Thorpe, recognising this process in the sublime 
of Kant, concludes in his study of Coleridge's sublime, that 
the English author does not reveal an acceptance or use of it. 
("Coleridge on the Sublime" from Wordsworth and Coleridge: 
Studies in Honour of Geor e McLean Harper, ed. Earl Leslie 
Griggs, Princeton, 1939 , p. 214 • See appendix A for details 
of Kant's position on this subject. 

22. 	This aspect of the sublime is, of course, stressed by Burke. He 
writes that "Darlcness is more productive of sublime ideas 
than light" (Philosophical Enguiry,II,102), and links such 
words as "dark, uncertain, confused, terrible and sublime" 
(~.,II, P• 101).

23. 	Jung writes interestingly of the nature of the vital principal 
of mystery in religion. In his autobiography he writes of a 
stay among the Pueblo indians of New Mexico, when he was 
amazed at the secrecy which they attached to their religious 
beliefs. The emotional power of such mystery is related as 
follows-"It was astonishing to me to see how the Indiants 
emotion change when he speaks of his religious ideas. In 
ordinary life he shows a degree of self-control and dignity 
that borders.on fatalistic equanimity. But when he speaks of 
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things that pertain to his mysteries, he is in the grip of 
a surprising emotion which he cannot conceal" (Jung, 278). 

24. Post., I, p. 226-227. 
25. ~section 3 of chapter two for my initial remarks on symbolism. 
26. 	The language of the Hebrew is also described in terms which praise 

the sublimity of its vagueness-"The Hebrew is a sublime 
monochord, uttering vague vowel sounds as indistinct and shy 
as the breathings of an Aeolian harp when exposed to a fitful 
breeze" (Masson, X, p. 251).

27. 	 The idea of obscurity is linked with symbolism on many occasions 
in De Quincey's writing. Ile refers to "appearances so grand, 
and in a dim sense often so symbolic". (Masson, VIII, p. 19n.) 
when discussing the nebula observed by Lord Fosse, and the 
cloud formations written about by Wordsworth. 

28. 	See Jordan, particularly pp. 58-62, for a brief account of these 
three kinds of sublimity. He makes the distinction on p. 60 
between the sublime 9f mystery and the sublime of horror, 
which I also have separated--following Burke and Jordan. See 
appendix B for general comments on the sublime and the beautiful. 

29. 	Recollections of the Lakes and Lake Poets, (Penguin ed. ), p. 165n. 
This is another passage which is not reproduced in ~asson's 
volume II. 

30. 	 See also Wordsworth's discussion of much the same idea in "Essay 
Upon Epitaphs". In very similar terms to De Quincey, he desc.;..._ 
ribee the relationship of the obscure to the ideal. He writes: 
"The character of the deceased friend or beloved kinsman is 
not seen, no--nor ought to be seen, otherwise than as a tree 
through a tender haze or a luminous mist, that spiritualizes 
and beautifies it; that:takes away, indeed, but only to the 
end that the parts which are not abstracted may appear more 
dignified and lovely; may impress and affect the more," (Owen 
and Smyser, II, p. 58). 

31. 	 It is also worth noting in this context, that during his defenae 
of 1.!il ton's apparently disastrous use of opposites, De Quincev 
refers to the device as part of "this cryptical science of 
poetic effects" (see chapter five), the power of which, again, 
derives from the presence of a mystery to be penetrated. De 
Quincey also considers that the use of symbolic language is 
to "mean mysteriously". 

32. Post., II, p. 26. Again, this discussion is in the next chapter. 
33. 	 It should be noted, however, that despite the symbolic potential 

found by De Quincey in opium and dreams, both combined and 
separately, he had a natural tendency towards the ideal or 
the symbolic which these two media served to stimulate. The 
following account by De Quincey of his reaction to Kate 
Wordsworth's death clearly states this tendency-"over and 
above my excess love for her, I had always viewed her as an 
impersonation of the dawn and the spirit of infancv; and 
this abstraction seated in her person, together with the 
visionary sort of connexion which, even in her parting hours, 
she assumed with the summer sun, by timing her immersion into 
the cloud of death with the rising and setting of that faun
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tain of 	life •••• (Masson, II, p. 443).
34. 	See also, in the essay "Goethe", De Quincey's expression "the 

passion of awe connected, by our very dreams, with the shadowy 
and the inv~sible" (Masson, IV, p. 401).

35. 	 See Jung's statement on dreaming-"The dream is a little hidden 
door in the innermost and secret recesses of the psyche, ope
ning into that cosmic night which was psyche long before there 
was any ego consciousness, and which will remain psyche no 
matter how far our ego consciousness may extend •••All conscious
ness separates; but in dreams we put on the likeness of that 
more universal, truer, more eternal man dwelling in the dark
ness of primordial night ("Glossary" to Memor ie s,Dreams, Reflec
tions, p. 413). 

36• .'Masson, III, pp. 75-76. See chapters seven and eight for my prin
cipal account of this intention, together with an assessment 
of its fulfilment. 

37. 	 See footnote 30 above. Although Wordsworth is-not talking about 
dreams in this quotation, the distancing effect required to 
produce a sense of ideality is very similar. 

38. Post., I, p. 25. 
39. 'POSt., II, p.85. 
40. 	That De Quincey was haunted by visions of infinity from his earliest 

years is well exemplified by a passage from the original version 
of the Suspiria, where he is plagued, as a child, with the idea 
of having mistakenly ordered a book which consists of an almost 
endless number of volumes. Not without humour, as he looks back 
on his folly, De Quincey pictures the arrival of these books at 
his house-"Looking out, I should perceive a procession of carts 
and wagons, all advancing in measured movements; each in turn 
would present its rear, deliver its cargo of volumes, by shoot
ing them, like a load of coals on the lawn, and wheel off to 
the rear by way of clearing the road for its successors ••• Men 
would not know my guilt merely, they would see it" ("Blackwood's", 
LVII, p. 500). 

41. 	See Masson, VIII, pp. 7-13 for De Quincey's humorous reflections 
upon the age of the earth. 

42. 	De Quincey seems to have been well familiar with contemporary de
velopments in the science of astronomy, and as well as its 
appeal as a subject of sublime effects, he was also attracted 
to its more factual aspects. See for example his discussion 
of Kant and Herschel as astronomers, in an omitt~d footnote 
to the "System of the Heavens"-quoted in Richard H. B:vrn's 
"Some Unpublished Works of De Quincey", (fillill, 71£2J),pp. 
1002-1003. But probably his attraction for the subject arose, 
not because of the factual aspects, but the sublime potential 
he saw as being inherent in astronomy. He describes astronomy 
as "a science so nearly allying itself to religion by the loft
iness and by the purity of its contemplations ••• " (VIII, 39). 
Clearly, in terms of the science/religion conflict I have 
discussed elsewhere, De Quincey fears no inroads upon his 
faith being made by the facts of scientific advance. 

43. T. S. Eliot's "objective correlative" is closely related to the 
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symbolic mode which De Quincey describes here. 
44. 	For the close similarity of Kant•s and De Quincey's view of in

f'ini ty, see part 7 of appendix A. 
45. 	Elsewhere De Quincey writes of the "yearnings after the infinite 

which are the pledges of all internal grandeur" (Post., I, p. 69).
46. 	 Such qualities attached to genius are, of course, traditional. 

Monk quotes W. Duff's "An Essay on Original Genius" (1767), 
which enumerates the qualities of genius as "Irregular great
ness, Wildness, and Enthusiasm of ImaginationN (p. 131). De 
Quincey's emotional theory of genius and poetry, with its 
concomitant excess, is well reflected in this quotation from 
Robert Lowth-11For the passions are naturally inclined to ampli
fication; they wonderfully magnify and exaggerate whatever dwells 
upon the mind, and labour to express it in animated, bold, and 
magnificent terms" (quoted by Monk, p. 81). 

47. See appendix A. 
48. 	See note 6 to chapter five for a brief discussion of De Quincey's 

style.
49. 	The Uncollected Writin s of Thomas De 

London, 1892 I, p. 12 • 
50. 	See M.H. Abrams, The Milk of Paradise, (Perennial Library ed., 1973) 

for comments upon time-distortion as it relates to De Quincey's 
use of opium (pp. 6-11). Few critical conclusions are drawn, 
particularly as far as De Quincey is concerned. The book also 
deals with the effect of opium upon Crabbe, Thompson and Cole
ridge. 

51. 	London is sublime also as "vast centre of mystery", as De Quincey 
describes the city in another context {"Blackwood's", LVII, 
p. 500). 

52. See Masson, VII, p. 368. 
53. Hogg, I, p. 128. 
54. Post., II, p. 86. 
55. 	'fuirke, in his section "On the Difference between clearness and 

obscurity with regard to the passions" observes the power of 
the indistinctness of verbal description as opposed to a draw
ing (Philosophical Enguirv, II, 4). 

56. 	Owen and Smyser, II, p. 351. See part - 8 of appendix A for a 
further account of Wordsworth's position. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

1. 	Compare the statement made by De Quincey in his essay "Style"
"The exuberance of objective~knowledge-that knowledge which 
carries the mind to material out of itself, such as natural 
philosophy, chemistry, physiology, astronomy, geometry, where 
the mind of the student goes for little and the external object 
for much~has had the effect of weaning men from subjective 
speculation••• " (X, 222). Again, a historical process is im.;. 
plied, and one which gives a direction to De Quincey's conti
nuing pursuit of sublimity. He feels that the modern age has 
lost its capacity for sublimity, or in the terms of the above 
quotation, for subjectivity. Note the closeness of De Quincey's 
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"exuberance of objective knowledge", here, and Wordsworth's 
"vivid but not profound", in the previous footnote. It should 
also be remarked that the list of subjects which De Quincey 
provides in the above statement are all connected with know
ledge {facts) rather than with power. The deficiences of the 
objective approach are therefore quite explicit, since power 
is De Quincey's most valued literary concept. 

The debate concerning subjective and objective has, 
of course, a long tradition, although as usual De Quincey tends 
to pass off his restatement of the matter as something quite 
new. See Abrams, pp. 242-244 for a brief discussion of the tra
dition, and for an indication of the difficulty surrounding the 
argument. One slight difficulty with regard to De Quincey is 
that his praise of the subjective, as opposed to preoccupation 
with the outward forms of the world, must be clearly distin
guished from the false subjectivity of the self which I desc
ribe in chapter one. 

2. 	Such a statement clearly recalls the constant demand in the eigh
teenth century for generality in poetry, perhaps most easily 
summarized by Johnson's remark in Rasselas-"'The business of 
the poet', said Irnlac,'is to examine, not the individual, but 
the species; to remark general properties and large appear
ances; he does not number the streaks of the tulip, or desc
ribe the different shades in the verdure of the forest.'" 
{Criticism; the ~~ajor Texts, ed. Walter Jackson Bate, p. 207). 
This element of the mimetic theory goes back to Aristotle, who 
wrote in book IX of the Poetics, that "poetry tends to express 
the univercal, history the particular" (Ibid .. , p. 25). See Ab
rams, pp. 39-41 for the statements of R~lds, Warton and 
others on this subject, and see, also, Wordsworth's agreement 
with Aristotle's statement-"Aristotle, I have been told, has 
said that Poetry is the most philosophic of writing; it is so: 
its object is truth, not individual and local, but general, 
and operative" (Owen and Smyser, I, p. 138). 

3. 	 The principal sources in Masson for De Quincey's critical remarks 
on Pope are "Alexander Pope" (IV, pp.. 237-287), "'On the Poetry 
of Pope" (XI, pp. 51-97), "Lord Carlisle on Pope" (XI, pp. ··.98
155). Jordan discusses De Quincey's criticism of Pope, pointing 
out its biographical basis, in chapter VI of his book .. 

4. 	The notable exception to De Quincey's general condemnation of Pope's 
works is the case of "Eloisa to Abelard". Here De Quincey is 
able to praise , and respond enthusiastically to the poem be
cause he finds sublimity in the struggle of Eloisa's religious 
aspirations with her human passions (Masson, XI, p. 85).

5. 	De Quincey follows prevalent opinion in his condemnation of eighteenth 
century poetry. As ~assen says, the period between Drvden and 
Wordsworth was often considered as poetically degenerate (XI, 
p. 2), and De Quincey writes of "the restoration of higher trans
cnedental truth of nature by Wordsworth" (Masson, II, p. 272) .. 
Coleridge discusses eighteen~century poetic diction in the first 
chapter of Biographia I.i teraria, and, of course, Wordsworth's 
theory of the "language of men" derived from his rejection of 

.. 
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the artificialities he found in the poetry of the earlier 
period. 

6. 	The expression "impassioned prose" is used by De Quincey in his 
"General Preface" to his Collective Works (reprinted at Mas
son, I, p. 14) with particular respect to his dream literature. 
I follow this use of "impassioned" throughout this thesis, to 
describe those passages or episodes which contain De Quincey's 
sublime climaxes. The impassioned style is, as its name sug
gests, one of great emotion, an emotion which can dissolve any 
sense of logical, factual developments in the interest of 
creating particular moods a.nd powerful effects. De Quincey's 
vast exaggerations, and complex digressions are aspects of 
this style, as I suggest in chapter eight. See Abrams, pp. 132
134 for the Longinian aspects of the sublime which were adop
ted by the romantics as stylistic principles.

7. 	Horace Eaton, De Quincey's biographer, writes-"In the little paper 
On the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth, De Quincey shows for 
the first time his critical powers. It is famous, deservedly 
famous; and it has in Shakespearean criticism established 
once and for all the artistic validity of that startling chan
ge of key following the murder of Duncan" (H. Eaton, Thomas 
De Ql1incey,L:'"Oxford, 1936_7). 

8. 	Goldman, in T·he Mine and the !-lint, describes the lamentable incomp
leteness of De Quincey's essay on Goethe, which, for example, 
leaves out all reference to Faust. 

9. 	 De Quincey refers to the phenomenon of the witches in his essay 
"Shakespeare" (Masson, IV, p. 78). 

10. 	Jordan, on p. 106 of his book, observes that Hazlitt's Shakespearean 
criticism also depends a good deal on antithesis or antagonism, 
particularly applying the idea to his discussion of characters 
and their foils. Coleridge also notes Shakespeare's tendency 
to merge opposing eiements in his plays .--but the root of 
the idea, it should be noted, is to be found in the work of 
the Schlegels. A.W. Schlegel defended the idea of Shakespeare's 
conscious artistry by observing the playwright's use of anti
thesis-"He £Shak.espeareJ is more systematic than any other 
author: through those antitheses which contrast individuals, 
masses, and even worlds in picturesque groups; or through the 
musical symmetry of the same great scale, by gigantic repeti
tions and refrains; " (Quoted from Wellek's translation, 
History of Criticism, II, p. 65). 

11. 	See Chapter three for the examples of the French Revolution and 
the description of the poet himself. 

12. 	Worldsworth is making a similar point in his "Essay on Epitaphs", 
when he discusses the apparently opposing attitudes of two men 
on the subject of death. He concludes his account in the following 
way-''Each of these Sages was in s;vmpath:v with the best feelings 
of our nature; feelings which, though they seem opposite to 
each other, have another and finer connection than that of con
trast" (Owen and Smyser, II, pp. 52-53). Note also the closeness 
of this idea to De Quincey's reiteration of the distinction 
between partial truth and whole truth (chapter three). 
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13. 	Of course this suspension of the understanding is at least related 
to Coleridge's "willing suspension of disbelief". 

14. 	Proctor has accounted for De Quincey's emotional response to lite
rature. I have hoped to explain the background and intention 
of De Quincey's method in a wider context. 

15. 	 See also Masson II, pp.73-74, where De Quincey's critique of an
cient and modern tragedy depends upon the concept of sin in 
Christianity. 

16. 	See, for example, the statement, ''On coming to Oxford, I had 
taken up one position in advance of my age by full thirty 
years: that appreciation of Wordsworth, which it has taken 
full thirty years to establish amongst the public••• (Masson, 
II, P• ·57).

17. In vol. II of the Masson edition. 
18. 	See Masson, XI, pp. 296ff. Here De Quincey claims that Wordswo~th 

could not have literally meant that his poetic language was 
the language of men. 

19. 	See Masson, -xr, p. 3o4ff. The method employed here is similar to 
that of the Pope criticism. 

20. See 	footnote 13 to chapter three. 
21. Post., I, p. 26. Here De Quincey refers to Wordsworth's poem 

-"Two April Mornings"-presumably it is the merging of the 
beauty of the day and Mathew's grief, in this poem, which 
attracts De Quincey's attention. 

22. 	De Quincey notes the tradition of veneration for Milton (Masson, 
X, pp. 409-410n.) and explodes the notion that it was Addison 
who awoke the English nation to the greatness of this poet. 
De Quincey cites many editions of Milton which had appeared 
before Addison's criticism, and he mentions, in particular, 
Dryden's ''eulogium" of 1688. 

23. Although this essay is only twelve pages long. 
24. 	 De Quincey answers charges against Milton's apparently sacreli

gious mixture of pagan and Christian deities in hie poem. 
It is a confused defence, citing Michaelangelo as a prece
dent of another great artist doing the same thing. And yet 
in the case of Michaelangelo, De Quincey admits that he does 
not "pretend to assign the precise key to the practicewhich 
he adopted" (Masson, X, p. 405). In the case of Milton, he de
fends the practice on the grounds that the poet had in fact 
"laid an early foundation for his introduction of the Pagan 
Pantheon into Christian groups: the false gods of the heathen 
world were accordin to JHl ton the fallen An ,els 11 (l.:asson, X, 
p. 406 • Here, again, De Quincey can be seen as the valiant 
explicator of paradox, though his enthusiasm here does not 
really seem to resolve the point very satisfactorily.

25. 	 See the similar argument in "Postscript on Didactic Poetry" (Masson, 
XI, pp. 215ff.). 

26. 	See part 6 of appendix A for an elaboration of this point in com
parison with Kant. 

27. 	 Quoted by De Quincey at Nasson, X, p. 47, and there translated as 
"Books, we are told, propose to instruct and amuse". 

'· 
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28. 	 De Quincey's theory of the actual teaching of literature depends 
on an emphasis upon the organic nature of such instruction. 
The lesson to be taught is not of course contained in a set 
of facts-the moral education thus "should be immanent, not 
transient,--or, otherwise, that it should be vitally distri
buted through the whole organization of the tree ••• ". The 
moral should thus be evenly and imperceptibly distributed 
throughout the work, "not gathered or secreted into a sort 
of a red berry•••• at the end of its boughs"(Masson, XI, p. 454). 
Poetry, of course, teaches through education of emotional 
response, which is specifically achieved during experiences 
of the sublime. "Poetry teaches by deep impulse, by hieroglyph
ic suggestion" {Masson, XI, p. 88). The idea goes back at least 
to Goethe, who rejects the Aristotelian notion of catharsis 
and therefore improvement being obtained from a tragedy. He 
indicates the impossibility of combining such literal instruc
tion with poetry, and feels that the purgation in tragedy, 
such as Aristotle describes, should take place only in the 
play itself. Goethe finds didactic poetry to be a hybrid 
between poetry and rhetoric, and sees it as a difficult at
tempt "to weave something together from science and imagina
tion, to combine two opposite elements into a living body". 
Goethe's concern over these two elements in literature clear
ly anticipate the knowledge/power distinction made repeatedly 
by De Quincey. De Quincey goes further, however, in seeing 
the possible integration of the two elements within one work, 
while admitting their essential incompatibility. Goethe allows 
that a work of art will indeed have a moral effect-"a work of 
art can and will have moral consequences, but to ask moral 
purposes of an artist means to spoil his trade''. The ultimate 
responsibility for the moral effect of a work of art is that 
of the audience-"The reader must draw instruction from it, 
as he does from life". {Quotations and summary of Goethe's 
views on didacticism are drawn from Wellek, History of Criti
~' I, p. 217).

29. 	 De Quincey's use of the word "mechanic" specifically relates to 
his ideas on utility and stands in direct opposition to the 
organic. 

30. 	 Post., II, p. 193. De Quincey states the case in a slightly 
-different 	wav in the 1858 "Preface" to the Collective Edition 

of his writings {reprinted by Masson at XI, p.97), -"Upon 
attentive reflection it will be seen that the function of 
teaching is not the power in such poetry, but the resistance 
to be overcome; that it is not bv teaching that didactic 
poetry moves, but in spite of te;ching." 

31. See 	Post., II, p. 193. 
32. 	 The ~ of the idem in alio being a fundamentally important 

artistic principle is, of course, present in Wordsworth. 
The following important statement from the "Preface to the 
Lyrical Ballads" shows the extent to which Wordsworth adopts 
the principle as a basis of all experience. He is talking, 
in the first place, about the pleasurable effect received 

•. 
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from metrical language-"Among the chief of these c&,uses 
is to be reckoned a principle which must be well known to those 
who 	 have made a:ny of the Arts the object of accurate reflect
ion: namely, the pleasure which the mind derives from the perc
eption of similitude in dissimilitude. This principle is the great 
spring of the activity of our minds, and their chief feeder. From 
this principle the direction of the sexual appetite, and all the 
passions connected with it, take their origin: it is the life 
of our ordinary conversation; and upon the accuracy with which 
similitude in dissimilitude, and dissimilitude in similitude are 
perceived, depend our taste and our moral feelings" (Owen and 
Smyser, 	 I, p. 148). 

33• .!:2.!!l•t II, ·pp. 23-4. Here De Quincey quotes Coleridge (the passage 
can be found in Biographia literaria, II, p. 256) and disagrees 
with him on the specific example of the waxwork. Coleridge sugg
ests that the waxwork is disgusting as a work of art because 
there is no check of difference in something so essentiall~ 
simila;-"to reality. De Quincey feels that the reason why the 
waxwork fails is not because there is no check of difference 
(certainly there is, he says, but the sense of likeness comes 
before that of unlikeness which reverses the usual order of art), 
but because the waxwork is defeated by its literality, its lack 
of ideality (Post., II, p. 26). See also Coleridge's statement 
"Imitation isthe' mesothesis of likeness and difference. The 
difference is as essential to it as the likeness; for without 
the difference, it would be copy or fac-simile" (Table Talk, 
p. 256). Coleridge expands the idea a little in the Biographia 
where he introduces the familiar idea of reciprocity - "imit
ation, as opposed to copying, consists either in the interfusion 
of the SAME throughout the readically DIFFERENT, or of the diff
erent throughout a base radically the sa.~e" (Biog:ra~hia, II, p. 56).

34. 	Proctor gives a discussion of idem in alio at pp. 92-10 • He des
cribes two distinct aspects of De Quincey's praise of the effect. 
One is the implication that merely to emplov such an unexpected 
mode as whistling to render a subject such as Waterloo, is in 
itself admirable and pleasure-giving (see p. 94). The other is 
contained in a quotation from De Quincey's own account of devices 
which are deliberately used to assert the difference between.· 
the artistic rendering, and the aspect of life of which it is 
an imitation. Proctor does not observe that De Quincey justif
ies the reproduction in alio on the grounds of the power of the 
contrast, rather seeing the effect as one of imaginative skill. 

35. 	 Though it is true that in some places it does appear to be~ 
contrast which is valued by De Quincey. See, for exa.~ple, his 
comment on °apt quotation" which can be valuable for its idem 
in alio effect, at Masson, V, p. 237. ---

36. 	 Post., II, p. 26. 
37. 	s;e-the list of five effects employed by the drama to "unrealize" 

itself ~ Masson, X, pp. 371-2. 
38. 	Post., II, p. 23. De Quincey is quoting Coleridge -- see note 33 

-above. 

•, 
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39. 	 See rlote 2 above for an account of the critical background to the 
idea of particularity and generality. 

40. 	Wellek accounts for Goethe's initial separation of symbol and all
egory (History of Criticism, I, p. 211), and his description of 
the Kantian expression of the notion of symbolism is a good 
summary of what the Fomantics were to make of the subject. 
Wellek describes Kant's use of the word "idea" - "An aesth
etic idea is a representation of the imagination for which no 
definite thought (i.e. concept) can be adequate. Ideas are rep
resentations of the imagination which have the semblance of 
reality. But what happens in art is precisely that "rational" 
(speculative) ideas (i.e. those of invisible things, of the 
realm of the blessed, of hell, eternity, creation, etc.) are 
made sensuous by the poet. He can make sensuous death, envy 
(or any other vice), love, or fame. The term idea is near to the 
later term "symbol"; it points to the general problem of the 
Critique: to the union of the general and particular, and ab
stract and the sensuous, achieved in art"(Ibid., I, p. 231). 

41. 	Note also Wordsworth's discussion of the relationship between the 
particular and the general in his "Essay Upon Epitaphs", the 
crux of which argument is contained in the following statement 
- "Let an Epitaph, then, contain at least these acknowledg
ments to our common nature; nor let the sense of their import
ance be sacrificed to a balance of opposite qualities or min
ute distinctions in individual character (Owen and Smyser, II, 
p. 59). The problems of the particular vs. the general were 
especially important for such writers of autobiography as Words
worth and De Quincey, who were among the first to have to make 
the decision concerning precisely how much of their own lives 
should intrude into their works of literature. 

42. 	 Jordan briefly deals with the law of antagonism in De Quincey at 
pp. 104-113. 

43. 	Here Jordan refers to Aristotle as formulator of the idea, and 
Beattie as one who refers to it. He also points to Hazlitt's 
use of the device in his Shakespeare criticism, when he discuss
es characters in terms of their foils or contrast. 

44. 	 See Abrams pp. 162-3 for an account of the beginnings of associat
ionism in Hume and Hartley, and pp. 177-83 for its develop
ment among romantic writers. 

CHAPTER SIX 

1. See the opening to the Pevolt of the Tartars, Masson, VII, p. 368. 
2. 	See "Blackwood ' s Edinburgh Ifagaz ine" for October 1849 ( LVI ) • 

Appendix E contains a list of "Suspiria" as originally planned. 
3. 	See, for example, the following passage, which is a typical usage 

of this device - "i-lhatsoever is once made the subject of con
sciousness can never again have the privilege of gay, care
less thoughtlessness -- the privilege by which the mind, like 
lamps of a mail-coach, moving rapidly through the mid-night 
woods, illuminate, for one instant, the foliage or sleeping 
umbrage of the thickets, and, in the next instant, have quitted 
them, to carry their radiance forward upon endless successions 
of objects". The use of the mail-coach in this image is part
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icularly interesting in the present context, However, it is 
curiously contradictory, in that the brief scenes which De 
Quincey does observe from his seat on the mail are exactly those 
which fix forever in his mind, never to be left behind. 

It is interesting, in view of De Quincey's repeated 
use of light/ dark imagery (usually transition between the two), 
to notice that Burke specifically observes the sublimity of 
such a contrast, as well as that between noise and silence 
(Philosophical Enguirv, IV, 3). See note 37 to chapter seven 
for an important example from De Quincey's writing.

4. 	De Quincey clearly overlooked the possiblility of the steam locomot
ive itself becoming something of an image of sublimity, and bec
oming a centre of attraction quite beyond that of the individ
ual carriages of the train. 

5. 	 De Quincey was indeed aware of the possible incongruity of his hum
orous interpolations, and writes in his "Preface" to the revised 
edition of the Confessions that "it is possible enough that, 
by unseasonable levity at other times, I may have repelled the 
sympathy of my readers'' (Masson, III, p. 220). This remark, 
which relates directly to such instances found in the Confess
ions, should be remembered when considering all the writings of 
~later period. 

6. See chaptP-r three. 
7. In chapter five. 
8. The title De Quincey gives to the third section of the Confessions. 
9. 	 It should be noted that the crocodile as an image of horror was 

present in the first edition of the Confessions - "the abom
inable head of the crocodile, and his leering eyes, looked out 
at me, multiplied into a thousand repetitions" (Masson, III, 
p. 442). 

10. See 	section 1 of chapter four. 
11. 	Both sets of people are sitting in carriages with the windows 

drawn down. 
12. 	An interesting example, from another context, of the way in which 

De Quincey had a natural tendency to remember by means of a 
symbolic tableau, can be found in the Autobiography. Here, he 
is describing two mentally deficient twins, servants in the house, 
who he comes across as they are embracing one another, having 
been summoned to different parts of the building. They rose, 
embraced and "parted to their separate labours" and a week later 
t~ey died,_as if De Quincey had witnessed their last farewell -
" ••• what I saw was simply this; it composed a silent and sym
bolic scene, a momentary interlude in dumb show, which is inter
preted itself and settled forever in my recollection, as if it 
prophesied and interpreted the event which soon followed" 
(Masson, I, p. 105). Such "symbolic scenes" are common in the 
Mail-Coach, and the other fictional works which I deal with. 

13. 	See part 1 of appendix G for an account of the collective unconsc
ious as revealed in De Quincey's dreams, and the relation of the 
idea to Jung. 

14. At Masson, XIII, p. 314. 
15. 	 I refer to the school-leaving episode which is described fully in 

chapter seven. 
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16. 	The "Dream-Fugue", as De Quincey explains in his preface to the 
original edition of the "Vision of Sudden Death" (•Black
wood's", 1849), was the"ultimate object of the whole essay". 
He describes it as "an attempt to wrestle with the utmost 
efforts of music in dealing with a colossal form of impassion
ed horror". The preface further elaborates upon how the various 
elements of his mail-coach experience combined to produce 
this final section. 

17. See 	the discussion of the echo device in chapter seven. 
18. 	The architectural images of 'infinity employed at this point are 

very close to those in the nnream Vision of Infinity" at the 
end of the "System of the Heavens" (Masson, VIII, p. 34).

19. See 	chapters one and eight for further examination of this event. 
20. See 	appendix C where revisions are considered. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

1. 	See appendix D for an account of the chronology of the Confessions 
and work already done on the revision process. 

2• 	Confessions of an English Opium Eater, ed. Alethea Hayter, (Penguin, 
1971), p. 22. Also see appendix D. 

3. See appendix D. 
4. Jack's opinion is also found in appendix D. 
5. 	 The "experiences of erring childhood", and "an inheritance from the 

boyish follies" (Masson, III, p. 413). 
6. For example, ''my London hardships", Confessions, (Penguin Ed.) p. 35. 
7. See "The Palimpsest of the Human Brain 11 

, discussed in chapter eight. 
8. See section 3 to chapter four. 
9. 	 De Quincey was familiar with the ms. of The Prelude long before 

publication. The Li terarv Reminiscences (r1;asson, II) contains 
considerable reference to the "great philosophic poem" (II, 
p. 268), De Quincey's reading of which certainly predates the 
writing of the Confessions -- in the 1839 version of his essay 
on Wordsworth, De Quincey says that his reading of The Prelude 
occured more than twenty years before (Masson, II, p. 268). 
J.E. Wells has written an article entitled "De!dncey and 
The Prelude in 1839" (Philological Quarterlv, 1941J, pp. 
1-24) in which he discusses the original articles in "T·ai t 's 
Magazine" (Masson's text is different) as they reveal De 
Quincey's knowledge of specific editions of Wordsworth's poems 
or the ms. of the 1805 Prelude. Wells shows that De-Quincey's 
account of Wordsworth's life incorporates material from, 
among other sources, eight books of the 1805 Prelude. As Wells 
notes, Prelude quotations are made from the 1805-6 ms. and not 
ms. C, dated by Selincourt to 1817-19. In addition to this 
thorough knowledge of The Prelude, De Quincey would undoubtedly 
have been recently reading the final, 1850 publication of the 
poem_when he undertook the revision of the Confessions. 

10. The 	 Prelude, VI, 19-23. 
11. Ibid., VI, 32-41. 
12. Ibl'd., VI, 338. 
13. 	~ the unusual aspect of this description of sublimity ~ pure, 

untarnished joy -- but the doubts and anxieties which are to 
maKe the moment lastingly intensive for De Quincey are soon to 
come. 
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14. The 	Prelude, I, 1-2, 6-8. 
15. 	 De Quincey again alludes to The Prelude's opening lines and their 

sense of liberation much later in the Confessions, after he has 
in fact entered the horror of his London experiences. Dwelling 
in the vast, empty house belonging to Mr. Brunell, he is almost 
starving and plagued by insufficient sleep. The numerous and 
huge rooms of the house are ironically refered to as his freedom 
- "'the world was all before us', and we pitched our tent for 
the night in any spot we chose" (Masson, III,p.354). This is a 
reference to "The earth was all before me" in Book I of The 
Prelude (I, 15). ---

16.I discuss this fragment of the Suspiria in chapter eight. 
17. For 	example the "TOO LATE" legend from the Mail-Coach. See Appendix C. 
18. 	De Quincey was thinking, no doubt, of the moment of leaving school 

when he wrote of the importance of such moments of transition in 
the "Notes for Suspiria", which predated the final version of the 
Confessions - "For every one of us, male or female, there is a 
year in which the light-hearted sense of the irresponsible ceases 
to gild the heavenly dawn. A year there is, settled by no law or 
usage, for me perhaps the eighteenth, for you the seventeenth, for 
another the nineteenth, within the gates of which, underneath the 
gloomy archway of which, sits a phantom of yourself" (Post_., I, 
p. 25). 	 ~ 

19. 	The echo, as a symbol, is in fact an element of De Quincey's belief 
in a secret or hieroglyphic language which speaks to man from 
indirect sources. His view of symbolism is indeed based upon 
such a belief, as I suggest in chapter two, and the echo is a 
part of that secret and sublime language through which the myst
eries of the earth are revealed. In "The Essenes", De Quincey 
wonders how Josephus could have remained in ignorance of the exist
ence of the group of people known as Christians - "the very echo 
of whose footsteps ought to have sunk upon the ear with the awe 
that belongs to spiritual phenomena, that belongs to the bells 
of convents in the Desert long since dilapidated and surviving 
only in the traditions of the Bedouins, that belongs (in the 
sublime expression of Wordsworth) to 'echoes from beyond the 
grave'" (Masson, VII, p. 107). Spiritual truth can thus be 
continued and re-expressed at a later time by means of some 
form of echo, another example of which De Quincey account for 
in the Autobiozyaphy. Here he describes the "echo augury", or 
the spiritual truth reverberated through time by means of, for 
example, books accidentally open at a certain page, or convers
ations overheard which have particular spiritual meaning for the 
hearer - "In these instances, the mystical word, that carried 
a secret meaning and message to one sole ear in the world, was 
always unsought for: that constituted its virtue and its div
inity" (Masson, I, similar way to these echo augp.m). In a 
uries, De Quincey received spiritual messages through his own 
personal echoes through time, which reach their climax, as I 
describe, in his imaginative writing. 

20. Post., I, pp. 22-3. 
21. Ibid., I, p. 23. 
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22. See 	appendix G. 
23. 	This image in itself echoes the actual image of banners De Quincey 

is soon to describe from the earlier St. Paul's incident. 
24. See 	chapter three for aspects of this polarity. 
25. 	 The letter and the circumstances surrounding its aquisition is a 

part of the 1856 expansion of the text (Masson, III, p. 303 ff.). 
26. See 	appendix C. 
27. See Masson, III, pp. 291-2. 
28. 	Thus the following statement - "By accident a considerable part of 

the Confessions (all, in short, except the Dreams) had orig
inally been written hastily; and, from various causes, had never 
received any strict revision, or, virtually, so much as an 
ordinary verbal correction" - (from the "Prefatory Notice 
to the New Edition", Masson, III, p. 219).

29. 	 De Quincey writes the following - "Hers was a case of ordinary 
occurrence (as I have since had reason to think), and one in 
which, if London beneficence had better adapted its arrangements 
to meet it, the power of the law might oftener be interposed 
to protect, and to avenge. But the stream of London charity 
flows in a channel which, though d.eep and mighty, is yet noise
less and underground; not obvious or readily accessible to 
poor houseless wanderers" (Masson, III, p. 361). 

30. 	For example, see also the mythical references in the Mail-Coach 
noted in the previous chapter. 

31. 	 Confessions, (Penguin ed.), p. 33. The list of the various kinds of 
dream to be expected in his writing is useful, since already 
two examples of the "waking-dream" have constituted a sublime 
moment in the Confessions. 

32. See 	appendix D for comment on this revision. 
33. 	 See the introduction to the "Vision of Sudden Death" in "Blackwood's 

Edinburgh Magazine", December 1849, LXVI, p. 741. 
34. 	 See "London Magazine" for December 1821, where De Quincey writes of 

the "Third Part of my Confessions". 
35. Volume V contains the Confessions. 
36. 	 Thus the following addition to the revised Confessions - "The main 

phenomenon by which opium expressed itself permanently, and the 
sole phenomenon that was communicable, lay in the dreams (and 
in the peculiar dream-scenery) which followed the opiiim excesses. 
But naturally these dreams, and this dream-scenery, drew their 
outlines and materials -- their great lights and shadows 
from those profound revelations which had been ploughed so 
deeply into the heart, from those encaustic records which in the 
mighty furnaces of London life had been burnt into the undying 
memory by the fierce action of misery" (Hasson, III, p. 413).

37. 	 By a general process of intensification, "thousand" becomes "ten 
thousand'' in the final version. A particularly interesting 
alteration in the 1856 edition should be noted. The ending to the 
1821 passage about Asia read as follows -"••• I protest that so 
awful was the transition from the damned crocodile, and the 
other unutterable monsters and abortions of my dreams, to the 
sieht of innocent human natures and of infancy, that, in the 
mighty and sudden revulsion of mind, I wept, and could not 
forbear it, as I kissed their fhis daughters'J faces" (Peng
uin edition, p. 110). The revised version of these lines stresses 

·
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the sublimity which De Quincey experienced at such a moment of 
transition from the darkness of his fantasies to the light of 
ordinary day. In view of my discussion of the meaning of trans
ition points in De Quincey's imaginative writing, the emendation, 
which uses once again the light/ dark imagery, is directly rel
evant. The last version reads - "No experience was so awful to 

- me, and at the same time so pathetic, as this abrupt translation 
from the darkness of the infinite to the gaudy summer air of 
highest noon••• " (Masson, III, p. 443).

38. 	 The other description of dream-vision which I have not separately 
mentioned here concerns "friezes of never-ending stories" (Masson, 
III, p. 437) where images from Livy's Rome and the English 
Civil War, two historical areas which affected De Quincey part
icularly deeply, merge together in his sleep. 

39. See 	Masson, I, p. 38. 
40. Again the dream experience has archetypal qualities. See appendix G. 
41. 	Note these changes in 1856 "from my confusion" becomes "from 

deepening confusion", and "its possible issue" becomes "its 
undecipherable issue". 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

1. 	A full list of completed and proposed "Suspiria" is printed by Japp 
in his edition of the Posthumous Works,(!, pp. 4-5). See 
appendix E. 

2. 	See appendix F which, for convenience, relates the original "Black
wood' s" printing to the position of the same pieces in the 
Masson edition. Although I refer to the ''Black'.-1ood" order, I 
continue to provide Masson references when applicable. Page 
references to the sections in "Blackwood's" are given in append
ix F. 

3. 	See the argument in the essay "Rhetoric", where "pure abstractions~' 
the core of De Quincey's approach to literary symbolism, have 
been lost sight of in modern oratory, which is totally involved 
with trivial facts (Masson, X, pp. 94, 98-9). 

4.Japp writes in his introduction to his printing of new "Suspiria"
"The master-idea of the "Suspiria" is the power which lies in 
suffering, in agony unuttered and unutterable, to develop the 
intellect and spirit of man; to open these to the ineffable 
conceptions of the infinite, and to some discernment, otherwise 
impossible, of the beneficent might that lies in pain and 
sorrow" (Post., I, pp. 1-2). It appears that Japp agrees with 
De Quincey's general philosophy of pain and its meaning. Al
though I recount the same argument in the course of the present 
chapter, I do not wish to imply that I share this opinion. 

I have already mentioned the possible physical source 
of the sigh which gives the title to the Suspiria, and the 
attraction that the idea of the sigh had for De Quincey, as 
expressive or symbolic of complex inner meanings, is indic
ated also in a footnote to "lfhe Vision of Sudden Death" 
'"sigh-born";- I owe the suggestion of this word to an obscure 
remembrance of a beautiful phrase in 'Giraldus Cambrensis' 
viz. suspiriosae cogitationes" (Ifasson, XIII, p. 310n. ). 
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5. "Blackwood's", LVII, p. 272. 
6. Ibid. 
7. 	De Quincey's essay on Charles Lamb (Masson, V, p. 215ff.) is a case 

in point where conventional unity is entirely dispensed with, and 
Lamb as a subject is often eclipsed by long passages on Hazlitt 
and Southey. In fact, however, it is only De Quincey's title 
which is misleading, since his real subject, and the one which 
gives the essay an actual unity, is style and the sublime 
capacities of literature in general. 

See also De Quincey's statement that "it is the very 
grandeur of Scripture that she can afford to be negligent of 
her chronology" (~., II, p. 119n.). 

8. "Blackwood's", LVII, pp. 272-3. 
9. Ibid., p. 273. 

10.-see, particula~ly, appendix C for this theme in the Mail-Coach. 

11. "Blackwood's". LVII, p. 277. 
12. 	In an excellent footnote to this passage (which, of course, is 

also lost from the final version), De Quincey criticizes Milton 
for lowering the sense of Adam's disobedience to God. For what 
De Quincey calls "the sublime sacrifice of Adam" (Blackwood's", 

· LVII, p. 277n.) can never escape the approval of ·the reader -
"reviewing it calmly, we condemn - but ta.king the impassioned 
station of Adam at the moment of temptation, we approve in our 
hearts". This is a good exarnple:of the way in which De Quincey's 
literary criticism is determined by his feelings. 

13. Quoted earlier in the present chapter. 
14. 	 De Quincey seeks to explain further this sense of infinity in a 

passage which he removed from the Autobiography, but which 
Masson considered sufficiently important to insert rather arb
itrarily, after the story of the abbess in the first part of 
the Suspiria (Masson, XIII, pp. 338-9). De Quincey writes of 
space and time, as he has done on other occasions. However, 
the experience of his si~ter's death was clearly dissociated from 
any opium influence, and ~ustifies his inclusion of these remarks 
on the grounds that the inverse of the opium experience occurffid 
on this occasion. What he had reason to believe was that an 
extended period of time "contracted to a minute", although 
the actual representation of pursuit through space would suggest 
to the reader a feeling of eternity. Masson, of course, does 
not reprint De Quincey's remarks insofar as they relate to this 
inverse effect. 

15. This reference to antagonism was added in 1852. 
16. See 	Hillis Miller's argument in chapter one above. 
17. "Blackwood's", LVII, p. 280. 
18. Ibid., p. 281. 
19. 'ibi'd., p. 282. 
20. Ibid.' p. 489. 
21. 'ibi'd., p. 490. 
22. Ibid., p. 491. 
23. 'ibi'd., p. 491 ff. 
24. 'See-note 6 to chapter four. 
25. See 	note 40 to chapter four. 
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26. 	De Quincey pauses at this point and writes of his structural 
intentions (another dissociated passage which l11asson re
printed (XIII, pp. 339-40), and shows very clearly his dia
lectical method - "Here pause, reader! Imagine yourself seated 
in some cloud-scaling swing, oscillating under the impulse of 
lunatic hands; for· the strength of lunacy may belong to human 
dreams ••• Up and down you will see, heights and depths, in our 
fiery course together. He observes that he has reached the depths 
of his nursery experiences (and justifies them as the "natural 
coefficient of the opium" as far as producing dreams is concerned) 
and had intended to produce a corresponding upswing -- maybe an 
account of some happier incidents from childhood. 

27. "Blackwood's", LVII, p. 489. 
28. 	~., p. 741. The idea of the palimpsest probably came from Coler

idge. His account of associationism in the early chapters of 
Biographia Literaria is relevant to ideas concerning the cont
inuing presence of past infonmation (see George Poulet, "Time
lessness and Romanticism", Journal of the Historv of Ideas, XV, 
pp. 3-22, for an account of Coleridge's sense of time distortion, 
and its relation to the power of the imagination). Coleridge's 
tragedy Remorse deals with the imperishability of past action, 
and is thus very close in theme to De Quincey's autobiograph
ical writing. "The Ancient Mariner" is also connected with this 
central preoccupation of De Quincey's. Poulet, in the above art
icle, quotes the following from the philosopher Swedenborg, which 
he feels had a direct influence upon Coleridge's idea of the 
totality of memory which a celestial (and therefore timeless) 
body, as opposed to the terrestrial (and time-fixed) body, would 
possess - "The interior memory••• is such that there are in
scribed in it all the particular things, yea, the most part
icular, that man hath at any time thought, spoken and done ••• 
with the most minute circumstances, from his earliest infancy 
to extreme old age. Man hath with him the memory of all things 
when he comes into another life" (Arcana Coelestia, ~London, 
1803_], 2474). Clearly, this idea is closely related to the 
capacity of the woman in De Quincey's vision contained in number 
29 " Suspiria" - see appendix E - and it is certainly very 
close to his general idea of the palimpsest. 

Poulet goes on to discuss other romantic writers, but 
selects De Quincey as one whose "blending of feeling and thought 
~on the subject of eternity revealed in time_]' appears as a nat
ural achievement". He links De Quincey's ideas on simultaneity, 
or the avoidance of successiveness in time, with both Coleridge 
and Swedenborg, quoting particularly from De Quincey's partial 
translation of Kant's Dreams of a Ghost-Seer, which was published 
under the title of "Kant's abstract of Swedenborgianism". De 
Quincey translates Swedenborg's doctrine thus - "In the inner 
memory is retained whatsoever has vanished from the outer; and 
all of which is presented to the consciousness of man nothing 
is ever lost. After death the remembrance of all which ever 
entered his soul, and even all that had perished to himself, 
constitutes the entire book of his life" (Masson, XVI, pp. 63-4). 
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This was published in 1825, four years after the Confessions, 
where De Quincey had already introduced the idea of the total 
recall experienced by the girl who was nearly drowned (Masson, 
III, p. 	435). De Quincey refers to this event again in the 
"Palimpsest". section of the Suspiria. Poulet assumes that because 
of the similarity between the account given by Kant and De 
Quincey's own use of the idea, that De Quincey had read Kant 
before 1821. 

The Poulet essay, interesting as a brief assemblage of 
the various references to timelessness in most romantic writers, 
does not in fact attempt to show the extent to which De Quincey's 
thought and feeling on the subject of time and eternity was in 
in fact a "natural achievement". For De Quincey, the palimpsest 
of the human brain revealed its potential very actively in the 
course of his life, so that the recurrence of particular and 
very often unpleasant memories provides a vital element in the 
structure of his best works. 

29. 	 The fact that the person concerned was probably De Quincey's mother 
may explain the powerful effect which the phenomenon had over 
him (see Masson's note, XIII, p. 347n.).

30. 	Again see the Confessions for the discussion of the psychological 
effect which total recall produces (Masson, III, p. 435). 

31. See 	note 28 above. 
32. 	Nasson places this piece last in his grouping of the Susuiria, 

justifying his move on the grounds that De Quincey himself 
pointed to the central importance of this "dream-legend" (see 
end of appendix E). ~asson also considers this paper to be 
"all in all, the finest thing that De Quincey wrote" (XIII, p. 
362n.) and thus deserves its position at the end. 

33. 	De Quincey writes of "that benignity in powers invisible which 
even in Pagan worlds sometimes descends to sustain it'' (Masson, 
XIII, p. 362). 

34. 	 In Masson's edition (I, pp. 51-4) it follows the Autobiography 
section "The Affliction of Childhood", and, as Masson rightly 
observes, "his {"De Q)J.incey'sJ adaptation of this shred from 
the "Suspiria" to its present connection is rather forced" 
{Masson, I, p. 51n.). 

35. 	The phenomenon was preswnably told to De Quincey by Coleridge, 
since the former never left Britain ( see note at V:asson, I, 
p. 52n.). 

36. '1Blackwood' s", LVII, p. 749. 
37. 	See part 2 of appendix G for examples of some similarities with 

the theory of Jung. 
38. 	See the recovered~fragment "The Dark Interpreter" in Japp, vol. I, 

pp. 7-12, which I discuss briefly in the present chapter. Hav
ing made a comparison with a writer of the present century 
(Jung), it is perhaps even more interesting to notice the 
account of the unconscious mind in one of De Quincey's con
temporaries. James Hogg's Confessions of a Justified Sinner 
contains a number of correlations with De Quincey's psychol
ogical analysis. In Hogg 1 s book (which was first published by 
Longman's in 1824, andwhich could well have been influenced 
by De Quincey's more famous Confessions of three years before), 

•, 
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Robert Wringhim is a murderer who has killed his half brother. 
The following is the account of Wringhim's encounter with the dark 
side of his personality - "As I thus wended my way, I beheld 
a y9ung man of mysterious appearance coming towards me. I 
tried to shun him, being bent on my own contemplations, but 
he cast himself in my way, so that I could not well avoid him; 
and more than that, I felt a sort of invisible power that drew me 
towards him, something like the force of enchantment, which I 
could not resist ••• That stranger youth and I approached each 
other in silence, and slowly, with our eyes fixed on each other's 
eyes. We approached till not more than a yard intervened between 
us, and then stood still and gazed, measuring each other from 
head to foot. What was my astonishment, on perceiving that he was 

the same being as myself!"(James Hogg, Confessions of a Justified 
Sinner, ,{!;xford Univ. Press, 1969.:J p. 116). Interesting, too, 
is an incident in the first part of the book where George, the 
brother who will be murdered, is confronted by an apparition 
while sitting on the top of Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh. The 
idea of his half-brother Wringhim, who has been following him, 
causes him to look to one side - "What an apparition was there 
presented to his view! He saw, delineated in the cloud, the 
shoulders, arms and features of a human being of the most dread
ful aspect. The face was the face of his brother, but dilated to 
twenty times the natural size ••• (~., p. 41). Turning, terr
ified, from the image which seems to float on air, George coll
ides with the real person of his brother. The natural effect, of 
course, is exactly the one which both De Quincey and Jung refer 
to. Hogg's use of the phenomenon is somewhat different, though
the ·imminent evil present in his book is well expressed by the 
shadowy figure. 

In 1814 Hogg met both Wordsworth and De Quincey and had 
been publishing in "Blackwood' s'' since the year before. In 
December 1822 he began to figure as the shepherd in "Blackwood's" 
"Noctes Ambrosia.nae", in which De Quincey was also later to 
appear as one of the characters. 

39. 	 "Blackwood' s", LVII. p. 750. See appendix G for comment on the 
Dark Interpreter. 

40. Ibid., p. 750. 
41. 	Again the original "Blackwocid's" printing makes thisc:onnection 

clear, since in Hasson, the Dark Interpreter is not intro
duced into his reprinting of parts of the Suspiria. 

42. 	This title was added later by De Quincey and printed first, from 
his mss.,in the Black's additional volume to the Collective 
Works in 1871. 

43. "Blackwood's" LVIII, p. 43. 
44. Ibid., p. 45. 
45. 	"T'h'e""addition concerning the house in London is mainly intended, 

according to De Quincey, to authenticate his account of his 
adventures in London by providing exact details of location. 

46. 	The covenant is the promise of the apostle to restore the daughter 
of Lebanon to her father's house within thirty days. During 
this period, however, she contracts a mortal illness. 
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47. Post., I, p. 13n. 
48. Ibid., p. 14. 
49. Ibid., p. 13n. 
50. 	 Japp also includes some "Notes for Suspiria", all of which cover 

themes and ~deas I have already considered. The first fragment 
expresses the paradox and mystery of God and the mystery of 
death which are in conflict. Finally the latter is subsumed 
within the former, and the paradox is resolved - "'Behold 
these were two mysteries; and one is not; and there is but 
one mystery that survives forever'"(Post., I, p. 24). The main 
points from the other "Notes" I have quoted at various places in 
the main text. 
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1. 	Frederick Coplestone, A History of Philosophy, (London, 1964), VI, 
pp. 268-9. 

2. Ibid., pp. 267-8. 
3. Ibid., p. 344. 
4. 'Meredith, p. 109. 
5. All references are to Meredith, pp. 131-2. 
6. Owen 	 and Smyser, II, p. 354. 
7. Meredith, pp. 110-111. 
8. Ibid., p. 111. 
9. Ibid., pp. 111-112. 

10.-o;ren and Smyser, II, p; 354. 

11. Meredith, p. 115. 
12. Ibid., p. 113. 
13. o;e; and Smyser, II, p. 353. 
14. The 	 Prelude, VII, 695-699, 708-712. 
15. Coplestone, VI, p. 202. 
16. Meredith, p. 100. 
17. Ibid., p. 127. 
18. I'bid., p. 102. 
19. I'bid., p. 103. 
20. I'bid., p. 104. 
21. 'Ibi'd., p. 105. 
22. 'Ibi'd., p. 90. 
23. 'Ibi'd., p. 91. 
24. o;;n and Smyser, II, p. 351. 

APPENDIX B 

1. See Proctor, pp. 74-92. 
2. In particular, Proctor, pp. 76-7. 
3. Meredith, p. 80. 
4. 	 See Nonk, pp. 56-9. Such, perhaps, is the beginnine of the liter

ary distinction, but the two categories of the sublime and the 
beautiful have in fact been important as individual elements 
since ancient times. In his book The View Over Atlantis, (Abacus 
edition, 1973), John Michell discusses ancient perception of 
lines of force in the landscape, which, in China, determined 
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the sites of buildings and tombs. He writes, "The magnetic 
force known in China as the dragon current, is of two kinds, 
yin and yang, negative and positive, represented by the white 
tiger and the blue dragon. The lines of force follow, for the 
most part, mountainous ridges and ranges of hills. The yang or 
male current takes the higher routes over steeper mountains, 
and the yin or female current flows mainly along chains of hills. 
The ~ost favourable position is where the two streams meet. The 
surrounding country should display both yin and yang features, 
ideally in the proportion of 3/5 yang and 2/5 yin. Gentle, 
undulating country is yin, and sharp rocks and peaks are yang" 
(Michell, p. 47). The sexual distinction is particularly inter
esting. The location of the beautiful (yin) as a middle categ
ory, arid one therefore admitting of some ambiguity, as in De 
De Quincey's theory, is emphasized by the following - "The 
ideal spot for a tomb is at a junction of the two currents. the 
blue dragon to the left and the white tiger to the right. It 
should face . south with a hill behind and lower, picturesque 
country in front" (Ibid., p. 48). 

5. 	See W.J.B. Owen, "The Su~e and the Beautiful in The Prelude", 
in "The Wordsworth Circle", (Temple University, Philadelphia, 
Spring, 1973), pp. 67-86. 

APPENDIX C 
1. 	 "Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine", October and December 1849, (XVI). 

Page references to this version are given in square brackets. 
2. PMLA, (1962), pp. 97-101. 
3. PO'St., I, pp. 323-5. 
4. 	ln'the "Saturday Review" of February 1895 appeared an article 

"How De Quincey Worked", written by Edward Dowden. In this 
short piece, where he recognizes De Quincey's narrative 
method of creating "sublime contrasts for the emotions", Dow
den describes De Quincey's elaborations for the sake of emot
ional effect (a precursor in this not mentioned bv Byrns). 
Dowden also reprints the confirmation passage which I have 
quoted, and observes most justly the magnificent transform
ation of the pastern gate into the triumphal arch. Such dram
atization of architectural forms, Dowden likens to the lines 
from The Excursion - "Towers begirt/ With battlements that 
on their restles~ fronts/Bore stars". He does-:not remember 
that De Quincey himself refers to the Wordsworth line 
"Battlements that on their restless fronts bore stars" in the 
Confessions, where he notes the "sublime circumstances" of 
the description (Masson, III, p. 439). Dowden also notes some 
of the small verbal accentuations which I have mentioned. 

5. 	This is inserted before the paragraph beginning "The modern modes 
of travelling••• " (Masson, XIII, p. 283). 
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6. Ibid., p. 388. 
7. :rack, p. 145. 
8. 	Studies in English Literature,(Rice Institute), Autumn 1973, pp. 
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